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BASIC ABILITIES

Despite the diversity found in the Street Fighter cast, each fighter shares the same control configuration and, therefore, the same basic move set. These moves are divided amongst several categories, each with distinct properties separating them.

NORMAL MOVES

Normal moves are attacks that require no controller pad input. For example, when you press HP your character responds with a Hard Punch. Normal moves are great for stopping special normals or special moves.

Normal moves come in four basic groups, including: standing normals (hold 4 on the control pad), close normals (next to an opponent), far normals (at a distance from an opponent), and jumping normals (in the air, pressing a punch or kick button).

SPECIAL MOVES

Special moves are moves that require multiple controller inputs plus a punch or kick at the end of the last input. These are powerful attacks that inflict a lot of damage to an opponent. Almost all special moves can be used at the end of a combo for a big finish. Special moves are a way of blocking attacks as well.

SUPER COMBO

Super combos only exist in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. These attacks have special properties that usually consist of one (or more) special moves that are modified to have shadows behind them. Almost all these attacks can be used in a combo, and some can be followed up with normal or special moves. All super combos have invisibility frames before the attack phase. Also, all super combo attacks require a full Super Meter, and the attack drains the entire meter upon execution.

BLOCK DAMAGE

Block damage is a term used to describe the damage dealt by a blocked special move. An attack’s block damage is usually a small fraction of its actual damage. The damage that would normally be dealt if the attack were not blocked. However, a camouflaged opponent forced to block multiple special moves without a safe means of escape will quickly lose a significant portion of life. Super combos also deal block damage when they are blocked.

INVINCIBILITY FRAMES

Some special moves and super combos have invisibility frames, usually at the beginning of the attack. During this short period of time, the character becomes invincible to all attacks. A great example of this is Chun-Li’s super combo (Barrages) where she unleashes six kicks in a row. She can pass through projectiles by performing this super combo at the last moment, and proceed to pummel her unsuspecting opponent. Special moves such as Ryu’s Tatamakuchi Senpakuha (from Street Fighter II Turbo) also have invisibility frames. In this case, the short invisibility period begins when Ryu leaves the ground and lasts until he starts to spin around in the air. With proper timing, this move can be used to pass through projectiles or escape any throw setup.

THROWS

Throws are performed by pressing or along with a medium punch, hard punch, medium kick, or hard kick (depending on the character). Throws can be stopped and cancelled, but they cannot be used while an opponent is reeling from an attack or stuck in a block animation following a blocked attack. Ground throws cannot be used against airborne opponents. Therefore, it’s possible to escape every throw attempt by using a properly timed counter-attack with invisibility frames (such as Guile’s Somersault Kick or M. Bison’s Knee Press Nightmare). Any throw with multiple hits is not techable, and only Super Turbo characters have the ability to tech a throw.
BASIC COMBO THEORY

In its simplest terms, a combo is a series of attacks that cannot be blocked or escaped from once the initial attack connects. Standard ground combos and when an opponent is allowed enough time between hits to recover (and block), or when the opponent is pushed out of attack range. With the exception of a special set of moves available in Super Street Fighter II Turbo, no attack can hit the opponent following a knockdown. The challenge of constructing powerful combos lies in avoiding these limitations for as long as possible. Although it's impossible to catalogue every possible combo, most combos are composed using a relatively small set of simple techniques. Understanding these principles is the first step in creating new and interesting combos.

RAPID-FIRE WEAK ATTACK COMBOS

Most characters have at least one standing or crouching light attack that can be chained into another, known as a rapid-fire weak attack. A "chain" is the interruption of one normal move by using another normal move. The only characters without any rapid-fire weak attacks are E. Honda, Blanko, Dhalsim, Vega, and Sagat.

CANCEL COMBOS

One of the groundbreaking features of the Street Fighter II game engine is the ability to "cancel" normal attacks. A cancel is the interruption of a normal attack into a special move. Not all normal moves can be cancelled, and some characters have different sets of normal moves that cancel from one version to the next.

PRESSING THE CROUCHING LP BUTTON REPEATEDLY WITH ZANGIEF YIELDS A FOUR- OR FIVE-HIT RAPID-FIRE WEAK ATTACK COMBO BEFORE AN OPPONENT IS PUSHED OUT OF RANGE.

JUMP ATTACK COMBOS

Jump attacks make excellent combo openers for a number of reasons, including: they cause a lengthy hit stun, they don't push an opponent back very far, and they permit another attack almost immediately upon landing. A common misconception is that it's always necessary to perform a "deep jump-in" attack (an air attack performed as late as possible). While this method allows for more time to follow up with a ground attack, it also pushes the opponent further away from the attacker. On the other hand, a "high jump-in" (an air attack performed as early as possible) leaves the attacker some air time to land closer to the opponent, but tightens the timing on the follow-up ground attack.

LINK COMBOS

Many attacks cause a long hit stun and recover so quickly that an opponent is left reeling long after the attack. You can follow the natural end of one move with another move, so that the two register as a combo. This is known as a "link.

IT'S POSSIBLE TO LINK BLANKA'S CLOSE STANDING MP WITH ANOTHER CLOSE STANDING MP, THEN LINK INTO HIS CROUCHING HK.

IT'S EASY TO FOLLOW ANY OF RYU'S JUMPING HPS WITH HIS CLOSE STANDING HP. HOWEVER, IT'S WISE TO ONLY FINISH WITH HIS LP SHORYUKEN IF THE COMBO IS STARTED WITH A HIGH JUMP-IN HP.
ADVANCED COMBO TECHNIQUES

An "illegal cancel" is something like crouching LK, crouching HK, or Flash Kick. Normally, the game doesn't allow rapid-fire weak attacks to be canceled after they have been chained together. However, you can utilize the Renda Kara technique to circumvent this rule. Although it's not necessary to master these techniques to be successful against most opponents, many players find them interesting intricacies of the game engine.

CROSS-UP JUMP ATTACK COMBOS

Some jump attacks can hit an opponent from in front of or behind an opponent. Jumping over an opponent and connecting with this type of air attack while facing the wrong way is known as performing a "cross-up" jump attack. Since cross-ups are performed while facing away from an opponent, they pull the opponent toward the attacker instead of pushing them away. This creates opportunities for longer combos than normal compared to frontal jump-in attacks.

not push the attacker away. Characters with quick projectile recovery can use this convention to follow the projectile up with another attack against cornered opponents. Furthermore, the corner provides a boundary necessary for several important jump-in combos.

With the proper spacing, you can cancel Chun-Li's standing HP into her MP Kick, and still have enough time to link a crouching MK for an impressive corner dizzy combo.

JUGGLE COMBOS

Super Street Fighter II Turbo was the first Street Fighter game in which opponents could legitimately get hit multiple times while in the air or after a knockdown attack. This "juggle combo" system follows very strict, well-defined rules. Certain moves are assigned specific constant juggle potentials, which limit the number of juggle hits they can perform.

Most super moves have a juggle potential equal to the number of times they hit, and this property even extends to an exclusive group of special and normal attacks. To start a juggle combo, you must knock your opponent into the air by a move with non-zero juggle potential. After doing so, the opponent may be juggled for a maximum number of hits equal to the juggle potential of the move used.

M. Bison's Knee Press Nightmare is a 4-hit super move with a juggle potential of four. Connecting this attack against a grounded opponent causes a knockdown on the final hit, creating a juggle setup. M. Bison's jumping MP has a juggle potential of two. Following his Knee Press Nightmare, use two jumping MP attacks to juggle the opponent for a total of six hits. Upon reaching the second juggle limit, any further jumping MP attacks will fail to connect against the falling opponent.

You can cancel J. Hound's standing MK into his 2-hit HP Thunderstrike for a 3-hit combo. Adding a frontal jump-in MK to the beginning of this combo causes the second HP Thunderstrike hit to whiff. On the other hand, performing a cross-up jump-in MK results in a guaranteed 4-hit combo.

SUPER CANCEL COMBOS

As a counter-example, it's impossible to juggle after M. Bison's Double Knee Press special because it has zero juggle potential. Therefore, it does not qualify as a valid juggle setup, even though it knocks the opponent just high into the air as his Knee Press Nightmare.

To cancel Sagat's crouching MK into the Tiger Genoide Super Combo, you must perform a quick 4, 3, 2-1 motion followed by a short pause to avoid executing an accidental Ground Tiger Shot and finish with +/- MK, +/- K.

REND A KARA CANCEL COMBOS

In general, the Street Fighter II game engine does not allow a rapid-fire weak attack to be canceled into special moves or super combos if it has been used in a chain combo. The easiest way to overcome this obstacle is to alternate between crouching and standing light attacks on the hit before the cancel. This isn't a viable option, however, against crouching opponents because the necessary standing light attack will miss.

The advanced solution, called "Renda Kara" canceling, is to perform the desired number of rapid-fire weak attacks, then chain them into one more weak attack but can-

CORNER COMBOS

Attacks performed mid-screen push an opponent away from the attacker. Similarly, attacks performed against a cornered opponent push the attacker away. The main advantage of "corner combos" stems from a rule regarding projectile attacks (such as Guile's Sonic Boom or Sagat's Tiger Shot).

Although projectiles typically push an opponent back, performing them against cornered opponents does
CPS1 CHAIN COMBOS

Of the five games contained within Hyper Street Fighter II Anniversary Collection, the first three were produced for Capcom's CPS1 hardware and the final two for CPS2 hardware. Street Fighter II, Street Fighter II Champion Edition, and Street Fighter II Turbo all shared a peculiar glitch known as the "CPS1 chain," whereby rapid-fire light kick attacks could be chained into medium and hard punch attacks.

Following any crouching rapid-fire light kick attack, you could press standing LK + MP or LK + HP to cause a chain into that attack. The timing is the same as chaining rapid-fire light attacks. Oddly enough, standing light attacks can only be chained into crouching medium and hard attacks, while crouching light attacks can only be chained into standing medium and hard attacks. These characters who do not have rapid-fire light kick attacks do not have this ability.

**After chaining three crouching LK attacks, tap LK one more time and almost simultaneously press + HK to render Kuma cancel into Guile's HK Somersault Kick for a 4-hit combo. What makes this combo even more interesting is the fact that Guile's crouching LK isn't a cancelable normal move.**

DEFENSIVE ABILITIES

The decision to block high, low, or the opposite direction is a huge factor in every match. Most standing attacks are blocked high by holding → or low by holding ←. Most crouching kicks hit low, so hold → to block them. To block jumping attacks, hold ↓ →.

CROSS-UP DEFENSE

If an opponent jumps over your character and attempts a cross-up attack, the correct block direction depends on the opponent's position when the hit occurs. If the cross-up connects before the attacker makes it to the other side, hold → to block it, just like a frontal jump-in attack. If the cross-up connects after the defender turns around, it must be blocked high in the opposite direction.

TURTLING

A player who does too much blocking is sometimes referred to as a "turtle." This term refers to a defensive style of play that relies on positioning, patience, and safe moves to slow down the pace of the game.

**After connecting with Ryu's crouching LK, it's possible to CPS1 chain into his standing HP by using the LK + HP input. This can further cancel into an HP Hadoken! This powerful 3-hit combo usually dizzies any opponent.**

BLOCK STUN

Following any blocked attack, the defending character is stuck in block animation for a fixed period of time. This condition, known as "block stun," varies in duration based upon the strength of the blocked attack.

**M. Bison from Street Fighter II Champion Edition has a set order of moves that can keep an opponent in block stun for the entire game. Perform a Scissors Kick, crouching MK, LK, LP Psycho Crusher, LK, LK, Scissors Kick (over and over). Your opponent will have few options to escape a slow death by block damage.**
TICK-THROW

While keeping an opponent in block stun, follow up any attack by immediately throwing them. This is known as “tick-throwing.” This usually involves using an LP or UK attack to put the character in block stun, then moving forward to throw them. This is one of the harder attack sequences to escape.

THROW ESCAPE

To combat an over-reliance on throwing, a throw escape system was added that reduces throw damage in half. This is known as “teching.”

To perform it, input a throw command immediately after being thrown. This enables the defender to escape being thrown and fly into the air haltingly, only taking half the damage. It takes time to master the timing for this technique, but it is a great skill to learn.

WALKING UNDER JUMP-INS

When using a character with excellent walking speed (such as Chun Li or Vega), walking under jump-ins becomes a very effective air defense tactic. This technique enables you to avoid the opponent’s attack and takes the initiative. Use it to set up big damage by tricking an opponent into blocking the wrong way at the last moment. Most characters can walk under a character with an extremely slow jump (such as Akuma or Chun Li).

SACRIFICE THROW

Another great technique is the “sacrifice throw,” otherwise known as “taking the hit.” In some instances, getting hit by an opponent’s attack early can actually enable you to recover first—and throw them—before they can follow up with another attack. This is great when an opponent performs an early jumping FF in an attempt to counter your character’s anti-air options. By walking directly into the attack without blocking, you can escape from the attack instead of being hurt. This tactic is also extremely useful in getting out of cross-up situations.

REVERSAL

A “reversal” occurs when a special move or a super combo is performed in the first instant following hit stun, block stun, knock down, air reel animation, or throw tech. Air reel animation is simply when a character gets hit in the air by a non-knockdown attack. The character basically does a backflip and becomes invincible until he or she lands. Each time a reversal is performed, the game notes it with a congratulatory message and bonus points. Performing a reversal attack with invincibility frames is the only guaranteed counter to a tick-throw.

WAKE-UP SITUATIONS

Each time your character gets knocked down, your opponent gains the opportunity to establish perfect spacing for an attack. In each case, you must get your character to stand up without getting hit by properly defending him or her. This situational guessing game is often referred to as “wake-up.”

One of the most invaluable defensive tools in this situation is the wake-up reversal. This term refers to a special move or a super combo performed as soon as the opening animation finishes. By performing a wake-up reversal (using a special move with invincibility frames), the defending player is guaranteed priority attack against any throw attempts or normal attacks. Characters from Super Street Fighter II Turbo can perform a reversal super combo on wake-up. This is extremely useful in corner situations, when both players are low on health.

Apart from performing a reversal, another wake-up option is to block patiently. Wake-up reversals are good for counterattacking an opponent’s attack, but they leave you vulnerable if your opponent chooses to wait for them instead of attacking. Blocking will defend against any normal attacks, gradually pushing you away from the attacking character. As long as the attacker does not attempt a throw, you will be safe.

ADVANCED TACTICS

Although a solid knowledge of the basic offensive and defensive tools will enable you to defeat most beginners, it won’t be enough to take on intermediate and expert players. This final section is dedicated to advanced tactics to help you defeat any opponent and, more importantly, to help you understand why you lost.

POKING

Advanced gameplay involves several tactics to win. Most players will use a barrage of normal moves instead of just doing special moves. Using safe mid-rage or long-range attacks is known as “poking.” Many special moves take much longer to recover than normal moves. As such, they are more risky against experienced players who know the proper counter-attacks for them. Since poking is rather easy and safe to do, it is more common than a lot of the other techniques.

TRAPS

Character’s like Ryu and Ken have Hadoken traps. A trap is any repeatable pattern of attack that limits an opponent’s options, leaving the defending player at a strategic disadvantage by rewarding the attacking player with sustenance initiative.

Predicting the attacker’s next move—and taking the safest course of action to avoid it—is the only way to escape good traps. Sometimes the best option is to give up the block damage and wait until the attacker becomes repetitive and predictable.

Consider this example: Ryu knocks down your character in the corner and throws a Hadoken that hits your character on wake-up. Your options are: block, hit, or jump. If you block, Ryu can throw another Hadoken until you jump. If you get hit, Ryu still has an advantage (the can throw more Hadokens). If you jump, Ryu can unleash his Shoryuken. Use a super combo on wake-up, however, and its invincibility frames will allow you to go through his Hadoken and put him on the defensive.

Vega’s long-range crouching LP enables him to continuously barrage any opponent with annoying pokes. This makes it very difficult for an opponent to get close to Vega or perform slower attacks, such as throwing projectiles.
ZONING

While blocking requires knowledge of attack speeds and recovery rates, "zoning" focuses on attack ranges and positioning. The primary goal here is to acquire and maintain certain positions on-screen that are favorable to your character's arsenal, but unfavorable to your opponent's character. A character's best zoning distance is often equal to the range of that character's longest poke.

MIND GAMES

"Mind games" are the most important part of Street Fighter II. By taking this approach, it's possible to make an opponent think that you will do a certain move, or series of moves, but instead do something different. By making an opponent do what you want them to do, you will be in control of the entire match. Keep track of your opponent's habits and patterns. Along the same lines, break free from your own patterns.

FOOTSIES

It's difficult to mount an effective long-range zoning game plan against characters who have a strong attack range advantage. In such cases, it becomes necessary to play "footsies." This term footeis is basically a subset of zoning that is focused primarily on close-range normal attacks, where the most common goal is to knock the opponent down and set up cross-up opportunities.

By staying within close proximity, you can exploit the advantages present in an opponent's long-range normal attacks. This creates a sense of anxiety and pressure for your opponent, who now risks damaging a much greater degree than facing your character at a great distance. Although close proximity places your character in danger as well, it's a strategic sacrifice that is necessary to maximize your character's close-range arsenal.

If an opponent attempts a slow, long-range attack to push you away and force you to block, attempt a cross-up to force the opponent into a difficult guessing game. If an opponent attempts a quick short-range attack instead, stay just outside of the attack range and use a crouching MK to counter attack when it whiffs, or fails to make contact. Knocking down an opponent in this way creates an advantage for the offensive player by allowing for a guaranteed cross-up or a tick throw attempt.

OVERALL GAME-PLAN

While the tactics explained in this chapter provide answers to several common situations, they are far from an overall "gameplan." A gameplan is a general outline of strategies and tactics for achieving victory, typically stemming from knowledge of character match ups and player abilities. Hopefully after reading all these strategies, you will understand the game much better and construct effective gameplans for all situations on the fly.

OLD CHARACTERS AND NOT SO OLD CHARACTERS

There is a unique mode for Hyper Street Fighter: Anniversary Collection that helps in the programming. It was originally intended for the arcade version of Super Street Fighter II Turbo where people could select the Super Street Fighter II versions of their characters in the arcades. But when the programmers repackaged the code for the game, they made some errors and caused three characters to have new properties. To access this secret mode, before picking your character version, hold down the Start button, select "Super" mode of play, now release Start, and move to the character of your choice, and select them. Now below your character, you should see the Super Street Fighter II Turbo logo (with Super in blue) with no super meter bar. This means you have successfully selected the "old" version of Super Street Fighter II Turbo character. Of the 17 characters in the game, three had differences from their Super Street Fighter II counterparts. Chun Li has a special normal (MK + HK) that can now be done by doing (+ MK). This enables her to include it in combos. Ken Long can buffer his (+ HK, HK, HK, and HK + HK) all in one hit. Sagat has the ability to throw extremely fast Tiger Shot without any recovery time, and the ability to use HK or MK to hit your opponent twice and follow it up with any special move.

SUPER STORING

Three characters in Super Street Fighter II Turbo have the ability to store special moves and super moves via a code. This was also a glitch, but made these characters extremely good in tournament play with this option. Chun Li, E. Honda, and Vega all have the ability to "store". To access this storing mode, before picking your character version, hold down the Start button, select "Super" mode of play. Now release Start, and move to the character of your choice, and select any character, there will be no physical change of the super meter and logo of your character, but you will have moves that you can "store". Chun Li can store her Saeketsukyaku by doing the super motion partially (charge for 2 seconds, charge and hold without pressing a kick button). The Saeketsukyaku is now stored. This means whenever you hit the next kick button, the Saeketsukyaku will automatically come out. E. Honda can do the same with his super combo (charge for 2 seconds, charge and hold without pressing a punch button). He can also "store" his Shiozuka Throw. If you do (+ HK, HK), and hold (+), whenever you hit the next punch button and are next to your opponent, the Shiozuka Throw will come out. This can be stored in the air also. Lastly, Vega can store a Flip Kick. By charging (+), and then holding (+), and pressing kick when you want the flip kick to come out.

First, establish a simple pattern using Ken as an example (such as jump in HK, crouching HK, MK, Hadoken) by performing this series of moves two or three times. When your opponent grows accustomed to this pattern, break it by doing jump-in HK, crouching HK, then walk up and perform a throw. Now it becomes very difficult for your opponent to predict your intentions after a jump-in. The next time you attempt the same pattern, your opponent may attempt to throw or escape, but get hit by the crouching MK, Hadoken combo.
**Blanka**

**STANDING**
One of the best anti-air moves in Street Fighter II for Blanka is the standing HK. This move is a modified flip kick, and it's a great anti-air move for any adversary who jumps in.

**STANDING CLOSE**
The close-range HK is one of the Blanka's coolest in-close normals. Without having to crouch, Blanka can sweep an opponent from a standing position. This is a huge maneuver in terms of the "high-low" game. In Champion Edition, Blanka's standing close HK changed from the rolling two-hit to a one-hit attack.

**CROUCHING**
Blanka's crouching HK is the second-best crouching move in the game. Only Guile can top him in this department. His crouching HK has great range and it stops an adversary from jumping most of the time because it connects even if the opponent is in the air.

**THROWS**
Blanka has one of the best throwing ranges in the game. He can grab an adversary from insane distances, and it isn't susceptible to the tech throw escape by Super Street Fighter II Turbo newcomers. You can add more hits to the throw by rapidly pressing all three punch buttons.
JUMPING

One of the best strategies for Blanka is to get in front of the opponent and jump straight up and down with HK. The jumping HK has a lot of range, and it can hit an opponent out of almost every move, except the Shoryuken.

JAB

+ + LP

STRONG

+ + MP

FIerce

+ + HP

FIerce

\- \- + HP

SHORT

+ + LK

FORWARD

+ + MK

ROUNDHOUSE

+ + HK

ROUNDHOUSE

\- \- + HK

SPECIAL MOVES

Press P rapidly

Electric Thunder

Electric Thunder is one of Blanka's greatest moves, even one of the best anti-air specials. If an opponent jumps in at you while Blanka is performing it, they will get hit. You may get hit in the process, but it hits your opponent every time. Electricity can also be used in a combo at any time.

SPECIAL Normals

\- + MP

Headbutt

The Headbutt is a great move for pressuring an opponent. While putting your opponent in Block Stun, it hits twice and leaves you in an advantageous situation.

Charge +, + + P

Rolling Attack

The Rolling Attack has two practical uses. One is to use it in a combo, while the other use is for positioning. By using different buttons for the Rolling Attack, you can go across the screen and get next to an opponent within seconds. If you step in front of your opponent, use a throw for maximum effectiveness and damage.

Charge +, + + K

Vertical Rolling Attack

The Vertical Rolling Attack provides a huge advantage. Not only does this move hit on the way up, but if it misses on the way up, it will hit on the way down. This move is best used to hit an opponent on the way down and put them in Block Stun. In this manner, it's possible to walk up and throw them.
COSTUMES

STREET FIGHTER II

STREET FIGHTER II
ALTERNATE COSTUME

CHAMPIONSHIP

COSTUME

TURBO

COSTUME

STREET FIGHTER II
Blanka's Rolling Attack is weaker than the other versions and, if it doesn't hit the opponent, it still goes into the air. Also, if you get hit out of the Rolling Attack, you will take four times the damage. Stay away at all costs!

COMBOS

STREET FIGHTER II

STREET FIGHTER II

Jump in HK, MP, HK

Standing HP

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

Cross-up MP, MP, MP Electric Thunder

Jump in HK, MP, 4 + HP

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

HK Vertical Rolling Attack, MP, HK

Vertical Rolling Attack

Cross-up MRR, MP, MP, 4 + HP

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS GUILE

Although Guile can counter Blanka's attacks from across the screen, Blanka controls the flow of this match-up very well from up close. Start the match with Blanka at a good range, but even if you get pushed away, it shouldn't be too difficult to get back in if you're patient. When fighting up close, Blanka's poking normal moves hurt almost all of Guile's effective pokes, plus they inflict more damage. In particular, crouching MK is fast and hits with ease. Guile needs to set up his attacks by throwing Sonic Booms, but it's easy to respond to these attacks. From up close, use a crouching HK, crouching HK, or crouching HP to either trade damage with the projectiles, or hit Guile to trade (and do more damage) after the Sonic Boom is already out, but before Guile has recovered. Blanka can also use the 4 + HP Slide, which moves cleanly underneath the Sonic Boom, hits Guile, and knocks him down to setup a cross-up with jumping HK into a combo or a throw attempt. This move is also safe if blocked, but don't become too obvious with it or your opponent may Somersault Kick or sweep you out of it. Blanka can also jump over the Sonic Boom from close range and trade with, or beat, Guile's anti-air normal moves. If Guile blocks any of these attacks, go for a throw after landing; Blanka's huge range gives him the advantage here. Blanka also has a number of effective anti-air options. Moves like standing HK, standing HK, standing MP, standing HP, and the Vertical Rolling Attack (if charged) can all effectively prevent Guile from jumping at Blanka.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

There are a couple of new upgrades worth noting in this version. Blanka received the Backstep Rolling Attack and the ability to go past an opponent with the traditional Rolling Attack. The Backstep Rolling Attack is great for going over projectiles, or just trying to cross-up an opponent. The new placement of the end time on the Rolling Attack is an interesting addition, because you can knock down your opponent, roll past his or her body, and be on the other side when you get up. This is a big advantage when you're playing mind games with your opponent.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

This is definitely the best version of Blanka in this game, and his two new upgrades do a great job at balancing his attacks. The first big improvement is a new Slide attack (→ + HP). This move slides under projectiles and makes an opponent think twice about relying on a distance projectile approach. The other improvement is the Hop. This move does a couple of things. First, it helps Blanka charge the Super Meter faster than normal moves. You can actually charge the Super Meter to full in about seven or eight Hops. Second, this move can also put you in throwing range in a matter of seconds. Since Blanka has one of the best throws in the game, this move creates perfect opportunities to set up throws.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Crossup MP, → + HP, MP Electric Thunder

Jump in HK, ↓ + MK, MK Vertical Rolling Attack

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Jump in MK, ↓ + MK, ↓ + MK, HP Rolling Attack

↓ + HK Knockdown, Ground Show Rolling On Setup (Cross-up), ↓ + MK, HK Vertical Rolling Attack

BAD MATCH-UP

VS E. HONDA

E. Honda can win this match for a simple reason: He has some safe attack options and Blanka doesn't. Without a projectile, Blanka must use normal attacks. Unfortunately, E. Honda can just turtle up and use random Headbutts to counter the pokes. If Blanka attempts to turtle against Honda, Honda's pokes become more difficult to counter and he must also face E. Honda's Hundred Hand Slash. This move is relatively safe against Blanka, and can do enough block damage to force you to regard. Use Blanka's quick jump straight up and down in E. Honda's face, where his high priority MK and HK can stuff almost anything Honda can unleash. This may also bait Honda into doing a FP Headbutt. If this occurs, it will pass harmlessly underneath Blanka, and he can land and counter with a crouching HK before Honda recovers. This technique provides some extra time to try a setup with a cross-up HK. You can even misdirect E. Honda with Hopping or Electric Thunder attacks. Unfortunately, none of these options are particularly safe or effective, and defeating E. Honda usually requires some mistakes on the part of your opponent.

COSTUMES
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
Blanka's standing moves are all extremely good for knocking your opponent out of the air. He has great speed and range, so all of his normals are great. His HK is a flip in place that works well at the end of a combo or for an anti-air move.

STANDING CLOSE
Blanka's standing close moves are extremely good for following up with a throw. His HK and MK moves leave your opponent extremely vulnerable for a throw afterwards. His HP and HK moves are identical up-close to their standing counterparts.

CROUCHING
Blanka's crouching moves are great asset to him. His HP has incredible range and can hit your opponent before they leave the ground if they are jumping. His HK move is great for knocking your opponent off his feet and setting up a cross-up.

SPECIAL NORMALS

= + MP
Blanka's Headbutt is a great weapon for last second combos when you don't have time to charge a special move. It strikes lightning quick, and does decent damage. You are also able to cancel out of the first part of it and combo it into a special move.

THROWS
Use the throw in conjunction with the Hop maneuver and you're good to go! You can Hop multiple times in a row to get close to an opponent to throw them.

= + HP

= + 3K
This is a great move for advancing forward in a short period of time. You can go across the screen within a few seconds. The Hop is also useful for adding to your Super Meter in a quick amount of time. It just takes a few hops back and forth to fill up the bar.

= + 3K
The Hopping moves can be used to charge the Super Meter or to go somewhere fast. It can also be used to get out of difficult situations when they arise.
**JUMPING**
Against a lot of projectile characters, Blanka has to utilize his jumping attacks. His main game is jumping straight up and down over projectiles and hitting opponents. His HK has incredible reach, and will stop a lot of moves from coming out. His MK is great for opening up and starting a huge combo. Blanka also has great priority in the air with his jumping straight up punches.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

- **JAB**
  - + LP

- **STRONG**
  - + MP

- **FIerce**
  - + HP
  - \(+ / + HP\)

- **SHORT**
  - + LK

- **FORWARD**
  - + MK

- **ROUNDHOUSE**
  - + HK
  - \(+ / + HK\)

**Press P rapidly**

**Electric Thunder**

Electric Thunder hasn't gotten any better or any worse over the years.

**Charge +, + P**

**Rolling Attack**

This is where it gets good! This attack is amazing to use for placement or with combos. In this version, it is possible to two-in-one this move. This move also enables you to place Blanka anywhere on the screen at any time — for any reason! This is key for setting up throws and combos on the other side of an opponent. When your adversary gets knocked down, use an MP Rolling Attack to get next to them and mix it up there.

**Charge +, + K**

**Backstep Rolling Attack**

This move is great for going over projectiles and setting up throws. Do so, use it just short of opponents when it looks like it is going to hit them, it will land short of them, then you can throw them immediately after. It is best if you completely miss with this move and set up another attack to create serious mind games.

**Super Combo**

**Charge +, + + P**

**Ground Slash Rolling**

Since this super combo has start-up invincibility frames, use it to go through projectiles. If you perform this move at the exact moment that the projectile is about to hit Blanka, he will go through it and hit your opponent since, the opponent's projectile isn't on-screen yet. You can also buffer and hold this move by holding a punch button while inputting the command for the super combo.
Chun-Li

STANDING
Chun-Li's high-priority normal moves are often faster than any special move. When used at the correct time, they can stuff almost any opponent's attack. They also link well into one another for easy combos.

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING CLOSE
Chun-Li's standing close normals are great for setting up throws, or forcing your opponent to stay in block stun for a while. After landing one of these moves, you will be at a substantial frame and recovery advantage. Her standing LP is a great example of a quick move that can put opponents in block stun to create a throw opportunity.

CROUCHING
Crouching normals are key for long-distance attacks. Most of her crouching moves go longer and farther than her standing moves, which makes them ideal for poking from afar.

THROWS
Throws are a key part of any player's game in high-level play, and Chun-Li's excellent foot speed, high-pressure style, and big damage throws are a staple. Her standing LP is the best way to set up her tick-throw. Put your opponent in a block stun, then when they come out of it, throw them! Chun-Li's air throw is also one of the best in the game.
# Jumping

Many of these air moves can be used to cross-up opponents and start combos (Chun-li's MK is a good choice in almost every version) that lead to big damage.

## Special Normal Moves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAB</td>
<td>+ + LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>+ + MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>+ + HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>+ + LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>+ + MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>+ + HK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + MK</td>
<td>Heel Stomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- / - - HK</td>
<td>Knee Flip Kick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heel Stomp**

Heel Stomp is one of the most unique moves in the game. When used, it results in a double jump in the air and double jump in the air if your opponent's head. This move carries with it the potential for many interesting set-ups.

**Knee Flip Kick**

Chun-li's Knee Flip Kick is arguably the best special normal move in the game. It is used for going over the top of projectiles, or crossing up an opponent on wake-up. There are two different ways to time it, which will keep your opponent guessing.

## Special Moves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Press K repeatedly</td>
<td>Hyakuretsu Kyoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + K</td>
<td>Spinning Bird Kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- / - + P</td>
<td>Kiliken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Press K repeatedly**

Hyakuretsu Kyoku is one of Chun-li's best moves. Use it as a surprise attack or for block damage. In Champion Edition and beyond, you can get the Hyakuretsu Kyoku at the end of certain combos for heavy damage.

**Spinning Bird Kick**

The Spinning Bird Kick is great for going through projectiles. It's also her only reversal until Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Sometimes this move is the best option for getting from tough spots. When it connects, expect big damage!

**Kiliken**

The Kiliken is a great addition to Chun-li's Street Fighter II Turbo arsenal. This projectile can only be used in a combo when it is used in conjunction with a standing HP two-in-one. Use this move as a shield for setting up regular moves and throws.
STREET FIGHTER II AND CHAMPION EDITION

Chun-Li's lightning-fast speed and her ability to throw for heavy damage (nearly 25% damage per throw) should be the focus for her game. She has the ability to bounce off walls and stay on top of her opponent like no other character. Use her speed to barrage an opponent with normal moves and throws. If an opponent jumps in at you, hit them with a crouching HK, standing MP, standing HK, or even a jumping move to knock them down. Then, counter attack with the fury of Chun-Li's normal moves. Chun-Li's crouching MK is her most effective move against opponents who throw projectiles. Oftentimes, this move will hit before the projectile animation of her opponent is finished, thus stopping the projectile from ever launching. Standing MK is another possibility for this technique. If you are a full screen away against a projectile-throwing opponent, either jump off the wall to trick them or use Chun-Li's Knee Flip Kick (Champion Edition) to get over them.

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

The addition of the Kikoken to Chun-Li's arsenal changes her strategy quite a bit. While this move is too slow to use in a combo, it's quite possible to follow behind it and use it as a shield. You can also use this projectile to pressure an opponent into a mistake. Don't use the Kikoken up close, because its lack of speed is an issue. Although slow, the move can be used defensively against other characters who use projectiles. Another useful move is her jumping HK, which has major priority in the air. It can be performed early in a jump to freeze an opponent in place (your opponent can't walk backward if you have an attack on-screen). This tactic leads to mix-ups with throws once your character returns to the ground.

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS ZANGIEF

The toughest Zangief version is the one from Super Street Fighter II. His Banishing Punch can repel projectiles, thus enabling him to move close to Chun-Li. Keep him at bay with her crouching HK when he jumps. During any other moves, use crouching MKs to poke him out of his attacks. If you are playing as a version of Chun-Li that has a Kikoken, use it to make him jump, then take him out of the air with a crouching HK. After knocking Zangief down, stand about half a character's-length away and use a Hyakuretsu Kyaku when he gets up. If you get too close to him, Zangief can his Spinning Pile Driver for a lot of damage. When Zangief uses his Spinning Lariat, use the Head Stomp (4 + HK) to penetrate his defense. This technique should stop him from using it when you throw a Kikoken. Zangief does have the potential to win this fight by using repeated HP Body Pressures in the corner, as Chun-Li has no counter for this attack. Even if you can throw Zangief out of this pattern, he can Tech Escape the throw and reverse it with a Spinning Pile Driver before you can recover.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Super Street Fighter II introduced the charge-motion Kick to Chun-Li's repertoire. Now you can insert it into a combo, it executes much faster, and it's safe to use in close combat. With the overall slower game speed in this version, her normals play a crucial role in her strategy. To succeed, mix up your gameplay by using the crouching MK to poke at an opponent from afar. Also, use the standing MP to jab when fighting in close.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

A big addition to everyone's arsenal in this game is the super combo, and Chun-Li's is fantastic! It causes major damage, has decent invincibility at the beginning, and is one of only two super combos in the game that can be "stored" for instant execution. With the addition of the Whirlwind Kick, Chun-Li now has an improved wake-up game without sacrificing any of her old deadly techniques.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Corner only - Jump in HP, HP, HP Kick, + MK

Jump in HP, MP, + MK, + HK

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO (OLD)

Jump in HP, + MK, HP Kick

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Jump in MP, + MK, + HK, Serpent Kicks

Jump in MK, + MK, + HK, + MK

BAD MATCH-UP

VS SAGAT

Most of the time, it's difficult to avoid some of Sagat's traps. Sagat has three major attacks: his high projectile, his low projectile, and his Tiger Uppercut. Chun-Li's major weakness is her lack of attacks to counter a full-screen fight. For Chun-Li to be effective, it's important to fight up close. Against Sagat, however, this is a difficult task to complete. Use her Knee Flip Kick to pass over his low projectiles and inch forward. Be patient; if you try to jump in to attack, she may get knocked out of the air by his Tiger Uppercut. If you jump in from full-screen, Sagat can sweep Chun-Li and throw low projectiles to knock her back. When fighting Sagat up close, use a variety of normals, throws, and combos. Stay inside against him at all costs.

COSTUMES

LP

MP

HP

START

Hold any button

MK

HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

These normal moves haven't changed since the beginning of the Street Fighter II series. Her standing HP and crouting MK are two of her best normal moves. Her standing HP is one of her most useful standing moves. It can be used as an effective poke, and as a limited anti-air attack.

JAB SHORT
LP LK

STRONG FORWARD
MP MK

FIERCE ROUNDHOUSE
HP HK

STANDING CLOSE

The only close-up normal move that changes in Super Turbo is the standing HK. This move is extremely good against an opponent who is jumping in. When this occurs, use it at the last moment to stop the attack.

JAB SHORT
LP LK

STRONG FORWARD
MP MK

FIERCE ROUNDHOUSE
HP HK

CROUCHING

Chun Li's crouching MK may be her most useful attack. Use it to poke at long range.

JAB SHORT
LP LK

STRONG FORWARD
MP MK

FIERCE ROUNDHOUSE
HP HK

SPECIAL NORMALS

While jumping, + MK
Heel Stomp
Chun Li has the ability to stomp on an opponent's head and then cancel into a Spinning Bird Kick. The Heel Stomp is great for bouncing over your opponent's head to mess with them. Trick them into thinking you won't cross them up, and then go for it.

In close, + MK
Backflip Kick
There are two practical uses for this move. One great use is to use it in a combo for style points. The other is to use it to retreat from your opponent. If you like to play the zoning game with Chun Li, this is a great move to use to accomplish that.

In close, + HK
Knee Flip Kick
The Knee Flip Kick can only be done close to your opponent. This is an excellent move for going over projectiles, or for tricking your opponent to block the wrong way when it connects. Since she flies high in the air, it is not advised that you do this move randomly, but wait until a projectile is coming or they are knocked down.

They have mysteriously changed the command of the Backflip Kick against how to perform this move. You need to hold the joystick and press MK.

\[ MK \]

Chun Li's special normals are some of the best in the game. Her MK Knee Flip Kick is the best for wake-up moves. When performed early, you will land without hitting your opponent and enable the throw. If you perform the move when your opponent is getting up, it will cross them up and leave you in an advantageous situation.
**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Tap K rapidly**
- **Hyakuretsu Kyoku**
  - The Hyakuretsu Kyoku has been reimagined in this version, as it can be used in a combo. The best way to use this special move is to poke at your opponent with a craunching MK, then rapidly press the Kick button (after a hit) to use the Hyakuretsu Kyoku in a two-hit combo. This is a very effective way to add damage to your ground game.

**Charge →, → + K**
- **Spinning Bird Kick**
  - This move can be used in the air, which makes it a huge upgrade to Chun-Li's versatility. Use this move to set up an aerial attack after performing a Head Kick, or use it to avoid projectiles. You can even use it to charge the Super Meter in Super Turbo. **NOTE:** The command for this move in *Super Street Fighter II* is Charge ↓, → + K.

**Charge ↓, → + P**
- **Kikoken**
  - Chun-Li's new and improved Kikoken is much faster and more powerful in *Super Street Fighter II* and *Super Turbo*. With this new upgrade, she can hang with Giga and Ryu in projectile throwing battles. The only downside to her new Kikoken is that it doesn't travel across the entire screen.

**Charge ↓, ↓ + K**
- **Whirlwind Kick**
  - Her most valuable upgrade in *Super Street Fighter II* Turbo. The Whirlwind Kick is one of the best wake up moves in this game. This move has great range and causes a lot of damage. With the addition of this move, Chun-Li has an effective tool and a tactic to use on wake-up.

**SUPER COMBO**

**Charge → → → + K**
- **Senretsukyaku**
  - There are two versions of this move. One of them is actually a famous glitch that made Chun-Li one of the game's favorite players. She can store her super combo and use it at her own discretion, rather than use it immediately after the command is entered. If you input the command (↓, →, →) and hold → but don't press a Kick button, the super is stored as long as you press →. After pressing any Kick button, the super combo comes out in all its glory. You can perform the Senretsukyaku with a Whirlwind Kick for maximum damage. You can hold → to hold the charge for the command, but you can't move.
**STANDING**

Dhalsim has some awesome standing moves. Since his limbs extend a great distance, he can attack from far away without much fear. His standing LP, which is extremely fast, goes across half of the screen. The advantage here is that it will stop most special moves from connecting, but watch out! His limbs are susceptible at any time from far away, so don't use normal moves at random against a character like Ryu or Ken.

**NORMAL MOVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Fierce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDING CLOSE**

Dhalsim's close normals are extremely efficient. His LP normal is proficient at knocking opponents out of the air and his HP inflicts massive damage and hits twice when it connects. His UK, MK, and MP moves are all good for "kick-throw" setups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Fierce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CROUCHING**

Dhalsim gets so low to the ground, that he can actually reach under projectiles and hit the opponent without getting him himself. This will make projectile characters think twice about throwing projectiles Dhalsim's way. Also, all of his crouching kick moves are variations of slides. These can also go under projectiles and place you next to your opponent ready for a throw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Fierce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ LK</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THROWS**

Dhalsim's throw works from a distance, and it is extremely easy to loop setup traps with it. With the slide and throw combination, he instantly becomes a force to be reckoned with. By getting your opponent to block while fighting in close, try to attempt a throw whenever possible. You can even mix up the throw and the in-close slide to trick an opponent for maximum effectiveness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throw</th>
<th>Throw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>→ + MP</td>
<td>→ + HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JUMPING

In Street Fighter II, Dhalsim's Drills were difficult to use because it required that you input the command at the apex of his jump. This gave your opponent time to counter the attack. In Street Fighter Champion Edition and beyond, you could unleash the Drill Headthrust or Drill Kick at any point of the jump. This is a very important change in the gameplay, because it enables you to use this move to go over projectiles at the last second.

SPECIAL MOVES

Yoga Fire

Yoga Fire is a fairly standard projectile. The special aspect about this projectile is its ability to burn when it hits. It doesn't cause more damage, but it definitely looks cool! This move prevents Dhalsim from getting caught up in Hadoken traps by Ryu and Ken.

Yoga Flame

This is a great wake-up move. When an opponent gets up from the ground, perform a Yoga Flame. Make sure, however, that you're far enough away from your adversary that he or she can't cause damage during wake-up. This technique causes black damage and puts your opponent in black stun. This move is also good for maximum damage.

In Street Fighter II Turbo, Dhalsim was given the ability to teleport. Ever since Street Fighter II, in which Dhalsim had a glitch that made him disappear, the Street Fighter programmers had a notion to put this into their next revision of the game. Since Dhalsim is somewhat slow, it's extremely difficult to get out of traps. By giving him the Yoga Teleport, he can escape from any trap in the game. But watch out: When Dhalsim reappears, he becomes vulnerable to attacks.

IN CLOSE, CROUCHING

Dhalsim's in close crouching moves vary compared to his regular crouching moves. From afar, his crouching kicks all result in sides, while they turn into shorter-range moves from up close. The lone advantage to his crouching close-up moves is the ability to kick-throw into the MP throw. This crouching HK (side) is a great move for knocking down an opponent from close range and playing wake-up games. Try to lock down your opponent by making them slide, then lock for a chance to throw.

In Street Fighter II Champion Edition, Dhalsim was changed so that his crouching LR was always a slide. This move carried over into Street Fighter II Turbo.
**STREET FIGHTER II**

Dhalsim is arguably one of the best characters in all five versions of Street Fighter II. His long limbs and his Yoga Flame prevent opponents from getting too close, and his high-priority throws get him out of trouble at close range. His MP throw is so good that you can repeat it in all versions (MP throw, then crouching LK slide, or Drill Kick, then MP throw again). You can even make him go on the offensive with both of his Drill attacks and his LK slides.

**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

Basic Dhalsim keeps away involves throwing LP Yoga Fire (they're more difficult to jump over than the anus thrown with HP), then doing anti-air attacks against jumping attacks. Standing LK, standing MK, standing MP (close), and standing LP are all good anti-air attacks. Any of his slides is good when an opponent lands from a jump-in attack. Other options are to jump back and use MK in the air (a great air-to-air counter), or jump back, then drill (this works particularly well against M. Bison's Psycho Crusher, or Honda's Headbutt).

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

In Street Fighter II, Dhalsim can only use his Drill attacks when he's at the height of his jump. In addition, you can cancel his crouching MK with a Yoga Fire. From Street Fighter II Champion Edition and onward, you can cancel his crouching MK and Drill at any height while in the air, but that is the only major change. In Street Fighter II Turbo, he caused less damage and he received Yoga Teleport, which is useful for getting out of trouble. It is a notable move because it's Dhalsim's only "reverse" attack. This is the only frame he can become invulnerable in the instant he does it.

**GOOD MATCHUP**

**VS SAGAT**

Super Street Fighter II Turbo Dhalsim is incredibly good against Sagat. When in doubt, step back and use his Yoga Fire attack to match his Tiger Shots. Watch for when your opponent throws his next Tiger Shot. When this occurs, jump and Drill Kick with LK to hit Sagat's hands. This requires some timing, but it shuts down Sagat's projectile game when executed correctly. Sagat cannot jump in at Dhalsim, since he can beat all of Sagat's air attacks with any of the four following moves: crouching HP, crouching LK slide, crouching MK slide, or crouching HK slide. The crouching HK slide knocks down, the crouching LK slide "combos" into a throw, and the crouching MK slide can combo into a 2-hit HP headbutt for a dizzy, when done properly.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II/SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Dhalsim received no upgrades in Super Street Fighter II. On the other hand, he received a good super combo, two new drill angles (with HK and HK'), and the ability to control when he does close/far attacks in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Overall, there are really no changes to his strategy since the first Street Fighter II and the tactics used to win with him remain the same.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

LP Vega Fire, HP

CORNER ONLY — LP Vega Fire, Drill
Headbutt

BAD MATCHUP

VS Vega

The majority of Vega's moves have a better priority than Dhalsim's moves. Vega's Flying Barcelonetta Attack is tough to reliably counter, but try jumping back and using HK in the air. You can even stay on the ground and use a standing MP or standing LP. If your opponent gets a knockdown on Dhalsim, you can expect some repeated attacks and keep in mind that Dhalsim has no reliable wake-up move. Yoga Teleport is an option, but it is very difficult to execute. To vanquish Vega, you must prevent him from using this attack by using carefully timed standing J hugs and drills. Be careful, though, as Vega can Flip Kick against Dhalsim's Drill. One advantage in this fight is Dhalsim's crushing LK slide used in conjunction with the MP throw. If you can land an MP throw on Vega, you'll take control of the round. Because it's so difficult to escape the trap (MP throw, crouching MK slide, MP throw, repeat), if Vega blocks a Drill, use an MP throw right away, or crouch HK slide into an MP throw. Develop your skills at executing the throw trap, and press your advantage against Vega with it.

COSTUMES
### NORMAL MOVES

#### STANDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fierce</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### THROWS

Throws haven't changed much. The MP throw still has a very generous range, and it is great to use with a slide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throw</th>
<th>Throw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### STANDING CLOSE

In Super Street Fighter II, all the close normals remain the same, but in some of the moves change drastically. In Super Street Fighter II Turbo, LP and LK still use the same, but when you use MP, MK, HP, or HK, these moves pass through your opponent if you're standing close. To make them close normally, hold back while pressing the appropriate button.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CROUCHING

This is an excellent change for Dhalsim. All of his crouching moves are controllable, which means that regardless of the situation, you have triple the number of options to use to defeat your opponent. By holding certain directions, you can hit your opponent from close and far to control the fight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NORMAL MOVES SUPER TURBO ONLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPECIAL MOVES

This move's speed and damage remain the same. One change, however, is that it doesn't knock down your opponent anymore in *Super Street Fighter II Turbo*. This is a very important factor when it comes to combo, because the Yoga Fire can be followed up by a long-range standing HP or HK.

The Yoga Flame hasn't changed over the version, it is just as good as it was before.

The Yoga Teleport is more susceptible now, so use it when your opponent doesn't have a super combo ready.

The Yoga Blast is a new addition to Dhalsim's lineup. It is great for an anti-air attack and it goes away extremely fast, which makes the recovery time quite good.

SUPER COMBO

This is another great anti-air super combo. If one hit connects while in the air, all of the rest will do the same. It can even be used for chip damage (against a block) on an opponent's wake-up. It's possible to use it in a combo, but it's difficult to do and it's very situational.
E. Honda

STANDING
E. Honda's standing HP animation consists of a chopping motion over his head, which makes it an effective anti-air option. His standing jabs are quick, which makes it possible to use tick throw options for maximum damage.

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING CLOSE
E. Honda's standing close attacks are good for linking into other normal moves. They are also effective for tick throw traps. Close standing LP and MP are both good options for this type of gameplay.

CROUCHING
E. Honda is at his best while crouching, because it's possible to hold the "/" change and still throw out attacks. His crouching LP has range and speed, making it useful for snuffing out an opponent's pokes. Crouching HK can be buffered, which makes it possible to do combos. Some dash attacks and combos involving the Head Belt. The crouching HP animation starts like an LP attack, but it hits twice.

THROWS
E. Honda's throws are key to his effectiveness. His MP throw tosses an opponent a decent distance and has average recovery. Use it to get an opponent into the corner where a lot of damage can be unleashed. You can cause extra damage with the Bear Hug throw (\+/+HP) by button-mashing. This throw is also useful in the corner or mid-screen, to set up some walk-under moves as well as cross-up attempts.
**JUMPING**

Hondo's jumping attacks complement his ground game with a balance of good range and high priority. The jumping LP animation stays out for a long time and it has great priority. This move is very useful against opponents who like to stay in the air, but make sure you press the button early in your jump to hit them before he or she can unleash an attack. Jumping MK unleashes fantastic damage and it also has great range. Use it to punish projectiles, but timing is of the essence. When timed improperly, Hondo will be vulnerable to a Shoryuken or a similar anti-air attack. Jumping HK, with its decent priority, is effective against opponents who try to make you land an aerial, ground-based normal attacks (like Guile's Crouching MK). Use this attack to trade hits. Use a jumping MP to start a combo, or force an opponent into blocking a Hundred Hands Slap.

---

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Charge +, + P**  
**Headbutt**  
This is one of Hondo's signature moves. He rises off the ground and flies through the air toward his opponent. This self-projectile has good speed and causes nice damage. Early versions of this move were unblockable, but that was changed as subsequent versions of the game were released. The LP version of this move is one of the best anti-air attacks in the game. If an opponent jumps in and E. Hondo is charged, blast them with a Headbutt.

**Charge +, + K**  
**Sumo Smash**  
This move enables Hondo to deal with pesky in-your-face projectiles by blowing through them and smacking an opponent on the way up, as well as on the way down.

---

**Charge +, + P**  
**Hundred Hands Slap**  
When executed, E. Hondo slaps his hands at his opponent with blinding speed. This attack can cause severe damage when used against a cornered opponent. Even if the attack gets blocked, it can pile on a decent amount of damage and keep pressure on an aggressive opponent.

Hondo gains the ability to move while performing the Hundred Hands Slap in Street Fighter II Champion Edition and Street Fighter II Turbo.
STREET FIGHTER II

E. Honda was certainly not a character to get close to in the first version of Street Fighter II. His grappling moves (throw with HP or HK) would cause almost 30% damage! Also, his normal moves allowed him to do several chain combos. His arsenal of special moves included his Headbutt, one of the best anti-air special moves. E. Honda's Hundred Hands Slap was also effective when fighting up close. Against characters who had projectiles, though, E. Honda had trouble. Trying to get close was the goal, since his ability to cause damage from a distance was basically non-existent. One you are in close, mix it up with tick-throws and use the Hundred Hands Slap to damage opponents through their blocks.

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

Honda gained a unique function during the transition from Street Fighter II to Street Fighter II Champion Edition. He gained the ability to move forward while performing the Hundred Hands Slap. This is great for pouncing on an opponent into the corner and trading hits in the air when an opponent jumps in.

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

With the addition of his Sumo Smash, E. Honda could finally deal with projectiles in Street Fighter II Turbo. This move would breeze through projectiles and smash an opponent on the way up, as well as on the way down. E. Honda's LP Headbutt no longer travels the length of the screen and stops short of an opponent in this version. It is still a powerful anti-air tool, and it does retain some invincibility properties against projectiles.

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS. M. Bison

E. Honda is a good match-up against most of the non-projectile characters. He has a particular advantage against M. Bison, because M. Bison's Tick Throw game is thrown out the window due to E. Honda's Ohiho and normal throws. Plus, M. Bison has no viable reversal move when knocked down (his only reversal is his super combo) to escape a throw trap. Strive for getting a knockdown at mid-screen. Cross-up with his normal (+ MK) Splash, throw out a crouching LP, and input the motion for his Ohiho Throw. This tactic works great against the entire Street Fighter II cast; it can only be countered by a last-ditch throw with some characters.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II
The Sumo Smash was upgraded to knock down on the way up, as well as on the way down for Super Street Fighter II. His Headbutt was slowed down just a bit in this version, but it is still a great anti-air weapon. E. Honda's usual arsenal of throws remains mostly unchanged in this version, but they are toned down a bit from the Champion Edition and Turbo versions.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO
This is the best version of E. Honda in the Anniversary Edition. Several upgrades were made, ranging from new special attacks to new normal attacks. Some classic standing normal moves were added, his crumpling LK can be buffered into a Headbutt, and the standing HP animation has been changed to a ducking attack. The biggest change is the addition of the Oicho Throw, which is performed by moving the controller from → to → –. In “Old” Super Street Fighter II Turbo mode (choose the Turbo version of E. Honda while holding the “Start” button), you can “steer” this throw. This means that you can do the motion before actually using it. Input the move and hold →, then when the opponent comes close press any punch button to perform the throw. This is only available when two moves in the game can be stored for later use.

His super combo is useful for fighting through projectiles. If the first hit doesn’t knock out your opponent, he or she can interrupt the super combo in motion after the first hit by doing a reversal attack. It’s also useful to stoop the super combo and walk forward, perhaps tricking an opponent into jumping toward you. Wait until the last moment and press any punch button to start the super combo. Your opponent gets knocked down, and you can begin a cross-up game that includes combos and throws.

COMBOS
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II
LP, UK, LP Hundred Hand Slap

Jump HK, crouching UK, Headbut

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO
Cross-up HK, close standing LP, close standing HP, standing HP

Super Charge Super, Jump in HK, Any Punch

BAD MATCH-UP
VS. KEN OR RYU
Both Ken and Ryu are difficult to defeat. The Hadoken/crunching HK/Shoryukan combination that both characters possess make winning this fight very tough. Since E. Honda’s normal jump leaves him open to being swept (or hit with a Shoryukan), his best option is to jump over Hadokens. Try using the “Floating HP” technique and press HP in the air plus a direction to float over the projectiles. E. Honda’s jump will arc slightly, creating space to clear even LP Hadokens. Still, the ability for both Ken and Ryu players to keep E. Honda at a distance is clear and present. To overcome this, the best strategy is to float over Hadokens and attempt to hit them with an occasional jumping HK. This will cause some good damage, plus it brings Honda into close range. → + HK is a sweep that can be used to hit Hadokens, leaving you in a good position. Once you are close, use the Sumo Smash to pass through any Hadokens and knock down your opponent. Upon doing so, start your cross-up and throw game. Beware of the Shoryukan and try to bait an opponent into making a mistake with it. When this occurs, use an Oicho Throw to punish your opponent severely.

COSTUMES

LP

MP

HP

START

Hold any button

LK

MK

HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

In Super Street Fighter II, all three of E. Honda's kick moves are knockdown moves. This is unique only in Super Street Fighter II. In Super Turbo, he returns to his old normal. His HK sweep is extremely fast and knocks down on contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CROUCHING

His crouching HP hits twice, as does his MK. This is perhaps E. Honda's best set of moves, based on the fact that all of his special moves can be changed from \$. So, by throwing out these moves, he doesn't lose his charge and he is immediately ready to go into a Soma Splash or Headbutt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ + LP</td>
<td>+ + HK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + LK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + MP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + MK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + HP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + HK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JUMPING

One of the biggest complaints about the previous version of E. Honda was the fact that he couldn't effectively jump over opponents. Jump and press HP to jump straight up; hold → or ← + HP in the air to glide in that direction. With this jump, you can cover similar distance but he stays much closer to the ground. Use this move to jump in early, because it is difficult to counter attack.

**JAB**
- t + LP

**STRONG**
- t + MP

**FIERCE**
- t + LP

**SHORT**
- t + HP

**FORWARD**
- t + HK

**ROUNDHOUSE**
- t + MK

**SPLASH**
- or ✿ ✿ ✿ + MK

**SWEET**
- or ✿ ✿ ✿ + MK

**Charge ✿ ✿ + P**

**SPECIAL MOVES**

This move, which now knocks down, enables you to get close to an opponent and play wake-up games. This is one of E. Honda's biggest assets.

**CHARGE**
- t + K

**SUMO SMASH**
- t + K

**Charge ✿ ✿ + P**

It's highly recommended to base your gameplay around this move when using the "Old" Super Street Fighter II Turbo version of E. Honda. This move is a command grab, similar to Zangief's Spinning Pile Driver. There are some big differences, however. First, the motion is very easy to do (similar to a half-circle). Next, after inputting this move, you can "hold" the controller in the ✿ position. This basically "stores" the motion so all that remains is pressing a punch button when your opponent gets close. This throw has great priority and range and it's fantastic in tick-thrown attacks. It is used after an air hit LP.

This "storing" technique only works for the "Old" Super Street Fighter II Turbo version of E. Honda. To select this version, hold down the START button when choosing Super Street Fighter II Turbo before selecting a character.
**STANDING**

Guile's most useful standing normal moves are his long-range HP Backflat and his fast HK roundhouse. The HP Backflat is good for discouraging opponents from jumping, and it's difficult to punish. If an opponent manages to avoid the Backflat, Guile's standing HK roundhouse will neutralize almost any frontal air attack. Lastly, Guile's MK is excellent for countering low attacks like crouching foot sweeps.

**STANDING CLOSE**

Most of Guile's close normal moves recover too slowly to be of much use outside of combos. His close-range HK is an exception to this rule, serving as his best defense against cross-up air attacks. Also, since Guile's close-range HK is just as good of an anti-air attack as his far standing HK, it doesn't matter which version is used—all of them do the job.

**CROUCHING**

With its excellent range and quick recovery, Guile's crouching MK is extremely useful for keeping enemies at a distance and punishing any missed normal attacks. His crouching HP Backflat complements his arsenal of anti-air attacks. His crouching LP and MP attacks are useful in combos and close-range pressure strings. Unfortunately, Guile has one of the weakest crouching HK foot sweeps in the game, due to its slow recovery time.

**THROWS**

Thanks to his large arsenal of quick normal moves and the excellent recovery time of his Sonic Booms, Guile has many potent strategies for setting up throws. Since he excels at keeping opponents at a distance, his throw attempts naturally carry a valuable element of surprise. In general, his MP throw is preferred because it combines it in a close-range MP attack and it recovers much faster than his HP attack. Air throws are of limited use, primarily reserved for punishing specific airborne attacks (for example, M Bison's Head Stomp or a missed StoryTEK).
JUMPING

Guile's best frontal air attacks against grounded opponents are his jumping MK and jumping HK. Both of these attacks have good priority and a convenient downward angle. His best air attack against airborne opponents is the jumping HK, due to its excellent range. Guile's jumping LK knee is the perfect cross-up attack to use when jumping over an opponent. It's difficult to block this move correctly, and it can be used to set up a combo or a throw.

SPECIAL NORMALS

\[ \text{JAB} \quad \text{JAB} \]
\[ + LP, + LP \]

\[ \text{STRONG} \quad \text{STRONG} \]
\[ + MP, + MP \]

\[ \text{FIERCE} \quad \text{FIERCE} \]
\[ + HP, + HP \]

\[ \text{SHORT} \quad \text{SHORT} \]
\[ + LK, + LK \]

\[ \text{FORWARD} \quad \text{FORWARD} \]
\[ + MK, + MK \]

\[ \text{ROUNHOUSE} \quad \text{ROUNHOUSE} \]
\[ + HK, + HK \]

Knee Bazooka

Due to its lengthy recovery period, avoid using the Knee Bazooka as a conventional attack. Instead, its value lies in its mobility. Using the \[ + MK \] command, Guile can move forward without sacrificing his shield charge. When performed after throwing a slow Sonic Boom, the Knee Bazooka creates an opportunity to advance toward an opponent and throw a second Sonic Boom immediately after the first one-connects.

Reverse Spin Kick

Much like Guile's standing MK Rolling Saber, the Reverse Spin Kick leverages above most low attacks. Unfortunately, the move is too slow to serve as a primary attack against opponents who have quick reactions. This move is most effective when used springingly, so as to catch an opponent off guard.

SPECIAL MOVES

Charge \[ \rightarrow \rightarrow \rightarrow \rightarrow \text{P} \] Sonic Boom

Projectiles attacks have always been dominant tools in any incarnation of Street Fighter. Guile's Sonic Boom is the quickest recovery move of all projectiles, which makes it one of the best special moves in the game. The Sonic Boom can be used to keep opponents away, set up throws, create combos, force opponents to jump, and control space. Guile's entire gameplan revolves around using Sonic Booms to force opponents to commit errors and capitalize on their mistakes.

Charge \[ + + + K \] Somersault Kick

Although the Somersault Kick is one of the few near-perfect anti-air special moves in the game, its usefulness is limited by its charge requirement. Since you will need to use Guile's charge to throw Sonic Booms, you will rarely have the luxury of using the charge toward a Somersault Kick. Therefore, it's important to become adept at using Guile's various anti-air normals when his Somersault Kick is unavailable.

However, if you can find an opponent jumping while Guile is charged for a Somersault Kick, the opponent will take a powerful knockdown hit. Otherwise, this Somersault Kick is most useful in combos. The damage it inflicts, along with the knockdown it provides, make it difficult to pass up as a finisher for a combo.
STREET FIGHTER II

Although Guile was perhaps the best selectable character in Street Fighter II, it had more to do with the weaknesses of the rest of the cast than Guile's own strengths. With his various gamebreaking glitches removed, the only unique tools available now are his extended standing LP and his stationary knee attack. The standing LP is arguably the best job in the game, it virtually guarantees victory over a stunned opponent through repeated "re-dizzy" combos. However, his sluggish recovery on normal attacks, painfully slow jumping speed, and the absence of several advanced normal attacks introduced in later revisions leave much to be desired.

STREET FIGHTER II
CHAMPION EDITION/TURBO

Champion Edition Guile and Turbo Guile are virtually identical. Their move sets consist of the same exact set of normals, throws, and specials. Under this pair of configurations, Guile is best suited for defensive play, with a heavy reliance on Sonic Booms. Use his quick crouching MK to keep opponents at bay while charging for a Sonic Boom. Opponents who attempt to jump over Sonic Booms must face three forms of normal anti-air attacks: Guile's standing MK roundhouse, crouching HP uppercut, and close-range MK Head Kick. If opponents start to attack early in the air in an attempt to stuff these attacks, forego these attacks in order to crouch under it and leave the opponent open for a throw upon landing. Against opponents who attempt to counter Sonic Booms with projectiles of their own, Guile's superior recovery time often provides the opportunity to follow through with his HP Backflip, while his opponent is stuck in the recovery phase. Since Champion and Turbo Guile can use the HP Backflip while charging back, the counter attack can be followed immediately by another Sonic Boom. With patience and caution, this play style can whittle down any opponent's patience.

COMBOS

STREET FIGHTER II

CORNER ONLY — + MP, HP, HP
Sonic Boom

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

Jumping HP, crouching MP, HK
Sommersault Kick

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

CORNER ONLY — Jumping HP, HP, HP
Sonic Boom, HP Backflip

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS CAMMY

Cammy's entire game plan hinges on her ability to get close to an opponent. With her fast speed and extensive inventory of knockdown attacks, it's easy to accomplish that goal. However, she's weak against projectile attacks because they render nearly all of her ground attacks useless, including her Cannon Drill. Against characters with slow projectile animations (such as Ryu), one well-timed jump-in can guarantee victory for Cammy. With the near-instant recovery time of Sonic Booms, it's tough for Cammy to do the same to Guile no matter how well an opponent times her jumps. Therefore, nothing can stop Guile from barring Cammy with a continuous stream of Sonic Booms, forcing her back against the corner while sustaining significant repeated block damage. If your opponent attempts to jump, Guile's crouching HP uppercut will send her reeling every time, forcing her to land on a Sonic Boom—with more on the way!
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

The Super Street Fighter II variation of Guile is possibly the weakest incarnation of the bunch. Without access to the various mobility options his Super Street Fighter II Turbo upgrade provides, this version is simply a clone of the Champion/Turbo Guile without the advantages of his original clones. His moves are mostly cosmetic, including a sharper-looking Sonic Boom and another victory animation. His vertical jumping MK now looks identical to his standing MK, and provides yet another anti-air option to utilize. His HK Somersault Kick has reverted to its original single-hit form. Although this form is superior to the problematic two-hit version, it provides no advantages over the one-hit UK and MK Somersault Kicks available to Champion/Turbo Guile.

Defensive players seeking to maximize Guile’s Sonic Boom traps and zoning patterns should stick to his Champion Edition and Turbo versions.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Corner cheek – + AK, HP, HP
Sonic Boom, HP

Jump in HK, + + LP, HP, HK
Somersault Kick

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

HP, Sonic Boom, + + LP, LP, LP Sonic
Boom, + + LP, + + AK

Jumping cross-up UK, + + UK, + +
UK, standing UK, Double Somersault
Kick super combo

BAD MATCH-UP

VS VEGA

Vega’s attack range, move priority, and jump speed have made him one of Guile’s most dangerous opponents since Champion Edition. Vega’s quick jumps enable him to hop over Guile’s Sonic Booms, and his high-priority air attacks enable him to overcome most of Guile’s anti-air normal moves.

On the ground, Vega’s constant barrage of claw pokes makes it difficult to maintain an effective defense. To stand a chance in this fight, use Guile’s Sonic Booms sparingly at carefully planned ranges to avoid Vega’s ground pokes. Also, stay outside of Vega’s best jump ranges. Patience is the key to tricking an opponent into jumping while Guile is charged for a Somersault Kick. Once knocking down Vega, follow through with a tick setup or go for a jumping cross-up attack. Vega lacks a good Reversal, which leaves him susceptible to precisely timed throw attempts. To defeat Vega, follow through on every successful knockdown and pressure Vega into making mistakes. Playing carelessly will give your opponent too many opportunities to take advantage of Guile’s weaknesses, but you must be willing to take some chances. Playing it safe in this match-up may lead to a slow loss.

COSTUMES

LP

MP

HP

START

Hold any button

LK

MK

HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

Super Street Fighter II Guile retains the same exact set of basic normals since the Champion Edition incarnation. The Super Street Fighter II Turbo upgrade adds two completely new standing normal attacks: his standing HP Right Hook and standing HK Advancing Kick. The gameplay and strategy remains the same with these new changes.

STANDING CLOSE

Super Street Fighter II Guile retains the exact same set of normal moves since his introduction in Street Fighter II. However, Super Street Fighter II Turbo Guile loses the close-range HK High Kick, restricting his anti-air options in favor of greater mobility.

CROUCHING

The full set of Guile's crouching attacks remains essentially unchanged throughout all of his versions in the game. His crouching HK is still his best long-range attack, and his crouching HP still functions as a very dependable anti-air attack. Unfortunately, his crouching HK foot sweep is still the slowest attack of its type in the game.

SPECIAL NORMALS

Guile's HK special normal is great for going over most characters' crouching attacks. Guile hunches down and kicks the opponent in the head from a far distance. This move is great for a surprise to beat your opponent's crouching attacks.

Guile's HK special normal has been moved to the HK button in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Interestingly enough, this creates some new combo possibilities for the move by allowing it to be chained from Guile's crouching HK attacks.

Guile's HK special normal has been modified slightly to make room for his new directional HK Rolling Sobeas. With the controllable Rolling Sobeas taking up the MK button, he has an extremely fast MK move that can move both forward and back.
**JUMPING**

Apart from the modification of Guile’s vertical jumping MK in Super Street Fighter II and Super Street Fighter II Turbo to use the same animation as his standing MK, Guile’s entire arsenal of air attacks remains the same. The forward jumping MK is still his best frontal air attack, while his jumping HK remains his best air-to-air attack. Finally, his jumping HK knee is still his only true jumping cross-up attack.

**THROWS**

Guile’s throws remain untouched throughout his transition from Street Fighter II all the way to Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Like the other characters, only other Super Street Fighter II Turbo characters can escape one of Super Street Fighter II Turbo Guile’s throws. Since Guile isn’t overly dependent on throws, and because many of his toughest match-ups arise from Super Street Fighter II Turbo characters, this fact favors Super Street Fighter II Turbo Guile overall.

- **JAB**
  - + LP
  - / + LP

- **STRONG**
  - + MP
  - / x + MP

- **FIerce**
  - + HP
  - / x + HP

- **SHORT**
  - + HK
  - / x + HK

- **FORWARD**
  - / x + MK

- **ROUNDHOUSE**
  - + HK
  - / x + HK

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Charge +**

**Sonic Boom**

Despite obvious cosmetic alterations in the appearance of Guile’s Sonic Boom, the move remains essentially unchanged. It travels along the same horizontal axis as before and recovers just as quickly. It’s still the most valuable tool in Guile’s arsenal.

- **Charge +**

**Somersault Kick**

Guile’s HK and MK Somersault Kicks remain the same, but his HK Somersault Kick has reverted to the original single-hit knockdown form associated with the normal Street Fighter II version. Although the two-hit version (present in Turbo and Champion Edition) is often missed on its second hit, leaving opponents standing and Guile vulnerable to counter attack, players quickly learned to rely on the HK and MK versions instead. Therefore, this change has had little effect overall.

**Charge +**

**Double Somersault Kick**

Because Guile gains so much Super Meter with every Somersault Kick, it’s rare for a round to end without gaining access to this move. Unfortunately, the Double Somersault Kick is arguably one of the weakest super moves in the game compared to other characters. It’s hardly used when it gets blocked. Furthermore, it must be performed at point-blank range to connect with all of its hits. If not, it will fail to knock down the opponent, leaving Guile vulnerable to counter attack.

On the plus side, it can score four powerful hits against airborne opponents when timed properly. The only use for the Double Somersault Kick outside of anti-air situations is to finish off an opponent through multiple hits of block damage. You shouldn’t concern yourself with landing this move; getting trigger-happy with super moves is one of the easiest ways to lose track of your overall game plan.
Ken

STANDING
Ken and Ryo’s normal moves are identical. Ken’s standing MP is great at stuffing projectiles before an opponent can finish throwing them. His HK is ideal for stopping jump-in attacks, if there isn’t time to complete a Storytoken.

NORMAL MOVES

JAB | STRONG | FIERCE
--- | --- | ---
LP | MP | HP
SHORT | FORWARD | ROUNDHOUSE
LK | MK | HK

STANDING CLOSE
Ken’s standing close normals are his staple for big damage. In close, Ken has the ability to dizzy you if he connects with anything. If Ken connects any normal move, he can then it into a combo of moves that result in a dizzy. A standing HP up close will combo into any special move that Ken has, and MK will combo into special moves in Street Fighter II Turbo.

CROUCHING
All of Ken’s crouching kick moves are extremely useful. The crouching LK is great for unleashing multiple hits and, when chained together, they can sometimes dizzy an opponent. His crouching MK can two-in-one into any special move which makes it a very powerful normal. His crouching HK is great for buffering a Hadoken, whether or not it connects, as the Hadoken will come out after the sweep is complete. This is a great technique to use for trapping opponents in the corner with the Hadoken.

THROWS
Because Ken has a slower projectile, his kick-throw trap is almost impossible to mess up. Using a slow projectile followed by a throw is a ruthless strategy! Ken’s kick-throw animation is different than Ryo’s, as Ken rolls twice on the ground and throws his opponent, while Ryo only rolls once.
JUMPING

Ken's air moves are best utilized for jump-in attacks. Some of them can be used to beat your opponent's move in the air. For example, all of Ken's straight up moves have priority over his jump-forward moves. Use + LP when an opponent jumps in to knock them out of the air.

---

SPECIAL MOVES

Hadoken

This cool projectile, like other projectiles, can be used to pressure opponents, keep them at bay, and force them to jump or make a mistake. Ken's Hadoken is slightly slower than Ryu's, but it can still be used in a combo.

Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku

Ken's Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku is great to use in multi-hit combos, especially if you don't want to knock down your opponent. In Street Fighter II, this special move is the exact same as Ryu's. In the Champion Edition version, Ken's Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku doesn't knock down on the first connected hit, so it can be used in a combo for multiple hits. In the Street Fighter II Turbo version, use the Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku as a two-in-one hit in the air for three or more hits.

Shoryuken

Ken's Shoryuken is the most recognized move in all of StreetFighter. It changes in Champion Edition enough to distinguish the move a bit from Ryu. In this version, it's capable of multiple hits, just like his Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku. It also gains an arc that makes it much easier to use as an anti-air defense.

Tatsumaki Sempuhyaku

Instead of knocking down an opponent like Ryu's Tatsumaki, this move continues to hit in the air. This can lead to big damage and sometimes a dizzy, if it's used in a combo.
**COSTUMES**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

**COSTUME**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

**ALTERNATE COSTUME**

**CHAMPIONSHIP**

**COSTUME**

**TURBO**

**COSTUME**

---

**COMBOS**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

Jump in HK, HP, LP Shoryuken

- + HK, + LP, standing HP

**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

Cross-up HK, HP, HK Tatsumaki Senpukyaku

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Jump in HK, + HK, HK Tatsumaki Senpukyaku

Jump in HK, + MP, + HK

---

**STREET FIGHTER II**

Street Fighter II Ken is all about combos. Master the 4-hit combos and you'll most certainly dizzy an opponent every time. Cross-up HK, crouching HK, and HK + HP together (to make the HK cancel into a HP), then finish with a HP Hadoken. Learn this combo and use it each time you dizzy an opponent for an easy victory.

**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

In Champion Edition Ken has a faster Hadoken, which is great for Hadoken traps. Since he has a Shoryuken that arcs, use his Shoryuken when an opponent jumps out of the Hadoken trap. This is one of the most difficult traps to escape from in the game, so use this tactic to defeat your opponents.

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Here is where the changes really begin. Ken's Tatsumaki Senpukyaku is much faster and adds hits to a combo. If you have one-on-one his jumping HK into an air Tatsumaki Senpukyaku, it creates a dizzy almost every time! Ken's Shoryuken is also capable of knocking down, so combo into it to make your opponent drop. You can even take advantage of projectile traps or zoning games.

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

**VS. CHUN-LI**

Chun Li's main weakness is that she must be close to be effective. Obviously, the main goal is to keep her away! Mix up the Hadokens with different speeds, then use a Shoryuken when she jumps. After knocking down Chun Li, throw a LP Hadoken to hit her on the back of her head or at her wake-up. Follow this Hadoken and throw her after it hits, or continue to barrage her with Hadokens in the corner. It is extremely difficult for Chun Li to escape this trap without jumping, and Ken's Shoryuken should punish her if she does get airborne.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Ken has gained two new properties for his older moves in this version. He now has the Flaming Shoryuken. This move hits three times for serious damage. It also goes up at more of an angle than Ryu's. Also, since it hits three times at different points in the arc, you will be able to hit opponents from farther away than before. His new and improved Tatsumaki Senpukyaku now has a rainbow pattern in the air. You can also use it at the end of your jump, to maximize your safety, and still hit your opponent with a Tatsumaki Senpukyaku.

COMBOS

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

Cross-up HK, LP, + LP, HK
Tatsumaki Senpukyaku

Cross-up HK, HP, HP Shoryuken

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Cross-up MK, + MK, + MK, + MK, + MK, + HK

Jump in HP, (any kick) Air Tatsumaki Senpukyaku, + MK, Shoryuken

BAD MATCH UP

VS SAGAT

Ken has major problems in this battle. Ken has no reliable ways to get close to Sagat without doing a blind air Tatsumaki Senpukyaku. Fighting Sagat with Hadoken only works for a limited time, so avoid that strategy. Some people like to use Sagat's Ground Tiger Shot in sets of two, so use the LX Tatsumaki Senpukyaku twice in a row to stop him over them. This will keep you within range for a quick Shoryuken or close combo. Don't get close with an Air Tatsumaki Senpukyaku, unless you anticipate a Ground Tiger Shot. Or, do one quickly after jumping to create a lower flying arc and get back on the ground sooner. Otherwise, you may get knocked out of the air by a Tiger Uppercut. When Sagat gets knocked down in the corner, use a Hadoken trap to make him jump, or force him to battle it out with Tiger Shots.

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

The differences between Ryu and Ken have been growing steadily since Champion Edition, but these differences are very easy to see in Super Turbo. Ken gains an overhead kick move in this version, which hits mid instead of high. Sadly, his best new asset in this version is not a new move, it is his MK throw. Ken now grabs his opponent by the head and kneels them in the stomach multiple times. This opens up one of the greatest mix-ups ever. When the throw is complete, it pushes the target into the air while Ken stays on the ground. This prepares you for another throw, or a crouching attack linked into the Shoryuken. This technique can also be employed to trick your opponent by walking under them to get on the other side. Yet another option is to jump up and use a HK and two-in-one this move into a Tatsumaki Senpukyaku. Ken's HK in this version is also a great asset, since it moves farther than any of his normals. The new special kicks in his arsenal can be used for tricks too, like doing HK (no hold) version while standing directly over someone getting up. Ken "teleports" to the other side and can combo them from behind for a surprise.

**COSTUMES**

- LP
- MP
- HP
- START
- Hold any button
- LK
- MK
- HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
There are big changes to Ken's HK move in Super Turbo. It now goes much further and it can't be used for anti-air attacks. It is great for stuffing attacks and getting close to opponents. If you play against someone who hesitates a lot, use this move to make them react.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LK</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>HK</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDING CLOSE
Ken's close MK has been replaced by a one-hit axe kick in Super Turbo. The HK axe kick is completely gone, having been replaced by his new HK normal. In many ways, this version of Ken is a complete departure from the early versions of Ken and the Super Street Fighter II version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>JAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ + LP</td>
<td>/ / + LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>/ / + MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>FIERCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>/ / + HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL NORMALS

JUMPING
One change in this Super Turbo version of Ken is his + / / + MK. This is a great move for crossing up an opponent, because it almost always crosses up when you jump in with it. And, unlike Ryu, Ken can follow up a hit with a combo since it doesn't knock down his opponent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>JAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ + LK</td>
<td>/ / + LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + MK</td>
<td>/ / + MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FORWARD

/ / + MK
**THROWS**

Ken's OK throw, in Super Turbo, is one of the best in the game. He grabs his opponent's head and kneels him in the stomach. You can mash on the controller for quicker, additional hits. After the knee strike you are clearly at an advantage, because you are on the ground while your opponent has to come down from the air. There are several mixups off this throw. For example, just walk toward your opponent to warp to the other side and perform a combo. Or, you have the ability to go high, low, or overhead.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Hadoken**

This version of the Hadoken is faster than its predecessor, but slower than Ryu's Hadoken. It also has a lot less recovery than before, which makes it a really good projectile. The LP Hadoken is extremely slow so you can walk behind it and follow it up with a normal attack.

**Tatsumaki Senpuyaku**

Ken's Tatsumaki Senpuyaku still hits multiple times, and it has gained a rainbow effect in the air. It can also be performed at the last second, while approaching the ground, to minimize the exposure of getting hit. If you perform this move at the last second above an opponent's head, it will connect twice and create a short period of time to follow with a combo. Using the LP Tatsumaki Senpuyaku in the air before landing is a great way to charge the super meter in *Super Street Fighter II Turbo*.

**CROUCHING**

**Jab**

- + LP

**Short**

- + LK

**Strong**

- + MP

**Forward**

- + MK

**Fierce**

- + HP

**Roundhouse**

- + HK

**SUPER COMBO**

**Sharuyeppa**

The Sharuyeppa is a great super combo for anti-air attacks that have good priority. For example, if someone playing as Zangief constantly jumps toward you with the Body Splash multiple times, use this move to gain some space. Because this move starts with invincibility, the Sharuyeppa will connect and your opponent's attack won't. You can add this super combo to another combo to produce huge damage.
STANDING

Ryu's normal moves are pretty slow. His standing HP has distance and it can punish opponents when it connects. However, the opportunity to use it is limited because it is slower than most other attacks in the game. On the other hand, Ryu's standing HK is a great anti-air attack if an opponent is out of range of Ryu's Shoryuken.

STANDING CLOSE

Ryu's close normals are great in a combo because they cause big damage. A close-range HP can be followed by a Hadoken for a two-in-one. Also, Ryu's standing LP can set up a chance for a throw if it is blocked.

CROUCHING

Ryu's crouching normals are great to string together for big combos. You can chain five crouching UKs together or end it with a crouching HK. Sometimes, you can dizzy an adversary by linking five UKs together. You can also "buffer" moves off his crouching HK. For example, do a crouching HK, then buffer a Hadoken to come out during the last few frames of the crouching HK. Although this won't act as a combo, it's a great way to keep the pressure on a blocking opponent. Ryu also has a great crouching MK, which can be used for a two-in-one with a Hadoken or a Shoryuken afterward.

THROWS

Throws with Ryu are especially important, because you can follow up a Hadoken to put them in block stun, and throw them while they are still blocking without retaliation. These kinds of tactics are considered "cheap" by some players, so keep that in mind. Throws are also the only known difference between Ryu and Ken in Street Fighter II; when Ryu does his kick throw, he rolls only once.
**JUMPING**

Ryu's air moves are fairly straightforward. His jumping LK in the air has a lot of priority, but it causes almost no damage. If you are looking to get close to an opponent upon landing, it is the best move to use.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**JAB**

+LP

**FIERCE**

+HP

**SHORT**

+LK

**FORWARD**

+MK

**ROUNHOUSE**

+HK

**Tatsumaki Senpukyaku**

+ + K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Any P</th>
<th>Hadoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Hadoken, one of the best projectiles ever, is a mighty force. The power of the Hadoken comes from Ryu's own fist and leaves an imprint of his fist inside. The Hadoken has three different speeds and mixing them up will really confuse an opponent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ + +</th>
<th>Tatsumaki Senpukyaku</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Ryu's Tatsumaki Senpukyaku is great if you need to travel long distances in a short period of time. It can go over Giga's Sonic Beam and Dhalsim's Yoga fire, too. Use it in conjunction with a crouching MK to combo for big damage. From Champion Edition onward, the Tatsumaki Senpukyaku knocks down an adversary on the first successful hit. In Street Fighter II Turbo, you can 2 in 1 the Tatsumaki Senpukyaku in the air and make it connect for two hits.

**Shoryuken**

+ + + P

Ryu's Shoryuken is one of the most powerful moves in all of Street Fighter. It inflicts huge damage and is effective against anyone who dare to jump in. The Normal version of this move only knocks down your opponent when he or she gets hit out of the air, so beware. This move also hits an opponent twice the ground if you are fighting in close. This is your most prized asset when fighting opponents. You can also combo the Shoryuken after a crouching MK or a standing HP in close.

**In Air + + + K**

Tatsumaki Senpukyaku

The air Tatsumaki Senpukyaku is a valuable upgrade for Ryu. Use it to fly across the screen where very few opponents can reach you, or use it to confuse an opponent by using it on the other side to cross him up. Lastly, unleash it in a combo on bigger characters, such as Sagat and Zangief.
**COSTUMES**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

**ALTERNATE COSTUME**

**CHAMPIONSHIP COSTUME**

**TURBO COSTUME**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

*Street Fighter II Ryu is all about combos. If you master the 4-hit combo, you can dizzy your opponent almost every time. Ryu also has a "glitched out" combo that utilizes HK + HP. Start with a cross-up HK, then do a crouching HK, link HK + HP together to make the HP combo, then finish with a HP Hadoken. If you master this combo, you can dizzy your opponent almost every time.*

**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

*In Champion Edition, Ryu gained a faster Hadoken that is great for projectile traps. Because he has the fastest projectiles in the game, it's possible to knock down characters in the corner with multiple HP Hadokens. If they get out of this trap and jump toward you, take them out of the air with a Shoryuken.*

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

*With the addition of the air Tatsunomi Senpukyoku and the invincibility of the Tatsunomi Senpukyoku at his disposal, Ryu is the arguably the best Street Fighter II Turbo character. Use the HK hurricane kick when fighting in close quarters (since it has invincibility) to stop many of your opponent's moves. This is also the only version of Ryu that can two-hit a Tatsunomi Senpukyoku in the air and make it connect. Ryu's Shoryuken also knocks down opponents in this version, so when you combo it your opponent will be flabbergasted. This tactic enables you to prepare Hadoken traps or other waiting tactics.*

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

**VS. E. HONDA**

*When fighting E. Honda, you should be in the drivers seat. E. Honda's Headbutt is almost useless against a good Ryu player. Throwing Hadoken's will stop most of the Headbutt's from connecting. Your opponent will likely resort to jumping or performing the sumo splash. Just keep your distance from Honda and you should fair well in the fight. You can actually use a crouching HK against all of E. Honda's jumping attacks, including the Sumo Splash. Don't get too close to E. Honda while he is on the ground. His excellent throw range and volkswagen moves are high priority. If he gets too close to you, use an air Tatsunomi Senpukyoku to get away and start the process over again.*
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Super Street Fighter II Ryo gained a new move and a new property for an older move. He now has the Shinkenetsu (red) Hadoken, which was a glitch in earlier versions of the game and would only appear randomly. Due to the high popularity of this so-called glitched "Red Hadoken," it was added to his arsenal. The Shinkenetsu Hadoken leaves an opponent in a burned state a little longer than the normal Hadoken. At close range, this move knocks your opponent. This is crucial when attacking with crouching MK and chaining into a Shinkenetsu Hadoken. His new improved Tatsumaki Sanyaku'su now has a rainbow pattern that follows. It starts close to the ground and inserts an arc as it goes across the screen. You also can use it at the end of a jump (to maximize safety) and hit your opponent.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

+1K, +1HP, Shinkenetsu Hadoken

Crossup HK, +1MP, +1HP, Shinkenetsu Hadoken

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

On crouching opponent, → + MP, + MK, Shinkenetsu Hadoken

+ LK x 3, Shinkenetsu Hadoken

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

One of the best things that Ryo received in his Turbo form is a super-fast overhead move. This move → + MP can hit nearly all opponents and combo into almost anything. He also has a → + HP move that is excellent for a Frame Advantage when blocked. You can follow this move up with a throw, mix it up with an overhead attack, or use a crushing MK into Shinkenetsu Hadoken. Another new move is the jumping MP. This MP enables you to jump into the air and hit opponent up to three times. Upon landing, you can use Shinkenetsu Hadoken and hit your adversary two additional times for a 5-hit juggle combo. This move also has a lot of priority in the air, so the chances of landing it are high.

BAD MATCH-UP

VS VEGA

Vega has lots of strengths, so read onward to learn some key strategies. One advantage he has over Ryu is his speed. Your opponent can react to a Hadoken, jump over it, and hit you with a 2 hit combo fairly easily. Only throw Hadoken's from far or take them up close to psyche Vega into jumping straight into a Shoryukan. Another key advantage for Vega is his range. The clue on his hand gains him some extra reach to complete things. Fortunately, all of Vega's normals can be stopped with a crushing HK. The only one that can't be countered in this manner is his crouching MK. Ryu's crouching HK will put an end to this attack. If your opponent starts utilizing Vega's Flying Baradine Attack, use Rye's LP Shoryukan. If you use an HP Shoryukan, your opponent can easily land before you and cause big damage. Lastly, don't get near Vega on wake up because he has more range in his throw than Rye.

COSTUMES

LP

MP

HP

START

Hold any button

MK

HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

His standing moves haven't changed at all. He still has HK which is great for anti-air attacks if you don't have time to use a Shoryuken. His punches have range and can trade with projectiles throwers a lot of the time.

SHORT

LP

LK

STRONG

FORWARD

MP

MK

FIERCE

ROUNDHOUSE

HP

HK

STANDING CLOSE

A few changes here include the fact that Ryu's close-range HK can be followed up with any special move, and his HK Axe Kick hits twice instead of randomly.

SHORT

LP

LK

STRONG

FORWARD

MP

MK

FIERCE

ROUNDHOUSE

HP

HK

CROUCHING

Ryu's crouching attacks are great for dealing together for big damage. Almost all of them can be used in conjunction with a two-in-one. His crouching HK has a lot of range, so use that a lot to follow it up with a Hadoken.

SHORT

LP

LK

MP

MK

FIERCE

ROUNDHOUSE

HP

HK

THROWS

THROW

+ / + MP / HP

+ / + MK / HK

SPECIAL NORMALS

In close, + MP

This move is an overhead attack, which means that if an opponent is ducking it will hit him or her while they are blocking. This is a great move to keep your opponent guessing. You can also use this move to set up a combo.

In close, + HP

This move is an advancing move. Because of its incredible speed, it's possible to get next to your opponent very quickly. This is also effective when your opponent is blocking. It puts him or her in a pressure situation, since they must determine if an overhead attack or a low strike is coming.
**JUMPING**

Ryu's primary good when jumping is to land that all-important combo. Every single one of his jump-in moves can start a massive combo and almost dizzy the opponent.

Ryu's only change here is his $\uparrow + \uparrow + \uparrow + \uparrow + \text{MP}$. This move can be repeated for a total of three hits, and it can be linked into a combo after a Shinku Hadoken. It also has great air priority.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

- **Jab**
  - $\uparrow + \text{LP}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{LP}$

- **Strong**
  - $\uparrow + \text{MP}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{MP}$

- **Fierce**
  - $\uparrow + \text{HP}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{HP}$

- **Short**
  - $\uparrow + \text{LK}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{LK}$

- **Forward**
  - $\uparrow + \text{MK}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{MK}$

- **Roundhouse**
  - $\uparrow + \text{HK}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{HK}$

**Super Combo**

- **Shinku Hadoken**
  - $\uparrow + \text{Any P}$
  - $\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow + \text{Any P}$

Ryu's Shinku Hadoken is the only super projectile in the game. It combines Ryu's power and unleashes five Hadokens in one. This is a great super on so many levels. If you're having a projectile fight and Ryu's Super Meter is charged, use the Shinku Hadoken to go through your opponent's projectiles. This results in the loss of only one of the five Hadokens, while the other four hit your opponent. This Shinku Hadoken is also very effective at getting out of lockout traps that have you stuck in the block stance. Since the Shinku Hadoken carries invincibility with it, it can also be used on wake-ups.

**Tatsumaki Senpukyaku**

Ryu's Tatsumaki Senpukyaku lost the invincibility from Street Fighter II Turbo, but it gained a rainbow effect that changes its trajectory. You can also use this move at the last moment while approaching the ground to minimize exposure. Either way, it almost always knocks down its target. Using the UK Tatsumaki in the air (before landing) is a great way to change the Super Meter in Super Street Fighter II Turbo.

**Shoryuken**

Ryu's Shoryuken uppercut is only one hit now with each punch button. It also knocks down your opponent every time regardless of the range.

**Shakunetsu Hadoken**

The infamous Shakunetsu Hadoken. It can dizzy an opponent from great distances and knock him or her down at close-range.
Zangief

STANDING
Standing MK is one of the best harassment moves in the game—when Kenny/Ryu as they throw a Hadoken, it will null their attempts. Standing LR from far away has the benefit of beating certain attacks (such as Gobi's crushing Zangief), as well as setting up Spinning Pile Driver attempts (blocked or not). Standing HK is also a decent anti-air attack against certain jump in attacks.

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING CLOSE
Use an early standing MK as the opponent is getting up and input the command for the Spinning Pile Driver, or you can combo a Spinning Pile Driver into a standing LR if it hits. Against some characters, especially versus Dhalsim, close standing MP becomes very important because they are forced to block it, even when they are crouching.

CROUCHING
Crouching LP is one of the many secret moves to playing a good Zangief. It will stop many attacks (Hendo's Headbutt, Bulgaria's Falling Attack, certain attacks from Dhalsim, etc.) as well as put up a shield for the opponent to deal with. Beyond all of that— it also sets up many combos and Spinning Pile Driver attempts. Crouching HK will be your other strongest crouching attack. Not only is it relatively fast—it knocks the opponent down, which allows for more Spinning Pile Driver attempts.

THROWS

PILEDRIVER
- CLOSE, + MP

FACE CLAW
- AT CORRECT DISTANCE, + MP

SHOULDER THROW
- CLOSE, + MP

ABDOMINAL CLAW
- AT CORRECT DISTANCE, + MP / HP
**JUMPING**

There are going to be times when you are getting zoned out by projectiles, and you have to jump. Jumping HP is a good move to start with because it has a lot of range, and it avoids a lot of projectiles.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

- **JAB**
  - + LP
- **STRONG**
  - + MP
- **FIERCE**
  - + HP
- **FIERCE**
  - + HK
- **SHORT**
  - + HK
- **SHORT**
  - + LP
- **FORWARD**
  - + LP
- **FORWARD**
  - + HK
- **ROUNDHOUSE**
  - + LP
- **ROUNDHOUSE**
  - + HK

**360-degree controller motion**

- **P**
- **Spinning Pile Driver**

**Spinning Pile Driver** is what makes or breaks Zangief players. Your goal is not only to land this move, but also to have your opponent fear it. Hopefully, this will put them into a mindset to commit mistakes while trying to avoid it.

The Spinning Pile Driver not only does a lot of damage, but also has a lot of range. You will want to learn the ranges of your opponent's attacks, so you can use the Spinning Pile Driver to counter their other special moves.

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

- **+ MP / HP (on way up)**
  - **Headbutt**

This is one of the strongest moves in the game. If this move is done in the early part of the round (first 5 seconds) it will stun on hit. This is huge early in a match because getting your opponent dizzy and then hitting them with a Spinning Pile Driver takes away almost 50% of their life bar.

- **+/\ + + HP**
  - **Body Press**

When you are on top of your opponent, the Body Press (jump, + + HP) is a really good move because it can cross the opponent up and it forces them to block standing.

- **+/\ + + LK**
  - **Double Knee Press**

The Double Knee Press is added to Zangief as a special normal in the Street Fighter II Turbo version of the game. He was given a jumping LK that has the same (Dropkick) animation as his other jumping kicks in this version.
STREET FIGHTER II

Zangief is able to take damage, and you should always keep this in mind. Never be afraid to trade damage for information — if you jump in twice in a row, and the opponent does the same thing, chances are they will the third time and that is when you switch things up and go for a mix-up that will set you up against a spinning pile driver. You may have to be patient and sit on the other side of the screen for half the round, just so you can realize where the gap is in your opponent's attacks and go in for the kill when the opportunity presents itself.

Master the spinning pile driver from both sides and you will soon see your opponents fear. Zangief in this mode is unique because after performing a successful spinning pile driver, he doesn't bounce very far back from his opponent — close enough to keep applying pressure as soon as his opponent stands up.

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

Gaining the ability to move around with the spinning lariat helps a lot, since it gives him positioning advantages while also allowing him to avoid projectiles. After a successful spinning pile driver, Zangief will bounce back very far from the opponent limiting his ability to go for another one at the same time. Although this takes away some of his options, he is still an opponent to be feared.

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Arguably the best version of Zangief ever! The kick lariat opens up a whole new world for Zangief. This move can get him right next to the opponent while being immune to crouching attacks, allowing him to use a spinning pile driver when he recovers from the spinning lariat.

Not only that, but the 3 kick spinning lariat recovers much faster than the punch version, allowing for positional mixups when trying to get close to the opponent.

GOOD MATCH UP

VS RYU

While Zangief does have a hard time versus many characters, his one winning matchup across the board seems to be versus Ryu. While your main goal against most characters is to try to get close and land a spinning pile driver, you don't have to actually land one to win this matchup. What you do need is some patience and a good attack plan. While you are far away from each other, neither of you can do much damage. Zangief can spinning lariat through Ryu's hadoken and you can't attack him at all. So, the only time you will really hang out at this range is either when Ryu is running away trying to build up meter (Super Turbo Ryu), or if you are taking a small breathing break trying to bait Ryu into coming closer to you.

Around mid-range (outside of Ryu's crouching MK) you will want to harass him with your standing MK while trying to get inside his attacks. Look out for the occasional hadoken and use your spinning lariat when you see it, or think it is coming. Even if you guess wrong you can either try to steer yourself backwards, or go for another one when you recover. Your main goal is to get in, so that you can get your standing MK to connect (blocked or not, you don't really care) to combo into the spinning pile driver. Another good tactic is take a step back at this range and let Ryu throw a hadoken, then do jumping HP to knock him in the head. A good mixup to use is a standing MK followed by a spinning pile driver. For your next attack walk up and use a standing MK, and chain it into a crouching HK — this will combo if it is done correctly and the HK hits. The reason why this works so well is that a lot of people will block the standing MK then try to stop the spinning pile driver attempt with a shoryuken — if they mess up their attempt you will hit them and get another chance to land the spinning pile driver. Another mind game layer is to do standing MK, pause (to see if they are going to use a shoryuken, or block), and instead of using a crouching HK, do another standing MK and perform a spinning pile driver. Note: you can actually combo standing MK, standing HK for a 2 hit combo.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Starting with Super Street Fighter II, Zangief goes through some growing pains: losing the low invincibility with the 3 kick Spin-out Lariat, gaining a throw whirl on the Spinning Pile Driver, having three different strengths of the Spinning Pile Driver (light punch does less damage than hard punch), and an air throw! However, his main strategy remains the same—try to get close and use the Spinning Pile Driver. The Double German Suplex/Flying Powerbomb gives him some fun options when an opponent whiffs a normal attack right in front of him, you can attempt to grab them while they are in their recovery with it. It doesn't do that much damage, but the move is very fast.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Cross-up + HP in air, + LP x2, LR, HK

Cross-up + HP in air, MK, LP, + LP, + HK

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Cross-up + HP in air, LP, + MK, Bonzhiing Punch

Cross-up + HP in air, + LP x4, LP, Bonzhiing Punch

BAD MATCH UP

VS DHALSIM

You are going to spend a lot of time on the other side of the screen away from Dhalsim whether you like it or not. Between blocking Yoga Fire and his limits, you will get pushed back nonstop. Just remember to be patient, and once you do get in, you are going to do a lot of damage, if not win the game. When your opponent uses a Yoga Fire, walk toward it and block it at the last possible second, so you don't get hit by it. Your goal is to get in and every little inch counts. You want to jump in with the Double Knee Press (down+MK) alternating between jumping and pressing button quickly, or later. You will often times (usually losing out on damage), but sometimes trending is your best bet to get close. When you do get pushed back, a crouching MP will hit some of his limits depending on the attack. Don't be afraid to use a Spinning Lariat every now and then. Especially when a Yoga Fire is coming your way. Remember that you have the bigger throw range and a much better throw than he does. So, if Dhalsim tries to do any throw traps (slide into MP throw being the most common) use your Spinning Pile Driver. Also, since you have the bigger throw range almost every single time you can get a standing HK to hit him, and go for the Spinning Pile Driver. He has to Yoga Teleport to get out of this trap, but it is easier to talk about this escape than it is to perform it.

COSTUMES
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

His HK is great for anyone jumping in on you. Since it is a quick attack, it gets your opponent off of you.

STANDING CLOSE

All his close normals are good for comboing into the Spinning Pile Driver.

CROUCHING

Zangief's whole setup game is the tick-throw into the Spinning Pile Driver. Crouching LP is great for that.

THROWS

Since the Spinning Pile Driver is his main throw, you don't want to use regular throws too much unless you are in a situation where you are trapped.

SPECIAL NORMALS

The Double Knee Press is great for getting in on your opponent and having the option for the first move on the ground. Since it is so quick, you will be the first to act, and the mix-up game will be yours for the taking.

The Body Press can cross-up an opponent from any range, and often leads to big damage. If Zangief can get in close to an opponent, he has the upper hand. Use this move to confuse your opponent, and then go for a quick Spinning Pile Driver while they aren't looking!
**SPECIAL MOVES**

**3 punch buttons**
- Spinning Lariat

Zangief can still use this move as a great anti-air for people jumping in at him, and can also use it for passing through projectiles.

**360-degree controller motion + P**
- Spinning Pile Driver

Due to gaining the throw whiff, you have to be a little more cautious with the Spinning Pile Driver. Before if you mis-timed the Spinning Pile Driver, tick and performed it while the enemy was still in the air, you would just get a punch attack. In this version, Zangief gives you some air and leaves himself wide open.

**In close, 360-degree controller motion + K**
- Double German Suplex

This attack doesn’t have as much range as the Spinning Pile Driver, but it does have less start-up (no throw whiff) making it a viable option when using tick-throw tactics against your opponent.

**At correct distance, 360-degree controller motion + X**
- Flying Powerbomb

This throws most people off, but you will only be able to grab away with it once or twice before they start punishing you. Probably the best use for the move is to try to grab normal attacks that miss right in front of you.

**SUPER COMBO**

**720 controller motion + P**
- Final Atomic Buster

It is harder to build up the Super Meter with Zangief than most characters. Even though you have to be next to your opponent while using this super combo, this move still strikes fear into opponents. Many of the setups are impossible to escape, such as jumping HK into the Final Atomic Buster, or standing HK into it. A really important aspect to master is linking the Banishing Punch motion into the Final Atomic Buster, so you can tack on a super combo after nullifying an opponent’s projectiles.
Balrog

STANDING

Although Balrog’s game doesn’t surround his normal attacks as much as other characters, he does have some great normal attacks to keep in mind. Standing LP is a great move to use, since it lets you stay in place while charging up for Rush Punches. Using this technique also protects you from some attacks, such as Honda’s Headbutt, and Blanka’s Rolling Attack. Standing MP is also a nice anti-air move when your opponent is on top and attacking. If your opponent throws a projectile at the start of a round, a standing HP will hit him before the projectile even comes out!

STANDING CLOSE

Balrog’s standing close moves are great for leading into other normal moves or special attacks. His close LP is great for chaining together for big damage. Since he has no kick animations, everything that he does will come out in the form of a punch.

CROUCHING

Crouching HP is an important anti-air attack (in addition to standing MP) in these versions of Balrog. Crouching HK is a decent sweep (although it looks like other attacks) and you can use it to poke your opponent.

JUMPING

Don’t spend much time jumping with Balrog, but if you must (and you will have to every now and then) jumping HP and HK are usually the best options.
THROWS

Balrog has one of the best throws in the game. Not only can you mash for more damage, but you also get to walk under an opponent while he is flipping in the air recovering from it! This sets up many mind games: walk under your opponent after the throw, use a crouching LP, then throw him again. You can also walk under your opponent and use a crouching HK to trip him. Or, take a step (so that it looks like you’re going to walk under him) and perform a crouching HK so the attack hits your opponent from the other side. You can quickly turn the tide by throwing and doing one or two throw mixups.

An advanced throwing strategy is to throw with MP if you’re going for a blocked move into a throw. If the opponent tries to jump out or counter in some fashion, the standing MP will often hit them.

SPECIAL MOVES

**HELD 3 P or 3 K, release**

**Turn Punch**

This is one of the most powerful moves in the game, since you can hold down the buttons to charge the attack until you hear him say, “Final!” By releasing this attack, you will deplete 60% of the opponent’s life bar, Mastering the Turn Punch is a very important part of playing as Balrog, because it enables the player to keep pressure on the opponent while also adding in pauses to Balrog's attack strings.

In Street Fighter 2 Turbo, Balrog is invincible against low attacks and projectiles if it is charged for less than two seconds — this makes Balrog quite a threat. Not only that, but you can store two separate charges: one with the three-punch button depressed and another one with the three-kick buttons. So you can hold the three-punch buttons and release them to get “One” count Turn Punch, then release the three-kick buttons and get “Two” count Turn Punch right after the first one.

Another good thing to remember is that if you hold down all three kicks for the Turn Punch and you need to use a Dashing Uppercut, you can do so by inputting the command (charging back and moving towards) and releasing one of the kick buttons. Oftentimes, if the opponent knows you’re charging up the Turn Punch, they will attempt to take advantage by jumping in, but you can surprise them with this technique.

**Charge ← + + P**

**Dash Straight**

The Dash Straight is the main attack, since your opponent can’t duck under it. Even if they block, they still take block damage. It is also relatively easy to use this move in a combo off a crouching LP or a standing LP. These two options provide some quick combos that can serve up damage in short order.

**Charge ← + + K**

**Dash Uppercut**

Often used as an anti-air attack when an opponent is either jumping toward you from far away, or jumping away from you when they are up close. An opponent can duck under this attack, but this is another opportunity to create some mind games. If your opponent is blocking low and you perform a crouching LP one another count to set up a Dash Uppercut (which will miss), but it will provide some time to throw them.
**COSTUMES**

**STREET FIGHTER II**

**ALTERNATE COSTUME**

**CHAMPIONSHIP**

**TURBO**

**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

The main strategy here is to focus on trying to land Balrog's main dizzy combos. (Jump in HK, crouching HK, standing HK, HK Dash Uppercut, standing HP, crouching HK, HK Dash Uppercut, standing HP) while attempting to get close enough for a throw.

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

This is where Balrog becomes interesting. Not only does he retain his powerful combos and his excellent throw, he also becomes invincible with the Turn Punch. Now he can go through the projectiles that so easily plagued him in Champion Edition. The best strategy here is to keep the Turn Punch charged at all times (flying through projectiles when needed), while throwing out a barrage of Dash Straights, Dash Uppercuts, standing HPs and an occasional throw.

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

**VS RYU**

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

The Turbo version of Balrog has the Turn Punch, which helps him get around projectiles. If Ryu links a lot of crouching HKs into Hadoken, unleash a Turn Punch through the projectile and punish him. Don't be afraid to throw out a standing HP if Ryu throws a Hadoken and keep the pressure on with the Dash punches. If an opponent starts using the Tatsunokichi Senpukyaku to get out of trouble, smock him down with a crouching HP.

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

This matchup changes slightly due to the Buffalo Headbutt, but the main strategies still apply: Stay on top of him, pressure him with standing HP, use the Dash Low, and use Turn Punches. After gaining the ability to use a super combo, look for any opening to land it. When Ryu throws a Hadoken, misses a Shoryuken, or a normal attack use the super combo to punish him. Even if the attack gets blocked, you should be safe and have a Frame Advantage that enables you to keep the pressure on. It is almost impossible for Ryu to perform a Cross-up on Balrog (except for an Air Tatsunokichi Senpukyaku), so if he attempts one try to throw him and begin the High/Low mix-ups.
**COMBOS**

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

- Jump in HP, + HP, LP Buffalo Headbutt
- Jump in HK, + LP x 3, LP Dash Straight

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

- Jump in HK, + HK, + HK, LP Dash Low
- + LP x 4, Crazy Buffalo

---

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

While losing the ability to go through projectiles with the Turn Punch, Rolento gains a few new moves that keep him definitely in the game and make him a threat to any character. He has gained the Buffalo Headbutt, which is invincible to projectiles, and a set of kick moves that act like sweeps to knock an opponent down.

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

With the addition of the Dash Low Punch, Rolento can now knock down opponents when it connects. He also has the ability to float in the air with + HP, just like E. Honda. If he is about to land on a projectile, he will be able to avoid it last second. With these two new options, Rolento can be very aggressive, and he is a powerhouse to deal with.

---

**BAD MATCH-UP**

**VS STREET FIGHTER II SAGAT**

While Rolento performs admirably against anyone with a projectile, things get more difficult against the original version of Sagat because his projectile traps are better than any other character. Use a standing HP to hit him when he tries a Ground Tiger Shot. The main goal in this match-up is to stay alive long enough to charge the super combo, which is when the whole dynamic of this match changes. At this point, Sagat can often throw Tiger Shots randomly, since Rolento can use the super combo on him. This will occur when he throws High Tiger Shots (you can catch him almost full screen), but there isn't much range on Ground Tiger Shots.  

---

**COSTUMES**

- LP
- MP
- HP
- START
- Hold any button
- LK
- MK
- HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
While gaining new animations for most of his normal attacks from Classic Edition and Turbo, their functionality is much the same. Use standing HP to hit opponents at a distance, use standing MP as an anti-air attack, and use standing LP to maintain a charge and for protection.

STANDING CLOSE
When fighting in close, you won't use your standing normals very much. One thing to keep in mind, however, is that opponents can't duck under standing MK, which forces them to block.

CROUCHING
Balrog has great crouching normals and almost all of them have a use during a single match. Crouching LP/LK are standard poke that enable you to keep the pressure on while maintaining a charge. Crouching MK must be blocked low and it is performed early (when an opponent is getting up from a knockdown), it sets up very powerful mixups.

This move also counters many of the poke attacks that may have proven problematic previously, such as Guile's crouching MK. Crouching MP is a great shield to throw out non-stop because it grants many different special attacks. For example, if an opponent is getting up from a knockdown and it can be used to combo into a Dash Straight (or Dash Uppercut) if it hits an opponent on the ground. Crouching HP is a great anti-air attack, and Crouching HK is an excellent sweep.

SPECIAL MOVES

Hold 3P or 3K, release Turn Punch
Although it can no longer go through projectiles, it is still effective at keeping pressure on an opponent while building up the Super Meter for Super Turbo Balrog. He still has his "Final" punch, while also maintaining the ability to store more than one of these devastating attacks.

Charge + K Dash Uppercut
The Dash Uppercut is still just as good as it was in previous versions. It is useful for getting close to an opponent and throwing them. You can also "glitch" it into the super combo by inputting the command after it hits, press + any punch.

Charge + P Buffalo Headbutt
Although he lost the ability to go through fireballs with the Turn Punch, Balrog gained a new move that makes him just as dangerous. The Buffalo Headbutt not only has amazing range, but it knocks down and very rarely trades damage with anything. This move is key in most match-ups in which an opponent has a projectile.

Charge + P Dash Straight
In Super Turbo, Balrog's Dash Straight no longer hits crouching opponents, so you will likely use this move a lot. Since it is one of the faster special moves in the game, it's best to continually use this move over and over until your opponent proves that he or she can either block it or counter attack.

Balrog has great crouching normals and almost all of them have a use during a single match. Crouching LP/LK are standard poke that enable you to keep the pressure on while maintaining a charge. Crouching MK must be blocked low and it is performed early (when an opponent is getting up from a knockdown), it sets up very powerful mixups.

This move also counters many of the poke attacks that may have proven problematic previously, such as Guile's crouching MK. Crouching MP is a great shield to throw out non-stop because it grants many different special attacks. For example, if an opponent is getting up from a knockdown and it can be used to combo into a Dash Straight (or Dash Uppercut) if it hits an opponent on the ground. Crouching HP is a great anti-air attack, and Crouching HK is an excellent sweep.
**JUMPING**

Balrog gets some new animations in this version, which help out his jumping game. Jumping MP is effective against projectiles because it hits further out than it looks. Jumping MK is a great poke that hits at an odd angle, and usually forces your opponent to block. Lastly, jumping LP and HK are good to throw out early or late, or in Balrog’s jump arc to counter attacks various poke attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>JAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + LP</td>
<td>☑ + LP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + MP</td>
<td>o ∕ x + MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIERCE</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + HP ( = / - )</td>
<td>o ∕ x + HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHORT</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + HK</td>
<td>o ∕ x + HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORWARD</th>
<th>FORWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + MK</td>
<td>o ∕ x + MK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROUNDHOUSE</th>
<th>ROUNDHOUSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t + HK</td>
<td>o ∕ x + HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THROWS**

Balrog’s wonderful throw from Champion Edition and Turbo on in a comeback, and it is potentially better now that crouching MK leads to so much damage. The main strategies should revolve around walking under the throw, using a crouching MK and either throwing the opponent again or using a crouching MP. If the crouching MK/crouching MP combo sequence gets blocked, perform a Dash Uppercut (it will miss), which will set you up for a throw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THROW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>= / - + MP / HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUPER COMBO**

Balrog has one of the best super combos in the game. Not only can he charge it up fast, but it also hits with lightning fast speed and causes tremendous damage.

You can activate it with either Punch or Kick. With punch, the first move is a Dash Straight; with kick, the first move is a Dash Uppercut. No matter what you use, if you press kick during the super combo your attacks will change to Dash Uppercuts. This makes it very handy to juggle an opponent if you catch them in the air.
### M. Bison

#### Standing

M. Bison has some of the best normals in the game. His kicks have excellent range and are extremely quick. His HK goes across half the screen! The only character who is even in the same category is Dhalsim. M. Bison’s LP is insanely fast, making it useful in several of his dizzy combos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Standing Close

M. Bison’s close normals remain the same. They all do exactly the same thing as regular standing normals. His standing LK can be followed up by a throw, whether or not it connects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Crouching

Crouching HK is M. Bison’s most unique move from the crouching position. This move is effective for getting next to an opponent when knocking them down from far away, or for throwing them. It also hits low when used from afar, so use it as a surprise move. His crouching HP is a great anti-air move against jump in attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ + LP</td>
<td>+ + MP</td>
<td>+ + HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + LK</td>
<td>+ + MK</td>
<td>+ + HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Throws

M. Bison has an extremely powerful throw. He also has the unique ability to set himself up for a throw off of all of his special moves and a few of his normal moves. Using the MP Psycho Crusher enables you to get very close to your opponent, which leaves you in a perfect position for a throw.

→ + + MP / HP
JUMPING

M. Bison's jumping normals look rather strange. All of his punch attacks place his body in a curved position as he jumps toward an opponent. His kicks are standard jump-ins, but his straight-up jump kicks have excellent priority.

**JAB**
- $+LP$
- $+/+LP$

**STRONG**
- $+MP$
- $+HP$

**SHORT**
- $+LK$
- $+/+LK$

**FORWARD**
- $+MK$
- $+/+MK$

**ROUNDHOUSE**
- $+HK$
- $+/+HK$

---

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Psycho Crusher**

Charge $+, +P$

The Psycho Crusher was extremely powerful in the arcade version of Street Fighter II Champion Edition. It hit six times on a block, causing heavy damage. In Street Fighter II Anniversary Edition, it only hits four times on a block, but it causes the same amount of damage. Use this move to end up next to an opponent with priority; this can lead to a combo or a throw.

**Double Knee Press**

Charge $+, +K$

M. Bison's Double Knee Press is a two-hit flying kick that hits high or low. In Street Fighter II Champion Edition and Street Fighter II Turbo, the Double Knee Press doesn't knock down, but it leaves the opportunity to combo afterward.

**Head Press (P behind it) Somersault Skull Diver**

Charge $+, +K$

This serves as a great counter against projectile-throwing characters. During this move, M. Bison speeds across the screen and instantly jumps on his opponent's head. After this occurs, you can go left or right and come down with a punch to start a combo. Note that the Headpress and the punch are not a combo!
**STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION**

M. Bison is perhaps one of the best characters in any version of Street Fighter II. The block damage on his HP Psycho Crusher is really high, and his combos are powerful enough to dizzy... and re-dizzy! The charge time for his Double Knee Press is long, but he can still put together great pressure patterns like Double Knee Press, crouching MK, standing MK, LP Psycho Crusher, standing MK, standing MK, Double Knee Press, and so on. Don't be afraid to just use the HP Psycho Crusher back and forth across the screen, either.

**STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

M. Bison was toned way down in this version of Street Fighter II, leaving him squarely at the bottom of the rankings. His HP Psycho Crusher hits about three times and there are even gaps in between it that enables a blocking opponent to use a Stun Kick! The charge time on his Double Knee Press is still long, but with no re-dizzy combos and seemingly reduced priority, it's tough to win with M. Bison. One trick is to knock down an opponent (with a throw, for example), then immediately use a crouching HK slide and charge up. Just before your opponent gets up, perform an LP Psycho Crusher. When timed correctly, this results in a weird cross-up attack that often times hits an opponent who's attempting to block. When it hits, it knocks them down, so you can repeat the move again. When it gets blocked, perform a pressure string of crouching MK, crouching LP, crouching LP, and finish with a Double Knee Press.

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

**VS VEGA**

It's somewhat easy to stop Vega's Flying Barcelona Attack by jumping back and using an MP. If your opponent tries to use this move off his own back wall, use a HP Psycho Crusher to move the screen over. This prevents him from touching the wall, possibly making him fall in M. Bison's Psycho Crusher. Random Double Knee Presses can go through most of Vega's ground pokes. If you guess wrong and he blocks, throw him. Make him block some standing NKS, and standing MKs for good measure. Bait his HK Flip Kick and, when he misses, use a standing HK or a Double Knee Press against it. Careful, Vega can beat M. Bison's Psycho Crusher attack and his Double Knee Press attack by jumping back and using HF. Also, if Vega gets a knockdown on M. Bison he can force you to rise into his cross-up Flying Barcelona Attack. This is difficult to block and M. Bison has no reversal attack to get out of it.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II
M. Bison gets a few more normal moves, better priority, the Devil Reverse (similar to the Head Press, but a punch), and a Double Knee Press that knocks down. He's generally much improved from Street Fighter II Turbo, but he still remains a shadow of his former self from Street Fighter II Champion Edition.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO
M. Bison gains an improved Devil Reverse, an insanely high priority, a juggling jumping MP, and a good super combo. The jumping MP allows M. Bison to rule the air, even against Vega and Chun Li. The super combo passes through projectiles. When the super combo hits, tack on two extra jumping MPs. If the super combo gets blocked, go for a throw. A blocked Double Knee Press into throw is difficult to defend against. After knocking down an opponent, use a "mooty" crouching MK. For some reason, this move is difficult to reverse with a Stun kick or any other reversal move. When a crouching MK hits, combo it into either a standing HK (if you don't have a charge) or a standing HK followed by a Double Knee Press. After a knock down, use a crouching HK to set up the crouching MK. Another option after a knock down is a cross-up combo. Jump in and cross-up right as the opponent gets up and use an MK or an HK while in the air. Additionally, M. Bison's standing MK and standing HK are excellent poking attacks. He can lock down lots of characters, especially Ken and Zangief, by just repeatedly giving them the MK or HK boot.

Luckily, M. Bison is the only character without an instant reversal move. This means that he has no way to escape a corner once he gets into it. Therefore, it's extremely important when playing as M. Bison to be on the attack, lock down your opponent and don't get locked down in the process.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II
Jump in HP, MP, HP Psycho Crusher
Jump in HK, HK, HK Double Knee Press

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO
At a jumping opponent, jump + MP x 3 in the air, Knee Press Nightmare
Jump in HK, LP x 2, LP, Knee Press Nightmare, Jump + MP x 2

BAD MATCH-UP
VS H. Honda
When fighting in a corner and you block a single jump attack, you will likely lose the round. H. Honda's inescapable Ochio-Throw will force you to stand up into blocking a crouching LP into an Ochio-Throw again and again. With no reversal move, M. Bison has no way out. At mid-screen, it's almost as bad. After an Ochio-Throw, expect to see H. Honda's Hundred Hands Slap. If you attempt to jump away, keep this in mind: never get into a position in which you must block a jump-in from Honda. You can try to chip away damage by doing LP Psycho Crushers at the top of the move's range. Honda can usually cause black damage with the Hundred Hand Slap, but it's very difficult to actually use his Headbutt against M. Bison's Psycho Crusher. You can also try the Head Press, but H. Honda can jump and LP, or use an MP to knock M. Bison out of the air. You can attempt an HP Psycho Crusher through H. Honda while at mid-screen (if he's close), but you may see a standing HK after passing him. Trying to use a standing MK or a standing HK against him is tricky, because he can use his Headbutt against those moves. Basically, just chip away damage whenever possible. Don't try to lock him down, or even get close to him, because his Ochio-Throw can dominate the entire match.

COSTUMES

LP
MP
HP
START
Hold any button
IK
MK
HK
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
M. Bison received two changes to his standing line-up. His LK no longer extends outward; now it's a knee and it only goes short distances. His standing HP also changed, reverting to an uppercut motion.

STANDING CLOSE
There are two changes to mention here. When fighting up close, the LK unleashes a knee. This is a great move for tick-throw tactics.

CROUCHING
The only change here is M. Bison's crouching LP, which has lost all of its range. It only stretches about half the distance now.

THROWS
M. Bison has no changes in the throw department. It's just his same old tricks.

Throws:
- / + MP / HP
**JUMPING**

M. Bison received new jumping HP, MP, LK, and MK in *Super Street Fighter II* and *Super Street Fighter II Turbo*. He also received a new straight up LK. He is only one of two characters who can chain three MP hits in the air. You can also follow this up with a super combo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>JAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>FIERCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>SHORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ LK</td>
<td>+ LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MK</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL MOVES**

- **Psycho Crusher**
  
  Charge +, +, + P
  
  This is a great move to throw out randomly against any opponent. Unless it gets detected by chance, your opponent will take up to three hits of black damage.

- **Double Knee Press**
  
  Charge +, +, + K
  
  The only new thing about the Double Knee Press is the fact that it knocks down when it connects. There are no more special combos like these in the Street Fighter II Champion Edition version. Also, it's possible to use the HK Double Knee Press at a nick-throw setup.

- **Head Press**
  
  Charge +, +, + K (P in air)
  
  This move hasn't changed at all. It still results in M. Bison stomping on your opponent's head. You can follow it up by moving left or right.

**SUPER COMBO**

- **Knee Press Nightmare**
  
  Charge +, +, +, + K
  
  The Knee Press Nightmare is M. Bison's greatest asset, it is his only reversal move. Unlike the other characters who have special moves that can be used as reversals, this is only enabled when he has a full Super Meter. For characters using projectile traps against M. Bison, use this move to escape from a corner. You can also follow the super combo with a jumping MP for two additional hits.
Sagat

STANDING
Sagat has good speed with all of his standing normal attacks in Street Fighter II Champion Edition and Street Fighter II Turbo. It's possible to buffer his standing LP into any of his special moves (like the Tiger Uppercut). Use his standing MP to stuff an opponent's moves at long range. Standing EX can also be buffered, and it's useful in the ground game to push an opponent out when cancelled into a Ground Tiger Shot. Sagat's standing MK can't be cancelled, but it is a solid poke attack to use. Standing HK is a great anti-air attack to use against an opponent who jumps in.

STANDING CLOSE
You can cancel Sagat's close LK into a special move, as well as the first hit of his close standing LK (this move connects twice). Close standing MK into two times, but it can't be cancelled. There are no changes in these moves between Street Fighter II Champion Edition and Street Fighter II Turbo.

CROUCHING
Sagat's crouching normals were very similar in Champion Edition and Turbo. Speed, damage, and priority were changed for all of these moves, but they look the same on the screen. In these two versions of Sagat, only crouching LP and crouching LK can be cancelled into special moves.

JUMPING
All of Sagat's jumping attacks in these two versions have the same animation. LP looks just like LK, MP looks the same as MK, and HP resembles HK. All of these jumping attacks are "kicks," although half of them are triggered by punch buttons.
THROWS

Sagat's throw has decent range and causes good damage, but it isn't intended to be used from an offensive standpoint. Due to Sagat's height, he can exploit the sacrifice throw. This involves taking a hit early on, so that you hold the advantage in the throw department.

SPECIAL MOVES

- **Tiger Shot**
  - The punch version of the Tiger Shot travels across the screen higher off the ground, making it difficult to jump over. Its speed can be modified by pressing LP, MP, or HP. For example, using LP throws a high, slow Tiger Shot. The Tiger Shot underwent several changes from Champion Edition Sagat to Street Fighter II Turbo Sagat. The version of Sagat in Street Fighter II Champion Edition has a very quick recovery, which was tuned down in Street Fighter II Turbo.

- **Ground Tiger Shot**
  - Sagat's Ground Tiger Shot is more useful than the standing version of the move. Although it travels low to the ground, it leaves Sagat free to counter attack when an opponent attempts to jump over it.

- **Tiger Uppercut**
  - The Tiger Uppercut is similar to the Slapjack, because it can be used to hit an opponent who jumps in on you. This is useful in reversal situations in which your character has been knocked down and your opponent is jumping in. Don't miss with this move. If your opponent blocks it, your opponent completely whiffs. Sagat becomes vulnerable to attack.

- **Tiger Knee**
  - Tiger Knee starts close to the ground and finishes high. The motion is tricky, so practice it repeatedly before attempting to use it. Use Sagat's Tiger Knee in combos to quickly advance across the screen when your opponent gets knocked to the ground.
COSTUMES

STREET FIGHTER II

COMBOS

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

4 + MP, 6 + LK, HK: Tiger Shot

Jump in HK, LK, HK: Tiger Knee

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS. CHUN LI

One of Sagat's better match-ups is against Chun Li, who has one of the highest jumps in the game. When she jumps in at Sagat, you have many options, including his standing HK and, of course, his Tiger Uppercut. Throw Tiger Shots at Chun Li to apply pressure, forcing her to jump. This puts Sagat at a tremendous advantage, since the recovery time for his Tiger Shots enable him to throw them one after the other with very little recourse. Even if Chun Li jumps over a Tiger Shot, it leaves her open to a Tiger Uppercut.

BAD MATCH-UP

VS. DHALSIM

Dhalsim is perhaps Sagat's biggest challenger. In most fights, Sagat can throw fast, Ground Tiger Shots. Dhalsim's Drill Kicks and Drill Headbutts make this tactic a lot less effective, since Dhalsim can use this attack over Ground Tiger Shots. If you throw one of Sagat's high Tiger Shots, your opponent can use a crouching HP or crouching HK to (slide) out of the way. Sagat's recovery for his Tiger Shots is one of the better ones in the game, but missing a high Tiger Shot makes him vulnerable to Dhalsim's attacks.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Sagat gained the ability to two in one off the second hit of his standing LK, and his standing MK is used in the same manner in this version (both the first and second hit can be buffered into a special move). His standing HK can be buffered as well, but use it only in a combination. Sagat's Tiger Knee was modified in this version, too. Now it starts lower and travels farther. The controller motion was also changed slightly, with less of a 450-degree feel (巻き取り) to more of a 90 to 180 feel.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Jump in HP, HK, HP Tiger Uppercut

Jump in LK, LP, LK (one hit only), HK Tiger Knee (5 hits)

“OLD” SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Cross-Up LK, crouching LP, LK (2 hits), HK Tiger Knee

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

CORNER ONLY——Jump in HH, HP, HP Tiger Uppercut, HP Tiger Uppercut

Jump in HP, 4 → MK, Tiger Genocide, HP Tiger Uppercut, HP Tiger Uppercut

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The “Old” Super Street Fighter II Turbo version is regarded as one of the most powerful characters in the game. He possesses many of the characteristics of the Super version of the character, but combined with the game engine of Turbo, he's a force to be reckoned with. Many tournaments are rarely underestimated their opponent if this character is chosen in tournament play, to choose Old Sagat, hold down the START button while choosing the Super Street Fighter II version of Sagat. Notice that the logo at the bottom of his feet is the Super Street Fighter II Turbo logo (blue), but you won't have a super combo bar.

COSTUMES
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
Several of Sagat's normal moves were modified in Super Street Fighter II, then again in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. It's possible to cancel his standing MP and HP. This is highly useful in the prologue and keep-away game. Standing MK can also be buffered, making it difficult to get close to Sagat. Stanging HP also dishes out a decent amount of damage, making it key for snuffing out properties at maximum distance. Note that many of the cancel properties of some of these moves were removed in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Standing LP, HK, and HP were all changed in this version to prevent them from being buffered into a Tiger Shot. The frame rate for standing MP and HP were reduced slightly. Sagat still has a potent standing HP, plus standing HK and MK are still good picks.

STANDING CLOSE
You can cancel all of Sagat's close standing attacks into special moves. Either hit of the close standing HK or MK can be buffered into a Tiger Shot too. Close standing HK can be cancelled as well, but only during powerful combos.

CROUCHING
Several of Sagat's crouching attacks were modified in Super Street Fighter II and Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Crouching LP now looks different than MK and HK. HK and MK can now be cancelled, and similar changes were made to his crouching punching attacks. Crouching LP and MP could be cancelled, but neither crouching HP or HK could be buffered.

THROWS
-> / + MP or HP
Sagat gained some jumping punch animations for LP, MP, and HP in Super Street Fighter II, and they carried over to Super Street Fighter II Turbo. His punch attacks aren't very strong, but his jumping UK and jumping HK are great attacks. UK has very good priority and HK is a good starter for combos.

**JAB**
+ + LP
	
**SHORT**
+ + LK
	
**STRONG**
+ + HP
+ + MP
+ + MK

**FIERCE**

**ROUNDHOUSE**
+ + HK

---

**SPECIAL MOVES**

---

**Tiger Shot**

In Super Street Fighter II, Sagat's Tiger Shot returns to its original glory from Street Fighter II Champion Edition. In Super Street Fighter II Turbo, however, they get less powerful. The recovery time for this version is quite poor, and the speed of the projectile is slowed down from the Super Street Fighter II version.

**Ground Tiger Shot**

The Ground Tiger Shot is not as dominant as the high one. Because a lot of characters have special moves that go over them, they are only useful in the "OLD" version of Sagat. Characters like M. Bison can use the Psycho Crusher torpedo to go over the Ground Tiger Shots and hit Sagat.

**Tiger Uppercut**

In Super Street Fighter II, the Tiger Uppercut hits once. In Super Street Fighter II Turbo, though, it hits five times and spreads the damage into five separate parts. This is extremely ineffective as an anti-air attack, as only certain portions of the Tiger Uppercut hit the opponent.

**Tiger Knee**

Now in Super Street Fighter II, the Tiger Knee can combo, plus it moves from a low to a high position when it hits. In Super and Super Turbo, it hits most ducking opponents instead of going over their heads.

---

**SUPER COMBO**

**Tiger Genocide**

You can use Sagat's super combo up close to pass through projectiles and punish an opponent with a Tiger Knee animation that combos into a Tiger Uppercut. This Super Combo has decent invisibility at the start. It doesn't have much horizontal range, so only use it in close fighting situations. When this Super Combo gets blocked, Sagat becomes extremely vulnerable. This super can also be followed up by two hits in the corner.
Vega

STANDING
Vega has some of the fastest normals in the game. Although he has a detachable claw, he has no kick button animations in this version. This means that if you press a kick button, you'll see a punch move. After about 11 or so hits from an opponent, his claw automatically falls off. Note that it's non-retrievable in Street Fighter II Champion Edition and Street Fighter II Turbo. Since the claw is stripped to his hand, he has considerable range to his attacks when it gets knocked off.

STANDING CLOSE
Vega's close normals are similar. LP, LK, MP and MK all have the same animation. The same is true for HP and HK. These normals are all very quick and can stop any special move before they start.

CROUCHING
Vega actually has some kick animations in the crouching position. During his kicks, Vega gets down on one knee and sticks the other leg out. His HK is a slide animation. With this move, Vega can slide along the ground to knock down his opponent.

THROWS
In Street Fighter II Champion Edition, Vega has the most damaging throw. He can use his standing normals to lock down his opponents from jumping. With this trick, it is very easy to move in and forward your opponent. Since he is so fast, Vega can unleash a quick throw with ease.

Vega is one of only three characters with an air throw. This is extremely good when an opponent frame at you with an early jumping move. Before your opponent lands, try an air throw, since your opponent can't perform two moves in the air before landing.
**JUMPING**
Vega's air normals contain no punch moves. Since Vega is all about speed, use these attacks to easily jump over projectiles.

**SHORT**

- + LP / LK
- / + LP / LK

**FORWARD**

- + MP / MK
- / + MP / MK

**ROUNDHOUSE**

- + HP / HK
- / + HP / HK

---

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

**Top + + Backflip**
The backflip is a crazy move in which Vega jumps back and actually performs a backflip. It's important to note that he is completely invincible during this time. This move is great at getting out of projectile traps or when an opponent jumps in.

**Press 3 Punch buttons**
In Street Fighter II Turbo, the input command for the Backflip is all three punch buttons pressed simultaneously.

---

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Charge +, + P**  
**Rolling Crystal Flash**  
The Rolling Crystal Flash is a great move to use in a combo. It's also efficient at putting an opponent in a repeated block stun while chipping away at his or her health.

**Charge +, + K, + P**  
**Flying Barcelona Attack**  
The Flying Barcelona attack is great at catching an opponent off-guard. If you press punch early on—not next to your opponent—Vega will attack with his claw instead of a throw.

**Press + HP when Vega is next to an opponent after the Flying Barcelona attack to perform the Izuna Drop.**  
This is the move to perform when using the Flying Barcelona attack. If you're playing on Vega's stage, you'll gain a special ability. He doesn't jump off the side wall, but instead jumps off the cage in the background. He doesn't take any damage while on the cage.
COSTUMES
STREET FIGHTER II
COSTUME

ALTERNATE COSTUME

CHAMPIONSHIP
COSTUME

TURBO
COSTUME

COMBOS
STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

4 + MK, 4 + MK, 4 + MP

4 + LP, HP Rolling Crystal Flash, HP
(Redizzy)

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Jump in HK, MP, MK

Cross-up HK, 4 + MK, 4 + HK, 4 + MP

STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION

Vega's normal throw inflicts more damage than any character in Street Fighter II Champion Edition. His standing LP is really fast and it can be used repeatedly to lock down any of the bigger characters, or an enemy Vega. Also, his crouching HP and standing HK have high anti-air priority. His crouching HK slide is arguably the best in the game. Crouching MP is his staple attack for poking.

STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Vega was toned down in this version. One noticeable change is that his throw causes less damage. His attacks seem to have slightly less priority and less range than in Street Fighter II Champion Edition, which makes this version of Vega a little less desirable.

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS. GUILE

The key to this match is sliding. As soon as Guile blocks a crouching HK slide, slide again and again to prevent him from using his Sonic Boom or Somersault Kick (the slide hits the start-up of his Sonic Boom and his Somersault Kick just misses). Guile can't hit Vega's slide with any of his ground normal moves in this situation either. However, Guile can jump straight up and come down with a HP, or jump in and perform a cross-up with HK. Reducing your opponent's set of moves to just one or two options (both jumping) means that you are already way ahead of the game. Use jump HK, standing HK, or a Flip Kick to counter his jumping attacks. Don't be afraid to use off-the-wall special moves against Guile, especially after a knockdown.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Vega gets his Flip Kick, the Sky High Claw, and a mildly useful super combo in this version. Note that the super combo (like Zangief's and T. Hawk's) cannot whiff, it will only come out if it connects. The Sky High Claw is fairly useful when cornered and an opponent jumps in to kick a normal Flying Barcelona Attack. If you use the Sky High Claw when Vega touches the wall, he'll start his high-priority attack and hit his opponent.

COMBOS

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

In corner only—Vertical Jump HP, + + HP, HP Sky High Claw

Wall Jump, In Air HK, + + LP, MP
Rolling Crystal Flash, + + MP

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

# + MK, Flip Kick two hits, Flip Kick

Jump in HP, HP, # + MP

BAD MATCH-UP

VS. E. HONDA

If you use the Flying Barcelona attack behind E. Honda, he can jump and use LP or MP to stop you before you hit the wall. If you use it off of the wall behind you, he can LP Headbutt at the last moment to cause damage. He can also LP Headbutt to hit Vega's regular jump-in, or anything else you do from close quarters. So, it's very important to stay ahead in this match. By staying ahead, you can "out turtle" your opponent. Charge up Vega's Flip Kick to prevent E. Honda from jumping in. If he walls up, poke him away with a crouching MP. If you get behind, the Flying Barcelona attack (the one behind E. Honda) is a great option. Lure him into doing other moves to safely reach the back wall without getting hit by his jumping LP or MP. If you succeed, you'll cause E. Honda to lose the charge-up for his Headbutt (since you're on the other side), and you can attack him with the Sky High Claw and—hopefully—land the Izuna Drop. After doing so, go to the wall behind you again to prevent E. Honda from getting a charge for his Headbutt and repeat the sequence.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

There are a lot of changes to Vega in this version. He has kicks now, as well as normal moves, and his standing punches all do something different. His standing MP has great distance and it's extremely fast. Use it for a great poke attack. His standing LK, a short-range knee attack, is lightning fast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>LK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fierce</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDING CLOSE

Vega received many updates to his normal moves in this version. The standing close LK is extremely fast, and it is an excellent attack to use with tick-throw techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>LK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fierce</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CROUCHING

The only change here is that Vega's HP no longer goes straight when crouching. Instead, it goes up at an angle, so it can be used as an anti-air attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jab</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>LK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fierce</td>
<td>Roundhouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THROWS

His throw remains the same. Since it has priority over regular air moves, use it frequently to knock an opponent out of the air.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throw</th>
<th>Air Throw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>← / → + MP / HP</td>
<td>IN THE AIR ← / → + MP / HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL NORMALS

3P Backflip

Vega's Backflip is a great way for him not to get crossed-up on wake up. He is invincible during this move. This move also doesn't hit your opponent at any time, and should only be used to evade.

3K Backflip

Vega's other Backflip is the quicker of the two. He only does half a flip and is immediately back in action ready to attack. This move also doesn't hit your opponent at all, and is completely invincible to moves or attacks.
JUMPING

Vega finally gets a set of jumping punch moves in the air in Super Street Fighter II and Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Jumping in with HP is a good way to start a combo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIERCE</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHORT</th>
<th>SHORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORWARD</th>
<th>FORWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ MK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPER COMBO

Charge + + + K, + + P  Rolling Izuna Drop

This super combo is a great move, even when your opponent isn't in the air. It will still do a air throw if you're close enough. The great thing about this move is that your opponent won't know he's getting hit by it unless it connects. So, basically, keep using the Flying Barcelona attack and when your opponent sits there and does nothing, nail him with a Rolling Izuna Drop.

SPECIAL MOVES

Charge +, + P  Rolling Crystal Flash

The Rolling Crystal Flash got slower in Super Street Fighter II and Super Street Fighter II Turbo, and it no longer strings all the hits together as one combo. It might glitch every now and then and combo, but most of the time it fails.

Charge +, + K  Flip Kick

This is Vega's new air move and his only reversal move. Like the Back Flip, it now moves forward and hits an opponent twice in the air. You can follow it up for another hit by performing it again after the first hit for a total of three hits!

Charge +, + K, + P  Izuna Drop

This move got faster with the version change, and it inflicts incredible damage for an air throw. Use it to cross-up an opponent (knock them down first), then perform the Izuna Drop immediately after it.

Charge +, + P  Sky High Claw

This is a fairly risky move to perform, but it looks really cool when it works. Vega jumps off the wall and darts toward his opponent really fast. If it connects, your opponent will have no time to retaliate.

Charge +, + K, P  Flying Barcelona Attack

This move got a little more priority in Super Street Fighter II Turbo, but it is still susceptible to anti-air attacks.
Cammy

STANDING

Cammy's fast walking speed is complemented nicely by the speed of her standing pokes. Some of them, like her standing MK and HP, have great priority. By dashing back and forth a few character widths in front of your opponent and throwing out these moves, you can hit opponents as they try to do their own pokes and special moves. This tactic may force your opponent into situations that are easy to predict and counter, such as poorly timed jumps or projectiles.

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING CLOSE

Many of Cammy's normal moves change significantly when she moves closer to an opponent, creating several new angles of attack, especially as an opponent is getting up. Her dash standing HK becomes a great tick-tack tool, enabling you to throw an opponent when the black line ends. Close standing HP is bufferable into all of her special moves, links to her crouching MK, and links into her crouching HK normals when done early enough as an opponent is rising from the ground. Close standing HK can be used to counter cross-up attacks, and some jump-in attacks.

CROUCHING

In general, MK and MP are the crouching moves of choice. The MK's long range makes it a great hit-and-run poke, especially against projectile characters (such as Ken). Crouching MP has a great deal of priority, making it useful for hitting an opponent's own crouching pokes. As a bonus, it links to itself, leading to easy powerful combos when used as a wake-up attack. Both of these moves can be buffered into specials.

THROWS

Normal throws are not a big part of Cammy's game, simply because she spends so much time at the range of her crouching MK and standing HP. However, once she scores a knockdown, a few well-placed tick-throws in a match can make an opponent overly cautious and leave them open to other tactics.
**JUMPING**

Cammu has several good options in the air. By using her high-priority, fast ground pokes, you can bait an opponent into mistakes. One of her most powerful weapons is the jumping MP. This move has high priority, allowing you to jump in with impunity on some characters, baiting or trading with most common anti-air moves (including Ryo and Ken's Shoryuken special attacks). Her jumping LK is an excellent cross-up move, and it leads to some deadly combos against some of the wider characters (like Dhalsim and Guile). Her jumping HK has deceptive reach, making it useful for punishing errant projectiles.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

- **Spin Knuckle**
  
  Cammu takes a short hop into the air and comes down with her fist extended, with an animation similar to her standing HK. The strength of the button used determines how far she travels. The Spinning Knuckle has several frames of invincibility at its start, which lets you pass harmlessly through projectiles and some standing attacks. However, the hit properties are such that opponents can actually throw her between the point that she lands on the ground, and the point that it actually starts hitting. As such, this move is a little unreliable to use in actual combat. This move also serves well as a wake-up attack if you can time it so that her fist is extended as the opponent is getting off the ground. Cammu's Spinning Knuckle in Super Street Fighter II Turbo looks and acts exactly as it does in Super Street Fighter II with one exception: The invulnerability has been restricted to only the LP one. This makes the MP and HP versions somewhat useless. It can still be used as a wake-up attack, however; this move is best used sparingly.

- **Cannon Spike**
  
  This is Cammu's all-purpose anti-air move. She launches herself at an angle into the air, leg first. If this move gets blocked, she bounces away from the opponent; otherwise, she flies into the air and comes straight back down. This move has a fair amount of invulnerability at the start, although it will occasionally trade with some jump-in attacks. Unlike a Shoryuken, the Cannon Spike isn't a great move to use against an opponent's limbs during a poking game. If it misses, it leaves Cammu next to her opponent and vulnerable. As such, it is best saved for anti-air attacks and use in combos.

- **Cannon Drill**
  
  Cammu straightens her legs and slides along the ground during this move. It doesn't hit low, although it appears to do so. The strength of the button determines how far along the ground Cammu slides, with HK being the shortest and HK being the farthest. Additionally, the HK version hits twice when performed next to an opponent. Like her normal, Cammu's Cannon Drill is an excellent poking tool, as long as it is spaced properly. It can be used to punish whiffed moves that have long recovery periods, such as sweeps or Shoryuken-type attacks. By mixing up her normal pokes (such as crouching MK, standing MK and MP), you can get an opponent to commit to a ground game. Upon doing so, punish his or her own pokes with Cannon Drill attacks. Make sure you distance the Cannon Drill properly, though. Using it too close leaves Cammu in recovery long enough for an opponent to cause damage! Try to connect with the very tip of Cammu's legs as this move is ending and she is sliding on the ground.

**AIR THROWS**

- **Air Throw**
  
  **IN AIR, + + / + + HK**

- **Super**
  
  **During Hooligan Combo, K**

  When Cammu is still on the upward trajectory of the roll, she performs a neck breaker throw that will put her on the opposite side of the opponent. If she is on the downward trajectory, she'll perform a rolling throw, slamming her opponent into the ground with her legs.

**Hooligan Combo**

- **IN AIR, + / + / + + HK**

  **During Hooligan Combo, K**

  **Hooligan Cancel**

  By pressing one of the kick buttons before she begins the downward part of the Hooligan roll, Cammu will cancel out of the roll and land tightly on her feet with a brief recovery period.
**COSTUMES**

![Costumes](image)

**COMBOS**

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

Cross-up HP, HP, 4 + MK, HK Cannon Drill

Jump-in HK, HP, HK Cannon Spike

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Cross-up jumping HK, crouching MP, close standing HP, HK Cannon Drill

Jump-in HK, HK Cannon Spike

**SUPER COMBO**

3 x 4 + 4 + K

Spin Drive Smasher

Cammy performs a multi-hit Cannon Drill, followed by a multi-hit Cannon Spike. Unlike a normal Cannon Spike, she won't bounce away if she gets blocked due to the lack of a bounce back. Once you have the super meter to use it, this move becomes difficult to counter due to the speed of the moves. Since you can activate the Spin Drive Smasher as soon as Cammy recovers from the Cannon Drill, by performing the motion for the super combo, the drill is recovering, you can wait to see if your opponent throws out any moves. If they do, press a kick button to activate the super combo.

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Cammy received a few upgrades in the transition from Super Street Fighter II to Super Street Fighter II Turbo. She gained two special moves: the Hotheaded Combination and her super combo, the Spin Drive Smasher. Her Spinning Knuckle was also changed slightly. These changes, however, significantly added to her game, making her more versatile and giving her more options in combat. Be careful when using Cammy’s ground punch throw from Super Street Fighter II Turbo against another Super Street Fighter II Turbo character. Super Turbo characters have the ability to soften throws, and Cammy has a lot of recovery time after her ground punch throw. Against characters like Zangief, this can lead to easy Spinning Piledriver setups, which is a poor tradeoff for the damage of a softened throw.

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

**VS DHALSIM**

The priority on Cammy’s jumping HP almost single-handedly wins this fight. This jumping attack will beat or trade with all of DhalSIM’s limits and slides, enabling you to attack relentlessly. Cammy’s slim character sprite, and somewhat high jump, makes it easy to jump straight up and down over projectiles. She can come down with HP to beat any limits DhalSIM may throw out as she falls. The wide, horizontal arc of Cammy’s Cannon Spike enables you to keep DhalSIM from jumping away with air attacks. By keeping on the pressure, you can harass DhalSIM with the Hotheaded Throw, which is easy to connect after a close standing HP.

**BAD MATCH-UP**

**VS M. BISON**

The difficulty in this match is in the superiority of M. Bison’s pokes. His standing MK and HK have more range, and they cause more damage than Cammy’s pokes. Additionally, he can use his jumping MP to beat out Cammy’s Hotheaded Combo (Super Street Fighter II Turbo only), which leaves her with Cannon Drills and Cannon Spikes, both of which are risky to use. Cammy is also a good target for cross-ups and M. Bison’s jumping MK is one of the best in the game. It’s difficult to beat M. Bison’s pokes with Cammy’s, so don’t try if you want to go this route. Your opponent will be forced to use his Psycho Crusher or Xtreme Press. Try to anticipate these moves and use a Cannon Spike to counter them, although this is probably difficult because of the range difference. If you can beat an HP Psycho Crusher from M. Bison, jump backward and punish it with a jump-in combo. You have some options if you knock him down. Either use a wake-up close HK into a regular throw, or a Hotheaded Combo (Super Street Fighter II Turbo only), or try to land a cross-up jumping HK. This is risky, though, as it is difficult to time the cross-up.
**Dee Jay**

**Standing**
Dee Jay's standing normal moves make for a good arsenal of both defensive and offensive attacks. Standing MP is great against jumps, especially characters with great jumping ability, like Chun-Li. Standing HP can be used in the same manner (priority is not as good), but it should be used when an opponent jumps from farther away. Standing HK is a great poke that has decent range. Both MK and HK are also good pokes, but because of their slow recovery time do not abuse them.

**Standing Close**
Several of Dee Jay's close normals are useful in combos, because many of them link easily together. For example, you can link two standing MP attacks from close range, or a standing MP into a standing HK. One of his better close normals is HK, which can be used in combos as a reversal attack.

**Crouching**
Dee Jay's crouching normal attacks are extremely versatile and very important to his game. His crouching MP has excellent priority against many attacks (for example, Dhalsim's limits) and it can be linked into combos. Crouching HP can be used as an anti-air attack, and it has great priority against other normal attacks. It inflicts solid damage on its own, but when worked into combos, it unleashes some serious damage.

**Throws**
Dee Jay has a very good punch throw (+/- +/- MP) with great range. Mixing up throws with cross-up attempts is a very strong tactic to employ. If you can stay on top of your opponent and keep him guessing how to block, it's much easier to get in a throw. The punch throw has good recovery, enabling you to advance toward an opponent. His kick throw is not as strong, though. In a throw situation, it's best to use the punch version.
JUMPING
While in the air, Dee Jay has several options depending on his opponent. Aime air his jumping LP is effective if it is used before an opponent can use his. This move stays out for a very long time, and it has a very high priority. It's great to jump in when you have an opponent in the corner and they're being forced to jump out (Bison trying to use a jump MP, for example). Dee Jay's jumping UK attacks (regular and special) differ significantly. The regular version isn't the greatest, however, the special normal (+ + LK) has good priority in the air and it can be used to start combos. Jumping HP is an excellent combo starter, and it will unhit several anti-air specials (Chun's Whirlwind Kick, for example). The timing is difficult, tough; press HP earlier than normal. Jumping MK is one of the best cross-ups in the game and a great way to start combos. Jumping HK has great range for jumping over projectiles and hitting an opponent's hands during recovery. You can also start combos with it and use it as a cross-up in some situations.

SPECIAL NORMAL

In air, + + LK
Knee Shot
Dee Jay has an alternate jumping UK, which has very strange properties in how it hits. In addition, you can cross-up your opponent with this move.

SPECIAL MOVES

Charge + + P
Max Out
DeeJay's Max Out is a fast projectile once it gets going, however, its initial release time is a little long. In addition, the Max Out has considerable lag after release. The projectile is long, which makes jumping over it difficult, especially when an opponent is trying to jump straight up. It's useful at negating other projectiles, though. Use it in combos and to apply pressure at full-screen.

Charge + + K
Double Dread Kick
The Double Dread Kick is a special move that hits one or two times, depending on which button you use. MK and HK both hit two times, so use them in combos only. Trying to hit with the second hit of the MK version is an interesting strategy, because you can advance toward an opponent and if the first hit misses, the second move comes out very fast. Use the HK version in close quarters, since it goes over crouching attacks.

Charge + + K
Hyper Fist
The Hyper Fist is a move that can really swing the fight in your favor once mastered. Although the Street Fighter II version was invincible on start-up, this feature was removed in Street Fighter II Turbo. However, timing the buttons in the right pattern can yield many hits. It's best used after hitting with a cross-up attack followed by a crouching normal.
**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

Dee Jay was an unknown commodity when he was first introduced. It quickly became apparent that he is better suited for close-quarters combat than full-screen. His Hyper Fist could pass through projectiles, and it was also useful as an anti-air special attack. Several combos help his game, as well as decent overall speed, but he is not a dominating force. He is most effective fighting at close range, mixing up throws and using his powerful combos.

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Super Street Fighter II Turbo Dee Jay is a very strong character in some aspects, but weak in others. He is at his best while on top of an opponent after knocking them down. His gameplay centers around mixing up his powerful combos with throws and tick throws, temperament with his ability to keep an opponent pinned in the corner. Avoid playing in the traditional "Guile" mindset (cb and throw projectiles until an opponent jumps, then Somersault Kick); if not, you'll get eaten alive because of his weakness against projectiles. Instead, get a mid-screen lockdown and mix up some of the deadly cross-ups into Hyper Fists for dizzy potential, or use Maximum Jockey kicks for position. Pin your opponent in the corner and use Dee Jay's high priority normal attacks and his arsenal of special moves (such as HP Max Out and LX Dread Kick).

The addition of a super combo does add another dimension to his arsenal. It provides a legitimate reversal move and a method to punish close projectiles.

**COMBOS**

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II**

Cross-Up MX, + LP x3, Standing MP, HK Double Dread Kick

Cross-Up MX, + MP, MP, HP Max Out

**SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO**

Cross-Up MX, Crouching LP, Crouching HP, Hyper Fist

Cross-Up MX, Crouching MP, Crouching HK, Maximum Jockey, Dread Carnival

**SUPER COMBO**

Charge + K. Dread Carnival

At close range, this super combo passes through projectiles and strikes your opponent four times. During the execution of the move, charge down for two seconds. Then, when the Dread Carnival finishes, execute, unleash a Maximum Jockey to juggle for two more hits. This super combo is great to twitch out in close range when playing footies, especially if an opponent flinches with a slower normal attack.

**GOOD MATCH-UP**

VS FEI-LONG

When fighting against Fei-Long, the priority of Dee Jay's normal attacks, plus the ability to pressure from a distance with Fast Max Outs, creates an advantage. You don't need to jump toward Fei-Long; instead, let Fei-Long come to you. The one thing to look out for is Fei-Long's standing HP/Forward Hop kick trap, because it will force you to block high and lose the charge for a Maximum Jockey. However, if you are blocking low while Fei-Long uses his standing HP, then you should have time to execute a Maximum Jockey to escape the trap.

**BAD MATCH-UP**

VS RYU

Dee Jay has a decent projectile in his Max Out, however, he has much more delay on it compared to other projectiles (Guile's Sonic Boom, for example). This keeps him at a disadvantage against Ryu's fast Hadoken. A patient player can pepper you with the Hadoken, forcing you to jump. Ryu can often recover quickly enough from his Hadoken to use his Shoryukan on any of Dee Jay's jump attacks. To succeed in this fight, try to knock Ryu down as soon as possible and stay on top of him. Thrown work well, as does batting a Shoryukan. The odds are good that the person playing as Ryu will try a Shoryukan on wake-up. If your opponent doesn't use a Shoryukan, try a fast sweep with crouching MX to knock him back down. Stay on top of Ryu and don't let your opponent dictate the pace of the fight with projectiles.
Fei Long is built for attacking and offense, and his normal moves reflect this. His pokes have high priority and many of them link together, allowing him to land devastating combos with ease. Additionally, all of Fei Long's standing normal attacks (with the exception of standing HK) can be buffered into his Rekkia Ken rushing punches. Standing HP is Fei Long's standing poke of choice. This attack may discourage players who like to throw properties constantly.

Fei Long's close standing normals complement his game very well, because so many of them link together. All of them (except HK) can be buffered into his Rekkia Ken punches. MP HK and MK are probably the most viable close-range options. Close standing HP easily links to his close standing LP or MP or his crouching HK sweep, leading to a knock down or additional damage. Close standing HP is one of Fei Long's best options, especially when an opponent is rising. Although it normally has a long recovery, it can be performed early, allowing you to link more normals after it!

Fei Long's crouching attacks complement his attack game with decent range, good priority, and the ability to buffer into his Rekkia Ken punches. Crouching HP is one of Fei Long's greatest moves. Although it doesn't combo into his Rekkia Ken punches, it has a great deal of priority, range, and a high dizzy potential. If this move is used as a wake-up attack against an opponent, you can link it to another crouching HP, which has a high chance of dizzying your opponent. With the exception of HP and HK, all of Fei Long's crouching normals can be buffered into his Rekkia Ken punches. This enables him to keep pressure on opponents and it provides several different looking hit boxes.

His punch throw tosses an opponent into the air in the direction you choose. The kick throw is similar, although he throws them by the neck instead.

After a knockdown, Fei Long can move next to an opponent and unleash a standing or crouching attack while his opponent is rising, forcing them to block. From there, you can walk forward and perform a throw as your opponent recovers from the blocked attack or use the overhead special normal (+ / + MP / HK) or even a Rising Dragon Kick. With Fei Long's huge damage potential, opponents must be wary when getting off the ground.
**JUMPING**

With great ground mobility (due to the Rekkia Ken punches), it's not necessary to take to the air often. When he does, however, he has a formidable array of options. His jumping HK is an excellent jump-in, useful for both cross-ups and starting combos. His jumping LP stays out for a long time, allowing him to throw it out early and jump in against an opponent. The only jumping normal move to visibly receive a change (for reasons that become evident) is HK. This move is now a straight legged kick, rather than the odd twisting kick from before. This move also lacks the cross-up properties of the old jumping HK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>JAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIERCE</td>
<td>FIERCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HP</td>
<td>+ HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>SHORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ LK</td>
<td>+ LK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MK</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

Fei Long has two special normals. The first one is a quick overhead hopping kick. Without this move, opponents could simply block low with no fear of attacks that can hit high. By occasionally including this move during close-range combat, you can lend a few extra hits in the poking game and swing matches back in your favor. When an opponent retiates after this move, counter with a Rising Dragon Kick.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward Hop</th>
<th>Forward Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>− / − + MK</td>
<td>− / − + MK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fei Long has two special normals. The first one is a quick overhead hopping kick. Without this move, opponents could simply block low with no fear of attacks that can hit high. By occasionally including this move during close-range combat, you can lend a few extra hits in the poking game and swing matches back in your favor. When an opponent retiates after this move, counter with a Rising Dragon Kick.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward Hop</th>
<th>Forward Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>− / − + MK</td>
<td>− / − + MK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COSTUMES**

- LP
- MP
- HP
- START
- Hold any button
- LK
- MK
- HK
**SPECIAL MOVES**

---

**Fei-Long's special move:**

Fei-Long slides along the ground, extending his fist. The punch used determines the direction he travels (HP goes to the front). Three Rekkia Ken attacks can be performed in succession, creating an easy 3-hit combo. When one connects, use the same strength button to finish the combo if not, it may miss.

The Rekkia Ken is Fei-Long's bread and butter. Because so many of his normal moves can be buffered into the Rekkia Ken, you will almost always throw these out in some way. They also serve well as pokes, allowing you to pressure blocking opponents not only with his normals, but with the chip damage from blocking the Rekkias and the threat of them actually connecting.

The Rekkias should be considered an extension of his pecking game. By using Fei-Long's high-priority normal pokes, and dragging an opponent into a grounded pecking game, you can switch to using his Rekkia Ken for punishing whiffed (or dodged) normal moves with recovery time. Also, his Rekkia Kens are relatively safe when blocked, as long as he hits his opponent at the end of the sliding motion. This takes practice, but it is well worth the effort.

---

**Rising Dragon Kick:**

This is Fei-Long's anti-air flaming kick. He spins into the air, one leg on fire, whirling the other one around him. The stronger the kick button used, the further into the air he goes. The HK version hits twice.

This move serves a variety of purposes. It is normally used as an anti-air attack, discouraging opponents from jumping. It also works well in combos, since it causes very good damage and it's more reliable than the Rekkia Ken punches. It can be used to hit pokes from opponents at close range, especially following Fei-Long's overhead kick special normal.

Be very careful with the HK version of this move. Although it can hit twice, if the opponent is too far away, the second hit will whiff and the opponent will not get knocked down.

---

**Dragon Arc Kick:**

This move is extremely versatile, allowing Fei to hop over projectiles and land big damage combos and juggling. While the motion is slightly peculiar, it's definitely a move you'll want to learn.

The Dragon Arc Kick is a fantastic move that helps Fei-Long's offense. Performing this move causes Fei-Long to launch into the air toward an opponent, using the animation similar to his jumping HK from Super Street Fighter II. This move can hit up to three times. The kick button used determines the distance he travels across the screen.

By performing a normal attack that causes a lot of black stun (close standing HP, for example), Fei-Long can buffer it into the Dragon Arc Kick, leaving only a small window of opportunity for an opponent to attempt to hit him out of it. This is especially difficult for certain charge characters, or those without good reversal moves. Since Fei-Long recovers instantly upon landing, perform the normal move when he lands and buffer it into the Dragon Arc Kick!
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

Super Street Fighter II brought us the martial arts master Fei-Long. He brought a unique style to the game, utilizing high-priority ground moves in the form of his Rekka Ken punches, and a decent anti-air attack with his Rising Dragon Kick. Playing as Fei-Long means sacrificing any kind of long-range strategy in return for huge damage potential. His Rekka Ken punches link together, making them excellent for punishing a missed poke attack or moves that have a lot of recovery. You may experience difficulty fighting characters who have good defense (such as Sagat and Dhalsim). However, even against these opponents, he can slowly work his way in close where his skills rise.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

Fei-Long's Dragon Arc Kick is a powerful new tool, plus he retains most of his high-damage combos from Super Street Fighter II. The Dragon Arc Kick enables him to work into close range against opponents, which means he's no longer at a disadvantage against long-range characters like Sagat and Dhalsim. However, because his game is so ground-based, he still has difficulty crossing open a tough defense. Fei-Long's game is still based around his Rekka Ken punches. By repeatedly poking with these punches, you can slowly force opponents back into the corner. By using different strength versions of the Rekka Ken, it's possible to bait out a poke from an opponent that will miss, thus allowing you to rush in for a powerful combo or knockdown. Fei-Long is most dangerous against an opponent who gets knocked down, because his high-priority normal moves serve as great wake-up attacks. When opponents begin to fear the damage potential of Fei-Long's combos, it leaves them open to his throws.

SUPER COMBO

Fei-Long performs five consecutive Rekka Ken punches in this combo. Although this move leaves him very vulnerable if it whiffs, he is completely safe if an opponent blocks it and it is invaluable for most of the duration of the move. This provides a fantastic anti-projectile technique, as well as creating options after a blocked Rekka Ken series or a Dragon Arc Kick.

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS ZANGIEF

While it seems that Fei-Long's need to get close to opponents would hurt him against Zangief, his normal moves save the day. In particular, his standing HK and crouching HP. The standing HK will beat any jump-in that Zangief attempts, including his Body Splash. This prevents Zangief from setting up his Spinning Pile Driver, leaving him with his crouching HK and standing MK moves. Both of these moves can be harried by a crouching HP. Additionally, a whiffed crouching HK from Zangief can be punished by HP Rekka Ken.

BAD MATCH-UP

VS E. HONDA

This match heavily favors the Sume wrestler due to Fei-Long's lack of viable offensive options. E. Honda's LP Headbutt can beat any of Fei-Long's jump-ins, including the Dragon Arc Kick (Super Street Fighter II Turbo only). This leaves only ground strings and Rekka Ken to rely on. E. Honda's defense is powerful against any character without a projectile. Try to bait HP Headbutts from E. Honda to make him jump backward to counter it. Crouching HP can also beat many of E. Honda's pokes, but it runs a serious risk of being hit by a Headbutt.
**STANDING**

T. Hawk's normal moves are primarily poking moves that enable him to get in close to set up throw attempts with his Storm Hammer. Standing HK is good for punishing missed moves from far away, while the standing MP is useful for stopping or trading with projectile attempts.

**NORMAL MOVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDING CLOSE**

Most of T. Hawk's close normals are useful for setting up throw attempts with his Storm Hammer and combos. Close LP, LK, and MK are excellent moves to force an opponent to block in order to throw them. Close MP and MK are the primary moves to combo into Thunderstrike to knock them down. Close MP is also a good anti-air against players who try cross-ups.

**CROUCHING**

T. Hawk's crouching normals complement his standing normals as poking tools to frustrate an opponent and get closer. His crouching MP is probably his highest priority ground normal, trading with or beating a large number of attacks. Crouching MK is also good for trading with moves that crouching MP can't beat.

**THROWS**

Because T. Hawk has a more powerful special move for a throw, you may shy away from using his normal throws. His best throw is the HK version, because it's impossible to tech regardless of the version being played. In addition, it sets up perfectly for either a well-timed jump-in or ground poking game. If you decide to use a ground poking game, use his Storm Hammer or attempt a combo.
**JUMPING**

T. Hawk's best air move is his jumping LP. It stays out a long time, has great priority to trade or stop various air counters, and the move sets up his Storm Hammer perfectly. The only problem with this move is that some characters have a perfect counter for it (like the crouching MKs of Cammy, M. Bison, and Blanka). In this case, jumping HP can be used to stop these attacks. T. Hawk's jumping MK is his primary cross-up attack. If you're playing the Super Street Fighter II version of T. Hawk, however, his Heavy Body Press will also cross-up.

**SPECIAL NORMAL**

---

**JAB**

+ LP

---

**STRONG**

+ MP

---

**FIERCE**

+ HP

---

**SHORT**

+ LK

---

**FORWARD**

+ MK

---

**ROUNDHOUSE**

+ HK

---

**In air, + HP**

**Heavy Body Press**

T. Hawk's Heavy Body Press is the second best combo move in the game. It has the same high priority as Air Press moves and can be used to set up various combos. The move is great for starting combos off with big damage, or putting your opponent in black stun, and forcing them to escape the Storm Hammer (which is extremely hard to do). If the Body Press hits a crouching opponent, the window of opportunity is expanded, allowing you more time to connect a bigger combo.

**SPECIAL MOVES**

---

**360° + P**

**Storm Hammer**

T. Hawk's Storm Hammer is the most powerful non-super combo move in the game. Use it to punish whiffed moves and kick-throws after blocked normals (like his jumping LP, standing or crouching LP, or crouching MK). The range for this throw is not as good as Zangief's Spinning Piledriver, but it is very safe due to the long recovery time. This makes it a very powerful move for whiffing and can be used to set up other combo options.

---

**In air, all 3 Punch buttons**

**The Hawk**

The Hawk can be a great surprise move. When used properly, it can punish projectiles or other slow attacks that have a longer delay. You can also use it after a Storm Hammer, and you can land right next to your opponent and set up another Storm Hammer attempt as they wake up.

---

**In air, + P**

**Thunderstrike**

The Thunderstrike is T. Hawk's best anti-air move. It has decent priority and can be used as a wake-up reversal. It is even an option for close-range attacks to cover for the Storm Hammer. Avoid using the MP or HP versions of this move, except in combos. The reason being is that only the second hit of the move will knock down.
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

T. Hawk’s primary strategy revolves around getting close to land his Storm Hammer. From far away, you can use his standing HK, standing MP, crouching MP and MP to beat or trade with moves to make your opponent hesitate about sticking anything out. If an opponent is keeping you out with projectiles, use the Hawk move against slower ones, and jump straight over the quicker ones to advance close enough to use standing HK or standing MP. If your opponent doesn’t have a good anti-air move, get in close and unleash T. Hawk’s jumping LP to set up some throw attempts. The Thunderstrike is a good attack up close to knock down an opponent. After a knockdown, T. Hawk gains the advantage. Use cross-up MK or the Heavy Body Press, crouching LPs, crouching MP, and close standing HK against an opponent who is waking up to force them to block. Then you can go for tick throws with T. Hawk’s Storm Hammer.

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO

T. Hawk’s biggest addition to his arsenal is his super combo. Depleting about half of an opponent’s life bar, this is the most powerful move in the entire game. His Heavy Body Press is now much more difficult to use as a cross-up, and it is impossible to use against same smaller characters. Also, his standing HK no longer hits crouching opponents.

COMBOS

SUPER COMBO

720° P

Double Typhoon

With the Super Meter filled, use this move in place of any Storm Hammer for added damage. Like all super combos, your character is invincible at the beginning of the move and it’s possible to tick-throw to make some nearly unblockable setups. It will grab a lot of reversal moves, including Topp Uppercut and Shoryuken!

GOOD MATCH-UP

VS CHUN-LI

Although T. Hawk doesn’t have an advantage in this fight, it is much less of an uphill battle than a lot of other possible matches. With the exception of a properly timed Whirlwind Kick, Chun-Li will experience difficulty against T. Hawk’s jumping LP. Take advantage of this by performing the Storm Hammer. Ground to ground, Chun-Li’s normals are faster and have more priority than T. Hawk’s, so you may be limited to standing and crouching MP to attempt to trade or beat her moves. Be patient against her poking game and wait for an opportunity to tick-throw fast. If you can get her in the corner with a knockdown, unleash repeated tick-throw attempts to make it difficult for her to escape.

BAD MATCH-UP

VS HONDA

Against a defensive-minded E. Honda player, T. Hawk will have a hard time causing much damage. T. Hawk cannot jump in or poke very well for fear that E. Honda’s Headbutt will cause a lot of damage. Your best bet is to move close to E. Honda and belt a Headbutt from him that you can jump over and punish. If E. Honda isn’t charged, go for the attack. Without his charge, he cannot defend against T. Hawk’s jumping LP as well. Be careful with tick-throw attempts against the Super Street Fighter II Turbo version of E. Honda, though, because he has his own special move throw that can be used to reversal out of a tick-throw attempt. Try to space any tick attempts so that you are too far away for him to throw you, but you are still in range with T. Hawk’s Storm Hammer. If you get the advantage in this fight, step back and take a more defensive approach. T. Hawk’s crouching LP can stop offensive Headbutt attempts. If E. Honda tries a Samo Splash, block it as he comes down and use the Storm Hammer when he lands. If he attempts to advance toward you, simply attack because he won’t have his charge for his Headbutt.
Akuma is the boss of all bosses and his power scares the most hardcore players. Because Akuma is a secret character and all of his moves have an unfair advantage, he is considered one of the best boss characters created for a fighting game. His Zanana Hadoken and Shukumatsu Hadoken moves are extremely powerful. Akuma can deplete almost 90% of your character's health bar with a single hit.

To select Akuma in battle, choose the Super T mode from the menu and let the cursor rest on Ryu for four seconds. Then move to T. Hawk for two seconds, then on to Guile for two seconds, then move it to Cammy for two seconds. Lastly, move the cursor back to Ryu for two more seconds. After doing so, press the START button and all three Punch buttons at the same time to make Ryu's picture turn completely black. This means you have successfully picked Akuma!

### Normal Moves

**STANDING**

Due to Akuma's great speed and the fact that he has the same normals as Ryu and Ken, his normals are twice as good!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDING CLOSE**

Akuma is very similar to Ryu when it comes to close normal moves. His close MK can be followed up with a special move, and his HK hits twice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CROUCHING**

Akuma has the same basic crouching moves as Ryu. His crouching MK is good for two items. Crouching HK is great at knocking an opponent off his feet, plus the move is extremely fast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>STRONG</th>
<th>FIERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ LP</td>
<td>+ MP</td>
<td>+ HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>FORWARD</td>
<td>ROUNDHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ LK</td>
<td>+ MK</td>
<td>+ HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JUMPING

This air move is somewhat standard. He doesn't really need anything, since he has the best air move in the game.

| JAB | JAB |
| + LP | + LP |

| STRONG | STRONG |
| + MP | + MP |

| FIERCE | FIERCE |
| + HP | + HP |

| SHORT | SHORT |
| + LK | + LK |

| FORWARD | FORWARD |
| + MK | + MK |

| ROUNDHOUSE | ROUNDHOUSE |
| + HK | + HK |

THROWS

Because Akuma has blinding speed, his throw game is ridiculous! He can lock down an opponent with his Zantka Hadoken or the Shokemetsu Hadoken, then sweep in for a quick throw.

| THROW | THROW |
| + / / / + MP / HP | + / / / + MK / HK |

SPECIAL MOVES

Go Hadoken

His Go Hadoken is unbelievably fast. This Hadoken comes out of nowhere and can take down its target in no time at all.

| + / / / + Any P |

Tatsumaki Sempukyaku

Akuma's Tatsumaki Sempukyaku is incredibly fast and has juggle potential. You can link up to three hits in the air, with any combinations of Shoryukens or Tatsumaki Sempukyakus.

| + / / / + K |

Go Shoryukens

Akuma's Go Shoryukens uppercut hits three times (like Ken's), but it does so with any punch button. It also hits three times as an anti-air move.

| - / / / - P |

Shokemetsu Hadoken

The infamous Shokemetsu Hadoken can knock down an opponent at any distance, plus it hits three times. This is one of two moves that Akuma has that makes him superior to any character in the game. Since it has almost zero recovery time, this move can keep opponents permanently locked down.

| - / / / / / - P |

Zantka Hadoken

This move is perhaps the most feared by opponents. This move puts any opponent into a blocking animation for at least three or four seconds, and it can trigger massive 6-hit combos.

| In air, + / / / - P |
THE TOURNAMENT BATTLE
Glossary of Terms

360 Motion
Spin the controller or joystick in a circle. Basically, only six consecutive points on the joystick (or controller) must be hit.

720 Motion
Spin the controller or joystick in a circle twice. Basically, only 12 consecutive points on the joystick (or controller) must be hit.

Absolute Guard
After blocking the first hit of a combo, the rest of the hits are blocked automatically. "Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike" is the first Street Fighter game to remove absolute guard.

Ambiguous Cross Up
A jumping attack that may or may not cross up. It should be executed in such a way that confusing an opponent's ability to block on reaction.

Anti Air
A move used to attack a jumping opponent from the ground.

Bait
To lure an opponent into attacking.

Block
To successfully guard against an attack. Blocking can be done from a high or low position.

Block Stun
The time in which a character is frozen on-screen after a move connects. The stronger the move, the longer the block stun. Opponents cannot be thrown during a block stun.

Buffering
To conceal the joystick button presses of a move during the execution of another move. This makes cancels and certain combos easier to perform. It is also useful for "Psychic" moves that automatically come out only if the first move hits.

Cancel
To interrupt an attack to begin a new attack before the first attack finishes. Only certain moves can be canceled. Generally, normal attacks can be canceled into special moves and super arts. Special moves can be canceled into super arts. This is crucial for multi-hit combos. It also has advanced applications.

Chain
A series of moves that connect or cancel into each other to form a combo.

Charge
Press in a direction (almost always and) for two seconds.

Charge Partitioning
A way to break up the charge times of a charge special move into pieces. This enables a character to be active while charging for a special move.

Chip Damage
Damage inflicted to opponents with a special attack or super art while they are blocking.

Combo
A combination of attacks, special attacks, and super arts strung together to hit opponents in sequence before they leave hit stun.

Cross Up
A method used to get on the other side of opponents. Any jumping attack that starts in front of an opponent then hits from behind is called a cross up. Opponents must block a cross up in the other direction, basically the direction in which they face.

Counter Mash
A defensive mash. Press the buttons repeatedly to reduce the number of hits on certain throws.

Damage Reduction
Attacks inflict less damage than normal when they are part of a combo. The more hits in the combo, the less damage (a reduced amount of its standard damage) each additional move causes. Cancelling and super cancelling also decreases the damage of all the attacks that follow. Damage reduction resets after the combo is completed.

Dizzy
Synonymous with stun. When the stun bar gets moved out, the character becomes paralyzed and cannot do anything until he hits hit or the dizzy state ends. Mash the buttons to reduce the amount of dizzy time.

Double Tapping
Quickly pressing the same button twice in a row.

Drumming
Quickly pressing all three punch or kick buttons in succession.

EX
A faster, more powerful version of a special attack that usually causes more hits than the normal version. EX moves consume the Super Meter.

Foot Games (Footsteps)
Fighting on the ground from a distance with low kicks. A big part of foot games is to bait opponents to attack while your character is out of range, then counter with their recovery from the whiffed move.

Frame Advantage
The recovery of an attack is quick enough where your character can move or attack again before your opponent leaves hit/black stun.

Ground Cross Up
To cross up an opponent on the ground. In general, this is accomplished by dashing over an opponent's body as he or she quickly recovers.

Guessing Game
Any situation that arises where there is no way to know what an opponent will do, so you must make an educated guess.

High Attack
An attack that must be blocked high but cannot be parried low.

Hit Stun
The time when opponents are paralyzed from being struck by an attack. They cannot move, block, or attack until the hit stun wears off. Opponents cannot be thrown during hit stun unless they have been turned around. Hit Stun is only present on an attack that does not knock down.

Hit Verification
Cancelling or linking into the next move of a combo only after seeing that the first attack connects. You must verify that the next attack will combo before you do it.

Juggle
A combo that knocks an opponent into the air.

Juggle State
A state in which an opponent is susceptible to a hit by more juggles.

Kara Cancel
A Japanese term that means "empty cancel." It is used to describe a situation in which you cancel out a normal attack into a special move before even seeing the normal attack come out. Usually used to gain extra range on special attacks, such as throws.

Knockdown
Opponents are hit or thrown to the ground. Opponents cannot be hit during a knockdown, with the exception of a few QTG situations.

Life Bar
The long bar at the top of the screen. Any hits taken decreases the life bar. When the life bar is depleted, that fighter loses the round.

Low Attack
An attack that must be blocked low, but cannot be parried high.

Match Reset
When neither player has a positional advantage over the other.

Mash
To press the buttons repeatedly. This tactic is often used to gain extra hits for certain moves.

Meaty Attack
An attack that starts while an opponent is on the ground. The move stays out long enough so that the opponent gets up in the move while it is still hitting. This enables the attack to hit at a later time than it normally would. It is good for linking after the attack, thus making it difficult for opponents to execute a upkeep reversal.

Meter
The long bar at the bottom of the screen that indicates the number of super arts that are available. The longer the meter, the more super arts and EX moves you can do. You can build the meter by whiffing moves, connecting with moves (hit or blocked), or by being hit.

Mid Attack (Mid-Level Attack)
An attack that can be blocked high or low, and usually also parried high or low.

Mind Games
Anything from playing tricks on opponents, to forcing them into unfavorable situations in which they must guess. The opponent playing mind games is generally the one controlling the momentum of the match.

Mix Up
Any pattern or series of moves intended to confuse opponents and create an opening.

Move
(Used as a noun) Synonymous with attack. For example, a "special move" (a special attack).

Negative Edge
Releasing a pressed button. It's possible to execute special attacks with the negative edge release of a button. For example, to execute a Hadouken with a negative edge button release, press punch, then +, = + release Punch. Negative edges are used to simplify complex input commands and make it easier to time a button press for a linked special attack or super art.

Neutral Position
When the controller or joystick is in the center. Basically, when the joystick (or controller) isn't being pressed.

On Reaction
Refers to the ability to react to something in time to either block/parry/executes a super art, etc.

Option Parry
A type of option select. You cover your character with a parry before committing to a move.
OPTION SELECT
Inputting a command that covers your character for multiple situations. Usually used in situations where guessing is involved.

OTG (OFF THE GROUND)
A combo that hits opponents even though they have already fallen to the ground.

OVERHEAD
An attack that hits high. It cannot be blocked or parried low.

PARRY
A technique that nullifies an opponent's attack and provides a short period of time to counter the attack. There are two types of parries: high and low. Proper parrying involves a lot of guesswork.

PERSONAL ACTION
HP = HK. Each character performs a personal action that gives him or her some sort of power-up. Also known as "boosting."

POKE
Usually a low attack. It is used to hit opponents from a distance.

PROJECTILE
An attack that travels independently from a character's body.

PSYCHIC
Any attack can be considered psychic if an opponent guesses at the right time and lands a hit. Only moves that can't be verified are usually considered psychic. Although highly risky, a psychic attack can really change the momentum of a match.

PUNISHMENT SITUATION
A situation in which an opponent is in the middle of a long recovery from an attack and is completely open, leaving himself open for a combo.

QUICK RECOVERY
Tap → after a knockdown as soon as your character hits the ground. The character will roll backward and recover to his or her feet quicker than normal. This is good for retreating away from opponents after a knockdown. However, many characters are at risk to being crossed up on the ground during their quick recovery.

RECOVERY
All attacks take a certain amount of time after their hit phase to finish before a character can move, block, or attack again. This is known as "recovery." Recovery is also used to describe when a character gets back to his or her feet.

RED PARRY
A variation of a parry that can only be done when a character is in block stun. The absence of absolute guard in Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike enables characters to leave block stun during a combo and red parry the next attack.

RESET
A situation in which you finish a combo with a move that knocks opponents back to their feet. You can usually start a new combo before the opponent hits the ground, thus resetting the combo. Resets are also used to create ambiguous cross-up situations.

REVERSAL
To perform a special move or super art at the first opportunity after being knocked down, or after coming out of black stun.

SHOT
Short for Shotoken. Used to describe the character types of Ryu, Ken, and Akuma.

STOCK
A term used to describe a sufficient amount of meter for a super art.

STUN
Synonymous with dizzy. When the stun bar gets maxed out, the character is paralyzed and cannot do anything until hit, or the stun state ends. Mash the buttons to reduce the amount of time stunned.

STUN BAR
The smaller bar under the life bar. Each hit taken increases the stun bar. When the stun bar gets maxed out, the character becomes stunned and cannot do anything for a brief time. The stun bar gradually decreases on its own.

SUPER ART
Sometimes known simply as "super." Every character has at least three super arts. These moves, which require complex joystick and button inputs, are usually a character's most powerful attack. You must have a full super meter to use them.

SUPER JUMP CANCEL (SJC)
To cancel an attack into a super jump. To do so, press the button for the normal attack, then quickly tap ↑ + →. Only a certain few normal attacks, special moves, and super arts can be super jump canceled.

TARGET CHAIN
A series of chainable moves that is a pre-set combo.

TECH
To escape a throw attempt.

TICK
A special move used to set up a throw or any other tricky maneuver. The "ticked" move is usually blocked.

TRIP GUARD
When characters jump, they can block the moment they land, provided they did not attack while in the air. This is called trip guard. Any parry that occurs while either player is in the air resets trip guard.

TURNED AROUND STATE
Certain attacks hit opponents and turn their bodies around so that their backs face your fighter. This is the only time in which you can throw an opponent in hit stun.

UNBLOCKABLE
Two attacks with overlapping hit boxes cause a situation in which you cannot block both attacks at the same time, thereby causing an unblockable situation. Unblockables are guaranteed hits unless parried, or an invulnerable move is used to escape it.

UNIVERSAL OVERHEAD (UOH)
An overhead attack that is universally available to all characters. In general, press MP + MK. Each character's UOH is shown at the start of his or her strategy section.

WAKEUP
The time in which opponents get off the ground.

WAKEUP SUPER
An opponent performs a reversal super the moment he or she gets off the ground.

WHIFF
When a move does not connect with an opponent, sometimes whiffing an attack is useful for building the super meter or setting up another attack. Whiffed moves also tend to be vulnerable to counter attack on their recovery.

ZONE (ZONING)
(Used as a verb). To control space and keep your character at a distance so that you can dictate the flow of the match.

CONVENTIONS
QCF
Quarter circle forward (↓ → →)

QCB
Quarter circle backward (↓ ← →)

HCF
Half circle forward (← →)

HCB
Half circle backward (→ ← →)

JAB
Least damaging punch button - LP

STRONG
Medium damage punch button - MP

FIERCE
Most damaging punch button - HP

FORWARD
Medium damage kick button - MK

ROUNDHOUSE
Most damaging kick button - HK

+ Used to show an action occurs at the same time. For example, + MP means to tap back on the controller and press MP at the same time.

→ Used to show a sequence of events; most often for combo explanations. For example, X → Y either means X is cancelled into Y, or that Y happens immediately after X finishes if X is not a cancelable move.
Basic Universal Tactics

**COMMAND INPUTS**

All commands in this guide are represented with the assumption that the fighter is facing to the player's right, the direction the 1P fighter faces when a round begins.

**FORWARD DASH**

- -

Tapping forward twice makes your character perform a forward dash. Dashes are effective for quickly closing distances. Each character's dash has different speeds and properties, including start-up, overall travel time, and recovery period at the end of the dash.

**BACKWARD DASH**

- -

Quickly tapping back twice makes your character do a retreating dash. If you need to create space between you and the opponent, start back dashing. Some characters have back dashes that are designated to be effective up close. Ryu's back dash covers an extremely short distance. Use this to your advantage, as he can back dash out of an opponent's throw range. After the throw hits, punish the opponent with a combo. Each character has a different back dash; learn each one's strengths and weaknesses.

**JUMP**

- / - /

Pressing Up on a character jump. You can jump toward (press -) on an opponent or backward (press -). The jump is a very damaging choice in Street Fighter. Although it's commonly the first thing lots of people choose to do in an attempt to be on the offensive, most characters have multiple anti-air options they can use to deal damage for jumping. Even with the jump, jumping is never safe. An opponent can cover which anti-air options the character can use and do other tricks to throw off your jump timing during a jump and score free damage. It's very important to experiment and determine when to jump to minimize the risk involved in jumping.

**JUMPING/CROUCHING SHORTHAND**

For moves involving a jump, if only - is listed, then the same attack emerges from - and - as -.

The same holds true of crouching. If only - is listed, then entering - or - should perform the same move.

**SUPER JUMP**

- -

A jump that covers more distance, both vertical and horizontal. Super jumps are easier to use in cross ups and when jumping over projectiles.

**BLOCKING**

- vs. standing or jumping attacks
- vs. low attacks

The basic defense against an opponent's attacks. Blocking makes fighters immune to normal attacks. While blocking an attack, fighters go into a state called "block stun." During this condition, the character is helpless, so he/she can only block or do parry. The stronger the attack, the longer block stun lasts.

Blocking has two major weaknesses. First, special attacks still inflict some damage if blocked (damage is reduced by more than 90%). Second, throws cannot be blocked. Knowing when to block is key to taking less damage in tight situations. Learn to watch for overheads and throw attempts while blocking low to reduce the overall damage taken when opponents are close.

**PARRY**

- vs. high attacks, or while in the air
- vs. low attacks

Parrying is a new technique introduced in Street Fighter V. It is an offensive maneuver that nullifies an attack and provides a brief period of time to counter opponents before they recover from their move. Many mid and low-level attacks can be parried either high or low. The controller must choose the right pattern and timing immediately following a throw parry to execute a counterattack. You cannot cancel into a move in this situation. Parrying is a tactic that can change the momentum of a match in big ways. Use it strategically; sometimes it's risk is worth the reward. Sometimes, however, it's better just to block. Consider the consequences before attempting a parry.

**JUMPING/CROUCHING SHORTHAND**

For moves involving a jump, if only - is listed, then the same attack emerges from - and - as -.

The same holds true of crouching. If only - is listed, then entering - or - should perform the same move.

**SUPER JUMP**

- -

A jump that covers more distance, both vertical and horizontal. Super jumps are easier to use in cross ups and when jumping over projectiles.

**THROW**

LP + LK

Pressing LP + LK next to an opponent makes your character execute a throw, inflicting a decent amount of damage and stun. Throws cannot be blocked, making them ideal to use against blocking opponents. Normal throws are very fast, coming out in three frames, so they can sometimes seem unbeatable at certain ranges.

There are a variety of ways to counter throws. "Teching" the throw is one option. Another simple way to affect a throw is to jump straight up and as an opponent tries to throw, which should enable you to avoid it completely. Throws also cannot affect any normal attack with a three-frame start up. If a normal attack and a throw come out at the exact same time, a normal attack always wins.

Also remember that most throws don't have great range, meaning you can back out of throw range to make it impossible to land. Threw will also never defeat many attacks on wake up, or must move with invincibility. Regardless, throws are a major part of mix up games in Street Fighter V. When close to an opponent, mix in a throw when you think the opponent will block. Then use attacks when you think your adversary will attempt to tech a throw attempt. Add them to your close-range gameplan and force your opponent to guess.

**TECH THROWS**

LP + LK immediately upon being thrown

When an opponent attempts to throw your fighter, press LP + LK when they activate the throw to counter it. The result is that both players bounce away from each other and take no damage.

**QUICK RECOVERY**

+ upon touching the ground after a knockdown

Quick recovery makes characters immediately roll backward and stand up after they have been knocked down. This is helpful for keeping opponents from maneuvering into a potentially dangerous position. Your fighter is completely invulnerable during a quick recovery. The only weakness in this situation is that many characters can dash through an opponent's body during a quick recovery. This enables opponents to dash behind your character and attack on wake up, which can be very difficult to block. However, only certain characters can do this against a very specific set of characters.

**UNIVERSAL OVERHEAD (UOH)**

MP + MK

This is an overhead attack available to all characters. These attacks come out quickly and are helpful in setting up guessing games. However, they can leave your fighter susceptible to damage if done too close to an opponent. By performing one on an wake up (or from further away so it hits on a later frame then normal), you kill the recovery and get a significant amount of frame advantage. This allows for linked super arts or other attacks. This is great for wake up mix up games, since this gives you character a potential cause to damage with an overhead. However, attempting a UOH early enough to get frame advantage makes the overhead more noticeable and easier to block.

**PERSONAL ACTIONS**

MP + HK

Personal actions are basically character-specific taunts. There are other benefits to performing them, outside of looking cool and boosting your super meter.
PERSONAL ACTIONS BREAKDOWN

AKUMA
Akuma's attack power and stun damage increase.

ALEX
Alex's attack power increases. Pressing and holding HP + HK keeps Alex in his taunt stance, which builds his attack power to a specific limit. Performing the taunt repeatedly builds attack power, moving out after the fourth taunt.

CHUN-LI
The bonuses Chun-Li receives depend upon the type of taunt she performs. Chun-Li has four variations for her taunt:
- When she jumps, Chun-Li's stun gauge recovery rate increases. This can be stacked up to three times.
- When she cracks her neck, Chun-Li's attack power increases for all attacks except for throws.
- When she puts her shoulder, Chun-Li gets a defense increase.
- When she arches forward, Chun-Li gets an attack and defense power increase.

DUDLEY
Dudley gets an attack power increase while tossing a rose into the air that zeroes in on his opponent. Dudley will end up holding a rose if additional taunt attempts are tried before the first rose disappears from the screen. In this case, Dudley still gets an attack increase but no super meter increase.

ELENA
Elena gets a stun damage increase. The stun damage increase stacks up to a total of four times.

GILL
Gill gets an attack power increase.

HUGO
Hugo gets an attack power bonus for all attacks except for throws. While holding HP + HK, Hugo performs a taunt that is thrown through damage. Any time a taunt is performed, Hugo gets an additional defense bonus, which stacks up to times.

IBUKI
Ibuki leaps toward her opponent and, when it connects, she flipsgrips over her opponent and gets an attack increase. Ibuki does not receive the bonus if the taunt does not hit.

KEN
Ken receives an attack power increase for all of his attacks except for throws. Ken's taunt also hits twice, although the hits do not combo.

MAKOTO
Makoto's taunt has three segments. Taunting once is the first segment and holding HP + HK after the first taunt leads to additional taunts (if the buttons are held down long enough). The first taunt hits once for minor damage and gives Makoto an attack power and stun gauge recovery increase. The second gives Makoto another attack power and stun gauge recovery increase. The third taunt gives Makoto another stun gauge recovery increase.

NECRO
Necro receives an attack power increase for all of his attacks except for throws. Hold it down to make items continue to fall from his tongue.

ORO
Oro's stun gauge is lowered slightly. Hold down the buttons to gradually lower his stun gauge.

Q
Q gets a defense bonus for the rest of the round. This bonus stacks up to three times.

REMY
Increases Remy's stun damage. Stacks up to four times.

RYU
Increases Ryu's stun gauge recovery rate. Stacks up to three times.

SEAN
Sean throws a basketball that zeroes in on his opponent. When it hits, Sean gets a stun damage increase, which stacks up to three times. The basketball must hit each time for Sean to receive the stun damage increase.

TWELVE
Twelve disappears a limited period of time during his personal action. When hit, Twelve reappears, blocks an attack, throws his opponent, or performs a super art. Twirling while invisible also makes Twelve reappear.

URRIEN
Urrien gets an attack power increase. Strongly enough, if the taunt hits an opponent, Urrien does not receive the attack power bonus.

YANG
Yang gets an attack power increase, but his throws only receive one point of increased damage. Yang's taunt also hits opponents.

YUN
Yun's spinning bat can hit on every rotation. He gets a full attack increase for all of his special attacks, and a minor increase for throws, normal, and special attacks. Hold HP + HK to make Yun continue to spin his hat, which gradually increases his overall attack power. Turning eight separate times has the same effect.

UNIVERSAL CHARACTER ABILITIES

This section covers the universal character abilities.

SPECIAL ATTACKS
Special attacks range from projectiles to multi-hit punch attacks that are great for combos. Learn each character's special attack commands to perform them smoothly and swiftly.

EX SPECIAL ATTACKS
These attacks are alternate, upgraded versions of a character's special attacks. To perform an EX attack, press two punch or kick buttons (depending on the special attack) instead of one. Performing an EX move dislikes a certain amount of super meter, but it is worth the cost. Many EX special attacks are vastly superior to the original. They are so much better, in fact, that it's possible to base some characters (like Ryu) entire game around EX special attacks.

SUPER ARTS
All characters have three super arts and you can choose one before each round. Super arts have varying super meter times and stack amounts. Super art selection changes the way any particular character is played, so choose the super art that best fits your style of play.

STUN GAUGE
There is a second bar under a fighter's life bar. Each time a fighter gets hit, the bar fills slightly. When it fills up, the character falls over and gets up in a "dizzy state." During this time, the fighter is completely vulnerable to attacks. When your character is dizzy, wiggle the controller while mashing buttons to escape from dizzy state. Learn to keep an eye on your character's stun gauge and defend yourself if it's high. Experiment and determine which combos and attacks cause the most stun damage so that you can dizzy opponents when the opportunity arises.

COMBO TYPES

CHAIN COMBOS
Chains are combos that use normal attacks that are "canceled" into each other. The reason why chain combos work is because you're canceling the recovery of the first normal attack into a second normal attack, just before opponents leave hit stun. The cancelled attack should never fully animate; the next attack in the chain should come out almost immediately after the first attack hits. Most chains consist of repeated kicks or shorts strong to work together, like crouching short to crouching short with Ken or Ryu. However, a specific type of chain, called a target combo, usually consists of a variety of normal attacks.

TARGET COMBOS
Target combos are character specific; no two characters have the same target combo. Target combo work is the same manner as chain combos, so they are often referred to as target chains, or simply chain combos.

Examples: Select Ken and stand next to an opponent. Perform a deep standing MP, then execute HP as it hits. When timed correctly, Ken should immediately go straight into a standing fierce after the HP hits without going into a recovery animation. Target combos are specific and only work with a small set of normal attacks. Some characters only have one or two chains—others don't have any!
LINK COMBOS

Links are the opposite of chain combos. You are not cancelling the recovery of an attack, instead, the starting attack hits the opponent and recovers before the opponent leaves hit stun. This enables you to "link" another attack after it. In essence, the recovery from executing the attack is shorter than recovering from being hit by it.

For a link to work, the first hit must have a significant amount of frame advantage over it, and the second attack must come out fast enough to hit an opponent while he or she is still in hit stun. The window of time to link an attack after another is short. So, you must wait for the first attack to recover before following up, the timing for links is vastly different.

Although difficult to execute, links are useful for one big reason: verification. Because the starting attack must recover completely before you can link on attack after it, the recovery of that normal attack can be observed. This allows you to decide whether or not to finish the combo. In Street Fighter III, this is known as "verification," which is important when it comes to landing specific super arts.

Example: Ken has a significant amount of frame advantage after his crouching strong hit. Although he doesn't have any normal attacks fast enough to take advantage of this, Shippuu-jinrai-kyoku comes out fast enough to link into it. Ken's crouching strong recovery can be observed before committing to linking into his super art. If the low strong hits, go straight into Shippuu-jinrai-kyoku. If the low strong is blocked, there's no need to do the super art, which leaves Ken wide open when blocked.

The ability to verify attacks before launching another attack keeps your combos safe, plus it prevents you from giving opponents any easy openings. The same idea applies to some chains as well, as chains with multiple hits and cancelable endings can be used to verify attacks before canceling into a special attack or super art.

JUGGLES

Many attacks knock opponents into the air. When this occurs, it's possible to hit an opponent again as he or she falls from these attacks. This is what is known as a "juggle."

Example: Select Ryu and perform an EX Jokken Sakurato Geri. After this attack hits — and just after the opponent bounces off the wall — perform a Shoryuken (HP) to juggle your adversary. The number of attacks that put opponents into a "juggle state" (and sometimes what is available to continue the juggle) are limited. Juggles often lead to a large amount of damage. This makes them important for combos, because they can be started in a variety of positions — not just during a grounded-based combo.

CANCEL

After specific normal attacks hit, it's possible to cut off the recovery and go straight into a special attack or super art. This is called a "cancel." This is one of the most basic and classic combo types in every Street Fighter game. For a cancel to work, you must complete the motion for the special attack just as your chosen normal attack hits. When done correctly, the normal attack does not finish its recovery, but instead cuts off and goes into the special attack or super art.

Example: Select Ryu and perform a low MK and, just as it hits, input the command for Hadouken (HP). When done correctly, the crouching forward should cancel directly into the Hadouken, resulting in a two-hit combo.

Not all normal attacks are cancelable; some are only cancelable into super arts. It's important to know what normals can cancel into a special attack and which special attacks are best suited for canceling.

SUPER CANCEL

Some special attacks can be canceled into a super art after they hit. This is great for additional damage in combos. It works just like a normal cancel: Perform a super cancelable special attack, then input a super art as the special attack hits.

Example: Select Mekoto and Seichiya-goten-zuki. Position her next to the opponent and perform an Orochi (LP). As the overhead chop connects, quickly input the super art. The motion must finish for the super art to connect. When done correctly, the overhead chop should cancel directly into the super art.

Although some super cancels can add damage to a combo, some super cancels might cause less damage than if you were to cancel directly into a super. Super cancels have an interesting property that can help with execution. It's possible to use the motion from a previous special attack within the super attack motion.

Example: Select Ryo and Shinkuu-hadoken. Perform Hadouken (HP), then as the Hadouken hits, input ↓ → + HP. When timed correctly, the Hadouken should cancel directly into a Shinkuu Hadouken. This only works if the special attack you're canceling from and the super art you're canceling into have similar input motions. For instances in which the motions are not similar, do the full super art command when the special attack hits. Still, this shortcut method can be helpful for making a variety of combos easier.

BUILDING EFFECTIVE COMBOS

Now that you know what's possible, combine all of these elements and build combos that are effective for gameplay. Some combos should be built on the basis of flexibility, whether it's verifiable, safe if blocked, or it can't be parried both high and low. Other combos are purely for maximum damage output. It may not be safe, but if you get an opening it's worth trying. Note that the combo that can cause the most damage probably doesn't fit into both the flexible and most powerful categories. It's important to build multiple combos that are good for every situation. Experiment and have fun!
Advanced Universal Tactics

KARA CANCELING

Street Fighter games are known for coordinating joystick motions and button presses in order to execute special moves. For example, the command for a Hadouken is → + → (any punch button). However, you do not have to press punch and → at the same exact moment. Pressing punch early or → instead of →, it is still possible to execute a Hadouken. At first, the game registers → + punch, which starts the animation of a crouching punch. By quickly rolling the controller to → and finishing the Hadouken’s input, the game engine cancels out the low punch in its early frames. This happens so fast that you may not see the punch come out in front of the Hadouken. This feature makes executing complex special moves easier.

However, this feature can be used in another way. If you cancel out a normal attack that moves your character forward in its very first frames, then the special move that cancels out the normal attack will start from your character’s new position. Use this cancelling property to move your character forward in order to gain extra range on special attacks.

ADVANCED APPLICATION 1: KARA THROWING

You can cancel out any normal attack with a throw because a throw is considered a special attack. Find a move that moves your character forward in its first few frames, then quickly press LP + LX to cancel that move and execute a throw.

Here is a list of each character’s best kara throw moves:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Move</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akuma</td>
<td>→ → MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudley</td>
<td>→ + MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena</td>
<td>→ + MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibuki</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORo</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryu</td>
<td>→ + MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urien</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one disadvantage to kara throwing. The startup time for the throw is slightly greater than normal throw. If you are out of range for a normal throw attempt, there is no reason to kara throw. Only use kara throws when you are outside of normal throw range.

ADVANCED APPLICATION 2: KARA UNIVERSAL OVERHEAD

Universal Overhead (UOH) attacks are also considered special moves, so they also make use of kara canceling. Do a normal attack that moves your character forward, then cancel it out in its first few frames by pressing MP + MK.

Many characters kara cancel with either MP or MK. In order to execute a kara UOH in this case, you must negate the button pressed for the kara canceled move. For example, Chun Li’s kara cancel is with MK. To execute a kara UOH with Chun Li, you must press MK, then negative edge MP + MK.

Any characters that require a directional input to execute their kara-cancelled move must release the controller before pressing MP + MK. For example, for Ryu to kara UOH, he must press → + MP, then press neutral, then input (negative edge) MP + MK. A UOH can only be executed when the controller is in the neutral position.

THROW TECH DEFENSE

There are two ways to defend, or “tech,” against being thrown. The first way is if both characters attempt to throw at the same time. In order for this to happen, both characters must be standing and within their respective throw ranges. If this happens, both tech the throw and neither player lands a throw.

The other way to tech a throw is to press LP + LX within the first few frames of being thrown by an opponent. This option does not require you to stand up, which makes your character vulnerable to low attacks. Also, you can input the tech throw attempt later than the other method, thus giving you more time to react to any throw attempts. By using this method, you never need to stand up to tech a throw again. You can continue to block low, which is generally safe, and tech after being thrown.

CROSS UP

A way to hit your opponent from behind.

JUMPING CROSS UP

A jumping attack that hits opponents from behind. Your fighter jumps over their head and hits from behind, then lands behind them. Crossing up is a great way to confuse an opponent’s blocking.

GROUND CROSS UP

A way to cross up on the ground. This is generally done by dashing over fallen opponents as they quickly recover. Many characters have dashes that are considered airborne for a brief period. Use this property to go over opponents while they are rolling during their quick recovery.
CHARGE PARTITIONING

Charge Partitioning is the ability to split up the charge times for some special moves. As long as you aren’t fully charged, it’s possible to charge a portion of the total charge time, then move around or do a move quickly, before you resume charging. Splitting up the charge into several pieces achieves some interesting results. This technique allows many charge-based characters to move around and remain active while also charging for their special moves. This helps out a great deal, because without this technique, most characters are forced to sit back and charge + MK or + MK while waiting for the charge to complete. With charge partitioning, these fighters can actively fight and still manage to build up a charge.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUE 1:

BUFFERING

Buffering is the idea of carrying over the controller inputs and button presses of one move in the execution of another move. This is extremely important for basic combos that involve canceling. For instance, in order to do + MK → super art with Ken, you must cancel the + MK before a certain point in the move’s animation. As soon as you input + MK, immediately begin the doubled QCF motion while the + MK is hitting, then press P on the second + MK.

Buffering is also extremely helpful with the timing of links and link cancels. For instance, Ken can link a Shippu-Jinetsu-Kyokusho after a + MP if it hits. You can do the + MP and start to buffer the QCF (x2) during the execution of the punch. Time the second QCF motion to coincide with the moment Ken fully recovers from + MP. If the move hits, press kick to link the super art. If the punch doesn’t hit, don’t press kick. The idea is to do the super art motion during the move to prepare for the possible hit and link. This makes doing links and link cancels much easier.

Buffering can also be used for “psychic” moves. For instance, Ken sticks out + MK from a distance where it normally would whiff. Buffer the QCF (x2) to stop the motion during the execution of + MK. As long as the move is out of range and whiffs, the super art will not come out if you complete QCF (x2) + X before + MK recovers. If you time it correctly, the super art comes off only if the move being done hits an opponent. This allows you to set up a “psychic” situation where the super art comes out automatically on a hit. Position your fighter outside of the move’s maximum range; do the move and buffer the super art motion. If the opponent does anything to run into the move, such as dodging or poking with a low attack, the attack automatically cancels into the super art. This is a good and generally safe way to cancel into super arts via low attacks that are too fast to cancel on reaction to a hit.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUE 2:

NEGATIVE EDGE

It is possible to execute special attacks with the negative edge release of a button. For example, to execute a Hadouken with a negative edge button release, press punch, then + + + (release punch). Negative edges are used to simplify complex input commands and make it easier to time a button press for a linked special attack or super art. Negative edges go hand-in-hand with the button drumming technique to make timing a link much easier. Also, certain link cancels can only be done with a negative edge button release.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUE 3:

DRUMMING

Drumming the buttons means pressing all three punch (or kick) buttons in succession. This is very handy when trying to get the timing correct for a linked super art. Instead of trying to press one button at the precise, required moment, you can drum all three buttons to give yourself more time to hit the button press at the proper moment. Drumming all three buttons gives you three chances to hit the button at the right time. You can then do this step further and negative edge all of the button presses in series after drumming the buttons. For example, if you are using the timing correctly with punch, you press in sequence: LP, MP, HP. This technique provides six chances to score a button press at the proper time. You can start early and late, in effect covering all possible times so that you will get the super art to come out every time. This technique is useful for hard-to-time links, such as Ken’s Inazuma Rakuto Wari linked into Shippu-Jinetsu-Kyokusho.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUE 4:

DOUBLE TAPPING

Double tapping is a very simple technique. It is done for the same reason as drumming the buttons — to make sure you hit the button at the right time. Every time you press a button, press it with one finger, then immediately use a second finger to press it again really quickly. This gives you two chances to hit the button at the proper time to input whatever move you are trying to do.

ADVANCED APPLICATION:

SUPER JUMP CANCEL.

Certain characters can cancel a normal attack into a super jump, and before they leave the ground, cancel the first frames of the super jump into a super art. This allows attacks that normally cannot be super canceled to link into super arts. Also, because no special cancel or super cancel is used, there are no damage reduction effects from canceling involved in the combo to follow.

ADVANCED EXECUTION TECHNIQUES

There are many controller input and button pressing techniques that you can use to improve your game play and help you to execute some of the advanced techniques earlier.

FRAME ADVANTAGE

Every attack comes out in a certain number of frames. When the attack connects, it also has a certain number of frames of recovery before you can move/block/attack again. If you can move before opponents can, then the move has what is called frame advantage. If your opponent can move/block/attack before you can, then the move has what is called frame disadvantage. There are two different types of frame advantage: hit advantage and blocked advantage.

Hit advantage is how much frame advantage you have when a move hits opponents. If a move has a large hit advantage, then you recover from your move and are able to attack again while they are still paralyzed from the attack you just did. They are said to be in hit stun. This is how links are possible. You recover in time to hit opponents with another move before they can block again. The hit advantage is longer for the same move if an opponent is crouching when hit.

There is also hit disadvantage. Some moves allow you to hit opponents where they recover from the hit while you are still in the recovery phase of your attack. In these situations, if the disadvantage is long enough, opponents can attack you before you finish your move, even though you hit them.

Blocked advantage is similar to hit advantage. You recover from your attack while the opponent is still in block stun. You have the advantage to move or attack again while the opponent is immobilized.

Blocked disadvantage is when you attack and an opponent blocks your move, and the recovery of your move is slow enough where the opponent recovers before you do. If the blocked disadvantage of your move is long enough, your opponent can hit you before you fully recover from your attack.

HIT CONFIRMATION (HIT VERIFICATION)

Hit confirmation is a way to eliminate guesswork in your attacks. You only follow up on an attack with a special move or super art if the first attack connects with a hit. For some attacks, this is impossible because the window to cancel the move is too brief. However, other moves can be controlled late into their recovery, making it possible to confirm by sight that the move actually hit, then cancel into a super art. This is easier with links because you generally have more time to watch the move and look for a hit before doing the super art.
Verifying a hit is important because your super meter is limited. You don't want to waste a super art by canceling an attack that is blocked. Also, many super arts are vulnerable if they are blocked, so it's too risky to guess. Whenever possible, always try to verify that your move has hit before you proceed to your next attack in the desired combo. The most common ways to hit are confirm an attack before doing a super art or with chainable moves, late cancels, links, cancelable target chains, and many attacks.

It's also possible to confirm that your attack will hit based on the action of opponents. If you see an opponent stick out a move that's slow to recover, you can hit quickly enough to know that it will hit before the opponent can block. This situation is safe to immediately cancel into a super art, even off of moves that normally can't be verified. Another situation that often comes up is a throw whiff. If you see a character attempt a throw that whiffs, you have enough time to punish it. After the initial hit, cancel into a super art immediately.

**GUESSING GAMES, MIND GAMES**

Many situations come up where there is no way to know what is going to happen. You must guess to get it right. Many of these situations have two possible choices, so they are known as 50/50 situations. Examples of these are blocking (high or low), parrying (high or low), throwing (throw or no throw), wake up move (hit or whiff). Parrying is the most notorious 50/50 situation in Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike. However, there is more involved in parrying than just high or low. Throws and hesitation moves combat parrying, as well. It's better to refer to it as a rock, paper, scissors mind game.

It is generally easier to get opponents into these guessing game situations and force them to make a choice. They can't always guess correctly, so force them in this manner, especially when there are more than two options. The best 50/50 situations are the ones where you force opponents to choose between blocking left or right (or up or down). Examples of this are ambiguous cross ups. If they guess wrong, you land a big combo. If they guess right, they block, but you are still safe. So, it's ideal to try to create as many of these situations as possible. For example, 50/50 situations like this can be created.

Wake up situations are 50/50 guessing games that come up all the time. The player who scores the knockdown has many options, including attack high / attack low / throw / do nothing / etc. The wake up opponent's options include block low / block high / parry low / parry high / wake up move / etc. Although some overhead attacks are slow enough to react to, most other attacks are not. Therefore, the wake up opponent usually must guess what opponents will do, then decide what is the best option. The opponent pressing the wake up opponent has the advantage in this situation because of the ability to attack first.

**FOOT GAMES (FOOTSIES)**

Foot games, or footsies, are a big part of many characters' offense. Footsies involve low kick attacks between two players on the ground. It is a step up from merely poking. You are essentially trying to invite an attack, then punish it. This is usually done by staying just outside of the maximum pokes range of an opponent. Walk back and forth, making it look like you are vulnerable and in range for an attack, trying to show out an attack. If the attack whiffs, quickly hit them during the recovery of the move. Some characters can base their entire strategy on foot games. These characters usually have a super art that can combo easily from their longest low pokes. Make it hard for opponents to get near you, and hover outside of their range. Get opponents to flinch, thinking you are about to use an attack that is vulnerable, but you should actually do a poke that recovers quickly. Foot games are very effective against impatient opponents, and they do not need to be complex to garner large rewards.

**HOW TO READ CHARACTER MOVE DATA**

**START UP #**

The number of frames from the beginning of the attack animation until the attack actually hits. The lower the number, the faster the attack.

**BLOCKED ADVANTAGE, HIT STANDING ADVANTAGE, HIT CROUCHING ADVANTAGE**

The frame advantage or disadvantage for the different outcomes of an attack. If a D is listed, then the attack knocks down.

**GUARD H/L**

The ability to block an attack high (with +), low (with -) or neither.

**PARRY H/L**

The ability to parry an attack high (with +), low (with -) or neither.

**CHAIN INTO SELF (CS)**

**SPECIAL CANCELABLE (SC)**

**SUPER ART CANCELABLE (SA)**

White text indicates that it is possible to chain a move into itself, cancel into a special attack or cancel into a super art.

**THROW FRAME DATA**

All throws using LP + LK have a two frame start up, except Ibuki's and Oro's Air throws, which have a six frame start up.

**COSTUMES**

The costume selection information given assumes the default controller settings are used.

**COMBO DAMAGE**

The damage data for combos was acquired against a standing Ryu. Unless the combo specifies otherwise, since characters take damage at different rates, the values presented in this guide should be used for comparison purposes only.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

Outside of + LK range, MK is Akuma's best poke. His foot extends out and goes over most low attacks, yet it has a wide enough hitbox to hit most characters as they attempt an attack. Use this to beat other characters' pokes.

HK covers a wide hit area. Use it from long range to catch large characters at the beginning of jumps, or use it as a universal anti-air. Effective at almost any time, stick this out to confuse parry attempts.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MP is a good poke. Akuma has frame advantage off of it, so it's good for tick throw setups and other mix-ups. For example, after a blocked MP, hesitate, then walk up and repeat, or use + LH twice. This trick is to make it look like a throw attempt, which should lead to an opening. MP links to Messeatsu-Gouhadou, and is the only verifiable high attack into it.

In close MK hits high, so mix it in versus would-be low parries. It easily links into Messeatsu-Gouhadou.

COSTUMES

THROWS

CROUCHING

+ LK has many uses. It's a quick poke, ideal for pick throw setups and mind games. After a blocked + LK, there are a few options: throw, hesitate and + LK twice to follow up, dash back and punish an incorrect reaction, etc. It chains into itself, so combo + LK (c2) into any standard super art.

Akuma's best poke for mid-range distance fighting is + MK. Combo it into Messeatsu-Gouhadou from long range to punish whiffs or to apply pressure. While good from a distance, up close it can be countered by a few super arts because of its blocked frame advantage.

Good for punishing whiffed normals when you don't have a super meter, + HK comes out fast and knocks down. However, it has a terrible recovery, and is vulnerable to combos if blocked close, and some super arts from further away. Don't use it unless you know it will connect.

SPECIAL NORMALS

+ MP

START UP

Zaoua Haratsu

+ MK

START UP

Tenrou Koutte Kyoka
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Messatsu-Gouhadou

Teenma-Gouzenku

Messatsu-Gouhadou has many uses and does nice damage when combined with a super cancel. Combo into Messatsu-Gouhadou from + MK to prevent an offensive rush. Use it to punish whiffed moves, or up close, verify a combo into it through doubled up + LKs, or link behind a MK. This provides both a low and high avenue to land Messatsu-Gouhadou to discourage attempted pin downs.

Use Gen Shouryukun → Messatsu-Gouhadou to stop all jump ins. Even if parried, Akuma recovers well before an opponent is done parrying, leaving the option to attack again (to mess up the parry timing) or teleport away to safety. Finally, counter a jump in with + and MK. If Akuma lands first, reset with Messatsu-Gouhadou.

Teenma-Gouzenku isn’t as useful as the ground variation because you can’t verify it, but it does have uses. If you expect an anti-air counter to a jump in, unload Teenma-Gouzenku, which defeats anti-air moves that don’t have a long invulnerability window. It can also be effective for chip damage when an opponent only has a few pixels of health left. If parried, dash up and hit low for an almost sure hit.

SUPER ART II

Messatsu-Gouhooayu

Messatsu-Gouhooayu inflicts impressive damage when comboed with a super cancel. Verify it with + LK (x2), or + MK link. The downside to this super is its limited range. Akuma has a wide range of offensive options where he is constantly moving. If you must concentrate on getting close to deal big damage, Akuma loses some other offensive pressure tactics. Messatsu-Gouhooayu does not allow Akuma to punish ground pokes, which is an option with Messatsu-Gouhadou.

SUPER ART MAX

Shungokusatsu

LP LP → LK HP

Shungokusatsu is available in all super arts. It requires two full stocks of super meter. Opponents must anticipate the super art before you actually do it in order to escape. Use this to your advantage to play mind games; for example, wait for a jump escape attempt from the shungokusatsu, then attack with an air Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku.

Shungokusatsu is invincible at startup, so you can use it to pass through projectiles or any attacks from an opponent. You can also use Shungokusatsu to punish jump in attempts. As someone jumps in, crouch and input LP (x2). At the last moment possible, finish the Shungokusatsu input to pass through any attack and catch the jumper upon landing. An alternate way is to prem 2 instead of → after the second LP. With this method, Akuma remains invincible, leaving you more time to input the Shungokusatsu command and catch the opponent’s jump in at the last possible moment. You can also use this invincibility to pass through ground moves. If you connect a + MK → Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku (LK) instead of finishing them off with a Shouryukun (HP), hit with HP → Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku (LK) to knock them back over Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku (LK) whiffs, but Akuma lands right next to the opponent. If they attack, Akuma passes through it with a Shungokusatsu.

SUPER ART III

Messatsu-Gourensen

Messatsu-Gourensen

Konpaku-kuretsuzan

Messatsu-Gourensen is one of Akuma’s anti-air super. You can also perform it in the air against airborne opponents. Unfortunately, it inflicts less damage than his other super arts. It also doesn’t have much use other than as anti-air. It’s possible to combo into it on the ground, but the only way to verify it is by of doubled up + LK, which means he will be prone to down parties. If you have an opening to land + MK → Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku, you can follow up with it, but the damage isn’t that good. It’s better to finish that combo off with Gen Shouryukun (HP) and save the meter for an anti-air opportunity.

Konpaku-kuretsuzan is also available from all three super arts. Its first hit is unparryable, making it ideal for chip damage kills. It’s also a safe wake up move against jump in counter attempts. Another sure way to land this super art is in a reset situation. After a + MK → Tatsumaki Zankoukyoku (LK) combo, walk up LP to reset, then immediately Konpaku-kuretsuzan. In an air reset situation, the opponent’s only option is to parry, but Konpaku-kuretsuzan’s first hit is unparryable. Be cautious about using this super art in other situations because Akuma is quite vulnerable to a counter attack if it is blocked.

An interesting note about this super art: if Akuma taunts once, it does 100% damage to another crumbling Akuma or a Twelve that is transforming back from an X.C.O.P.Y.
Recommended Super Art: Messatsu-Gouhadou

Akuma does not have access to EX moves, and all his super arts have two stocks with access to both super arts MAX abilities. Therefore, the only thing to consider is super art usage. In that regard, Messatsu-Gouhadou is the clear winner. Akuma mounts an offense from multiple distances, so it is best to have a super art that accommodates this style.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 37
$ + LX, $ + LP $ forward Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku, juggle with a strong Gou Shouryukien.

One of the few verifiable ways to land damage without a super art. Unfortunately, the combo has many range limitations and doesn't work versus most crouching opponents. The juggle after the Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku is also inconsistent mid-screen. Use with caution.

5 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 53
HP $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (LX), juggle with a semi late Gou Shouryukien (HP)

Simple, high damage, non super art options. Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 50
$ + MK from max distance $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (LX), juggle with a late close LP $ Gou Shouryukien (HP)

Similar to the above combo, hits from further away.

5 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 41
HP $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (LX), juggle with a late close LP $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (HK)

Less damaging non-super art combo than the above. Good for punishment situations and pushing opponents into the corner. Knocks down.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 37
Hyakki Shu $ Hyakki Goujin, land and immediately link a Gou Shouryukien (HP)

Easy damage off of a connected dive kicks. Verifiable. Knocks down.

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 59
Hyakki Shu $ Hyakki Goujin, land, link a close MK $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (MK), juggle with a Gou Shouryukien (MP)

Heavy damage off of a successful dive kick hit. Knocks down.

13 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 51
$ + LX, $ + LX $ Messatsu-Gouhadou

Verifiable way to land Messatsu-Gouhadou. Whiffs vs. crouching characters however. Use carefully. Knocks down.

7 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 64
Close MK linked into Messatsu-Gouhadou

Verifiable way to land a super off of a mid-level hit. Knocks down.

9 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 57
$ + LX, $ + LX $ Messatsu-Gouhadou

Verifiable way to land a super art. Flexible. Still fairly close and you have a slight frame advantage to work with to start another attack. Knocks down.

8 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 64
Close MP linked into Messatsu-Gouhadou

Verifiable way to land Messatsu-Gouhadou with a mild level hit.

13 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 74
Jump in HP, land, close HP $ Tatsumaki Zankuukyoku (HK), Gou Shouryukien (HP) on the second hit $ Messatsu-Gouhadou, juggle with an early Gou Shouryukien (MP)

High damage jump in using super meter. Good in situations where the damage is guaranteed, whether opponents are dizzied or you carry a slow counter. It's possible to super cancel the Gou Shouryukien (MP) into another Messatsu-Gouhadou, then juggle again with another Gou Shouryukien. However, the damage difference is minimal and usually not worth the super meter usage.

16 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 88
Jump in HK from a distance, land, HK $ Shangkukrasatu

Not exactly useful, but the only way to combo a Shangkukrasatu. Massive damage. Knock down.
**WAKEUP GAME**

With Messatsu-Goukudou and Messatsu-Goukouuryu, Akuma has both high and low options to verify combo into a super art, which is important to thwart pewry attempts. Zashuu Hatora is fast and useful if you're looking for stun damage. Messatsu-Goukudou and Messatsu-Goukouuryu can both be comboed off of a nearby UOH on wakeup. Akuma can also combo Tatsumaki Zankokuukyuu (MK) after a nearby UOH to set up a jugggle. Mix in karu throw setups to get people to react to a possible throw.

Akuma, as well as other shokas, have many quick fake-out maneuvers available to trick opponents on wake-up. For example, whiff a LK over their head right before they get up, then immediately throw. This makes it look like you're going for something other than a throw, which often gets opponents to block, then eat the throw. Next time on wake up, whiff the LK, then go low into +4 LK (x2) → super art. You can do the same sequence with whiffed +4 LK into throw, then next time do a high move that is verifiable in a super art. Another good tactic is to option parry into a throw as they are getting up. Do this right in their face, many players expect Akuma to throw from his maximum kara throw range. Surprise them with an in your face throw. Finally, to totally fake out opponents, dash back on wake up to bait a throw attempt or wake up move, then +4 MK combo for big damage and another knockdown to repeat the process.

When Akuma is the one knocked down, he has the traditional wake up options, such as psychic Guu Shouryujin, parrying, or blocking. It is also fairly safe to teleport to the other side of the screen. Beware of certain super arts that can hit Akuma during the Ashura Sankoku. A wake up Tatsumaki Zankokuukyuu (MK / HK) beats most normal moves on wake up. If they tick or do any hesitation move, a good counter is a quick +4 LP +4 HK combination. If they block, they get pushed away to a safer distance. If they hit, finish the combo with messatsu-Goukudou.

**ADVANCED SHUNGOKUSATSU APPLICATIONS**

Shungokusatsu is the only move in the game that is super cancelable from any ground move. This permits many interesting setups. The first thing that should be noted is that Shungokusatsu can be comboed off of far HK. Normally grab super arts cannot be comboed into, but HK takes opponents in a turned around state in which it is possible for the throw to hit. A tricky way to pull this off is to stay at almost a dash distance away and make it seem like you are going for dash in Shungokusatsu. If they were thinking about jumping away, HK hits while they are still on the ground, allowing you to combo into Shungokusatsu.

The fact that you can cancel ANY move leads to more than just combo opportunities to land Shungokusatsu. A classic setup is to do a +4 HK from very close range, anticipating it to be blocked. +4 HKs from Shouto have terrible recovery and can almost always be punished. Knowing this, a baited counter, then cancel the recovery of +4 HK into a Shungokusatsu, and pass right through the attempted poke. This works because it's possible to cancel any move at any point into Shungokusatsu.

Another move that can take advantage of late canceling is Tenno Kenju Kyuuka. Cancel the last recovery frames of the dive kick the moment Akuma hits the ground to dive kick opponents without fear. If they parry the kick and try to hit Akuma upon landing, cancel into Shungokusatsu and pass through their attack.

Taking this idea of canceling moves a step further, Akuma can cancel the very first frames of his Zepplin Haruma (or +4 HK) to increase the range of Shungokusatsu. With the additional range on the Shungokusatsu, Akuma has many more possibilities to land it since he doesn't need to be at point blank range. The command input for this is LP, LP (dash + MK) LP, HK, LK, karu Shungokusatsu.

You can also mix up the classic shioi tick throw setups into Shungokusatsu setups. For example:

- + LP, whiffed LP, karu Shungokusatsu
- LK, karu Shungokusatsu
- MK, karu Shungokusatsu

Akuma also has many setups where he positions himself just outside of throw range, then performs a karu Shungokusatsu to make up the extra space. If opponents throw out an attack, or blocked an attack, they will get hit.

Here are a few examples to set this up:

1. After a blocked Tenno Kenju Kyuuka, dash back, karu Shungokusatsu
2. Whiff a Tenno Kenju Kyuuka in front of an opponent, karu Shungokusatsu
3. Whiff Hata Tenno Gou of full screen, land, karu Shungokusatsu. You must do the kick as late as possible so it doesn't actually cause damage. Most players expect the kick, and staying blocking while Akuma attacks with Shungokusatsu.

Another simple yet effective setup is to dash from farther than full dash distance, then karu Shungokusatsu to make up the extra range. This is a good setup to bait an attack and slip past it. Other long range setups include Hyakki Guinjou and have the opponent block it. Once you land, dash, and use a Shungokusatsu. The trick to dash Shungokusatsu is to hide the two LP during the dash, then finish the input after the dash has completed. This setup works because most players expect some sort of attack after the jump in.

**SETUPS**

Ranges setups for UOH → super art

**Against small and medium sized characters:**

- +4 LK, +4 MP, UOH → Messatsu-Goukudou

Against medium sized characters:

- +4 LK, dash back, UOH → Messatsu-Goukudou

Against wide characters:

- +4 LK (x3), UOH → Messatsu-Goukudou

Against Hugo:

- (close MP, +4 MP, +4 MP) → Messatsu-Goukudou

Against Oro:

- No setup is required. UOH → Messatsu-Goukudou or Messatsu-Goukouuryu works at close distance on crowding Oro.

**RESETS:**

Reset 1: After connecting a Tatsumaki Zankokuukyuu (LK), close LP to reset, then Messatsu-Goukudou (both ground and air variations work). If they parry, Akuma recovers in time to continue attacking while they are in the air.

Reset 2: After connecting a Tatsumaki Zankokuukyuu (LK), close LP to reset, then immediately cancel into Kongou-kuretsuzan. This is a guaranteed hit situation because the first hit of Kongou-kuretsuzan is unparryable.

Reset 3: In an air-to-air situation, connect jump → + MK to hit Akuma before the opponent. As soon as you hit the ground, use Messatsu-Goukudou.
PARRY SETUP AND TACTICS

If you're fishing for damage, and + MK (x 2) is blocked, an effective
pattern is to either walk up a stop and kara throw, walk up + MK (x 2)
again, or let the controller go back to neutral. tap +, then hit + MK
once after. If your opponent hits a button to try to stop what they think
is a throw, and it's a few attack (which is often is in that situation), you
parry the attack, + MK hits, then you can cancel + MK into a super
hit or special attack on reaction to the parry. If they don't press any-
thing, + MK comes out to push them away. The key is not to cancel
into a super hit if you don't visually see the parry happen.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: HUGO

Hugo is big and slow. Keep him away with Zanki Hadokeens and pres-
sure him. It's possible to throw Hugo with Hyakki Goat from mid-
screen during the upward arc of his jump. It's hard for Hugo to react to
this and he tends to get thrown often. Even if Hugo gets close, simply
throw away to safety. Hugo is too slow to keep up with Akuma's abil-
ity to run away.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: MAKOTO

Makoto needs to get in close to do damage, and Akuma is generally
good at keeping people the right distance away. The reason this match
does not go Akuma's way is because Makoto only needs to hit Akuma
once. If Akuma misses and allows Makoto to dash under an Zanki
Hadokeens or successfully parry an attack, it's all over. If Makoto grabs
Akuma with her Karakusa, it's a guaranteed stun, which can lead to an
easy 100% combo.

Akuma must keep Makoto away as best he can in order to win this
match. Whenever Makoto is close to Akuma, the only safe offensive
maneuver is to throw. Sticking out any pokes could lead to a parry into
a 100% damage combo.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

MP is a good anti-air move and it can be combined into EX Air Kangaroo Smash. It is also a good poke to whiff across screen to build meter and hide charges in. Alex's HP isn't the fastest overhead, but it gets the job done. Useful in Alex's wake-up game, although it has a tendency to trade with other wake-up moves.

MK is a great ground poke with extremely long range, which goes over most low attacks and still hits crouching characters. Use this to hit other character's low pokes. MK has a slow startup time and terrible recovery, but is strong and has good priority. Use with caution.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MK is a good mid level attack to use in combos. It can be done meaty to make it easier to verify a cancel. It is possible to cancel off of a hit confirmation into Boomerang Raid from this move, although it must be done quickly.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

Good for hitting jumping opponents early in their jump. This move is also decent against grounded opponents.

Great for catching opponents early in their jump from mid range and farther. Can also be used as a traditional anti-air. In the corner, it knocks down and sets up throws. Do not use this attack against an opponent on the ground. It whiffs versus most characters.

Command grab. Head butt from the front, Sleeper from the back, which can be matched for additional damage. After Sleeper Hold, Alex can link Boomerang Raid. Valuable if it doesn't hit.

Very slow and easy to see coming. Too risky. If it hits air-to-air, it can set up a juggle, but it is hard to time this attack and connect with it.
**SPECIAL MOVES**

**CROUCHING**
- + MP is Alex's best low poke, with good priority and decent range. The only drawback is that it can be parried high or low.
- + HP is a 2 hit talde move. Great when used as anti-air. If it hits early for only one hit, juggle with an Air Knee Smash. It can also be used to confuse and cross up grounded opponents. Use it right next to them to top to the other side and hit them on wake up.

**JUMPING**
Jumping HP is Alex's best combo starter. Jumping LP is also a solid opener, however, it does not stay out for the entire length of his jump like UK.
Jumping UK stays out for the entire length of Alex's jump. Use it to tick into Power Bombs.

**THROWS**
LP + UK Body Slam
- START UP
  - + MP
    - Low Jab
    - Low Short
    - Guard H
    - Parry H
  - Low Strong
    - Guard H
    - Parry H
  - Low Strong
    - Guard H
    - Parry H
  - Low Roundhouse
    - Guard H
    - Parry H
- Charge + + K
  - Low Jab
  - Low Short
  - Guard H
  - Parry H
  - Charge + + K
  - Low Jab
  - Low Short
  - Guard H
  - Parry H
  - Charge + + K
  - Low Jab
  - Low Short
  - Guard H
  - Parry H

**MP and HP**
MP and HP put a reddish area with red circles, which is susceptible to throws. Jabs and EX versions (EX adds one hit and knocks down) are good for combos and pressure after a cancelled MK. HP version comes out slow, but works best in a guaranteed hit situation to set up combos.

**Command Grab**
Command grab. The stronger the punch button used, the more damage done, but the slower the move comes out and the greater the recovery if canceled. It also boosts Alex further away from the opponent. If done from behind, Alex performs Back Drop.

**Air Knee Smash**
EX version hits the opponent. Normal version has very limited use. Juggles after an attack. LP (that hits once) can cancel into an anti-air move. EX version is also a high priority wake up move.

**Screw Nails**
Overhead attack that knocks down. EX version has a longer range. Used to pressure. Button used determines how far Alex jumps. Good for mid-screen mix ups, it crosses up, and is decent as a wake up move.
Super Arts

Super Art I

Hyper Bomb

Alex has a small window of invulnerability at start up of Hyper Bomb and he can grab characters through any of his normal moves. The only way to connect is Hyper Bomb at 100% certainty is to grab an opponent during a move. Grabbing opponents from behind leads to an alternate version that inflicts more damage. Ideal for punishes or if you anticipate an opponent's attack. Hyper Bomb is too slow to grab characters in any other situation. Opponents on the ground can always jump away from Hyper Bomb after it is activated, as long as they didn't commit to a move beforehand. Hyper Bomb only has one stock of meter, so it is not recommended for EX usage.

Recommended Super Art: Boomerang Raid

Boomerang Raid may not have the highest damage potential, but it is Alex's most consistent super art. Hyper Bomb and Stun Gun have too many flaws that make them unreliable.

Super Art II

Boomerang Raid

The damage is not that high, but Boomerang Raid gives Alex some much needed combo possibilities. Alex can easily verify Boomerang Raid from up close from + LP (x2), or after traveling across the screen with a Slash Elbow, then canceling if it hits. Alex can also cancel close MK into Boomerang Raid on reaction. The timing is tough, but it gives Alex a much needed mid attack to verify a super art.

The best feature of Boomerang Raid is its two stocks of super meter. Alex's EX Slash Elbow is a big part of his offense, and having plenty of meter means it's available often. If you plan to use EX moves, Boomerang Raid is the super art of choice.

Target Combos

+ + LK → + + MK

Strangely enough, Alex's only safe combo starting off a low attack.

Combos You Need to Know

3 Hits

Total Damage: 41

Close MK → EX Flash Chop

Basic Alex combo. Does good damage and it's safe. Knocks down.

7 Hits

Total Damage: 56

+ + LP (x2) → Boomerang Raid

Flexible, verifiable way to land Boomerang Raid. Knocks down.

2 Hits

Total Damage: 49

Flash Chop (HP) linked into Power Bomb (HP)

High damage. Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

4 Hits

Total Damage: 58

Flash Chop (HP) linked to close MK → EX Flash Chop

Another high damage variant off of fierce Flash Chop. Punishment situations only. Knocks down.

7 Hits

Total Damage: 66

Flash Chop (HP) linked to MK → Boomerang Raid

Heavy damage. Good for punishment situations when you have a super art available. Knocks down.

2 Hits

Total Damage: 40

Close MP → EX Air Knee Smash

Great anti-air combo. Knocks down.

3 Hits (Corner Only)

Total Damage: 54

Anti-air flying Cross Chop, land then juggle with close HP → EX Air Knee Smash

A hard to setup anti-air combo in a corner. Inflicts impressive damage if it lands. Knocks down.

6 Hits

Total Damage: 80

Flash Chop (HP) → Hyper Bomb

Only way to combo a Hyper Bomb. Massive damage. Knocks down.
After a mid-screen knockdown or a successful Air Stampede, you can set up a tricky wake up situation. Stay as close as possible and hold 4. As soon as the opponent gets up off the ground, use close MK and immediately cancel into a Air Stampede (MK), which enters up. Opponents end up in black stun while this happens, so they can't get out of the way and must block or parry. If Air Stampede hits, it knocks down, and you are in position to charge again and repeat the trick. Mix this up by canceling into an Air Stampede (MK) instead of MK. This version does not cancel into an attack, so opponents must actively choose which way to block. As long as you keep hitting them, they will keep getting knocked down. Continue dropping boots until they figure out to block this trick. If they've figured it out and are going to block the next time, cancel the MK into a Air Stampede.

When Alex gets knocked down, he has a good answer to opponent's wake up tricks: EX Air Stampede. It generally goes through and punishes all wake up attacks and is fairly safe. It is completely safe if blocked, but it is hard to react to it in time, so generally do not fear doing a wake up Air Stampede.

ADVANCED TACTIC: CHARGE PARTITIONING

Take advantage of charge partitioning to invent new setups to land Alex's Smash Attack and Air Stampede in situations where it normally couldn't happen. The idea of Charge Partitioning is simple, just divide the charge time of a move into pieces. Charge for a little bit, do something, then finish the charge and execute the move. Here are some examples of how you can incorporate charge partitioning into Alex's game:

Do a Smash Attack and begin charging. Dash backwards after it hits and finish charging during the dash. When the dash finishes, immediately execute an EX Smash Attack. Opponents often try to poke or dash after Alex as he dashes back. Surprise them with a quick EX Smash Attack.

Top down for a split second before jumping, then jump forward with a MK to strike an opponent fairly high during the jump. During the jump, charge so that when you land, it's possible to immediately cross up with an Air Stampede. This works because most opponents try to hit or throw Alex when he lands. This setup works great with Alex's jump MP and UK, as well.

From across the screen, start charging back and do two MP for timing purposes, then dash forward and use Smash Attack with either MP or MP. Keep charging so you can dash back and use an EX Smash Attack.

It's also possible to charge for an Air Stampede while walking back and forth. This is extremely useful against zoning characters, such as Ken and Chun-Li. These characters tend to walk back and forth just outside of Alex's longest poke reach. Shadow them and make it seem like you're playing into their poke/counter poke game. If they take a step forward, you take a step back. If they step back, you step forward. With each step, top down for just a second. If you time it right, after three steps you should have a full charge to surprise them with an Air Stampede. Cross up and score a knock down, which is a perfect way to get close against defensive players. Most players never expect an Air Stampede in this situation because Alex is walking back and forth. Usually, a charge character stays中心城区 before a charge move.

One move setup that can catch people is close MK, then start charging 4. Do a Usmash and finish the charge. As soon as the Usmash whiffs in front of the opponent, cross up with an Air Stampede. Upon seeing the Usmash, most players react with a high knockback, which usually leads to a whiffed Usmash. Most opponents react to the whiff as an attack, but by then Alex should be on his way in the air, ready to drop his boots on their head.

SETUPS

Ranged set ups for UOH → super art
Against small and medium sized characters:
(→ + MP), UOH → Boomerang Rain
Against medium sized characters:
(→ + LP), UOH → Boomerang Rain
Against Oro:
No setup is required. UOH → SA47 works at close distance on crooking Oro.

PARRY SET ups and tactics

Alex's MP → EX Air Knee Smash is a great anti-air that does good damage. To make it even better, option parry forward right before doing the MP. If you parry an attack on an attack, you will parry and counter. If they did not attack, you continue on with the attack as originally planned. This covers Alex against moves that MP won't beat.

Alex's parry is → + HP → throw. When executing a parry throw, first tap → a split second before pressing HP. This option parry covers Alex in case the opponent tries any mid level attack. Alex will parry first, then continue on and throw.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Alex can cross up Necros, Twelve Hags in any corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: SEAN

Alex can control the tempo of the match against Sean. On the ground he can consistently out-range Sean and beat out his low poke with MK, and he can rush in easily with Smash Attack. Use jumping HP to jump in at Sean with little fear. Alex's jump is fairly fast and low to the ground. Sean generally doesn't have enough time to counter Alex with HK. His only anti-air quick enough to beat Alex's jump is an EX Dragon Smash. If Sean must learn more for anti-air, he loses any ability to do big damage to Alex on the ground.

When Alex has been cornered on wake up, Sean is a similar predicament, needing to burn meter in order to get clear of Alex. Alex should be able to control Sean on the ground. Sean will have difficulty jumping in due to Alex's option parry into MP → EX Air Knee Smash.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: IBUKI

Alex must play defensively against Ibuki, and that doesn't suit his style at all. Ibuki is a momentum character, and once she gets going, it's hard to stop her. Expect her attacks against Alex to come from all over: jumping, crossing up, and dashing through Alex. This makes it hard for Alex to keep a charge. Ibuki's LP rush in when he is crossing, so Alex has a hard time finding an opening against Ibuki. Alex's poking isn't fast enough to interrupt her attack patterns. From range and Ibuki keeps Alex pressured with Goukouken because it hits him while he's crossing.

Even if Alex is fortunate enough to score a knockdown, there isn't much he can do because of Ibuki's EX Kazamai, which beats everything Alex can do to him on wakeup. Alex also has the misfortune of not being able to counter Ibuki's backhander command overhead with anything other than a super. And, if Alex is using Boomerang Raid, he can only manage to land two hits in this situation, so it's even worth trying. In the worst case scenario where Alex doesn't have enough meter for a super art, Ibuki is free to pressure with this move all day.

For Alex to win this match up, he may have to resort to parrying. When Ibuki is pressuring with repeated LPs, try to counter to the first job and perry the second one. If she doesn't job, chances are she will go low with → + HK. A down perry should still work in that situation. Alex is too slow to get out of the way of Ibuki's jumping attacks, so try to parry all her jump-ins and counter.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

HP is Chun-Li's main, all-purpose poke with ridiculous range and damage. It's a fantastic whiff punisher and safe if blocked.

HK is a good offensive poke that goes over a variety of low attacks. It has good recovery and links into a Kenpaku Sen if it hits against a crouching opponent.

STANDING CLOSE

In close, HK hits hard and can-cancel into a super jump, which is useful in a number of ways. If an opponent parries the attack and tries to throw Chun-Li, she can safely cancel HK into a super jump to avoid the throw completely. Super jump cancelable normals also have the ability to cancel into super arts in a strange manner: by canceling into a super jump, then inputting a super art command before leaving the ground. This must be done quickly in one big motion for it to work. Because Chun-Li can super jump cancel close HK so late into its recovery, there is just enough time to verify the attack, then super jump cancel into a super art if it does hit, giving Chun-Li another safe way to land a super art.

SPECIAL NORMALS

A two-hit slap that is cancelable off both hits. Whiffs against crouching characters, and decent in punishment situations where the hit is guaranteed and you want to land a super art behind it.

A cancelable palm thrust with almost unfair priority. Notories for being able to beat a large assortment of pokes. During foot games, use this move to beat anticipated poke attempts. It's also a good way to land a super art in punishment situations.

A lunging kick that moves Chun-Li forward. Useful during foot games as it rarely whiffs. When blocked, set up options or select parties or minor guessing games, such as walk up for corner throw or Hokkai after recovering. Used sparingly, it makes a decent addition to her ground game.

Lunging kick that moves Chun-Li forward. Useful during foot games as it rarely whiffs. When blocked, set up options or select parties or minor guessing games, such as walk up for corner throw or Hokkai after recovering. Used sparingly, it makes a decent addition to her ground game.

The moving version of HK with essentially the same properties. Possible to link a Kenpaku Sen afterward if it hits against crouching characters.

Slight frame advantage afterward, but it's possible to link a Kenpaku Sen after it hits. Extremely slow, very easy to parry on reaction.

Use Sanbaku Tobi to get Chun-Li out of corners. When an opponent is cornered, do a Yousou Kyoku, then as Chun-Li recovers from the stomp mid-air, bounce off the wall. On the way down, Chun-Li can parry any anti-air attempt, and if the opponent tries to meet her with a low attack, hit HK on the way down, or do nothing and just block as Chun-Li lands.

Hit or blocked, Yousou Kyoku allows Chun-Li to recover completely after bouncing off of an opponent's head, meaning she can execute another jump attack or parry on the way down. Somewhat limited, but has some use in aerial combos.

Yousou Saitetsu Da sends opponents flying toward the ground if it hits while they are airborne. Has one use inside an aerial anti-air combo. Do an early anti-air Yousou Kyoku, jump with a semi-love Yousou Saitetsu Da before landing, then as Chun-Li touches down, jump with an immediate + LP. Sets up a ground cross up opportunity.
**CROUCHING**

One of the fastest normal moves in the game, + LP is good defensively for stopping throw attempts and other mix up patterns.

+ MK is the main opening for landing a super art. It possesses considerable range, and recovers quickly (for a medium strength attack), making it difficult to avoid. It serves as a good whiff punisher, although Chun-Li must be close to do so. It also cancels into special attacks and super arts after it hits much later than most normal attacks, late enough that it's possible to vary the move before starting the super art.

+ HK has a wide hit box and can be used to blast a variety of normals from a distance. Decent anti-air in limited situations.

**JUMPING**

+ LP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Up</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guard H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parry H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ HP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Up</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guard H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parry H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THROWS**

| LP = LK
| Koshu Tan |

**COSTUMES**

- LP
- HP
- LK
- MK
- MP

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Kikouken**

Button strength determines how far the projectile travels and how fast it recovers. LP version has limited uses in simple combos like Hadouken → Kikouken (LP). However, it is not safe versus fast super arts if it hits or misses. HP version recovers slowly, but travels at a fast speed with good range / damage deduction. Use as a shield for Chun-Li to dash behind it to get in close on opponents. Still, it remains a risky move to do in general, and it isn't important to Chun-Li's ground game.

**Hyakuretsu Kyaku**

Perform it nearly on wake up to inflict black damage if an opponent is slightly away from death. LP version does more damage and knocks down. It is possible to link Honneko-San after the LP version if the opponent is standing, but the damage the super art does is greatly diminished.

**Hexen Show**

A slow command overhead that can be canceled into behind normals. The LP version comes out slower, but knocks down and cannot be quickly recovered. It's risky due to being somewhat easy to parry on reaction.

**Spinning Bird Kick**

Posesses some limited use in combos. + HP → Spinning Bird Kick (MK) is Chun-Li's most damaging non-super art combo. However, this move shifts against 8+1 like characters, making it completely unsafe. Save it for punishment situations. The LP version does more damage, knocks down, and hits 8+1 like characters. It also functions as a wake up because it has some invincibility and has limited use in basic combos, although still not safe if blocked. Use with caution.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Kikou-Shou is one of the fastest super arts in the game. With a single frame start-up, it is one of the only super arts that can hit the recovery of Dudley's Dart Shot, and is the only super art that can hit Ken after a blocked HP -> HP target combo. Kikou-Shou links after all her important moves: Hakkei, HP, + + HP, for HK, and + + MK. If she can also hit confirm it off of late cancels from: + + MK, HP, and super jump canceled HK. Almost any hit from Chun-Li can lead to a super. Kikou-Shou is also a solid anti-air option. At 20 hits, it is unlikely that every hit will be parried.

Although it combos so easily, Kikou-Shou does less damage the further away it hits. This is not good because most of Chun-Li's game revolves around keeping people at a distance with her high priority poke. Also, with only one meter of super stocked, Chun-Li will be struggling to do damage after she uses her super.

Recommended Super Art: Houyouku-Sen

Houyouku-Sen is so good that there is really no reason to consider her other super arts. Her ability to control the flight on the ground is unmatched by her other two super arts. While Chun-Li lacks a solid anti-air with Houyouku-Sen, the way it dominates it on the ground more than justifies selecting it. With two levels of super meter, one + + MK hit can potentially lead to a double super combination, almost ensuring victory that round.

SUPER ART II

Houyouku-Sen paired with + + MK is the sole reason why Chun-Li is a dominant force in Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike. Houyouku-Sen is fast, powerful, has two stocks of super meter, and combos nearly as easily as Kikou-Shou. It's possible to verify Houyouku-Sen from late cancels of + + MK, HP, and Hakkei, as well as super jump canceling it from close HK. It links easily from HK and Tenshi Shunkyaku. Almost any hit can lead to a super art, and even at maximum poke range, Houyouku-Sen hits for full damage. Most opponents are reluctant to attack Chun-Li from close range. Use this to your advantage to inflict damage off of kara break.

Houyouku-Sen is invincible versus certain moves, even at start-up and travels a significant distance on its first hit. Use it to pass through projectiles and hit opponents while they are stuck in recovery. It allows Chun-Li to punish whiffs from half a screen away, and punish many moves when blocked.

The last hit of Houyouku-Sen is super jump cancelable, allowing Chun-Li to jump in the air and juggle for two additional hits, then use these hits to gain position over a grounded opponent, or reset them and go for an ambush ground cross-up situation mid screen.

SUPER ART III

Tenshi-Ranka gives Chun-Li a good anti-air move. It has three stocks of super meter, so it can be used often. However, anti-air is essentially its only use. There's no potential for high damage combos on the ground with Tenshi-Ranka. Chun-Li's EX special attacks are lacking, so there is little reason to select this super art and its three stocks of super meter.

TARGET COMBOS

\[
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Passable in air-to-air situations and for juggling after Houyouku-Sen. Use it to build super meter by jumping backward and whiffing the HPs.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 42
+ + HP -> HP Spinning Bird Kick
Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

20 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 67
+ + MK -> Houyouku-Sen, super jump cancel the last hit and juggle with HP -> HP
Does a ridiculous amount of damage and leads to the high/low set up of your choice after the air chain in the corner.

20 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 56
Close HK, super jump cancel -> Kikou-Shou
Verifiable. HK goes over an assortment of low attacks, making this a good way to land a super art if it hits. Does massive damage and leads to the high/low set up of your choice after the air chain in the corner.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 24
Anti-air Yousoe Kyaku, juggle with a semi-late Yousoe Shutouten Du before landing; immediately upon touching the ground, juggle with + + LP.
Setting up an opponent to get hit by this combo is tricky. After the + + LP juggle, dash to the other side of the opponent just before the flip recovery for a confirming side switch trick. It's possible to dictate which side Chun-Li ends on by dashing forward at different times: easier to get behind, and later to stay on front.

20 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 72
CROUCHING OPPONENTS ONLY
HK linked into Houyouku-Sen, super jump cancel the last hit and juggle with HP -> HP
Verifiable. HK goes over an assortment of low attacks, making this a good way to land a super art if it hits. Does massive damage and leads to the high/low set up of your choice after the air chain in the corner.
STRATEGY

WAKEUP GAME

Chun-Li is deadly playing at her maximum kara throw range or moving close to a waiting opponent. From close up, she is always on option. Most players expect Chun-Li to throw from far away, so an in-your-face throw is always a surprise. A kick throw with +A - LL is a good option. +LL has frame advantage, so Chun-Li is able to attack again before they can hit her. The two best options off of +A - LL kick are +A - MK and close HK. +A - MK can’t be parried high. If it hits, cancel into Hwoorim. Close HK can’t be parried low. Super jump cancel on reaction and cancel into Hwoorim. If either option is blocked, Chun-Li is still in a good, close range to walk up and lunge, or get into position for a UOH → super art. At this distance, opponents may try to attack. This is a good time to go for a HK over their poke. If it hits, link into super art.

When getting off the ground, Chun-Li has a great wake-up move. EX Spinning Bird Kick goes through all low attacks, and can be used from up close, or from a short distance away. It also has the property of sucking in opponents. Don’t eat it, and it lasts, containing high attacks and setting up for a second hit if blocked. +LP → LP is great in wake-up situations. It is the fastest normal move and clearly defines any move or throw attempt. If parried, immediately cancel into EX Spinning Bird Kick. Close HK is another good move in close situations. It comes out reasonably fast and has high priority. Use it in the throw and low parry attempts (of the anticipated +LP). If it hits, super jump cancel, then cancel into Hwoorim. If the opponent parries, super jump cancel into the air to escape any throw attempt.

SETUPS

Double Hwoorim-Tricks: The last hit of Chun-Li is super jump cancelable. There are many ways to set up opponents for an ambiguous cross up or high/low situation that’s difficult to react to properly. This is the perfect position to land a second Chun-Li hit. Landing one Chun-Li can generally lead to a second super art about half of the time.

SETUP 1: (Against everyone in the corner). After the super jump cancel, HP → HP early in the jump so only the first HP hits, letting opponent to flip back and recover. While the jump stops concentrated on the recovering opponent, Chun-Li will look off screen. Immediately use UOH on landing. It should be a perfectly timed medley of UOH that links into another Chun-Li. It is hard to react to because Chun-Li is off screen while starting the UOH.

SETUP 2: (Against most characters mid-screen). After the super jump cancel, jump UX to the opponent flip back and recover. Chun-Li lands off screen. Walk forward while the opponent backs off to the ground. Walk under the opponent’s hand, setting up a cross up in the ground. Excluding just a bit lower, it allows you to uncross up. This is a difficult situation for opponents because they can’t see where Chun-Li is until they land. HK as they try to get power to enough time to verify super jump cancel, then cancel into another Hwoorim. To make this even trickier, use +A - MK Chun-Li’s crouching animation is low to the ground. The falling player won’t be able to see which side Chun-Li is on until they are hit.

SETUP 3: (Against most characters and screen). After the super jump cancel, jump UX to the opponent flip back and recover. Immediately UOH when Chun-Li lands. It should be perfectly timed to link into another Hwoorim. Set-up 4: (Against small characters mid-screen). After the super jump cancel, Yosuke attacks Chun-Li to knock opponents down on the ground. Quickly deck and UOH while they’re at the bottom for a cross up. Close HK immediately super jump cancel, then cancel into a super art if it hits. To increase confidence, change up the timing of the dash or UOH or how much you walk forward or backwards.

RANGES SETUPS FOR UOH → SUPER ART

Against small, medium, and large characters:

- (A + LL + HIO), UOH → Chun-Li
- (A + LL, close HK), UOH → Chun-Li
- (A + LL, close HK, +A - MK), UOH → Chun-Li

Against Yosuke:

- No setup is required. UOH → works at close distance on approaching Yosuke.

RESETS

Reset 1: In an air-to-air situation, hit the other airborne opponent with Yosuke’s kick, then immediately Yosuke’s spin attack to juggle. Land and juggle with +LP to reset. Dash under to cross up to the opponent leads.

PARRY SET UPS AND TACTICS

Chun-Li doesn’t have a perfect anti-air move, so mixing in option select parries helps deal with jump ups. As jumping opponents get nearby, top, LP, then LL a split second later. Timed properly, the jump up attack, Chun-Li parries, then hit with LP. LP recovers quickly, so Chun-Li is not in very much danger.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Chun-Li can cross up twelve Alex, Dudley, Noor, Huges, and Urien in any corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN

Chun-Li is the only character that can shut down Ken. Chun-Li’s poke is quicker and deadlier than Ken’s. A patient Chun-Li can counter attack Ken’s whiffed low forwards with +A - MK → Hwoorim. Stay just outside of Ken’s maximum range. Chun-Li must keep Ken away. If Ken can’t get close, Chun-Li has little to fear. If Ken tries to jump in, walk under him and +A - MK or HK. Always maintain distance until you score a knockdown.

When he corner you, learn his poke ranges like they were your own. There is a certain distance where Ken’s low forward no longer hits Chun-Li, but moves toward. At that distance, it is reasonably safe for Chun-Li to stand up for a split second to catch the hit if he uses it. If Chun-Li blocks Ken’s HK high, punish him with a super art during his recovery. Chun-Li must block high, because she recovers from block stuns quicker when standing. A low block recovers from stun one frame too late.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: YUN

There isn’t much Chun-Li can do to ward off an aggressive Yun player. Chun-Li must be patient and deal with the attacks as they come. Chun-Li’s dominance comes from her ability to control the ground. If Yun is constantly jumping and Double Kicking, he’s not open to +A - MK → Hwoorim. If Yun runs towards away and builds up meter for Geese Jin, try to back Yun into a corner before he can activate it.

A good strategy is to try to always stay on the same plane as Yun. If he jumps, so should you. Don’t let him get higher, where Chun-Li can’t fight him off. Vertical roundhouse is good to keep Yun away. If you are on the ground and he Double Kicks, open up with close HK to cover a short whiffed Double Kick attempt. If you score a knockdown, then you’re ready to take control. Yun rarely has no way to get Chun-Li away from him in a wake up situation. Use this to your advantage to throw him repeatedly, then take him out and try to land +A - MK → super art. One knockdown could be all Chun-Li needs to win. Getting that one knockdown is the hard part.
Dudley Moves

Normal Moves

Standing

HP is a decent poke at close range, still inflicting good damage with moderate range. MK is a great mid-level attack. Completely safe if blocked, and it barely pushes Dudley away so he is still standing right next to opponents, ready to attack again. Links into Rocket Upper and Corkscrew Blow easily.

HK possesses a fairly large frame advantage after it and can be used to verify and link Rolling Thunder. It's possible to whiff this move just outside of poke range in the midst of inputting an EX Machine Gun Blow. If opponents attack, HK hits and cancels into the EX Machine Gun Blow, scoring damage and a knock down.

Crouching

Doubling up + LP is a great opening for all of Dudley's supers. Fast, hits low, and it's flexible. + HK is a two-handed sweep with moderate range. It's a jugggle setup, and can lead to a ton of damage. This move is completely safe if blocked. Great for reset patterns.

Costumes

Special Normals

+ LP

Slipping Jab

START UP 4 +1

+ MK

Liver Blow

START UP 5 +2

Very fast and a decent amount of frame advantage after it. Liver Blow can be linked into a Rocket Upper or Corkscrew Blow. It also keeps Dudley close when blocked, allowing him to set up guessing games afterward. Cancelable and has some use in jugggle combos.

+ HP

Stomach Blow

START UP 8 -1

A gut punch that moves Dudley forward. Okay poke at close range.

+ HP

Step Straight

START UP 15 -3

A moving version of Dudley's HP. Super art cancelable and a good poke with terrific range. Hard to avoid during fast gaming and safe from the right ranges.
JUMPING

Dudley can hit with HK extremely early in his jumping arc and still have enough time to link a super art when he lands due to its enormous hit stun. Excellent jump in.

THROWS

SPECIAL MOVES

Cross Counter is just that, a counter attack. If Dudley is hit during this move, he counter with a rushing punch. The damage of the counter attack depends on the damage of the attack used against him, meaning the more damage it was set to do, the more damage they take. Note that Dudley still takes damage from the attack, so it's possible for Dudley to do the counter, then get knocked out afterward. The move is limited, so stick to using defensively in desperate situations, where you're having trouble beating an opponent's scripts. The EX version hits more times and deals more damage.

Cross Counter

Machine Gun Blow

Jet Upper

Fantastic for avoiding and punishing throw attempts in wake up situations. If it's done just as an opponent tries to throw, the throw will be cancelled, which should be punished with the gap punch. The punch at the end can be super cancelled for extra damage. The EX version of this move does a 3 hit combo at the end, which knocks down.

Ducking

During Ducking, P

During Ducking, K

Ducking Street

Ducking Upper

Very good for keeping close after failed attacks. Cancel into Ducking from HK to set up high/low/throw mix up games. Use the EX version to punish whiffed normals during foot games, ending with a Corkscrew Blow. Ducking can be used to pass through most projectiles.

Whiffs against most crouching characters, but use it against large characters to their punish whiffed attacks.

Mainly used to keep opponents from attacking or throwing Dudley out of Ducking during its recovery. Ducking Upper has some use in juggle combos, like after a mid screen P + HK. Use the MK version to punish whiffed attacks during foot games.
**SUPER ARTS**

**SUPER ART I**

Rocket Uppercut

Rocket Uppercut works well as an anti-air and does reasonable damage in combos. This super art can be verified and combined into some of Dudley's most effective attacks in wake-up situations, like + HK (x 2), Liver Blow, and Dudley's amazing overhead, Dust Shot. Rocket Uppercut has 6 super meters to work with, which is rather impressive. Dudley's EX Machine Gun Blow can lead to impressive damage and a knock down during fast games. Although this super art by itself is only good at close ranges, having bar for EX Machine Gun Blows makes Dudley a threat in a greater distance.

**Recommended Super Art:**
Rocket Uppercut or Corkscrew Blow

Both supers provide enough stock for EX moves, keeping EX Machine Gun Blow available to help Dudley's poke game. Both supers also combo off of Dudley's most important attacks. Although Corkscrew Blow has a few more uses, Rocket Uppercut does more damage consistently than Corkscrew Blow.

**COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 HITS</th>
<th>TOTAL DAMAGE: 39</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HK → Jet Upper (HP)</td>
<td>12 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK, Juggle with an immediate Ducking Upper (MK)</td>
<td>CROUCHING OPPONENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 HITS</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK, Walk up a bit and juggle with a late Liver Blow → Jet Upper (HP)</td>
<td>7 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK, Juggle with an immediate Ducking Upper (MK)</td>
<td>9 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK, Linked into Rolling Thunder</td>
<td>10 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK → EX Machine Gun Blow, walk up a step and juggle with a late Liver Blow → Jet Upper (HP)</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK, Linked into Rolling Thunder</td>
<td>22 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HK, Linked into Rolling Thunder</td>
<td>6 HITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKS ONLY AGAINST CHUN-LI, ORO, ALEX, IBUKI, MAKOTO, ELENA, NECRO</td>
<td>+ HK, Juggle with another + HK, just before they hit the ground, repeat 3 more times, then jump forward and juggle with a jumping HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUPER ART II**

Rolling Thunder

Dudley's most damaging super art. It has great range and can be comboed into from + HK (x 2), or verified and linked into a maximum range HK. However, this damage is not as good as it could be for a super art with a meter this size. Dudley gets a single super meter stock, meaning no EX moves. Rolling Thunder does not combo off of Dudley's Dust Shot, which is a huge disadvantage considering how slow Dudley's wake-up game is when he can link off of that move.

**SUPER ART III**

Corkscrew Blow

Dudley's least damaging, but most flexible super art. The super meter is small, but you get three stocks which work well for EX usage. This super art comes out quickly and has plenty of priority. Use it to punish a variety of blocked normals that are usually safe from close range. Corkscrew Blow also combos behind Dudley's most important close range attacks, like + HK (x 2), Liver Blow, and Dust Shot. Corkscrew Blow can also be used in combination with Ducking, which goes through projectiles, to punish an opponent's projectile recovery. Punish whiffed normals with Ducking (HK) → Corkscrew Blow, although you must be fast.

**TARGET COMBOS**

LP → MP → MK
The last hit is super cancellable, but the damage is hardly worth the effort.

+ LP → MP
The second hit is cancellable, however it whiffs versus most crouching characters. There isn't much Dudley can cancel into, except a super art, that will hit from that range.

+ HK → MK
Quick chain starting off of a low attack. Doesn't do much damage, but it's safe and keeps Dudley close after it hits. One of Dudley's few safe low options.

MK → HK → HP
Starts off of a mid level attack, hits crouching character, and does possible damage.

+ HK → MK
Decent damage and worth doing if you don't have a super art to link off of it.
STRATEGY

Jumping Elbow

Dudley is a great character if you like to attack. His jump gives him great ability to attack effectively. Dudley keeps close to the ground, so attacks are available early in his jump when compared to other characters. Add to this the fact that he has two incredible jumping attacks with great hit stun. Jumping HP and HK. Dudley can hit with jumping HK from the apex of his jump, then still have time to land and link a super art, which makes jumping easy. Opponents must react fast to Dudley’s jump, and since he can use HK at any point in his jump and still connect a super art when he lands, it is difficult to parry this jump-in.

Once Dudley jumps in, he is usually positioned right next to the opposing fighter. From there he has a variety of mix up options that stem from Dant Slot mixed moves. The block run from his jumping attack is long, so it is just like he is in a wakeup situation. However, if a jumping attack lands, go ahead and link a combo for big damage. If a jumping HK hits, immediately Rocker Upper on landing. If jumping HP connects, juggle with a big Dant Machane Blow combo.

After a blocked jump, the best move to go for is Dant Slot. It comes out quickly and generally hits in this situation because most players habitually block low after a jump in. However, Dudley’s fast overhead breaks all the rules. Blocking low is never safe against Dudley. You are forced to guess when he will attack in this situation. If Dudley gets close and he has hit, a super art is guaranteed half of the time he keeps mixing it up between high (Dant Slot) and low (HK x 2). This is why Dudley must attack and get in close. He barely has a ranged game. He is all about getting in an opponent’s face and dealing damage.

Dudley has many other options that score some damage and create openings when he is close after a jump-in. Immediately jumping straight up on landing works very well. Hit face with jumping HK early on the way up, then land and do either the high/low mix-up, or throw. Alternatively, jump in with HP, but hesitate before throwing an opponent after landing. For the next jump, jump in with HP, then immediately Swing Blow (HK) after landing. If the opponent tries to anticipate a throw and whiffs, cancel into a super art on reaction to a hit. If they block, you remain safe.

Another option when jumping in is to do nothing, and land and hit low with HK x 3, MP, HP ground chain. It starts slow, and hits more often than it should because players tend to block high after a Dudley empty jump. Throwing behind an empty jump in is as well. This is a good setup for the next empty jump in, which should be an immediate Swing Blow doubled into a super art, to hit throw attempts. Parrying is also another option for Dudley when jumping in. His jump is so low that he is usually nearing the end of his jump by the time opponents react to it and start an anti-air. The timing to parry the anti-air should be around the same time near the end of Dudley’s jump.

For the rare occasions where you aren’t being aggressive and are in a ground game (anytime you don’t have any super meter), HP and HK are good options. Against some characters (such as Hugo), sit back and buffer EX Machine Gun Blow into his HP or Dudley while standing up from across the screen. If the tip of any poles are hit, the machine Gun Blow automatically comes out and leads to a juggle opportunity.

MP is another good poke on the ground in situations where an opponent gets close. Buffer Dukki’s into whiffed MP hits. If any MP hits, a Dukki executes automatically and moves Dudley close enough to his opponent to cancel into a super art. This tactic is especially useful after tech throw. Characters with fast dashes might dash in after a tech throw to continue pressure. Stick out MP to set up these dashes and create an opportunity to land a super art.

Dudley has a few good anti airs. HP by itself is good if he is far enough away from opponents. It cancels into a Jet Upper to juggle for extra damage and defeat parry attempts. An EX Jet Upper also works well as an anti-air. An interesting anti-air maneuver is to do a Dukki (HK) under opponents to cross them up on the ground, then either Rocker Blow or Upper from behind, which is fairly easy to do. Input the command for Dukki, then do another QCF + punch in the same direction and the super art automatically comes out, but in the other direction, towards the opponent. Dudley pulls this off quickly and it is hard to react to. Great for confusing opponents that like to jump in and parry often.

WAKEUP GAME

Dudley has the most intimidating wakeup game out of the entire cast of characters. What makes him so scary is his + HK overhead attack. It comes out too quick to react to. Dudley can link super arts 1-3 as fast after a hit for easy verification damage. He can also go low into his super arts via + HK x 2. Both of these attacks are nearly instantaneous, so your opponent has to guess which way to block on wake up. This can lead to Dudley landing a super nearly 50% of the time on wake up. Knockdowns are incredibly important to Dudley. Against characters that can get hit by low roundhouse x 6, they also have the misfortune of being able to lose a ton of life without Dudley even having to use any super meter. There is no right answer for what they should do in this situation. Dudley simply owns you on wakeup.

Even if Dudley’s moves are blocked, he is still in range to remain a threat. After doubling up + HK, Dudley performs perfect range to attempt a Dant Slot and then into super art if hits. A DANT linked to super art should be able to reach as well. After a blocked Dant Slot, Dudley is within range to either walk up and throw, or walk up and + HK x 2 and verify a super art after a hit. Dudley always has quick and easy ways to land a super art from up close and is a legitimate threat when he is close on the ground.

After Dudley knocks down an opponent, especially in this corner, throw his reset hit opponents on wake up. The reset keeps them pinned down if they try to jump. It even sets up some wakeup moves. If time allows, it is always best to throw the face on wake up. It forces opponents to stay on the ground and guess between high or low.

The main thing Dudley must worry about when he is pressuring opponents on wake up is random super arts and high priority moves. Throwing the reset virtually eliminates this threat. Opponents may be able to do a super art through the reset and hit Dudley assuming he does a move, that is. Since they can’t jump away, their only options are block, parry, or wakeup super art. If Dudley blocks after throwing the reset, he creates a stalemate. Neither character gets a hit, but Dudley wins because he remains close, exactly where he wants to be.

When Dudley is the one getting up off the ground, he has a few decent options to keep pressuring opponents off of him. An EX Jet Upper works great, although it’s risky. All of his super arts work great as wake up options if you don’t mind taking a big risk. Parrying is always an option, although blocking is much safer. Doing a Short Swing Blow on wake up is a good idea. It gets Dudley away from throws and + HK hits.

SETUPS

Ranges setup for UOH -> super art

Against small, medium, and wide-sized characters:
(+ LP x2), UOH -> Rocket Launcher, Rocker Upper, Rocker Upper, Rocker Upper, Rocker Upper, Rocker Upper, Rocker Upper

RESETS

Reset 1: Against characters that Dudley can connect + HK x 6 in the corner, he can reset them on their feet at the last hit to set up a mix-up that can lead to more damage. Connect with + HK, then jump towards them and use HP to reset them. When they land, expect opponents to block low, which is the safest thing to do in this situation. Right when Dudley lands, use Dant Slot, and link into Rocker Upper or Rocker Upper. The next time you are able to connect with + HK five times, reset with jumping HP again, and as opponents recover, they will probably block high in anticipation of the incoming overhead attack. Hit them with + HK and juggle them for 5 more hits. You could even juggle with a super art on this very end.

Reset 2: After hitting with an air air HP, and Dudley lands first, immediately do a Dukki (HK) to catch up with your falling opponent, and immediately cancel into Rocker Blow for the reset juggle.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

Dudley is often going to attack, a waking up opponent with Dant Slot. It comes out fast, so even changing its timing even slightly can throw off an opponent’s attempts to parry it. Some players may try to hit Dudley before he gets his move off. Since the command involves a forward tap of the controller, press it forward a split second before pressing HK. This way Dudley option parries any mid air attacks that might be thrown his way before going into Dant Slot.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Dudley can cross up Twelve, Hugo, Necro, in any corner. Dudley can cross up Fun, Yang, and Chun mid screen.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: TWELVE

Twelve is very easy to fight against from the start. He flies around and is hard to hit. He jumps much higher than Dudley and heats him out of the air easily. However, if Dudley is able to score a knockdown, it’s all over for Twelve. Twelve has no answer for Dudley’s wakeup game. Nothing short of a random X.R.O.D. is going to get him out of a corner. If Twelve has no meter, he’s done. All Dudley needs to do is throw the reset to keep him grounded, then keep negating it up between high and low attacks.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: RYU

Jumping is Dudley’s main way to get close to set up his wicked guessing and mind games. However, Ryu can keep Dudley from getting in by zoning with his HK. It can hit Dudley at all times during his jump, even at the very beginning. That move covers plenty of space, and it is hard for Dudley to get over it. It also beats Dudley’s HP and + HK when done at the right time. Also, Dudley must always be on the lookout for the random EX Hadoken.

For Dudley to win this match, he must score a knockdown so he can get close to start his mind games. Jumping isn’t the best avenue to achieve this. Look for Ryu to whiff a HK, then do a Dukki (HK) to get close to him, then recover and knock him down. From there, Dudley must get in Ryu’s face and keep landing super arts and knocking him down. Don’t get discouraged. Be patient, and wait for Ryu to leave himself open for an attack.
Elena

NORMAL MOVES
STANDING
LK is good for setting up tick throw and guessing attack in general. This move has a decent amount of frame advantage after it. HK comes out high, moves Elena forward and goes over low attacks. This move is a great offensive normal at close range.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS
Handstand Kick
START UP 15
-2
Very fast overhead that moves Elena forward. Good range. However, it has a rather large frame disadvantage after it when blocked, making it rather unsafe. Kill this recovery issue and add frame advantage to the move by doing it early against a fallen opponent, waking up, so that it hits肉类. Although difficult, not only does it make the move safe, but you can even link a Spinning Beat or a Brave Dance after it.

Handstand Whip
START UP 11
-5

Round Arch
START UP 12
+4
A leaping kick that moves Elena backward. Unbelievable priority. Because Elena is considered airborne while doing this move, it is invulnerable to throws and low attacks on start up. Can even beat a Gigas Breaker when timed correctly. To add to its usefulness, it has a nice frame advantage after it, making it completely safe if blocked. It’s even possible to link a Brave Dance after this move if done meaty on a character waking up!

Sliding
START UP 12
-14
Good range. Good during fast games as it’s hard to make it whiff. Catches many players standing up trying to walk backward. Vulnerable if blocked from close range.
CROUCHING

+ + MP is a mid level crouching attack and is Elen's main opener for combos. It has the strange property allowing her to cancel it into super arts much faster into its recovery than most normal attacks. Just enough time to verify a hit before canceling into a super art, although it's difficult to execute.

+ + MK is fast with good range. It works as a decent offensive poke.

JUMPING

Jurying MK is a decent cross up and can be used in combination with a super jump for ambiguous cross ups. Jumping forward or backward with HP adds a frame to its startup, but otherwise remains identical.

THROWS

UP + LK Leg Lift Throw

SPECIAL MOVES

- + MP Low Josh

- + MK Low Short

- + HP Low Strong

- + HK Low Roundhouse

- + MK Low Jumbo

- + MP Low Fierce

- + MK Up Jumping Jumbo

- + HP Up Jumping Strong

- + MK Up Jumping Forward

- + HP Up Jumping Fierce

+ + MP Mellet Smash

+ + MK Rhino Horn

+ + HK Scratch Wheel

+ + K Lynx Tail

+ + + K Spin Scythe

Rotating overhead kick. Has a very slight frame advantage after it. Fairly slow and vulnerable to parries if abused. MP version can link into a Spinning Beat or Brave Dance, while MK version can link into a Spinning Beat, Brave Dance, or a HK → Scratch Wheel (HK). The EX version comes out faster and has a slightly longer frame advantage at the end of it. It's possible to link a Spinning Beat, Brave Dance, or a HK → Scratch Wheel (HK) after it.

Button strength determines how far the Rhino Horn travels. It has a frame disadvantage, although the block stun is sufficiently long, usually making it safe if blocked. Whiffs versus most characters can be rather annoying for large characters, like Hugo and O. If they cannot duck under it, EX version is faster, does more damage, and puts characters into a hardly noticeable juggle set up. Can be used in combos starting with an EX Spin Scythe for massive damage and juggle opportunities.

Rising uppercut with a kick. Decent for combos in punishment situations and as a revenge. EX version hits more times and has more priority.

Input + + + K again after the second hit for a 3 hit follow up. Very slow and standard inputs do not combo. Can be used to set up the following punisher: do OCB + HK, after the second hit, don't do the follow up, instead opt for a walk up throw. The next time you get a chance, do OCB + HK, when opponent anticipates the throw after the second hit, do the two hit follow up. The EX version of this move comes out faster, is controllable, and puts opponent into a juggle set up if you don't do the 2 hit follow up, which is extremely useful for high damage combos. The EX version's follow up doesn't put opponents into a juggle set up, and does about the same amount of damage. Heavy recovery too, it's best to avoid using it.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I
\[*** + K\]
\[Spinning Beat\]

Lena does three repeated Scratch Wheels for a decent amount of damage. This super art has a high juggle potential in the corner. Use it to finish an EX juggle. It combos on the ground easily, and you can hit confirm it with a late + MP cancel, but only from close range. Spinning Beat cannot be used to punish whiffs or stop dashes from mid range. It can work as a decent anti-air. With 3 stocks, and a small super meter, Lena will be able to use Spinning Beat and her great EX moves often. Because Lena can only combo directly into Spinning Beat from such close range, this super could also be used solely to stock meter for EX moves to fight from longer ranges.

SUPER ART II
\[*** + K\]
\[Brave Dance\]

In the corner, tack on an extra hit after the super with a Scratch Wheel (MK). It has a longer super meter than Spinning Beat, but it also does much more damage. It stacks two super meters, so Lena has the option to use EX moves and still have her super art available. Brave Dance combos nicely off of + EX and + MP. You can late cancel + MP to verify a combo into Brave Dance from almost the entire length of the move, and if you cancel it early, it combos from the very tip of her foot. This gives opponents a reason to fear her in close. Used in tandem with her long kara throw, Lena is sure to find openings to land a clean + MP → Brave Dance. Lena’s Brave Dance has a quick start up, so use it to punish any blocked moves with heavy recovery.

One thing to look out for, Lena flies forward with a slight upward incline as this super art starts up. It has a tendency to randomly go over Etsu-En and miss her completely, even if combos into, because of how low her countering animation is.

Recommended Super Art: Brave Dance

Brave Dance gives Lena the necessary range to verify into super arts that makes her ground game much more solid. + MP → Brave Dance allows Lena to keep people from rushing in on her, and apply pressure from her exceptionally long kara throw range. + EX → Brave Dance allows you to constantly land kara throw, and it is the constant barrage of throws that leads to openings for + MP → Brave Dance.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 HITS</th>
<th>7 HITS</th>
<th>11 HITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 35</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 58</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP → Roundhouse Scratch Wheel</td>
<td>Corner Only</td>
<td>Massage Handstand Whip linked into Brave Dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Okay for punishment situations when you don’t have super meter for anything else. Knocks down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7 HITS</th>
<th>8 HITS</th>
<th>11 HITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 47</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 64</td>
<td>TOTAL DAMAGE: 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ MP → EX Spin Scythe, when you recover, jump towards opponent and juggle with a semi early MP → HP air chain</td>
<td>Corner Only</td>
<td>Massage Handstand Whip linked into Brave Dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High damage combo that leaves Lena with a positional advantage that could lead to more damage. Good for punishment situations. After the air chain Lena is free to dictate which side she will go on when opponents land, by either dashing under and behind before they land from the air chain, or walking forward to stay in front. Ambigious and hard to react to.

TARGET COMBOS

JUMPING (x2) LP → JUMPING MK
Fast 2 hit air chain. Good versus players who often anti-air parry. Although Lena has a variety of multi hit jump attacks and chains, this is by far the most flexible as it can be done much later in the jump than others.

JUMPING (x2) MP → JUMPING HP
Slower, more damaging 2 hit air chain. Steep upward angle, good for meeting another player in the air with a jump attack in anti-air situations. Not only does it do good damage and hit twice, giving opponents more to parry, but if it hits jumping opponents, Lena lands before they do, allowing her to dash under and behind them just before they land for an ambigious side switch trick. Create further confusion into this trick by sometimes not darting off at all, staying in front of opponents just before they land, effectively making them guess which side Lena ends up on. In either situation, mix up with the combo of your choice, UOH linked into Brave Dance or Spinning Beat, or a throw if you think they will guess correctly and block.

HP → MK
Slow damaging 2 hit chain. Slow start up and bad range, must be directly next to opponents to guarantee both hits connect. It has a small frame advantage after it, meaning it’s completely safe. Lena’s only safe non super combo. Still, not extremely useful.

MK → + HP
2 hit chain ending with a launching kick. Knocks opponents fairly high into the air, allowing Lena to get into prime attack range just before they get up, whether they quickly recover or not. However, the last hit of this chain has a huge frame disadvantage after it, meaning it’s heavily open to attack if blocked.
STRATEGY

Elena has one of the game's best pokes, which keeps opponents frustrated at long range. + HK and Sliding are great for smacking under high attacks, and her two command overhead attacks will keep them guessing. Use + MP as her main poke at a distance and to punish whiffs, beat out other attacks, and prevent characters from rushing in on the ground.

Elena does most of her damage off Brave Dance and Kara throw.

The more you throw, the more likely they will make a mistake that leads to an opening for + MP -> super art. Elena never has to get too close if she doesn't want to. Stay at her maximum Kara throw range and frustrate opponents with repeated throws. Get them to attempt a tech, then read with a + MP -> super art.

Elena has many great jumping attacks. Most come out fast and hit from far away. Elena jumps high and can usually reach opponents and shatter their combos. Use Elena's jumping attacks and air chains to set up her land before opponents. Use this as a chance to dash under them before they land to quickly cross them up.

Elena has many anti-options when she is on the ground. Scratch Wheel is her most basic anti-art. If you can react quickly enough to an opponent's jump, block, or move, you can hit the incoming and use any of Elena's multi-hitting air moves. Elena also has a fast dash, and she is fairly low to the ground as she does it. Use this to avoid cross-ups and jumping attacks from close range by dashing under opponents and counter-attacking as they land.

Elena's Round Arch is one of the best special moves in the game. Use this move often to go over low attacks and beat throw attempts. Whenever you are not sure what to do, check and use Round Arch. Most likely it will do you some good.

WAKE UP GAME

Elena has many options on waking opponents because her Kara throw range is so great. At that maximum range, many characters' fastest low pokes whiff. Elena is free to Kara throw at will. + MP also connects into super arts from this range. Throwing repeatedly is effective, but mix it up and hesitate, trying to make opponents react to a possible Kara throw. Punish their reaction with + MP -> Brave Dance. When you don't have enough meter for a super art, use Round Arch to go over all low pokes and to stop throw.

At very close range, + HK is Elena's best tick. Follow it up with either a Kara throw, + MP -> super art, or Round Arch. Both + HK and + MP can be parried low, so Elena has some other wake up options to discourage parry attempts. She can do either Round Arch or Handstand Whip nearly and link Brave Dance after it. Throwing immediately on wake ups often because many players will not expect a throw from such close range.

When Elena is the one getting off the ground, if you decide not to block, Scratch Wheel is good for getting people off of her, particularly the EX version. A safer option is to block on wake up, and look for an opening to land + HK/+ MP -> super art. Round Arch at any time really helps Elena get out of trouble. She can't be thrown or hit by most low attacks, so it is really safe.

SETUPS

Ranged setups for UOH -> super.
Against most characters:
+ HK (x3), UOH -> Spinning Beat / Brave Dance
Against Oro:
No setup is required. UOH -> Spinning Beat / Brave Dance works at close distance on crouching Oro.

CORNER TRICKS

After a throw in the corner, Elena can set up an ambiguous cross up situation that is difficult to block correctly. After the throw, jump and press HK before hitting the ground. Time Elena's jump to land exactly at the moment the opponent gets up off the ground. Elena lands directly on top, and her jump HP extends her over both sides of the character. It is hard to tell whether Elena is going to cross up or not, leading to a guessing game for opponents. This is even trickier against opponents that Elena can only cross up in her own corner (against teeth, for instance).

Always be aware of which characters you can cross up and where you can do so.

RESETS

Reset 1: If Elena has enough super meter, she can turn an EX juggle combo into a setup for a perfectly distanced UOH linked into Brave Dance for massive damage. If you are able to combo into an EX Spin and hit on the screen, juggle with an EX Rhino Horn, then hit with HK to reset the combo and have them flip recover. Walk up a tiny step, then UOH. It must be timed perfectly to link into Brave Dance. If it hits, this does not work on characters that aren't juggled by all of the hits of the EX Rhino Horn.

Reset 2: If Elena lands a mid air HK, she usually lands before opponents. You can hit them there by land Brave Dance. To get the most hits, save this trick for the corner.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

Elena's Kara throw is very good and a big part of her game. Take advantage of an option parry to counter Elena from mid level attacks when Kara throwing. Elena's Kara throw is + HK + MK -> throw. Instead of pressing MK at the same time as HK, press MK + HK instead. This will parry and then counter-attack all stuns. Continue to hold MK + HK while finishing the input for the Kara throw. With this method, you parry any potential mid level attacks before throwing.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Elena can cross up Dudley, Alex, Hige, Nerro, Twelve, and Urien in any corner.

Elena can cross up Oro, Elena, and Chun Li only in her own corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: RYU

Elena only has one real concern when fighting Ryu. Ryu's EX Hadoken. If you can avoid Ryu's EX Hadoken, there is not much else Rya can hit Elena with if she is played correctly. Ryu has a hard time landing his bread and butter + HK + MK -> EX Hadoken combo on Elena because of Round Arch. This move goes over every single one of Ryu's ground attacks. Ryu must resort to throwing EX Hadoken from a much greater distance because when he gets in close, he is always at risk of eating a Round Arch counter. Ryu will not be able to jaro throw either because Round Arch cannot be thrown. Use Round Arch like it is her only move.

Once you get Ryu trained not to stick out + MK or HK throw, you must play much more defensively. Get in close and mix up Kara throw and + HK + MK. Keep up the pressure and try to land + MP -> Brave Dance.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI

When Chun Li has super meter, Elena is constantly at risk. Most of Elena's best pokes lose cleanly to Chun Li's Hokkeki and + MK. Chun Li has greater range, and can keep Elena away. Even if Elena gets close, she is always at risk for Chun Li's + MK -> Ryuokouken.

For Elena to have a chance, take advantage of the first round when Chun Li doesn't have enough meter for Huyouken. Chun Li is much less of a threat without meter. Stay out of range of her HP, and + HK, using sliding to get under them and punish her. Whenever Chun Li is close, Round Arch over her + MK. Elena can similarity do repeated + MK + MK and cancel into super arts upon a hit when Chun Li tries to use her + MK. This match is winnable, but expect a tough battle.
Hugo

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

MP looks like a party cake slap and moves Hugo forward slightly. Goes over some low attacks, catches anticipated jumps. It has good range and good recovery. It's a fantastic poke, so abuse it!

LK is fast enough to beat some low attacks from the right. Hard to punish if unhurried. Used to tick into Moonault Press; it's also cancelable.

Press → or ← to move forward or backward during HK. Can be used to go over a variety of low attacks. This move has awful recovery, so use it with caution.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

While jumping + HP

Body Press

START UP 9

Great cross up, but tough to get into a position to use it. After it's blocked, use the fairly large amount of frame advantage to execute Moonault Press or Ultra Throw ticks.

+ HP

Hammer Hook

START UP 14

-14
CROUCHING

+ MP is an overall good poke. It beats some attacks from the right ranges, plus it's fast and safe.
+ MK has great range and is a great whiff punisher. Use with some caution as it can be punished by some fast supers if blocked too close.

JUMPING

Jumping HK is a drop kick with amazing priority. It beats a variety of anti-air normals while covering large amounts of space. Jumping forward or backward HP has a start up of seven frames. Jumping forward or backward HP has a startup of thirteen frames.

THROWS

LP + LP Neck Hanging Three

+/+LH Neck Hanging Three

+/+LK Neck Hanging Three

+/+LK Body Slam

+/+LP + LK Body Slam

SPECIAL MOVES

- Giant Palm Bomber
- Moonsault Press
- 360° Motion + P

Slow start up, but has an absolutely ridiculous amount of frame advantage afterwards. Great for combos and pressure patterns up close. Use the frame advantage in wake up situations to secure an attack and mix up with + MK, Moonsault Press, or HP. This EX version hits three times and sets opponents up for a juggie.

Hugo's main weapon. Moonsault Press is a fast command throw with great range that deals a ton of damage. Very scary at close range. So scary in fact that opponents will do whatever they can to avoid it completely, making them play in an unsafe and awkward manner. Expect opponents to react to this move in a variety of ways in an attempt to counter it (jumping is the most effective way). Learn to anticipate attempts to jump away from this move and counter with any anti-air of some sort.

A fast move with good range, but whiffs against crouching opponents, diminishing its value. Use it to catch back dashes or anticipated jump attempts. The EX version comes out faster and does more damage.

A flying air grab mainly for use against anticipated jumps used to avoid Moonsault Press. Has absolutely no priority, losing to jump attacks rather easily. It must be done early just as an opponent is leaving the ground. Faintly heavy recovery when Hugo lands.

A flyby attack to use in general, utilize with caution.

Running command grab with heavy start up. Very slow and easy to counter. It does immediately drag opponents to the closest corner, a big plus for Hugo. The start up looks like the opening animation for a whiffed throw, which doesn't really help anything because the last thing you want is an opponent trying an attack.

Command throw that bounces opponents off of a wall for a juggie opportunity. Can lead to big damage in combination with Megaton Press or EX Giant Palm Bomber when near a corner. Ultra Throw Shootdown Breaker is an okay combo to quickly corner opponents, however it does much less damage than a Moonsault Press (HP).
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

720 Motion + K
Gigas Breaker

With its one-frame start-up, Gigas Breaker is one of the quickest super arts in the game. Any opponent on the ground when Hugo starts Gigas Breaker will be caught. Opponents must anticipate Gigas Breaker before Hugo does it and jump before the super freeze in order to escape. Gigas Breaker has invulnerability at start-up, so it grabs opponents through their moves. Gigas Breaker only has one meter for its super art, so EX moves are not recommended.

Recommended Super Art: Hammer Frenzy

Hammer Frenzy gives Hugo his only real combo possibilities that don't involve command throws. It makes his jump-ins a threat, and gives him his only solid way to verify big damage. There's no need to guess with Shootdown Backbreaker when you think someone might jump away because of the threat of a Moonault Press. + + LP (x2) instead and cancel into Hammer Frenzy to punish their attempted escape.

SUPER ART II

4 x 4 + K
Mega Punch

Hugo jumps and catches airborne opponents and slams them to the ground. The button pressed determines the angle at which Hugo jumps. Extremely good damage for an anti-air. Unfortunately, almost any air attack can knock Hugo out of Mega Punch. Mega Punch leaves Hugo only 2 meters, and is usable as the last hit of a juggle combo.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

7 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 65
+ + LP, + + LP → Hammer Frenzy

Verifiable way to land a Hammer Frenzy. You must be directly next to an opponent for this to work or Hammer Frenzy might not combo. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 46
Giant Palm Bomber (HP); when Hugo recovers, link into Giant Palm Bomber (LP); when Hugo recovers, link into + MK

Decent damage and safe if you verify off of the first two Giant Palm Bombers. Knocks down.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 54
CORNER ONLY
Ultra Throw, juggle with a semi-late EX Giant Palm Bomber for 2 hits; when Hugo recovers, immediately juggle again with a Shootdown Backbreaker (HK)

Damaging option off of Ultra Throw in the corner. The EX Giant Palm Bomber MUST miss 1 of its 3 hits, or you cannot juggle after it with the Shootdown Backbreaker. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 59
Ultra Throw, immediately juggle afterwards with a Mega Punch

Easy and reliable mid-screen combo off of Ultra Throw. Knocks down.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 66
CORNER ONLY
Ultra Throw, juggle with a late fierce Giant Palm Bomber → Mega Punch

High damage option off of his Ultra throw in the corner. Knocks down.

9 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 27
CORNER ONLY
Neutral throw while opponent is cornered, after the 8th hit (when Hugo lets go), juggle with an immediate EX Monster Lariat

Juggle off of his neutral throw in the corner. Does only 3 less damage than neutral throw → Mega Punch, which isn't remotely worth the bar usage. Knocks down.
**STRATEGY**

**Knee Attack**

Hugo requires patience. He inflicts an impressive amount of damage with only a few command graps, but getting close enough to land them is no easy task. Hugo is slow and a big target for many characters. His size becomes an advantage when it comes to his global attack. MP and + MK reach almost every character's range. MP hits many characters when they are crouching. This, combined with its range, works to stop many character's ground attacks.

Getting close enough to grab opponents is tough, but Hugo has some moves that help out. Use randomMeet Squashers (LK) to catch opponents off guard while running towards them. If you can land a Meet Squasher, Hugo will slam his opponent against the wall and put them exactly where you want them; the corner. Any time you can land one of these techniques control the match. So if you are having difficulty fighting mid screen, make it your goal to land a Meet Squasher. If you can get close enough to land a LK, Hugo can cancel into this attack and possibly catch them while they block low. This is extremely effective if you have been making use of Mr.Palm Bombers and canceling into these off of stand short.

Palm Bombers really help Hugo out if he wants to get close. A blocked Palm Bomber carries significant frame advantage, so Hugo can dash up after one and start a threat from up close, his ideal range. LX and low hurt are two excellent long range hitting moves. Hugo can use to cancel into a Palm Bomber and then dash up. Instead of dashing, Hugo can use his opponent's long black screen as a chance to power up with his Body Press. If you connect with a Body Press, do + LP (+2) → Hammer Frenzy. If they block, Hugo is up close where he wants to be. THIS IS JUST A SECOND AND MEANORAT Press. If you think they might jump, Hugo's standing hard or near good in this situation. It has the dual effect of hitting characters and stopping jump attempts. When you are at this close, always consider an Ultra Throw, Meet Squashers, or the option. While it does less damage than a Meanorat Press, it will move Hugo's opponent closer to the corner, exactly where Hugo wants them.

Hugo's ground game will prevent many opponents from poking at him, so they might try to jump in at Hugo. Use Meet Squashers as an anti-air to catch opponents quickly, before they attack. It's quick and does good damage, although it can be beat if the jumping opponent attacks early. Hugo can attack opponents from the air or from lower range with jumping MP and HK attacks. These attacks are not necessarily good for getting in close, but are merely a way to keep pressure on jumping opponents. If either attack is powered from the ground, Hugo can hit from this far away that many opponents have difficulty hitting him when he lands.

**WAKEUP GAME**

Hugo's wake up game is limited because whenever he knocks down opponents, and they quickly recover, he is too slow to keep in close. On the other hand, if Hugo manages to trap anyone in the corner, he is a terrifying opponent. Use Meet Squashers on everyone that tries to jump over Hugo, effectively keeping them trapped in the corner. Have your opponents and keep trying Meanorat Press. If you are too cautious in Meanorat Press attempts, and opponents start to jump, be prepared to pay the price. Hugo has a large recovery on his hit throws, so he is vulnerable to being hit. His hit movements can be very tricky and lead to many chances to land throws. For instance, walk backwards a step as opponents are getting up, trying to make it look like you are being cautious, then Meanorat Press at its maximum range. A combo off of an Ultra Throw is also a great way to deal damage in the corner.

If opponents want to pressure Hugo on wake up, they must get in close. When Hugo is the one getting up, he is scary. Hugo wants opponents near, which leaves him in range for his powerful moves. A Meanorat Press on wake up is always an option. If Hugo expects that an opponent is anticipating this block on wake up and look for the opponent to jump. If they do so, quickly use a Meet Squashers. Hugo's opponents must be careful when they are close. Any kick throw setup or hesitation move could be used for a Meanorat Press. Meanorat Press has a quick start up, so unless Hugo's opponent ticks with a move that has significant frame advantage, Hugo can usually Meanorat Press before their next move out.

**ADVANCED TACTIC: WALK UP GIGAS BREAKER**

The command for a Giga Breaker is a 270 motion of the controller, followed by punch. While it is possible to do a 270 on the ground without making Hugo jump, it is extremely difficult, and almost impossible to do with any consistency.

Think of the motion for a Giga Breaker not as a 270, but as two 360 degree rotations. A 360 degree motion in each case gives the Giga Breaker a very tight window when doing complex controller motions. It's possible to do the first 360 (six consecutive points) motion, then wait a full second before doing the second 360 motion to complete the Giga Breaker command. Take advantage of this delay to buffer the first 360 motion into a move so Hugo does not jump off the ground, then walk up 2 steps, and do the second 360 motion to surprise opponents with a Giga Breaker. For example, walk towards an opponent and whiff a LK. Do the first 360 motion during the LK, then continue to walk towards the opponent and do a quick 360 motion + punch to execute a Giga Breaker. Another tricky way to buffer the first 360 motion is during a dash. Dash just outside of Giga Breaker range, then walk forward and 360 + punch.

**RESETS**

Reset 1: After a neutral grab in the corner, jump up with a MP to cause opponents to flip over and land back on the ground. Dash in and Meanorat Press, run and Meet Squashers, or just sit back and beat opponents into doing something in which Hugo can counter.

**PARRY SET UPS AND TACTICS**

Hugo has a tremendous amount of frame advantage on opponents. Use this to set up countering; either a blocked Palm Bomber or Suds pushed away, so only low pokes can hit him. Stick it up and knock off the corner by attack, then drop parry and Meanorat Press.

Against jumping opponents, Hugo's Meet Squashers is good, but susceptible to being hit by certain attacks. Use an option parry in this situation to cover Hugo before you using an anti-air. Before executing a Meet Squashers, return the controller to neutral for a split second. This way when you input → for the Meet Squashers command, you will automatically parry a potential jumping attack, then counter with Hugo Meet Squashers upon completion of the command. If the attack reaches nothing, they are still caught by Meet Squashers. So, if you tend to walk around or crouch often with Hugo, get into the habit of returning the controller to neutral just before you Meet Squashers.

**FAVORABLE MATCH UP: SEAN**

Hugo doesn't have any one thing in particular that makes his match against Sean go in his favor. If he moves to do with the fact that Sean doesn't really have any good way to attack Hugo. If Hugo just stands outside of Sean's longest poke range and fires plenty of MP and + MKs, there isn't much Sean can do. Don't just stick out moves, make sure they hit, or else Sean can sometimes hit back. Keep him away and you should do fine. If you manage to get in on Sean, that's great. Mix up Meanorat Presses and his overhead. If you don't manage to get close, don't worry. Hugo should have no problem winning this match with his superior range alone.

**UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: AKUMA**

Akuma is mobile and can keep Hugo pinned down with a barrage of quick attacks and air fireballs. Hugo is susceptible to getting hit by Hyakkiyaku Gougan in Akuma's jump arc, even when Hugo is crouching. It is hard for Hugo to react to this, especially if Akuma cancels into Hyakkiyaku Gougan and jumps while Hugo is still in block stun. If Hugo ever does get close and scores a knockdown, Akuma can teleport to the other side of the screen on wake up, and Hugo must live with that.

The key for Hugo to win this match is simple: parry. There is no other way to get around Akuma's Zantetsuken. If Akuma can jump in with a Zantetsuken ahead of him, he can land safely and start a ground parry pattern. You can't let Akuma do this. Parry this attack and don't let him have a free jump-in. Pay careful attention to Akuma canceling any ground attacks into a Hyakkiyaku Gougan. If he does, catch him with a Meet Squashers (you must react quickly) during his jumpout part of his jump. Be patient and don't let Akuma pin down Hugo. Create openings with parries and capitalize with command graps.

---
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NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

LP is an incredible close range poke that comes out quickly and has a huge amount of frame advantage after it. It's possible to walk up LP, walk up LP repeatedly, then mix in walk up throw or walk up throw to MP. The + LK target combo for great close range mind games and pressure.

MP is a potent threat with frame advantage after it. Possible to verify and link a Yami Shigare off this move. Good at close ranges when mixed in with walk up LP and throws. If opponents think you might throw and try to tech hit MP, then land a super art.

STANDING CLOSE

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

More flash than substance, it's cool to see, but not to use.

This two hit uppercut is used to initiate some of Ibuki's chains. Unless you plan on using a chain, it's uses are extremely limited.

A slim kick with decent range. However, LP is a better option.

Slow looping overhead with a huge frame advantage after it. For the most part, this move cannot be parried and punished very easily, plus it links into Yami Shigare. Very few normal or special moves can hit Ibuki after a parry. The only option for many characters is to parry and go straight into a super art with a four frame or less start up. Some characters don't have any way to really punish Ibuki from doing this move over and over. If you want to get back in after any blocked string or failed attack, this is the move to use.

A slow spin kick that can cancel into Koube Koudaki.

A slide kick with decent range. It's safe if it hits late from the right distance, plus it's hard to avoid during foot games.

Remarkably fast with great priority; goes over low attacks.
CROUCHING

**+ LP** is an easy poke, and if it's possible to cancel into a super art somewhat late into the recovery of the move, it's a possible way to combo Yami Shigure on reaction hits, although it's not easy to do so.

Although difficult, **+ HK** or **+ LP** is Ibuki's most flexible opening to land damage off low attacks. Cancel into an EX Tsukii or Yami Shigure for decent damage. **+ MK** is an overall decent poke, fairly fast, and it has a good recovery.

**+ HK → HK** chain is the opening to some of Ibuki's most damaging jiggles. Use it in punishment situations or when you're willing to kill flexibility for damage in wake up situations. If opponents block the sweep, chain into HK and cancel into a backwars super jump to get away from harm.

JUMPING

Jumping forward or backward, HK has a startup of eleven frames, slightly off the ten from jumping straight up.

**+ LP** Vertical Jump

**+ HP** Vertical Jump

**+ MP** Vertical Jump

**+ HK** Vertical Jump

**+ LP** Vertical Strong

**+ HP** Vertical Strong

**+ MP** Vertical Strong

**+ HK** Vertical Strong

THROWS

**LP + HK** Yami Matsura

**LP + LK** Tobiura

**LP + LK** EX Tsumuj

**LP + LK** EX Tsumuj

**LP + LK** EX Tsumuj

**LP + LK** EX Tsumuj

EXTRA INFORMATION

**SPECIAL MOVES**

**Raido**

Expanding close range hit blit. Great for Ibuki's most basic and important combos.

**Kubi Oni**

Comes out quickly and does good damage, but isn't safe. Use during fast games to catch opponents while they are standing up, jumping to move out of Ibuki's poke range. The EX version of this attack comes out much faster and does more damage. However, it remains a risky attack in general.

**Tsunuj**

Air based projectile that is thrown at varying angles depending on the button strength used. Mostly good when used in a defensive manner to push opponents away and cause some of Ibuki's offensive patterns and special attacks. The EX version freezes two blights, comes out faster, and has an unusually fast hit stun. Use it as an early attack to help get in.

**Kazekiri**

Can cancel this command dash behind some of Ibuki's chains to get close after failed attacks, most often **HK → HK**. Kasumi Gake can be risky if opponents are expecting it. If Ibuki is hit with this move, she takes more damage than normal. Still, not bad option to help stay inside.

**Kazekiri**

Has some use in juggle combos, but otherwise limited. The EX version comes out faster and doesn't knock down, allowing Ibuki to come down with an air attack as the descends, provided it hits. It's also Ibuki's only good reversal, which is important to keep in mind if you need to stop an attack.

**Tobirama**

For the MK version, press MK again to add an extra hit. Press **LP** during the **HK** or **MK** version, or **MK** after the second hit of the **MK** version, to kick low instead of high. The MK version remains on if blocked, and can be used as a decent poke. The EX version comes out faster and hits more times: good for Ibuki's best low hitting super art combo: **+ HK → LP → EX Tsukii**.

Can be canceled into a Kasumi or Kasumi-Suzaku during its recovery. Although slow as an overhead, use it as a set up to make opponents block or Kasumi-Suzaku for blast damage. The EX version has homing properties and does more damage. Decent way to instantly get into range to make opponents block a Kasumi-Suzaku or go over projectiles and land a super art.
**SUPER ARTS**

**SUPER ART I**

Kasumi-Suzaku

Great for punishing ground attacks with heavy recovery such as projectiles. Kasumi-Suzaku also does a great deal of chip damage. Use it to finish off opponents who are one or two moves away from a knock out. Ikubi can combo into Kasumi-Suzaku behind many of the ground chains, canceled into Kasuriki → Kasumi-Suzaku. It also combos after a Hien. Trick an opponent by doing the first two hits of LV, MK, HK chain, then cancel into Hien on the second hit. If you catch an opponent blocking low, immediately Kasumi-Suzaku for good damage.

Kasumi-Suzaku has three super meter stocks, so it is the ideal super art to use in tandem with EX moves. An EX Kasuriki canceled into Kasumi-Suzaku is a solid wake up maneuver.

**SUPER ART II**

Yori-Doushi is like an option select super art. If an opponent is within throw range, Ikubi hits instantly with a super version of Raikou. It comes out in a single frame, so an opponent cannot jump out of it. However, if an opponent is not in range for Raikou, the super art changes up and sends out a multi-hitting projectile. The start up time is much greater on this variation of the super art, and it is hard to get all the hits. Yori-Doushi is much better as a grab super art than a projectile super art. Also, it's difficult to land, so if you miss, you must recast to other moves to inflict damage. Yori-Doushi only has one super meter stock, so Ikubi is limited in her EX capability.

**TARGET COMBOS**

**COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW**

3 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 32**

Close HK → MK → Raikou

Verifiable. Does chip damage.

4 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 38**

Close LP → MP → HP → Raikou

Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

6 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 40**

+ LP → HK → close HK. Juggle with + → MP (1 hit) → HP → Kasuriki (LK)

Damaging juggle starting off a low attack. If it's blocked, super jump cancel the close HK to jump away from the opponent. Although it does less damage than normal juggling, it's safer, and the hit on Kasuriki makes it good for flushing out opponents.

9 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 54**

+ HK → + HK → + MP → Yami-Shigure

Verifiable way to land Yami-Shigure off a low attack. Good damage. Knocks down.

7 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 47**

Kuube Kudaki linked into Yami-Shigure.

Another verifiable way to land Yami-Shigure. Knocks down.

8 HITS

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 51**

MP linked into Yami-Shigure

Easy and verifiable. Always look for a hit every time MP is used. Knocks down.

**RECOMMENDED SUPER ART:**

Kasumi-Suzaku

Kasumi-Suzaku provides Ikubi with the most meter. She has many good EX moves that are safe and keep her playing aggressively. EX Kasuriki is great for mixing in, while EX Kasusir is an excellent and safe ground attack, and EX Kasuriki is one of the best wake up moves in the game. Use another super art and be without these EX moves really slows down Ikubi. Additionally, toward the end of many matches, it's possible to utilize the huge chip damage that Kasumi-Suzaku inflicts to finish off opponents in an efficient, if cheap, manner.

**SUPER ART III**

Yami-Shigure

If any of the kunai thrown during this super art contact, Ikubi slashes back and forth. The button used determines how far Ikubi throws the kunai. Also, the further she throws them, the slower they travel. Yami-Shigure is an excellent punisher of whiffed moves. It forces states to think twice before trying + HK Agains Ikubi. Yami-Shigure also makes Ikubi's over head attacks much more useful. It's possible to link Yami-Shigure off Kuube Kudaki, UM, or after a properly timed Kasuriki. It combos easily from many of her ground chains, and Ikubi after MP as well as LP → MP target combo.

Yami-Shigure only stocks one super meter, so performing any EX moves prevents Ikubi from using this super art. Reduction costs Yami-Shigure in overall damage inflicted. For the best results, cancel off her overhead attacks, MP link, or from + HK + → LP → Yami-Shigure.

**JUMPING HP → + + MK**

Ikubi's most dangerous air chain. Comes out slower and pushes opponents back the furthest after it hits, making it the least flexible of her air chains. Good in air juggling after + HK → HK.

**JUMPING LK → + + MK**

Low damage two hit air chain. Fast, and doesn't push Ikubi too far back after it hits, making it's easy to combo after when she lands. Her basic overall jump in chain.

**LP → MP → + + LK**

Decent when used with LP pressure tactics. If opponents anticipate a walk up throw from that range, walk up and initiate this combo instead of full throw attempts.

**CLOSE HK (2 HITS) → + + HK → HK**

Damaging four hit chain that starts off of a mid level attack. Although much less damaging than some of Ikubi's other combo options. The super jump cancellable ending can help with momentum, keeping Ikubi on top of opponents after she combos.

**CLOSE LP → CLOSE MP (1 HIT) → HP**

High damage three hit chain that's good for various combos in punishment situations. This HP in this chain whips versus most crouching opponents.

**CLOSE LP → CLOSE MP (2 HITS) → + + HK → HK**

More damaging variant of Ikubi's + HK → HK chain. Slightly less useful as the second hit of MP tends to miss crouching opponents, but decent for punishment situations. It's possible to super jump cancel the last HK if it connects.

**CLOSE LP → CLOSE MP (2 HITS) → + + HK → HK**

Another variant of Ikubi's + HK → HK chain, but lacks any real use.
**Soaken**

Ikoku plays very well as a total rush down character. He has multiple attack strings that cancel into other attacks that allow him to keep pressure on constantly. He also plays well in a more careful style of playing from a distance, only attacking when it's safe. At mid-range, +LK is a great poke. Although it doesn't cancel into anything, use it to punish whiffs and stop dashes from a distance. +LP is another decent poke that goes over many low attacks and is cancelable on reaction to combo into Yuki-Shigure. Against opponents large enough to be hit by Boshou Geri, it allows you to keep them pinned down from far away. It goes over any ground attacks, and is safe if blocked. In close, opponents might try to throw after blocking this move. Jump and hit with an instant air Kusumi-Suzuku. When just outside its range, opponents usually dash back and forth and poke. If you are quick enough, catch opponents with an air Kubi Ori while they are standing. This move comes out quickly, but it is not safe if it misses.

Ikoku is more enjoyable when played with an aggressive mindset. His close attack strings allow for consistent pressure and a variety of mix ups. Kusumi Kudoki is the perfect attack to move in close and start attacking. This move carries a large frame advantage, and is always safe, even if parried. Hop over ground attacks to get in close with little fear. From this move, start attacking however you want. He is usually able to jump and cross up opponents, especially in the corner. Dash through your opponent for a tricky ground cross up, or set up an attack string into an air throw. After any blocked attack string that moves Ikoku out of range, a quick Kusumi Kudoki is a good, safe way to get back in close again.

LP is Ikoku's fastest move with a two frame startup. It also carries an amazing frame advantage blocked or hit, against characters that get hit by this move low, LP is a good pressure tactic. Poke with (a) walk up, poke, and walk up and throw a or a + LK, a + LP etc. If you think an opponent will stand up to tech a throw or attempt to parry, do a + HK, a + Juggle. Mix it up even by jabbing a few times, then dashing through them and hitting them from the other side.

Jumping MK is an excellent cross up. After a few ground attacks, Ikoku is usually pushed far enough away to be in range to cross up an opponent. Her jumping MK is especially good in the corner where it typically crosses as up. A great trick is to cross up opponents in the corner, then immediately dash through them when Ikoku leads. This has the dual effect of being deceptive, and repulsing opponents back toward the corner.

When opponents jump in at Ikoku, she has an advantage of height, or lack thereof. Opponents must perform jumping attack hits in order to hit her, so it is relatively easy to parry jump-ins. Parry and launch with HK, then juggle. Another good anti-air attack is to jump at opponents, then option parry air throw. It is hard to beat this tactic. Ikoku scores a knockdown, which should be capitalized on with a jumping cross up or any other offensive pattern.

Ikoku has many air chains that work great as jump-ins. Properly timed Kunai is another move to get in from the air. Hit with the Kunai to keep opponents in block stun long enough for her to land safely, then start a ground chain. It's easier with an air Kunai, but be careful since most anti-air go right through Ikoku's Kunai.

**Wakeup Game**

Many of Ikoku's best moves and ground chains can be parried low, so Ikoku is better off either crossing up opponents, or just hanging around waiting for an opening to start an attack string after the wake up parry window. If you must attack, consider Kunai Kudoki because of its relative safety, and frame advantage afterwards. It also hits as an overhead. Mix it up with LK, LP to avoid wake up parries. If a + LK, a + LP combination is blocked, Ikoku is still in range to walk up and continue pressuring with LPs.

When Ikoku is the one getting off the ground, she has a great wake up move in EX Kusumi. It comes out quickly and beats almost all ground attacks. On the way down, continuos to attack with either air chain or a Kunai. This is a good wakeup move to surprise opponents with because it shifts the momentum into Ikoku's favor. However, if opponents are quick to react, a Shoryuken or anti-air will strike Ikoku on the way down. If you just want to get a pressuring opponent away, cancel the EX Kusumi into a Kunai-Suzuku (HP). An EX Kunai is also good for trying to attack during openings in tick throw patterns.

**ADVANCED TACTIC 1: SUPER JUMP CANCELING**

Ikoku can super jump cancel her HPs to allow her to follow up close HK with air juggle, her HK with a jump-in, or cancel into a super art. Ikoku can super jump cancel HK and immediately link Kunai-Suzuku in the air against a grounded opponent. She can also super jump cancel HK and throw the very first frames of her jump animation into a super art to link Yuki-Shigure on the ground.

**ADVANCED TACTIC 2: INSTANT AIR SUPER ART**

Kusumi-Suzuku is available to Ikoku close to the ground, almost immediately after she jumps. To do this instant air super art, input a super jump so that it doubles as the first QCF of a super art motion. It does not matter that you want to instead of stopping at . Input the second QCF immediately after the super jump to initiate the super art. This is a great way to fake out opponents and punish whiffed throw attempts. This is especially good against characters that get hit by Ikoku's LP while they crouch. Tick with walk up LP two or three times, then go for the throw. The next time, tick with LP, then use an instant air jump attack. Anyone expecting a throw gets hit by the quick fake out maneuver. There's another great setup to use when Ikoku gets parsed away: do a MK, then cancel into Kunai Gake (LK) and throw immediately after the dash. The next time this situation presents itself, do an instant air super art the moment Ikoku recovers and catch opponents trying to tech the anticipated throw.

**SETUPS**

Ranges setups for UOH → super art

Against small and wide sized characters (+ a LK MK) DOH → Yami Shigure (LK) MK chain. UOH → Yami Shigure

Against Ora:

No setup is required. UOH → Yami Shigure works in close on crouching Ora.

**RESETS**

If Ikoku connects with a + HK, HK chain she knocks opponents into the air. One possibility is to super jump cancel and air combo, or reset opponents on the ground and go for an ambiguous cross up. As an opponent comes down, jump from the ground with either MK or + LP, HP air combo. Cancel the hit into Kunai Gake. Mix up the distances of the command dash to confuse opponents when they land. Hit with another + HK, HK chain to repeat this trick again and again.

**PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS**

Ikoku has an air throw that can be used effectively as an air-to-air option with an option parry. Try before Ikoku is in throw range. If the opponent did an attack, Ikoku will parry, then air throw. Without the opponent's attack, she simple turns into a throw.

The last hit of LP → MP → HP target combo tends to whiff on smaller opponents. They may react to this and try to retaliate. Down parry that attack and counter.

**GROUND CROSS UPS**

Ikoku can cross up every character mid-screen.

**FAVORABLE MATCH UP: HUGO**

When one of the fastest characters in the game matches up against one of the slowest, the faster character typically is able to run rampant, and Ikoku vs Hugo is no exception. Keep attacking with multiple hit jump-ins (Hugo's size allows him to be created up easily) and ground chains to keep Hugo pinned down and unable to move. Attacking early in the air will beat any Shuriken backstrikers attempts, and still permit Ikoku to connect with the second hit of an airchain to keep her momentum going as she lands.

Against Hugo, be on guard against random down parries. Many of Ikoku's offensive patterns start with mid attacks that can be parried low. If Hugo starts to threaten Ikoku with parries, back off a bit and annoy him with her air supremacy. Jump in with EX Kunai to create a safe opening to start a ground chain, and chip him as often as possible with Kunai-Suzuku.

**31 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 77**

**WORKS ONLY ON CROUCHING HUGO**

LP → MP → HP chain linked into MK → EX Kusumi, and link LP → HP air chain in the way down, land EX Kusumi → Kunai-Suzuku

**UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI**

Expect Chun-Li to reach out and out prioritize most of Ikoku's ground pokes. Fighting from a distance is hard against Chun-Li, but fighting from up close isn't any easier. Many of Ikoku's important normal attacks and ground chains whiff over a crouching Chun-Li. It is hard to keep pressure on her. She also has one of the few normal moves that can counter a parry: Kusumi Kudoki. Worst yet, she can cancel that move into a Huyukosken for a ton of damage on Ikoku. Chipping Chun-Li with Kunai-Suzuku is also not an option as she links Ikoku with Huyukosken during her recovery.

For Ikoku to win this match up, she must avoid being hit by Chun-L'i's + MK, + HK, Huyukosken. Jump in with EX Kunai and stick with whatever safe offensive pattern you can use up close. As soon as Ikoku gets pushed a little bit away, it's not worth the risk to attempt an attack. As long as Ikoku remains in range of Chun-Li's + MK, it's too risky to poke at her. Get back to a safe distance, then jump in again with a lead in EX Kunai.
**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**

MK comes out quickly, covers a large area and is useful against anticipated jumps at close range.

HK is a great poke that moves Ken forward slightly, has good range, and does heavy damage. From further away it goes over low attacks and beats them cleanly. Be careful though, it must hit because if it whiffs you're going to take damage.

**STANDING CLOSE**

Close MP is a good poke with frame advantage off of it, so it is good for tick throw setups and other mix-ups. For example, after a blocked MP, hesitate, then walk up and MP again (Ctrl + LK x2). The trick is to make it look like a throw attempt, that will lead to an opening.

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

**Start-Up**

- **Inuzaka Waru**
  - + MK, or hold MK
  - START UP 10
  - +1

- **Fumikomi Mon Geel**
  - + MK
  - START UP 16
  - +4

- **Shiden Kakuto Oneshi**
  - + MK, hold MK to cancel attack
  - START UP 30
  - +1

Two hit overhead with frame advantage. Fairly slow start up, but the ability to link a super art after it hits cannot be overlooked. Good in any mix-up situation, whether it's after a blocked cross up or done when the other player is waking up after a knock down.

A lunge kick that moves Ken forward. Due to its long start up, it's easy to see coming, making it somewhat easy to parry. It also carries a slight disadvantage if blocked, leaving you in no position to start a real offense. Some players use this to their advantage as a bait for option select parries or a "psychic" Shoryuken, but this is risky.

A lunging overhead kick that moves Ken forward. The overhead kick itself can be cancelled, giving you the ability to mix up with a throw or 4+ LK (x2) to keep opponents guessing. However, Ken goes into a small, noticeable recovery when you fake this move, which is open to attack from a player with fast reactions. The overhead itself is also not safe if blocked.
CROUCHING

+ + LK has many uses. It is a quick poke that can be used for tick throw setups and mind games. After a blocked + + LK, you have many options: throw, hesitate and + + LK (x2) follow up, dash back and punish a reaction, etc. It chains into itself, so it's possible to combo + + LK (x2) into any super art.

+ + MK is Ken's best poke for mid range fighting. It combos into Shippu Jinrei Kyaku from long range to punish whiffs or to apply pressure.

Use + + MK to punish whiffed normals when you lack super meter. It comes out fast and knocks down, but has terrible recovery. It's vulnerable to combos if blocked close, and some super arts from further away.

JUMPING

Jumping HP gets in safely. If opponents block, you have significant frame advantage to set up a throw or some mix-ups into a super art. For instance, jumping HP land and hesitate, making it look like a throw setup, then + + LK (x2), super art. Jumping HP also has the property that if it's executed at the latest possible moment before hitting the ground, it is totally safe from any ground parry attempt.

Jumping MK is arguably the best cross up in Street Fighter IV. 3rd Strike. Because its hit box is so large, it can hit oujutsu under (unlike Ryu's cross up). When opponents are waking up, making them block a cross up gives you a fairly large frame advantage to work with, putting you into prime mix-up position.

SPECIAL MOVES

In some ways, this is Ken's ideal poke. Because of its limitless range and the speed at which it travels, characters trying to play a normal fast game will whiff, they must deal with it in some shape or form. Because of the semi slow start up and its heavy recovery, Hadoken is a fairly risky move to do at mid range, the range you would normally want to perform it. Many characters, like Chun Li, can hit Ken with a super Art, hit or blocked, during the recovery of a normal Hadoken. Parrying also reduces the use of this move since opponents no longer need to block or jump over the projectile. They can just tap forward to nullify it altogether. This makes throwing a Hadoken at the wrong time a game-losing decision. The EX version is only slightly better. Although it hits twice, knocks down, and travels faster, it is still unsafe versus some super arts if blocked at point blank range.

On start up, it has a small window of invulnerability, giving it the ability to consistently beat opponents' attacks. The HP version of Shoryuken is ideal as it is air with its large invulnerability window and multiple hits. The EX version hits 4 times, making it harder to parry if someone is jumping in on top of you. Shoryuken (LP) is useful for dealing damage. Many of his most flexible and damaging combo options use the Shoryuken (LP) because of its massive range, high damage, and the ability to juggle after it with another Shoryuken.

THROWS

The EX version of the jumping Tatsunoko Sempai Kyaku is a different story altogether. If done during the downward arc of a jump that would normally land in the front of an opponent, the EX version carries Ken over, hitting from behind and crossing up. After it hits, opponents are immediately put into a juggle state, allowing follow ups for more damage.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Sherryu-Reppa

Composed to Ken’s other super arts, Sherryu-Reppa is not a good choice in high level play. Although it is easily combo’d into and does more damage than Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku, it is nowhere near as useful. The extra damage it inflicts does not make up for the greater length of the super meter. Sherryu-Reppa simply doesn’t compare with Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku when it comes to Ken’s ground game, and Sherryu-Ken is superior as anti-air.

Recommended Super Art: Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku

There is no question that Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku is Ken’s best super art. It provides the ability to control spacing from max range and in close. Any mistake from opponents can lead to a super art. It makes laying a methodical ground game without any guesswork possible. In addition to all its great features, it holds three stocks of super meter, allowing the freedom to use an assortment of EX moves in addition to keeping the threat of Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku. Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku works with almost any style of play, from hyper-aggressive, to an all out turtle game.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 27
+ MK → EX Hadoaiken
Safe low combo using an EX move. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 40
Close MP → close HP → Shouryurenken (LP)
Ken’s basic, verifiable combo. In the corner, jump with a hard canceled Shouryurenken (LP) for an extra 17 damage. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 53
Close MP → Shouryurenken (LP), juggle with another early hard canceled Shouryurenken (LP)
High damage non combo. Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 44
+ LL + LL → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
Flexible, verifiable way to land a super art. If + LL (x2) is blocked, Ken remains fairly close and has a slight frame advantage to work with to mount another offense. Walk up throw, short walk up + MP linked into Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku, walk up close + LL (x2) → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku, or walk back a step, Universal Overhead linked into Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku are all effective patterns in this situation.

10 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 49
+ MK → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
Good way to punish whiffed attacks for solid damage. Knocks down.

10 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 50
+ MP linked into Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
Verifiable way to land a super art. Useful in situations when you are too far away to land + LL (x2) → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku, specifically set ups after a blocked attack. Knocks down.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 54
Close MP → close HP → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
Verifiable way to land a super. Knocks down.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 59
Inazuma Rotato-Wari linked into Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
High damage combo starting off of Ken’s command overhead. Verifiable. Knocks down.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 67
close HP → Shouryurenken (MP) → Shippu-Jinrai-Kyaku
High damage super combo. Best way to deal damage with a super art if the combo is guaranteed. Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

16 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 76
Close MP → close HP → Sherryu-Ken
Verifiable way to land a Sherryu-Ken off of a mid level hit. Knocks down.

17 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 72
+ LL + LL → Sherryu-Ken
Verifiable and flexible way to land a Sherryu-Ken off of a low attack.
AMBIGUOUS CROSS UP SET UP
Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku leaves opponents at the perfect distance to set up an ambiguous cross up. After connecting with Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku, hesitate to get close to your opponent. Timing is critical here, as it's easy to jump in if you don't get close enough or too close, leading to an instant cross up. Opponents who fall down are easy to hit with a cross up to finish them off.

WAKUPE GAME
After a knockdown, apply pressure with Ken's mix-ups. Turn any mistake from opponents into an opportunity to land a super art. Ken has sufficient low and high options, and overhead attacks, that lead into super arts. Change up your pattern or confuse opponents with attempts to pin. Once you've forced them to block on the ground, pull in close for a combo.

RESETS
Reset 1: After a jumping air to air EX Tatsumaki Senpuu Kyaku, stand LP to reset, then dash forward. Ken dashes up to opponents as they rise after reset. From there, you can deliver an attack to finish them off.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS
In wakeups and close situations, you can parry any of the hits orkehru to reset. Start a parry throw setup with LP to establish a parry block. If the opponent is grounded, it's easy to hit with a cross up from a low paku, or a cross up from a throw.

GROUND CROSS UPS
Ken can cross up the following characters in any corner:
- Twelve, Alex, Dudley, Necro, Hugo, Urien
- Ken can cross up Chun-Li and Elena in his own corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: YANG
Ken can have an easy time against Yang if he is patient and has quick reflexes. Ken's 4+ MK out ranges Yang, making it hard for Yang to get in close on the ground. Although Yang can hit with a cross up, it's not possible to get close to him with a cross up.

ADVANCED TACTIC: KARA SHOURYUKEN
It's possible to throw Kamehameha (max) or a cross up to increase the range of Shouryukens. The extra range allows Ken to throw a Kamehameha in situations where it would normally miss. Command input for this is 4+ MK, LP is difficult to do consistently, but if mastered, can be very effective.

SETUPS
Ranged setups for UOH to super art
Against small and medium sized characters (4+ MK + LP, UOH) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku
(4+ MK, UOH) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku
(Tag combo) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku

Against medium sized characters (4+ MK, LP to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku
(4+ MK, dash back) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku

Against wide characters (4+ MK, LP + MK) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku

Against Alex, Elena, (Tag combo) to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku

Against Oro: No setup is required, UOH to Shippu-Jinrin-Kyaku works at close distance on crouching Oro.
Makoto

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
In close, MP is fantastic for wake-up games, with a large amount of frame advantage after it, allowing Makoto to verify and link a super art or HK → Hayate (LP) after it. Also good for Kekasusa ticks if blocked.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

- Kazumi
- Koizumi
- Shimakura
- Hiruma
- Yamaga

A straight with exceptional range. Decent in foot games if used sparingly. Poor recovery and start up, so use with caution.

A toe kick that moves Makoto forward and serves as an eley poke up close. Use for starting resets after an EX Hayate.

Two hit punch extension at the end of the Shimakura. Passable damage for a move with such good range.

Kazumi has a slight amount of frame advantage after it and can be linked into a Sadhusen-Godomzuki. Decent poke at close ranges.

A turn kick with great range, plus it's hard to avoid during foot games.

A turning sweep with good range. Hold HK to “false” (cancel) the attack, allowing Makoto to mix in her command grab.
### Crouching

+ + MP is a decent, cancelable poke. Use it outside of an opponent's poke range while finishing the input for a Hayate. If the opponent dashes or hits a button, + + MP hits and cancels into Hayate. + + HP is an okay sweep with decent range and executes quickly. Not a safe move, it needs to hit. Use it to punish whiffed attacks.

+ + MK has great priority, beating many random normals. It has a slight frame advantage after it, and links into Seichusen-Godazuki. + + HK has good range and covers a ridiculous amount of space. Safe to do if you correctly anticipate a jump after a comboed Hayate.

### Jumping

Jumping MK is a decent cross up and a good addition to Makoto's offense. Use the frame advantage after it's blocked to set up opponent for a Karakusa mix up.

Jumping HK has fantastic priority, great range, and executes quickly. It also serves as wonderful anti-air.

### Throws

- **LP + LK Tacchi**
- **LP + HK Aroiso**

### SPECIAL MOVES

#### Hayate

Hayate is a quick dash punch with great range, but leaves Hayate vulnerable if it's blocked. The button strength determines how far the attack goes. The LP version can be added after any of Makoto's cancelable normals. After it hits, Makoto has a slight frame advantage, the perfect window to start a mix up game. Karakusa or + + LK → Hayate again are both good in this situation. It's also possible to link a Seichusen-Godazuki after the Hayate. The EX version has more range, knocks down, and is safe if blocked. It's possible to juggle after the EX version if it hits in the corner, although what you're able to do after it is very character specific. After pressing QCF + punch, hold punch and press a second punch button to cancel the Hayate. If you hold punch without canceling, Makoto yells out and passes before he executes Hayate. To do a special taunt, press HP + HK after hitting an opponent.

#### Awkward anti-air uppercut, but super jump cancelable. If it hits, it can stop cross ups in a limited manor and inflict a remarkable amount of stun damage. Good for juggles after a comboed Abara-Tsunami. The EX version moves forward slightly, making it easier to land as an anti-air.

#### Karakusa

A command throw that allows moves to link after it. Makoto's entire offense revolves around linking this move. This is vital to Makoto's mix up game, and can lead to major damage with a super art or a number of serves after a normal Hayate hits.

#### Tsurugi

A jumping axe kick with slow start up. Fairly hard to parry as a jump in and can be used in juggle after landing a Abara-Tsunami. The EX version gets a major speed increase. Good if used the second Makoto leaves the ground for a jump, making it a fairly fast overhead that's safe.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Seikusenn-Godanzuki

Seikusenn-Godanzuki hits for big damage when linked off a normal attack. It's possible to verify Seikusenn-Godanzuki from linking MP, + MP, or +MK, class HK, and Hayate. Linking off of a Hayate gives Makoto the ability to land a super art from a full screen away with one hit. Punch whiffed jabs, with Hayate linked into a super art, + MK is a high priority low poke, as it is MP at mid level. As these links are useful for landing Seikusenn-Godanzuki, Makoto doesn't have any low attack to verify it to combo into Seikusenn-Godanzuki. However, +LK links into Seikusenn-Godanzuki up to do, so use it to punish whiffs and throw attempts. Seikusenn-Godanzuki is generally an all around good super for Makoto because of its numerous combo opportunities.

Recommended Super Art: Abare-Tosanami

Seikusenn-Godanzuki is a good super art and gives Makoto many chances to land damage off many of her best moves, it just doesn't carry the same raw intimidation factor that Abare-Tosanami does. With Abare-Tosanami stacked and readily to go, Makoto is just one Karakusa away from stunning opponents. The damage she can inflict with the combos and various resets is incredible. Makoto rushing down is a fearsome thing. When opponents try to avoid a Karakusa it leads to Makoto sending damage on opponents without using her super art. Hit them as they jump away from an anticipated Karakusa.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

2 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 18
+ +LK - Hayate (LP)
Makoto's early low combo worth doing, but not safe. If it hits, she has frame advantage to work with, allowing you to put opponents into a 50/50 situation with a throw/attack mix up.

3 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 29
MP linked into LK - Hayate (LP)
Flexible, verifiable way to land a Hayate (LP). If MP is blocked, use the frame advantage to put another mix up. Going straight into a Karakusa or + LK - Hayate (LP) are both effective in this situation.

7 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 82
MK linked into HK
Makoto grabs opponents while cornered or near the edge of the screen.

8 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 76
MP linked into HK - Hayate (LP)
Solid and very easy option off of Makoto's command throw.

9 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 76
MK linked into HK - Hayate (LP)
Safely verifiable way to land Seikusenn-Godanzuki.

10 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 76
MK linked into HK - Hayate (LP)
High damage Seikusenn-Godanzuki combo off of Makoto's command throw.

12 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 87
Karakusa linked into an early HP - Abare-Tosanami, cancel the last hit into a forward dash, then juggle with Fokuke (HP) super jump canceled straight up into a jump HP
Massive damage and stun damage. Almost a guaranteed dizzy against most characters.

Target Combos

LK → MK

An awkward chain that doesn't combo. However use it as a way to nick into Karakusa if opponents start anticipating the HK follow up to the target combo.

When Makoto activates Tanden-tenki, she glows red and powers up, resulting in all attacks inflicting 75% more damage until a timer expires. However, Makoto loses the ability to black during that time. This super art is meant for Makoto to go on an all-out offensive rush. Expect any smart opponent to go on an all-out defensive rush on Makoto during Tanden-tenki. If Makoto isn't the one doing the attacking, she must anticipate and parry any incoming attacks. Makoto must score hits, and quickly, or else she is going to be helpless versus random attacks. Combining into Tanden-tenki for massive damage is only possible in very specific situations by canceling her Fokuke.
Makoto's game plan revolves around landing Karakusa. Land one, and it's a combo for big damage and stun. Makoto must get close to do her damage; fortunately, she has the tools to get there. Her dash is incredibly fast and far reaching. Also, use it to sneak up on players during the recovery of any whiffed attacks. Use Hayeito for the same purpose. These moves come out quickly, and are a good way to capitalize on openings.

Connecting with a Hayeito leaves Makoto in an advantageous position, where she can work Karakusa mind games.

The obvious option is to immediately Karakusa. Often, people expect the Karakusa and attempt to jump away. If this is the case, after the Hayeito, jump to get a whiffed Lk and Yung from ever getting a hit on them and the fighters are likely to be off balance. Another option is to skip the Lk and just use Hayeito (Lk) and if they try to jump, Makoto hits from close range and sets up a juggle state. Finish the combo with HP or Hayeito.

A safer option after a Hayeito is to Hk. This hits a jumping opponent and does not put Makoto at risk. However, it knocks away opponents and Makoto must work to get in close again. A more advanced tactic is to HP after a Hayeito. Cancel the HP into a Hayeito, immediately cancel out the move, then dash forward. If opponents jump, Makoto hits and recovers quickly to get back in their face when they land.

Makoto is a momentum character. Her rush down is fast and powerful. Anything you can do to stay near opponents and move forward is to your advantage because landing a Karakusa is the goal. However, expect opponents to continually jump back to escape any Karakusa attempts. Punish these jumps, keep sweeping it up until catching them on the ground with a Karakusa.

Makoto inflicts damage quickly to opponents, however, her main weakness is the randomness of her attacks. You want to go for the big damage off the Karakusa, but you can’t become predictable. Mix up Karakusa with knockdowns and random picks to hit opponents as they try to jump away or counter.

Makoto seems to be a character of extremes, either dominant or frustrating bad. To be fair, what Makoto lacks in consistency, she makes up for with her raw power and ability to do damage off of combo grab. She swings opponents so quickly, and unusually inflicts a tremendous amount of damage, even without landing a Karakusa, because opponents are constantly being hit while trying to avoid it. Rushing down a defensive player is a good tactic for Makoto, however, expect to run into a jump up. Shadowpunch or super art, simply because it’s the nature of her game plan to be in close most of the time.

When an opponent jumps in, jump forward or backward and press HP as soon as Makoto leaves the ground. It comes out quickly and it has a good range. Use jumping HP to shut down Yung and Yung from ever getting a safe kick opportunity. If you are a bit shorter, use HP as an air hit. If Hk, dash under opponents before they land an attempt to confuse them.

**WAKEUP GAME**

Landing one Karakusa can lead to a big combo and a potential stun, so make landing a Karakusa your prime objective. Immediately attempting a Karakusa as an opponent gets off the ground is acceptable, but many players expect that attack, instead, kick on wake up to prevent a jump, then Karakusa. Some really good kick setups into Karakusa are:

- L P, Karakusa
- M P, Karakusa
- + Lk, Karakusa
- + Ml, Karakusa

Don’t rely solely on this move, however. A karakusa-cancelled EX Oroshi works after a kick throw setup. It hits as an overhead if opponents block, but is fast enough to catch them trying to jump away. Performing EX Tsurugi as fast as you can off the ground is possible is another quick overhead attack that knocks down. The myriad of attacks used to punish opponents for trying to avoid a Karakusa, the greater the chance they block the next time on wake up, leaving the door open for it.

When Makoto is the one getting up, she doesn’t have many fast normal moves to help her get an opponent away from her. + Lk → Hayeito (Lp) is pretty good if you think they are going for a throw. Also consider throwing an wake up; it’s a complete guess, and shouldn’t be done often, but Makoto has good damage and stun potential from one Karakusa that parrying shouldn’t be completely ignored. If you make a habit of parrying on wake up with Makoto, opponents may be less willing to block at all. If they hesitate and provide any breathing room, take the initiative and grab immediately with a Karakusa. This works surprisingly well and is embarrassing for them.

One way for Makoto to get out of a corner on wake up is to do a Karakusa-cancelled (Hk). She flies to the other end of the screen to safety. It’s a waste of a full super meter, but sometimes it is the only way to escape a corner safely.

**ADVANCED TACTIC 1: KARA KARAKUSA**

Cancel a whiffed Lk late into the move to turn cancel her Karakusa. Canceling the Lk increases its range tremendously. Because Lk involves Makoto sticking out her hand, it has a deceptive effect. If opponents react to that and decide to block, they are open for the Karakusa. Here are some neat setups to get the proper range for a karakusa on most characters:

- MP (x2), Lk → Karakusa
- + M L, Lk → Karakusa
- After a Ko (x2), dash back, Lk → Karakusa

The Lk must whiff in order for the Karakusa to connect. If Lk lands, the Karakusa whiffs because the target gets into a block stun, so the distancing must be precise. For one setup where the spacing isn’t important, do a LP over a waking up opponent. Make it look like a normal attack, but time it to whiff. If timed correctly, it’s possible to karakusa cancel into the Karakusa to catch an opponent perfectly.

Another karakusa cancel for Lk is into Oroshi. This works well with EX Oroshi, regardless if LH hits or whiffs.

**ADVANCED TACTIC 2: INVIULNERABILITY**

Taichi has a unique property; Makoto is completely invulnerable immediately after grabbing the head butt. Do not touch any controls after throwing for the invincibility to take place. It lasts a brief time, but it is long enough to put to use. The three kicks opponents just fast enough away to where they can still reach her with their longest poke. Continue to stand after the throw, and allow them to try. The move passes right through her, leaving a window of opportunity for a Hayeito during the move recovery. This works well against other than since + Hk is their only move that can reach, and it’s recovery is long enough for her to pass it. Stand up to heat a low poke before the neutral throw, then Hayeito counter or dash in and Karakusa.

Karakusa is also invulnerable immediately after finishing. This shouldn’t make any change since you should always start a combo after she wake up of her opponent.

**SETUPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Small, medium, and wide sized characters:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP (x2), Udh → Seichou-Godzuki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Lk, Udh → Seichou-Godzuki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ ML, Udh → Seichou-Godzuki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESETS AND OTHER ABARE-TOSANAMI SETUPS**

Makoto has numerous resets and she can do after connecting with Abare-Tosanami. Resets enable Makoto to stun nearly any character off of a Karakusa.

- Reset 1: Karakusa, LP → Abare-Tosanami, super jump cancel forward; Tsurugi, land and dash under; LP, Abare-Tosanami, dash kick cancel forward under; Fokkou (HP), super jump cancel up and HK. This reset does 100% stun on most characters.

  **Setup 1:** Karakusa, HP → Abare-Tosanami, super jump cancel forward; Tsurugi, land and dash under; LP, then cancel an EX Fokkou (LP) cancelled with HK to cross up as they land; super jump cancel up and HK. This reset does 100% stun on most characters.

**Setup 2:** 1EX Hayeito in the corner, Shinkakku to knock opponents into flip recovery to land on their feet. This sets up a perfect karakusa. This is also an opportunity to dash under certain characters for a tricky ground cross up.

**PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS**

After Makoto lands a Hayeito, she is in prime position to attempt a Karakusa. Many players anticipate this and try to knock her out of it with a quick HP. Time the motion of the Karakusa just as they recover from the hit stun of the Hayeito. This way, if they do poke, Makoto parties, then grabs. If they block, she simply grabs them.

**GROUND CROSS UPS**

Makoto can cross up Twelve, Dolly, Neero, Hugo and Uranio in any corner.

Makoto can cross up Dolly mid screen.

**FAVORABLE MATCH UP: AKUMA**

Concentrate on one thing against Akuma: land a Karakusa. Once that’s done, it’s all over for Akuma. Makoto lands Karakusa off a Karakusa with near perfect follow up. If you land enough, she can finish him off for a 100% combo.

Expect Akuma to make it difficult to get close. Take advantage of Makoto’s quick dash to get under air attacks. Where Akuma is close, take his or and attempt to parry. The risk/reward ratio is in Makoto’s favor. All she needs is one Karakusa to win the match. This Perry may give her the necessary opening.

**UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI**

It won’t be easy to get close with Chun-Li. Makoto beats all of Makoto’s poke and keeps her from dashing in. Even if Makoto manages to get in close, she can’t pressure Chun-Li with Karakusa mind games like she can other opponents. Chun-Li’s low job steps all Karakusa attempts along with Makoto’s other pokes. Chun-Li just needs much on a HP whenever Makoto is close to prevent her from doing her thing. Even if Makoto parties, Chun-Li can always cancel into an EX Spinning Bird Kick on reaction. Tough break for Makoto.

For Makoto to win this match up, she must get in and trick Chun-Li. Advantage of Makoto’s quick dash to get in on Chun-Li after she whiffs one of her high priority pokes such as Rollkick. If she isn’t in the recovery of one of her moves, do not dash in. A low forward → Hikkousoku could come out at any time. Play patiently and carefully, with the goal of not getting hit by Chun-Li’s low forward. Makoto only needs to land one or two Karakusas to turn this match around in her favor.
Necro

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

MP has good range, is super cancelable and goes over a variety of low normals. Decent against whiffed attacks and completely shuts down certain character types, like Sheeva. Stay just outside an opponent's best poke range and whiff MP while inputting the command for Electric Snake. If opponents hit a button, they get hit and eat a super art.

MK is a good mid-range poke that goes over some low attacks. Can be parried high or low, so its use is limited. HK has great range with an upward angle. Use from far away, early in anticipation of a jump.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

A quick poke that's useful up close. Cancels into a super art on reaction to a hit. This is Necro's best move to get people off of him.

A stretching uppercut that is susceptible to parries. It serves to set up juggles, and is a passable anti-air.

Use in Necro's target combo (←.+ LK → MP), and it's a decent way to hard supers arts.

Good for combos. Necro's only other decent mid level attack.

Stretching upward knee attack that carries a huge amount of frame advantage off hit. Good for anti-air or in damaging combos used for punishment situations.

Great for combos. It's fast, does good damage, and puts opponents into a juggle state after a hit. Although the juggles off of it are fairly limited, against Alex and Hugo Necro can juggle with this move six times in a row for massive damage.

Button strength determines the angle of descent. Extremely important to Necro's offense as it's the main way he gets close. Use to keep opponents locked down in the corner.
## SPECIAL MOVES

### CROUCHING

+++ AK has extremely good range for a low attack. During foot games, try to catch opponents with this move while they are dancing around.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Low Jab</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Low Strong</th>
<th>MK</th>
<th>Low Forward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Low Fierce</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Low Roundhouse</th>
<th>MK</th>
<th>Low Jab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JUMPING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Vertical Jab</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Jumping Strong</th>
<th>MK</th>
<th>Jumping Forward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Jumping Job</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Jumping Fierce</th>
<th>MK</th>
<th>Jumping Roundhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Vertical Strong</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>Jumping Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>GUARD</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td>PARRY</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THROWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LP + LK</th>
<th>Shoulder Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| LP + LK | Frankenstain  |

| Face opponent's back, LP + LK | German Suplex |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+K</th>
<th>Snake Fang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| +P | Tornado Hook |

Decent anti-air. If the LP version is used against jump attacks mid-screen, it's possible to juggle with a few hits. If it's parried, the punch makes Electric Blast hit again, making parry attempts hazardous. The LP version is also good for extended juggling after an Electric Snake. Electric Blast (HP) also has one use in a ground combat: Tornado Hook (HP) linked into a Electric Blast (LP), which does massive damage.

It's easy to see this move as an overhead, but it's really good for anything else. The EX version is faster, hits twice, and has a slight frame advantage after it. Possible for pressure and to help move opponents towards a corner.

Log grab that hits low, and has great range. In the corner, it's possible to juggle after this move connects. This move carries a large frame disadvantage afterward, meaning Neo won't eat a super if it's blocked. There's no reason to do this move over + + MK, unless cornered and the plan is to land Magnetic Storm or try for minor juggling. Against dodging opponents, it's possible to combo into this attack behind Elbow (MP).

A juggle set-up that's good for various combos. The LP version is safe if blocked. The HP version puts opponents into a long hit stun, allowing you to link after it. The EX version hits more times and does more damage.

Command overhead attack. Fairly slow, easy to anticipate. The EX version is slightly faster, does more damage and hits twice.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

A more powerful version of Electric Blast. It comes out of Necro's main poke: MP Elbow (MP), and his target chain. Juggle with Magnetic Storm after a Snake Fang in the corner, but the damage isn't that great. Magnetic Storm works well as an anti-air, although opponents tend to bounce up and miss some hits. It absorbs some projectiles, so it's useful against Akuma and Ioki's air attack. Electric Storm has its uses, but the damage is not remarkable, and it only stacks one super meter.

SUPER ART II

It's possible to combo into this after a Tornado Hook (MP) because of the turned around state that move leaves opponents. Unfortunately, if Necro doesn't combo into Slam Dance, he has no other guaranteed safe method to land it. It has a window of invulnerability at the beginning, which allows Necro to grab opponents through peaks, but this must be largely guess work. If opponents do nothing, they can also jump out of Slam Dance because of its slow start up time.

Drill Kick is a decent setup against opponents in the corner. When Necro lands, immediately use Slam Dance. If opponents jump to escape, hit with Necro Upper and juggle with Elbow Cannon. This works because Slam Dance recovers so quickly that most players are not prepared for Necro's anti-air attack. It is hard to actually land Slam Dance unless you parry or combo into it. Fighting for damage after Slam Dance misses might be the best you can hope for. In the corner, it's possible to catch Hugo in the air with a Slam Dance after Tornado Hook (LP) in the corner.

SUPER ART III

Electric Snake does fairly good damage and stun. It comes from max range off of Necro's most important poke, namely MP and Elbow (MP). Conceal Elbow (MP) somewhat late to verify the super art. It is also possible to verify MP, but it is much faster and harder to do so. Conceal Tornado Hook (LP) on reaction to a hit to combo into Electric Snake. The last hit bounces opponents up into the air and sets up juggle opportunities in the corner. Electric Snake stacks two super meters, so it is ideal for EX use. Use Electric Snake to get under projectiles from full screen and push opponents.

Recommended Super Art:
Electric Snake

The high stun damage, two stacks of super meter, and the easy combo and zoning possibilities that Electric Snake brings to Necro's game makes it his super art of choice. Necro doesn't rely on his EX moves, but having access to them occasionally comes in handy.

TARGET COMBO

COMMAND: +LK → MP

The MP ending at once vs. some small crouching characters, namely Eliza, Yun, Yang, and Chun-Li. However, it is cancellable and a decent way to land an Electric snake.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 21
+LK → Tornado Hook (LP)

Necro's basic combo. Safe if blocked. In the corner, juggle again with Elbow Cannon for 14 extra damage.

6 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 53
+LK, +LK → MP → Electric Snake

Variety way to land an Electric Snake. Passable damage and knocks down. When near a corner, juggle afterward for extra damage.

7 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 48
Tornado Hook (HP) linked into a Electric Blast (HP)

Damaging non-super art combo that knocks down.

11 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 59
CORNER ONLY
Neutral throw, juggle with an early walk up MP

Decent damage off of a throw in the corner. Use it as an opening for a basic reset with either walk up a step, then universal overhead, or +MK as opponents hit the ground.

15 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 75
Knee Missile linked into +LK → Magnetic Storm

Easy, high damage Magnetic Storm combo. Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

18 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 58
Tornado Hook (HP) linked into early Knee Attack → Tornado Hook (MP) → Electric Snake; when Necro recovers, immediately juggle with early Electric Blast; when Necro recovers, juggle with early Elbow Cannon

High damage and stun damage off of a Tornado Hook (HP). Knocks down.
Necro has many long range moves, but he is surprisingly effective from close range. He is also good in a mid range freestyle battle against characters that are large enough to hit him by MP while crunching. Use MP to pressure and look for any movement. If you see him hit, cancel into Electric Snake. MP goes over low attacks and has good range. Keep characters out, and use it to punish whiffed attacks. This move is especially good for zoning against shots. Before outside of the greatest poke range, whiff Elbows to build super meter. Mix it up with MX and + MX to do a good share of damage to opponents.

If you frustrate opponents on the ground, they might try to jump in. + MP comes out quickly and reaches far. If it is parried, Necro remains safe because he quickly retracts his arm. However, the move doesn't have the best priority. If opponents expect + MX, they can do an early jumping attack to beat it. Use Necro Upper occasionally, too. It works as anti-air, and sets up a juggle. A Electric Snake (LP) is also good as anti-air. It sets up a juggle (Follow up with HP).

Drill Kicks are great for getting in and playing aggressively. He can execute them low to the ground, making it hard to hit with an anti-air. Another good jump in is Jugging HK. This hits from far away and links Electric Snake when Necro lands. Good for getting up close or applying pressure from far away.

When Necro gets close on the ground, use Tornado Hook to keep on the forward pressure. After a Tornado Hook (LP), Necro has many options to mix it up. Go low with + + LX = Tornado Hook, attack from mid level with Knee Attack = Tornado Hook, throw, parry, or do another Tornado Hook (LP). Doing Tornado Hooks (LP) over and over can actually be effective, although this move is fairly easy to red parry on the second hit.

**WAKE UP GAME**

Necro doesn't have the best set of moves to scare a waking up opponent. His overheat attacks are slow and he doesn't have a jumping cross up. The best thing for Necro to do is to keep pressuring with mid and low attacks into various Tornado Hooks. Add in throws to keep opponents guessing.

Drill Kicks are a good way to keep pressure on waking opponents, and to play tricks on them. Walk up right next to them as they are getting up and jump over them and Drill Kick (HK) down. Change it up and land behind them, or land right on top of them. It is hard for them to tell where Necro is going to hit. Necro has another Drill Kick trick to use after landing on Electric Snake. Dash up once, then jump backwards and Drill Kick (MK). Necro lands right behind opponents right at the last second. It's tricky, and sets Necro up to combo + + HK (X2) = MP and cancel into Electric Snake if it hits.

**SETUPS**

**Against medium sized characters:**

(MP), UOH = Electric Snake
(Knee Attack), UOH = Electric Snake
(Knee Missile), UOH = Electric Snake

**Against wide and large sized characters:**

(MP), UOH = Electric Snake

**Against Oro:**

No setup is required. UOH → SAT works at close distance on crouching Oro.

**RESET**

Reset 1: After a throw in the corner, hit with MP to knock opponent back on their feet. Take a small step forward to set up a perfectly distanced UOH that links into Electric Snake. Mix up by taking just a step forward, less than needed to connect, so that the UOH whiffs in front of opponent. Land and throw to start this pattern over again.

**PARRY SET UPS AND TACTICS**

Necro has a slight frame advantage over Tornado Hook (LP). At this range, most players go with a low attack against Necro. Parrying down in this situation often works. After a successful parry, combo Knee Attack → Tornado Hook (MP) = Electric Snake. If they do nothing and you crush, immediately throw or do another Tornado Hook (LP) to set this situation up again.

If you use + + MP for anti-air enough times, it's bound to get parsed. Do it early enough, and Necro is safe from any counter attack. So after an opponent parries, top → as soon as Necro recovers to counter parry jumping attacks.

**GROUND CROSS UPS**

Necro can cross up Hugo in any corner.

**FAVORABLE MATCH UP: AKUMA**

Necro's MP gives Akuma a hard time on the ground. It goes over all of Akuma's low pokes and hits while he's crumpling. If Necro hits Akuma, cancel into Electric Snake on reaction. Electric Snake does a massive amount of stun to Akuma, on top of its regular damage. Keep Akuma at maximum MP distance and keep poking over his low attacks. If Akuma ever gets close, be patient, and hit him with Elbow (HP) = Electric Snake. Akuma's offense can be pretty hard to deal with sometimes, but Necro only needs to hit Akuma with one or two basic combos to stun him. Then it's all over for Akuma.

Necro has an easy 100% stun combo on Akuma. If Necro jumps first, the follow up combo does 100% life damage as well. In the corner, hit with Knee Missile, Link MP = Electric Snake, juggle with Electric Blast (LP) = Electric Snake, then juggle with Elbow Cannon for the dizzy. When Akuma gets up, Tornado Hook (HP), and either do a Snake Fang (UK) or Electric Blast (MP).
**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**

HP is a fast two hit overhead that does good health meter damage and stun damage. This move is an overall good option for mix up games.

A fast poke with good range, MK goes over few attacks and does decent stun damage and works well for punishing whiffed moves.

HK inflicts extremely high stun damage for a normal hit. Decent range and speed, but still good at close range when anticipating an attack. Use it in combination with Oro's back dash to avoid throws at close range, then punish the whiffed throw with HK.

**STANDING CLOSE**

Close MP is a super jump cancel-able two hit uppercut that sets up all of Oro's most important extended juggling. Also good as anti-air.

**COSTUMES**

![Oro Costumes]

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

- **Marrowski Hip**
  
  Spinning back hand that moves Oro forward while attacking. Wifffs versus most crouching characters, limiting its usefulness.

- **2 Den Toll**
  
  A second jump while in mid air, used for multiple tricks. If you jump in and suspect opponents will try a ground based anti-air, perform the second jump towards (↓) to barely clear the anti-air and land an attack. If the whiffed attack has sufficient recovery, the second jump can also be used for cross up tricks, like jump over opponents while they are getting up from a knock down, then double jump backwards towards to set up a cross up MK. Depending on when you double jump during the first jump’s arc, you can time the cross up MK to hit in front of or behind your opponent.
### SPECIAL MOVES

#### CROUCHING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge + + P</th>
<th>Nichirin Shyuu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spritzing uppercut. Usable in some combos and as a wake up. EX version is faster and does more damage.

#### JUMPING

Jumping MK is a decent cross up and helpful for setting up guessing games with some frame advantage. If it's blocked, walk up throw, HP + MK → Nio Riki, or a back dash to HK are all options in this situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge + + P</th>
<th>Nichirin Shyuu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-48</td>
<td>-48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three hit command grab. Blockable, but it cannot be parried. It's good for basic ground bamboos, as it comes behind medium attacks.

#### THROWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge + + P</th>
<th>Nichirin Shyuu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Great as an "instant" overhead. When opponents wake up from a knock down, jump forward and input the command as quickly as possible. The Hitobashira Nobori is performed close to the ground, making it a fairly fast overhead. It's also usable in other high/low mix ups. Example: After a successful knock down in the corner, jump towards your opponent, timing it so that you will land just as they stand up, then do + + MK → Nio Riki. The next time in this situation, open with Hitobashira Nobori (HK) just before touching the ground, which hits as an overhead. Land, then juggle with MP → Jinchuu Watari for extra damage.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Oro has two ways to use this super art. Activate it with two punch buttons and Oro hops towards opponents and grabs with Kishin Riki, jumps high into the sky, then crashes them down into the ground for decent damage. It's possible to combo this into this grab with + HP or try to bait opponents to throw out a move and hop through it to grab them.

The other variation to this super art is to activate with only one punch button for Kishin Riki. The super meter turns into a timer that counts down. During this brief time, all of Oro's punches become multi hit versions of his command throw. However, during this time, those throws are unblockable. In the air, all of his punches become multi hit versions of this air throw. This version of the super art does not have much potential to deal much damage. Also, with only one stock of super meter, Oro doesn't have the luxury to do EX moves and still have a super art ready to go.

Recommended Super Art:
Yagyou-Dama or Tengu-Stone

Yagyou-Dama and Tengu-Stone both lead to punishing opponents off a MP, or by starting a juggle in some other way. Yagyou-Dama has the added benefit of setting up multiple unblockable situations, but Oro must land a hit to set these up.

Use Tengu-Stone to corner opponents and land damage while they try to block the onslaught of high and low attacks. Both super arts are good, and both can give Oro opportunities to really hurt opponents.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 34

+ MK -> Hissu Riki

Easy and damaging combo off of a low attack. Although it's not safe, there are some set ups that require a good low combo to be effective.

5 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 43

Close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle again with late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with Oni Yamma (MP)

Damaging juggle combo. Good for punishment situations and knockdowns.

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 45

Extremely late jumping Hitoboshiro Nohari (HK) (1 hit); land, then juggle with close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK)

Damaging juggle combo off of an overhead attack. Use with Oro's basic jump in or jump in set up.

9 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 45

Close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle again with late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with an early close MP (1 hit) -> Kishin Riki activation, then immediately jump and hit punch to juggle.

A safe way to activate Kishin Riki. After the combo hits, Oro still has about 70% of Kishin Riki timer left. Decent for punishment situations and knockdowns.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 68

+ HP -> Kishin Riki

Easy high damage combo for punishment situations. Knockdown.

41 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 91

Close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with early close MP (1 hit) -> Tengu Mifune Ichi, immediately juggle with a HK, juggle with Mawashi Hijiri, HK, Mawashi Hijiri, HK, Mawashi Hijiri, Tengu Mifune Ichi ends, walk up a step to late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with an immediate Oni Yamma (MP)

Basic Tengu-Stone combo. For consistency, skip the Jinchu Watari juggles at the beginning and do the MP (2 hits) -> Tengu-Stone to start it. In the corner, replace the Mawashi Hijiri juggles with HK.

13 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 74

Close MP (2 hits) -> Yagyou-Doda, recover, dash forward 3 times, juggle with close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with late close MP (1 hit) -> Jinchu Watari (MK); land, then juggle with early Oni Yamma (MP)

Decent damage and knockdown.

TARGET COMBO

COMMAND: CLOSE LX -> MK
Quick and safe chain with limited uses.
WAKEUP GAME

Depending on how Oro scores a knockdown, his wakeup tactic changes. Super art selection plays a role as well. With Yagyu-Dama, go for an unblockable setup if it's possible. Otherwise, trick opponents with double jump cross ups, or a Hizakura Hobbit. It's available both early and very late in Oro's jump. Get right next to opponents and do as an instant overhead. It's too fast for players to react to, most likely evading them as they block low. This is good for quick damage, and it knocks down, setting up another wakeup pressure situation. If you're having difficulty getting close, wait for a knockdown that an opponent quick recovers. Send out a Yagyu-Dama and follow behind it, while they are blocking the Yagyu-Dama, mix up overspin variations, low attacks, and cross ups from either jumping MK or Jinchu Wataru. Landing a hit while Yagyu-Dama is out usually leads to MP to start a juggle.

With Tengu-Stone, use any knockdown as an opportunity to activate Tengu Fish and get close to opponents instantly as much damage as possible. With Tengu Stone activated, there's no need to worry about being hit on wake up, except by high priority super arts.

When Oro is getting up off the ground, he has a few decent attacks to push away opponents. EX Oro Yama is a great wakeup move. Cancel into Yagyu-Dama to potentially set up an unblockable situation if it hits, or it provides a nice opening to either dash up jump on opponents, Oro's LK comes out quickly, so it's useful in wakeup situations.

Visit for an opponent to tick or do some sort of hesitation move, then retaliation with MK at the first opening. LK usually comes out quicker than a poke or throw attempt. If you want to get out of a corner, cancel LK into a Jinchu Wataru to escape, and possibly cross up at the same time.

Oro's back dash is good for getting him out of trouble, except when in the corner. Back dash on wake up and hit to punish attackers. Back dash out of kick throw setups and any hesitation moves. Don't become predictable by back dash too often on wake up, Oro is vulnerable during it.

ADVANCED TACTIC: UNBLOCKABLE YAGYU-DAMA

The easiest way to set this off is after reported MP → Shichin Bunrei combo. Cancel the first hit of the last MP into a Yagyu-Dama. Yagyu-Dama should juggle opponents and knock them to the ground. It is important because they can't quickly recover from a super art. Position Oro to double jump over the fallen body and come down to hit one side as the Yagyu-Dama hits from the other side. The Yagyu-Dama is unblockable, and it is possible to link another MP to start a new juggle combo. Repeat this setup until the super meter is depleted. The meter builds throughout the combo, so you must keep this pattern going long enough to knock out opponents. The specific Yagyu-Dama variants and setups vary between certain characters. Here are some basic setups on a large percentage of the cast.

SETUPS

Setup 1: Against characters that only bounce off of the Yagyu-Dama once, such as Shoto. At the end of the juggle combo, cancel MP into a Yagyu-Dama (MP). Wait just a second, then dash forward twice. It's important to wait so you don't end up dashing under them. You want to dash or that you pick the opponent's body into position for the unblockable Yagyu-Dama to connect on wake up. After the dash, jump over their body, then double jump again in the same direction. As Oro comes down, hit with HK before landing. Timing it to land at the same time as Yagyu-Dama is unblockable. This Yagyu-Dama continues to hit you are free to launch a new juggle with MP.

Setup 2: Against characters, such as Alex, Taege, and Urien, that bounce off of the Yagyu-Dama twice. At the end of the juggle combo, cancel the MP into a Yagyu-Dama (MP2). As soon as you recover, super jump towards the opponent to position properly. When Oro lands, jump over the fallen body, then double jump again in the same direction. As Oro comes down, hit with Hit before landing.

Setup 3: Against smaller characters, such as Yun and Yang where you can do the reported MP → Shichin Bunrei combo, you must cancel into a Yagyu-Dama (MP1) directly from the second hit of MP. Dash under opponents as they are juggling by the Yagyu-Dama. Jump up on, and time it so you can come down and HK before landing. Landing at the same time as the Yagyu-Dama hits from the other side.

Setup 4: Oro is on the ground and the opponent is right next to him. If you manage to land a wake up EX Oro Yama, cancel immediately into a Yagyu-Dama, then do one of the previous setups that is appropriate for the character type faced. This is a great way to setup an unblockable attack against an aggressive opponent.

RESETS

Reset 1: At the end of one of Oro's juggle combos, reset for a tricky guarded cross up setup. For instance, at the end of this combo MP → Jinchu Wataru, MP → Jinchu Wataru, instead of hitting the juggle with LP. This resets opponents to recover back to their feet. Quickly dash under before they land to cross up. Start a new juggle combo if they don't react in time to block properly. Use this by hesitating and dashing just a split second later so Oro doesn't make it under their falling body.

Reset 2: At the end of Oro's reported MP → Jinchu Wataru combo, reset opponents with 4 + MP. Cancel it into the Tengu-Style variation of Tengu-Stone and begin a new juggle. This may not do any more damage than canceling directly into Tengu-Stone for the full combo, but it does reset the stun damage of the new combo.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

Oro has an air throw that can be used with an option parry to be an effective air to air option. Simply tap → slightly before Oro enters throw range. If your opponent attempts on attack, Oro parties, then air throws them. Otherwise, the throw just comes out.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Oro can cross up Alex, Taege, Hugo, Dudley, Nero, and Urien in any corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: AKUMA

Akuma can teleport out of unblockable and Tengu-Stone setups on the ground. However, Akuma has other weaknesses that give Oro a slight edge against him. First and foremost, Akuma has a small stun bar, and Oro's LK deals a ton of damage. Play footsie games with Akuma and try to land HK over one of his low pokes. It only takes a few to dizzy him. Oro's small size also helps him out against Akuma, allowing him to duck under Tatsumaki and Kyoko, and dash under Zaku Hadoooona pretty easily. There are many chances for Oro to land big hits on Akuma. If you can dizzy Akuma, then one big combo should seal the deal.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN

Ken actually does quite well against Oro from medium range on the ground. Oro even defeats against Ken's offense fairly well. The reason Oro has trouble with this match up is because he can't be aggressive against Ken. Oro can beat most of Ken's pokes from a distance, but have trouble in getting past Ken's low forward danger zone.

The air is no better. Ken's double jump tricks don't work on Ken because Ken can do random EX Tatsumaki and Kyoko's in the air to keep Oro grounded. Attacking is risky against Ken. If you manage to get close, it is too risky to go for HP because if Ken blocks it, he has the chance to send Shippu Senki Kyoko.

To win this match up, play defensively. Be patient and make Ken use all his juggling arts to get in close. Hit him at juggling games with HK and IR from a safe distance. Maintain distance and don't let him rush you down. Dash back whenever he gets close and force him to jump, then dash under him. Play keep away and slowly lead your hits. Keep this up long enough generally leads to an anxious Ken player who might do something that leaves him vulnerable. You must capitalize on any mistakes, but don't rely on this. Just play safe and don't allow Ken to get in close.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING
MK is good against some low attacks. It comes out fast and has decent recovery.
HK has ridiculous range and is very good against low attacks. However, it has absolutely terrible recovery. Don’t bother with it against a Chun Li with a stacked super meter; hit or miss with it, and Q is open to a super art.

STANDING CLOSE

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

A swift uppercut that serves as a passable anti-air. It’s susceptible to parries.

Lunging punch similar to HP. Faster start up and recovery, but doesn’t knock down. Whiffs versus most crouching characters. Use in jiggles with Capture & Deadly Blow, otherwise avoid it.

A strange kick that ends with Q falling down. Terrible recovery, but it’s cancellable, providing an opportunity to eliminate the recovery with one of Q’s safer special attacks. Could be used as an awkward anti-air. If it connects, it’s a safe way to lend a taunt.

Moving version of + HK. Exact same properties as + HK, except that it can be moved forward or remain stationary.
### Crouching

**+ + HK** has a heavy start up and recovery. It's a risky move, but does have strange priority to it. It often trades with reversals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ + LP</th>
<th>Low Jab</th>
<th>+ + HK</th>
<th>Low Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD H/L</td>
<td>PARRY H/L</td>
<td>PARRY H/L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Button strength determines the angle at which Q attacks. Use as an early anti-air against players that parry often. The EX version hits multiple times for more damage and knocks down. Good for a combo (HK → EX High Speed Barrage) to deal damage in situations when Q doesn’t have a charge for Dashing Head Attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge + + K</th>
<th>Dashing Leg Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+12</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low hitting version of Dashing Head Attack, keeping the first start up, but it has bad recovery. Can be tricky to deal with when used in combination with the overhead variation of Dashing Head Attack. EX version does more damage and hits twice. It’s possible to super cancel off of the first hit.

### Jumping

Jumping LP (a.k.a. THE CLAW) comes out quickly and stays out the entire arc of Q’s jump. Good for throw set ups when blocked.

Jumping HP is a great jump in that executes fairly fast and does heavy damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ + LP</th>
<th>Vertical Jab</th>
<th>+ + HK</th>
<th>Jumping Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>START UP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARD H</td>
<td>PARRY H</td>
<td>GUARD H</td>
<td>PARRY H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press and hold any punch button for a overhead punch variation of the same move. Fast start up and good recovery. Makes this a large part of Q’s offense. Good for various combos and lets Q get into his preferred range safely. The overhead variations can be tricky to deal with when combined with Dashing Leg Attack. The EX version sacrifices the good recovery for more damage and a juggle opportunity after it hits.

### Throws

**LP + HK** Hokusai Shippe a Macha to Tsuuda (Kara)

**LP + HK** Hokusai Yotsudai ni yora Doroku Shougeki

A slow command throw with incredible range. Can be juggled after for major damage. Great addition to Q’s offense when combined with Dashing attack combos in mix up situations.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART 1

Critical Combo Attack

Five Dash attacks; comprised of four mid level attacks and one low attack. Critical Combo Attack has an invincibility window at startup that can be used to blow through attacks and projectiles. It has a fairly slow start up, but it is still quick enough to punish certain moves, such as a blocked hit + + HK. Close MK is Q's only useful neutral attack that cancels into super arts. Use that to cancel into Critical Combo Attack when you have an opening. It also super cancels from Dash attacks. It's possible to verify a hit on the Dash attack before cancelling into Critical Combo Attack. Use Dash attacks to constantly apply pressure and make landing a super art a possibility from a full screen away.

Critical Combo Attack steals two levels of super meter. This gives Q the ability to use EX moves for combos and still have access to a super art.

Recommended Super Art: Critical Combo Attack

Critical Combo Attack and Deadly Double Combination can both be used in similar manners. However, Critical Combo Attack gives Q the most options with the availability of two stocks of super meter. In addition, its ability to pass through projectiles and other ground attacks should help Q get in on some characters.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

2 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 30
Close MK → Dashing Head Attack
Basic, safe Q combo.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 67
Jump in HP; land, close MK → EX Dashing Head Attack, juggle with early HK.
Good in punishment situations; for example, after a dizzy, or by parrying an anti-air while jumping in. Knocks down.

7 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 67
Close MK → Dashing Head Attack (MP) → Critical Combo Attack.
Verifiable ground combo for heavy damage. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 50
CORNER ONLY
Capture & Deadly Blow, juggle with early Dashing Head Attack (MP), juggle again with early Ryouudo ni yoru Zenchin Hanpatsu (Kari).
High damage off his command throw near a corner.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 72
Capture & Deadly Blow, juggle with a semi early EX Dashing Head Attack, juggle again with early HK
High damage option off of a command throw that works mid screen. Knocks down.

8 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 43
Close MK → EX High Speed Barrage
Good for punishment situations when you don't have a charge for a Dash attack. Knocks down.

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 101
Jump in fierce, land, close MK → Dashing Head Attack (MP) → Double Deadly Combination; wait about a second after Q recovers, then juggle with Dashing Head Attack (MP)
Round winner: deals heavy damage and is verifiable during MK → Dashing Head Attack. Good in punishment situations. Knocks down.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 72
Capture & Deadly Blow, juggle with a semi late Dashing Head Attack (MP) → Double Deadly Combination
Good way to land damage off of a command throw. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 64
CORNER ONLY
Capture & Deadly Blow, juggle with a semi late Dashing Head Attack (MP) → Total Destruction, immediately juggle with QCF + P
Total Destruction follow up
Safe way to activate and land Total Destruction's QCF + P follow up. Knocks down.

2 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 62
Activate Total Destruction, then do a close MK → QCF + P Total Destruction follow up
Not as safe way to land Total Destruction's QCF + P follow up. Knocks down.
Against large enough characters, ticking with LP is a good tactic on a waking up opponent, because it cancels into Capture & Deadly Blow. This move is slow enough that it grabs off opponents are out of block range. It is hard for opponents to hit Q between the LP and Capture & Deadly Blow tick. The easiest way to escape this is to jump, and the best way to counter this is to take a Capture & Deadly Blow setup with LP, but then use EX High Speed Barrage.

While Q is intimidating against someone in the corner, he is essentially helpless when he is in the air knocked down. He has no fast, high-priority wake up moves to get someone off of him. His moves are generally slow, with only UK somewhat useful in this situation. Unfortunately, Q’s only safe wake up option is to block and wait it out. If it looks hopeless, freezing or doing a wake up super art is his only high risk options worth trying.

**SETUPS**

Ranges setups for UOH → super art

Against small and medium sized characters:

- (Close MK, UK), UOH → Critical Combo Attack / Deadly Double Combination
- (LP x2), Kara UOH → Deadly Double Combination (After a blocked Dash attack), UOH → Deadly Double Combination

Against Oro:

- No setup is required. UOH → Deadly Double Combination works at close distance on crouching Oro.

**RESETS**

Reset 1: LP as anti-air to knock over opponents, then dash forward and do Deadly Double Combination before they land. After this lands a few times, and becomes expected, mix it up by throwing us as soon as they land. Most players will concentrate on landing that air parry and not react in time.

**PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS**

After a Dashing attack, Q is out of range for any parry moves. In order to reach Q at this distance, many characters will attempt to go low. Down parry, then proceed to Capture & Deadly Blow.

**GROUND CROSS UPS:**

Q can cross up Necro in any corner.

**FAVORABLE MATCH UP: TWELVE**

At first look, this match up doesn’t seem like it would go in Q’s favor. Twelve is highly mobile, and moves faster than Q. However, Twelve is limited in terms of dealing damage, basically flying around and using poke. Because of this, Q is free to trade三次 times easily in the round, and there’s not much Twelve can do about it.

Use jumping HP to combat Twelve’s air dashes. Q only needs one good knock down to turn the momentum of the round’s way. Twelve does not have a solid wake up move when he is playing defensively. Q should be able to finish off a cornered Twelve fairly quickly. In order to score a knockdown, take some risks and attempt to parry Twelve strategically. When Twelve is air dashing in, he almost always goes for an attack (after landing) that is parriable low. Rail parry the low attack and grab him. Q’s defense is good, so it is worth the risk to score that knockdown.

**UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN**

Q must get done to start Capture & Deadly Blow patterns to deal damage, but Ken has the attacks needed to keep Q away. Ken’s forward movement can go under Dashes attacks and shoot down Q’s rush. Ken is much faster than Q. Ken has no problems jumping all over Q and pressuring him. Ken also can land a big damage combo on Q anywhere on the screen without using any meter (MP, HP, SH, Shoryuken LP).

To win this match up, get Ken into the corner. Ken cannot just mindlessly stick out low forward. Use either Dashing attacks or Critical Combo attacks to punish Ken from reaction. Use these to keep Ken from zoning. If Q can land a Dashing attack, either blocked or hit, he is in prime range to attempt a Kara throw. Start some Capture & Deadly Blow patterns on him, but at the same time beware of a Shoryuken. The last thing a Q player wants is to be knocked back to mid screen.

**WAKEUP GAME**

Q’s wake up pressure game revolves around Capture & Deadly Blow. Use Capture & Deadly Blow on wake up to keep opponents guessing. Blocking becomes the least safe option for wake up opponents. Opponents will be so worried about being grabbed that they most likely try to jump away or do some sort of wake up move. If you anticipate this, use either EX High Speed Barrage to hit jumpers, or LP + HK to beat similar jump attempts and trade with many wake up moves. Be careful here, because many players will use wake up super arts or a Shoryuken to counter Capture & Deadly Blow. Keep the pressure on, but don’t get reckless. Get a feel for how often opponents take risks on wake up moves, then gauge how often it is safe to attempt Capture & Deadly Blow.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

A good anti-air MP comes out and recovers quickly. Great to throw out inbetween Light of Virtue patterns from mid range. If it's parried at maximum range, Remy often recovers just enough to parry again or block. It also赋予s Remy's recovering timing, he recovers before they hit the ground, allowing you to throw them for free.

MK is a great poke that comes out fast and has good recovery. It beats a plethora of crouching attacks.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MP is a good normal to use when opponents are waking up. It carries a significant amount of frame advantage, allowing you to verify and link + MK or a Supreme Rising Rage Flash. When blocked, it's frame advantage to mount another offense. However, it whiffs against some counter characters (Chun-Li, Ibuki, Oro and Elena). Against those characters, completely refrain from using close MP.

Close HK is a great defensive move and good for beating throw attempts during grepping games.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

Amori ni Muka no Aigello

START UP 18

Semi slow overhead with good range and has the added bonus of not looking like an overhead. However, it has a huge frame disadvantage after it, which can be countered hit or miss. Use sparingly and from as far away as possible.

THROWS

Vono ni yori Harasumite

START UP 9

+ LP

+ MK

+ HK

Low Roundhouse
JUMPING

JUMPING HP is a great anti-air. It comes out fairly fast and puts opponents into a juggle set up if they are jumping. It's a solid way to score big damage if you anticipate a jump in and meet opponents in the air early.

JUMPING HK is Remy's best jump in. Slow, but can be done much earlier during a jump than his other jump attacks, making it hard to anti-air.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

4 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 38
Jump in early HK, land, + LP, + LP ➔ Rising Rage Flash (HK)
Flexible, verifiable jump in combo. Knocks down.

2 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 35
Close HP ➔ Rising Rage Flash (HK)
Good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

4 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 27
CORNER ONLY
Neutral throw, when Remy recovers, immediately juggle with a Rising Rage Flash (HK).
Remy's neutral throw near a corner can lead to extra damage. Does not work vs. small characters, like Ken and Yang.

2 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 36
Late anti-air jump HP, land and immediately juggle with early Rising Rage Flash (HK)
Good anti-air combo. Good for anti-air to air parry while jumping. Knocks down.

3 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 50
CORNER ONLY
Near a corner, late anti-air jump HP, land and juggle with Cold Blue Kick (HK), when Remy recovers, juggle with early Rising Rage Flash (HK)
Another damaging anti-air combo. Knocks down.

11 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 59
Close MK linked into Supreme Rising Rage Flash
Verifiable way to land Supreme Rising Rage Flash.

9 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 47
+ LP, + LP ➔ Light of Justice
Flexible, verifiable way to land a Light of Justice. If + LP is blocked, follow up with: walk up kuras throw, low parry option select + MP ➔ Light of Justice, or a UD.

15 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 71
CORNER ONLY
Near a corner, anti-air jump HP, land and juggle with Cold Blue Kick (HK), when Remy recovers, juggle with early Rising Rage Flash (HK)
High Damage version of the above combo. Must be near a corner for it to work. Knocks down.

8 HITS

TOTAL DAMAGE: 60
CORNER ONLY
Near a corner, anti-air jump HP, land and juggle with immediate Cold Blue Kick (HK), when opponent recovers, wall up and juggle with + MP ➔ Supreme Rising Rage Flash
High damage anti-air juggle. Knocks down.

SPECIAL MOVES

Charge ➔ + P
Light of Virtue

Charge ➔ + K
Light of Virtue (Raw)
Low hitting version of the Light of Virtue. Recovery slightly slower than the high version. It's a good poke and for stacking behind to get in close. The EX version comes out much faster and throws two Light of Virtues at once.

Charge ➔ + P
Rising Rage Flash

Charge ➔ + K
Cold Blue Kick

Good range, speed, and priority. Decent anti-air when used in combination with Light of Virtue. Good for combos as well. The EX version is faster, does more damage, and has slightly better priority. Works well as a reversal on wake up.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Light of Justice

Remy has many ways to combine into Light of Justice, although many of the setup options of mid attack can be whiffed or hit inconsistently on medium and small sized characters. 4 + LP (x2) → Light of Justice is his only useful 2 hit combo that works on everyone. 4 + LP can be paired high or low, so it is not useful for his whiff combo game. Remy does have high end low options to combo into super arts that are safe, but they cannot be verified. You must guess with either close HP or 4 + LP → super art. Light of Justice has a +3 frame advantage in addition to pushing away opponents, so it is safe to guess in these situations. It is also possible to link after the super art hit in the corner.

Light of Justice stacks two meters to give Remy enough flexibility to use EX moves along with a super art. Although if you only plan on using EX moves, Supreme Rising Rage Flash is a better choice because of the longer bar. However, Remy can set up many high hit juggling by mixing EX moves and Light of Justice.

SUPER ART II

Supreme Rising Rage Flash

It's possible to verify this super art from various mid attacks to beat out low priority. Learn how to link into Supreme Rising Rage Flash on crouching opponents from close MK → Supreme Rising Rage Flash and close HP, link 4 + MP (or 4 + LP) → Supreme Rising Rage Flash. It can also link after close HK and close HP, although these links aren't as useful. Another basic way to hit confirm this super art is off of 4 + LP (x3). Regardless, Remy has no safe combo that starts low that he can use to land Supreme Rising Rage Flash. It is, however, useful as an anti-air.

Supreme Rising Rage Flash has two long super meter stacks, making it ideal for heavy EX use.

SUPER ART III

Blue Nocturne

If he is attacked during Blue Nocturne, Remy takes the hit, then automatically counterattacks with a pre-set combo that deals plenty of damage. However, it is hard to hit someone with Blue Nocturne. Remy starts his post after the screen freezes for the super animation. Therefore, the opposing player has been warned sufficiently to avoid attacking Remy. You must anticipate a move before executing it and hope you guess right. If opponents stick out a move before the super art flash, then Blue Nocturne will hit. That is the only situation where Blue Nocturne works. If Blue Nocturne does not connect, Remy is vulnerable to counterattack during its recovery. Since Remy always has access to pummel, there is little reason, if ever, to pick Blue Nocturne.

It is possible to use Blue Nocturne as an anti-air if you see an attack coming. However, the majority of hits atwhiff, and opponents actually recover before Remy. Furthermore, Blue Nocturne is only meant to counter normal moves. Many super arts continue to hit Remy even as he tries to counter.

Recommended Super Art: Supreme Rising Rage Flash

Supreme Rising Rage Flash gives Remy a lot of meter to work with for EX moves. He can combo the super off of some of his most important mid level attacks and verify before doing so. It gives him an additional anti-air to his arsenal. Remy just has to be weary of high hits because of his inability to verify a combo into super off of a low hit.

TARGET COMBO

CLOSE MK → HK

Second hit whiffs against crouching characters, making it very risky to do.

STRATEGY

Remy is the only character in Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike that can effectively control space at almost all times. He has the ability to make it difficult for opponents to get close while at the same time getting into his preferred offensive position. Remy is always a threat at long range, throwing high and low Light of Virtue from a distance while stealing Rising Rage Flash charges in between and whiffing MP to keep opponents from getting in easily. While opponents are trying to get close, constantly force them into a corner, throwing Light of Virtue (LP/LK) and dash behind them, scoring a hit with a leg attack, or throw, then holding that position to secure another step towards the corner. When cornered, the options for escape from Remy's range game become limited.

Remy has a multitude of long range options. The most famous of which is the Light of Virtue, a slow moving charge based projectile that can be thrown high or low. The most basic use of the Light of Virtue is as a peeks. Throw Light of Virtue (LP and HK) in a methodical manner, watching to see how opponents react to it. If opponents do anything brush, like jump over them, fake a Light of Virtue, whiff a LP or HK, or use one of Remy's many anti-air options accordingly.

Early MP

Early option select jump HP, juggle with a Rising Rage Flash (HK) when Remy lands

4 + LP, LP, LP, LP, LP

Early Light of Virtue (LP parried), HK or EX Rising Rage Flash

When opponents don't take the bait and stay grounded, parrying or blocking Light of Virtue, advance on them. Throw a Light of Virtue (LP/LK) and dash behind it. This provides a way to dash behind, making it harder to counter Remy's ground movement. Most opponents react in one of three different ways in this situation:

1. Jump straight up. Counter at the end of a dash and hitting HP or 4 + HP depending on how close they are.

2. Block the Light of Virtue. This pushes opponents back and allows Remy to come out of a dash with 4 + MK, kara UOH or a charge positioned EX High Light of Virtue to push them back further.

3. They parry. Create a guessing game consisting of either throw, close HK, kara UOH, or hit 4 + LK or 4 + MK depending on distance.

No matter how opponents deal with the Light of Virtue, you have a distinct advantage when trying to get close. Although some characters can use specific attacks to get over and under a high or low Light of Virtue, counter this by batting attacks behind the Light of Virtue by doing one less time (or at all), then waiting for a whiffed attack and punishing it. Once close, Remy's best options are for MK, Cold Blue Kick, Low and High EX Light of Virtue. Low EX Light of Virtue is vital during foot games. It's extremely fast and it hits low, making it hard to avoid if opponents are dancing, trying to bait whiffed normals. Use Cold Blue Kick to go over baited low attacks. Use a High Light of Virtue early against anticipated jumps and for MK just outside of their best low attack range. If you manage to bait a whiffed attack, 4 + HK is a possible whiff punish.
RESETS
Reset 1: LP \rightarrow UK chain has the weird property of being able to juggle for both hits as anti-air. If an even \# + HP lands, wall up, juggle with an early LP \rightarrow UK chain, then dash under opponents as they flip out for an ambitious cross up. This is a good way to lend + \rightarrow LP (x2) \rightarrow Rising Flash High (OS) or UK linked into Supreme Rising Flash if you have a super meter stacked.

PARRY SETUPs AND TACTICS
After a blocked + \rightarrow LP (x2), top and hold +, then press MP shortly afterwards. If you see a parry flash, do the motion for a super art to cancel + \rightarrow MP and cancel a super art. If opponents don't parry, you're out of their throw range and + \rightarrow MP is blocked, pushing them away.

GROUND CROSS UPS
Remy can cross up Alex, Hugo, Blanka, Dudley, Oro, Necro, Twelve and Urien in any corner.
Remy can cross up Chun-Li only in his own corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: HUGO
Remy has the ability to launch a barrage of high and low Light of Virtues, back to back. This tactic against a large character like Hugo, who cannot duck under Remy's high Light of Virtue, is devastating. Remy can completely shut down Hugo's movements, forcing him to resort to parrying in attempt to get around the moving wall. Defend against Hugo's attempts to jump and parry Light of Virtue by stringing EX Rising Flash Flash charges after Light of Virtue (LP), allowing you to attack and air counter Hugo again if he manages to jump over parry a Light of Virtue while jumping. There's no need to get close. Keep your parry of projectiles coming in a methodical manner. Anticipate jumps and use anti-air accordingly. Whiff occasional MNPs in between Light of Virtues to cover the space in front of Remy and build super meter. Slowly move Hugo towards a corner by throwing a Light of Virtue (UK), deceived once behind it, immediately coming out of the dash with the Light of Virtue partitioning trap. If you manage to get Hugo cornered, keep him there.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI
Light of Virtues are almost completely useless vs. Chun-Li, which eliminates half of Remy's offenses. Without a stacked super meter, Chun-Li can use confusions to get over Light of Virtues and cancel all UK under high Light of Virtues, making it hard for Remy to follow one to get close. With Honeycomb stacked and ready to go, Chun-Li can go through a Light of Virtue on reaction to its release. This limits the use of Light of Virtue, which makes advancing against a character like Chun-Li, who completely controls the ground, extremely difficult. Remy must get close enough to his no summaries that compete with Chun-Li's ground game. If you manage to get close, Remy's most effective move is to wake up, do MP completely whiffs against a catastrophic Chun-Li. This leaves only the less reliable + \rightarrow LP (x2) or close MN to land super arts.
To win this match up, jump in the air from around 5 and get close to Chun-Li before she gets stocked any super meter. Throw Light of Virtue (LP) / UK and bait Chun-Li to try to get under or over them by deviating just outside of HK or + \rightarrow AIK range, then punish the whiffs. Get close and deal as much damage as possible with throw and counter throw set ups. Save super meter for EX moves, and end the round before Chun-Li stock up a meter of her own. When Chun-Li gets super meter (and she will), play patiently. Build up your own super meter from a range by whiffing crouching and standing M Ps, then get back into loose range and land as many low EX Light of Virtues as possible, punishing whiffs and nullifying her while she's drawing back and forth.

WAKEUP GAME
One of Remy's biggest weaknesses is a complete lack of a safe combo starting off a low attack. + \rightarrow UK \rightarrow Light of Virtue is all he has to work with and can't be verified. This means you must work in many throw traps to get opponents open to high attacks. Thankfully, Remy has a great throw throw. Since Remy's damage dealing options in wake up games are so limited, it's best to attack with a Supreme Rising Flash flash or Light of Justice stocked. However, because Remy's EX specials are so vital to his mid range game, you won't have stocked super meter often. Ration your bar usage so that you have the means to mount an offense if you manage to get a knock down. Remy's options to work with in wake up situations include:

1. Meaty close MP, verify if hit or he does, link into Supreme Rising Flash flash, if it doesn't walk up kara throw, walk up close MN linked into Supreme Rising Flash flash, or universal overhead linked into Supreme Rising Flash flash.
2. Stop back just out of their throw range, block as they wake up in case of a reversal attempt, then kara throw.
3. Stop back, meety + LP (x2), if he hits, cancel the second jump into Supreme Rising Flash flash or Light of Justice. If it doesn't hit, + \rightarrow MP + Light of Virtue (UK), walk up kara throw, universal overhead linked into Supreme Rising Flash flash, or walk up + LP (x2) → Supreme Rising Flash flash or Light of Justice again.
4. Meaty close + LP (x2), if he hits, cancel the second jump into Supreme Rising Flash flash or Light of Justice. If it doesn't hit, + \rightarrow MP + Light of Virtue (UK), walk up kara throw, universal overhead linked into Supreme Rising Flash flash, or walk up + LP (x2) → Supreme Rising Flash flash or Light of Justice again.
5. Remy also has another trick on wake up that uses charge partitioning. As opponents are getting up from a knock down, dash on top of them, then jump straight up, start holding back charge, then dash out with a early blocked jump HK. When Remy lands, either kara throw or dash back and look for a throw flash. If you see one at, at the end of Remy's dash press + \rightarrow KK (Low EX Light of Virtue) to punish the shield flash. Apply this same idea to other patterns to punish throw whiffs. On wake up, do an early whiffed HK while charging back, timed so that it looks like you may hit (but doesn't) recovering just before an opponent stands up. After Remy recovers, immediately throw, or do a quick close HK to beat tech throw attempts, then other walk up kara throw or dash back, Low EX Light of Virtue. This pattern has two throw attempts and counters thrown into one.

When Remy is the one knocked down, use reversed EX Rising Flash flash to beat most move attacks. Wake up throw, reversal super art, parry or blocking are also available. Use close HK in a defensive manner in wake up situations. As Remy gets up, hold + up to a split second after he stands, then let the controller return to neutral, hit HK, then press + and HK to cancel the HK into a Rising Flash flash. This blocks meaty attacks, while close HK → Rising Flash flash (UK) should come out just in time to beat a throw attempt. This is extremely valuable to Remy. Although not fail safe, it's one of his safer wakeup options.

ADVANCED TACTIC 1: OVERLAPPING CHARGE TIMES
Overlap the charge times of special moves to allow the execution of multiple charge moves in succession. The execution for this is fairly simple. For consecutive Light of Virtues, charge +, press +, then press + for just a split second before pressing +. Even though you pressed punch after pressing +, Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike game engine gives you plenty of leeway with the timing of button presses with controller inputs for special moves.

ADVANCED APPLICATION 1: LIGHT OF VIRTUE TRAP
Take the idea of overlapping the charge times of Remy's Light of Virtues one step further by pipelining the charges, allowing for an unlimited number of alternating high and low Light of Virtues. The execution is fairly easy, although the timing takes some practice. Charge and throw one low Light of Virtue with the advanced method, and as soon as you have a charge again, throw a high Light of Virtue, then continue to overlap the charges. If you sit up properly, you now have started to pipeline charges in advance that will continue on until you decide to stop. Use this to trap opponents in the corner. Use his trick with High EX Light of Virtues and low Light of Virtues, and opponents will not be able to move. You can set this up perfectly by using charge partitioning. Throw one low Light of Virtue with the advanced method, then dash once to follow it up and immediately throw a high Light of Virtue. If you used the charging trick, you are now all set to start throwing rapid fire Light of Virtues without any charge time to slow you down. This is a great way to pressure opponents from mid screen to push them into the corner.

ADVANCED APPLICATION 2: INSTANT RISING FLASH AFTER A LIGHT OF VIRTUE
It is possible to overlap the charge times of Rising Flash flash during a Light of Virtue to make a Rising Flash flash available directly after a Light of Virtue. Tap → for just a split second, then start charging +. After charging enough for a Light of Virtue, throw it by pressing +, then + + + P. Pressing + until Remy receives the Light of Virtue, then execute a Rising Flash flash. Holding + charges for both a Light of Virtue as well as a Rising Flash flash. Throwing the Light of Virtue exhausts the backwards charge, but the downwards charge continues, allowing a Rising Flash flash to be charged while charging the Light of Virtue. You must have charge times down perfectly to get this to work. When you hold + too long, you allow the + direction to fully charge a Light of Virtue. When this happens, the game sets the initial backwards charge and unnecessary and negates it. It is important to know the minimum amount of charge necessary to pull off this trick. This advanced technique should maximize and confuse opponents. Throw a High Light of Virtue, then catch a jump with Rising Flash flash. No one expects it.

ADVANCED TACTIC 2: CHARGE PARTITIONING
To be an effective Remy player, you must learn charge partitioning. It's one of the few things Remy has going for him. It's important that the charge is not finished if you plan to continue moving. Once the charge is completed, you cannot break it up any further. Here are some examples of how to incorporate charge partitioning into your game:
1. Throw a Light of Virtue and dash in behind it. Charge for a second Light of Virtue while throwing the first. Finish the charge during the dash and immediately throw another Light of Virtue after the dash.
2. Do a jump in attack and start charging back. When Remy lands, dash back and finish the charge and execute an EX Light of Virtue.
This also works if you jump straight up and do an early jump HK, then dash back and do an EX Light of Virtue.
3. At mid to far range, stand up and walk back and forth, crouching every other step. Depending on frame Remy does not have a charge, and try to jump in. Mix it up by hitting charges in whiffed moves. Make it impossible for opponents to ever tell if you have a charge ready to go.

SETUPS
Ranged setups for UOH → super art.
Against small and medium sized characters:
(1 + LP (x2), UOH) → Supreme Rising Flash flash
(1 + LP (x3), kara UOH) → Supreme Rising Flash flash
(Close HK, + + LP), kara UOH → Supreme Rising Flash flash
Against wide characters:
(Close HK, + + MP), kara UOH → Supreme Rising Flash flash
Against Oro:
No setup is required. UOH → Supreme Rising Flash flash works at close distance on crouching Oro.
Ryu

NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

MK is Ryu's best poke just outside of a + LK range. His foot extends out and goes over most low attacks, yet has a wide enough hitbox to catch most characters as they attempt to stick out something. Use this to beat other character's pokes.

MK covers a wide hit area. Use it from far range to catch large characters at the beginning of jump attempts, or use it as a universal anti-air. It's possible to stick this out at almost any time to be effective and to confuse parry attempts.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MP is a good poke that provides frame advantage, so it's good for tick throw setups and other mix-ups. For example, after a blocked MP hesitate, then walk up and use MP again (or a + LK 2x2). The trick is to make it look like a throw attempt which should lead to an opening. MP links into Shin-Shoryuken, and is the only verifiable high attack into Shin-Shoryuken that does so on all characters.

Close MK hits high, so it is useful against mid and low parries. It links into Shin-Hadouken on all characters. It links into Shin-Shoryuken (universally on Akuma and Dudley, and standing Elena, Necro and Twelve, and on crouching Urien, Marduk and Blanka).

COSTUMES

THROWS

SPECIAL NORMALS

+ MP

START UP

Sakazuki Wari

Basic overhead. Comes out fairly fast and does ok stun damage. An ok option to add to your mix up game. If done extremely early/early vs a character waking up from a knock down you can link after it with a + MK canceled into a EX Hadouken or Shin-Hadouken. However, because it has to be done so early to link after it, it's much easier to see and react to as a overhead.

+ HP

START UP

Kyubi Kudari

Commanded attack with slow start up that hits twice and leaves Ryu at a slight frame advantage when blocked, giving you the ability to start a mix up game. If it hits, it's possible to link an EX Shoryuken or a Shin-Shoryuken after it. Because it's heavy start up however, it's fairly easy to parry and counter on reaction.
CROUCHING

4 + LK has many uses. It is a quick poke that hits low and can be used for kick throw setups and mind games. After a blocked 4 + LK, you have a lot of options: throw, instant 5 or 4 + LK x2 follow up, dash back and punish a reaction, etc. It counter into itself, so you can combo 4 + LK x2 into either Shinku- Hadouken or Shinku-Shoryuken.

4 + MK is Ryu's best poke for mid range fighting. It combines into EX Hadouken or Shinku- Hadouken from long range, punishing whiffs or to apply pressure. While good from a distance, up close it can be countered by a few super arts because of its blocked frame disadvantage.

4 + HK is good for punishing whiffed normals when you don't have a stocked super meter. It comes out quickly and knocks down, but has terrible recovery. Vulnerable to combos if blocked close and some super arts from further away. If you use this attack, make sure it hits.

JUMPING

Jumping HP is Ryu's best jump in. Use it to get in safely. If opponents block, you have significant frame advantage to set up a throw or some mixup into super art (For instance, jump HP, land hit and instant 5-6-7-8 to make it look like a throw setup) then LK/LK super art. Jump HP also has the property that if it is executed at the latest possible moment (just before hitting the ground while still in the air) it is safe from ground pary attempts. The pary may happen, but Ryu lands in time to block any ground move and tech any throw attempt.

COUNTERS

Button strength determines the speed at which the projectiles travel. In some ways, this is Ryu's ideal poke. Because of its long range and the speed at which it travels, characters trying to play a normal foot game cannot make this poke miss, they must deal with it in some other way. However, because of the semi slow startup and its heavy recovery, it's a fairly risky move at mid range, the range you would normally want to do it at. Many characters can super art (hit or blocked) Ryu during the recovery of a normal Hadouken. The EX version has none of the original Hadouken's weaknesses. It's completely safe if blocked, hits twice, giving opponents more to worry about if they try, does more damage, and knocks down when it hits. Because of these positives, the EX Hadouken gives Ryu a fairly dominant poke at mid range, making the EX Hadouken a must.

Tatsumaki Senpukyaku

Use for combos, specifically punishment situations where you've guaranteed the damage. Because this move whiffs against crouching characters, it's completely punishable, hit or blocked. Only use in situations where opponents are standing like after a delay, or when retaliating from a move. The EX version hits multiple times for heavy damage, and hits crouching characters. It is still unsafe if blocked. There is little reason to use it over an EX Jodan Sakutu Geri.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I
Shinku-Hadou-Ken

Ryu's most versatile super art. With two stocks of super meter, it gives Ryu the ability to land super arts and use EX moves. Without super meter, Ryu doesn't have very many safe offensive options from mid to long range. Having EX moves available allows Ryu to overcome his difficulty getting in close and scoring knockdowns. EX Hadoukens are Ryu's best weapon, so this super art can be used to stock meter solely for the purpose of EX Hadoukens. Ryu also has many high damaging combos with the use of one or two EX moves.

Shinku-Hadou-Ken is useful if you manage to fill super meter without using EX Hadoukens. It combos easily from close range (+LK (x2) → Shinku-Hadouken). It can also be used from long range (+MK → Shinku-Hadouken) to punish whiffs and provide a nice range game. It can also be used as a safe anti-air (Shoryuken → Shinku-Hadouken). If opponents attempt to parry, Ryu recovers from the super art while they are still parrying it, so it is safe to continue attacking or block safely.

Recommended Super Art: Shinku-Hadou-Ken

With two stocks of super meter providing access to EX moves and super art, Shinku-Hadou-Ken gives Ryu enough weapons to attack safely from all ranges. Getting in close is key to Ryu's game plan. His hard throw and knockdown mixups are good, but you must get in close to start his setup game. EX Hadouken gives Ryu the help he needs to score a knockdown and get in safely.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 26

+ HK → EX Hadouken

Ryu's only safe combo without a full super meter. Knocks down.

2 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 41

Close HP → Shoryuken (HP)

Most damaging combo to do without a stacked super meter in a punishment situation. Knocks down.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 55

Close HP → EX Joudan Sakuto Giri, late Shoryuken (HP)

Most damaging combo to do in a punishment situation with sufficient super meter. Knocks down.

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 73

Jump in HP, land, close HP → EX Joudan Sakuto Giri, juggle with a late close IP → EX Shoryuken

High damage jump in. Use in punishment situations or after a successful parry while jumping in. Knocks down.

8 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 63

Corner Only

+ HK, + HK → Shinku-Hadou-Ken, juggle with an early Joudan Sakuto Giri (LR)

At mid-screen, this is a strong option but without the extra juggle at the end, Knockdown. Verifiable. If + HK (x2) is blocked, Ryu remains fairly close. In range for low parry option select + MK, walk up knee throw or UOH.

13 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 79

Corner Only

+ HK, + HK → Shinku-Hadou-Ken, juggle with another semi late Shinku-Hadouken, juggle with an early Joudan Sakuto Giri (LR)

Most damaging and flexible option using maximum super meter. Knockdown. Verifiable. If + HK (x2) is blocked, Ryu remains close and has a +1 frame advantage to work with to mount another attack.

TARGET COMBOS

HP → HK

Alcove command chain that does decent damage. Because of the positioning needed to even connect a HP close enough for the HK to hit, this chain is difficult to land. Its only use is as anti-air, if the HP is parried, chain into the roundhouse and hope they don't parry that as well.

SUPER ART II
Shin-Sharyu-Ken

Shin-Sharyu-Ken is Ryu's most damaging super art. With only one super meter to stock, avoid the use of EX moves. Your goal should be to land the super art. If you can get close, there are many ways to safely combo into Shin-Sharyu-Ken (+LX (x2) → Shin-Sharyu-Ken). Getting in close to land this super art is difficult. Without the use of EX moves, it is hard for Ryu to attack safely and score a knockdown. You must be patient and wait for an opening to knock down opponents. With Shin-Sharyu-Ken stocked, opponents must become cautious. If they make any mistakes, you can punish them with a big combo into a super art. The fear that Shin-Sharyu-Ken instills in opponents gives you opportunities to stay on top of them. Use this fear to land hard throws and overheads until you eventually land the super art. Meter management and patience is crucial to making Shin-Sharyu-Ken effective.

SUPER ART III
Denjin-Hadou-Ken

Denjin-Hadou-Ken is an unblockable projectile that does massive stun damage. The longer you charge (by holding punch), the more stun damage it does. A fully charged Denjin stun any character. You can speed up the charge time by gigging the controller while holding punch. Once it is fully charged, it releases automatically.

The downside to Denjin-Hadou-Ken is that it is inherently random. You don't combo Denjin-Hadou-Ken, you release it and hope opponents are unprepared for it. It is hard to hit someone with a fully charged Denjin-Hadou-Ken. Gain some extra time by throwing Hadouken (LP) and canceling into Denjin-Hadou-Ken. Hadouken keeps opponents grounded in blockstun while you charge.
**STRATEGY**

**Straight**

Ryu's game plan is highly dependent on super art selection at long range. When it comes to the short order, Ryu is a threat only if you're willing to burn meter on EX Hadouken. As long as the opponent is on the ground, Ryu is completely safe against EX Hadouken. Thrown out EX Hadouken from time to time to catch random picks and racers. A perfect time to just throw an EX Hadouken is after a low throw.

+ + MK and + + HK are Ryu's best picks for foot games. When at a distance, stay just outside of opponent's longest poke pit, and bait them to stick out something. Push the whiff move with + + MK, Hadouken, or + + HK. After you knock them down, dash in close and try to stay as close as possible.

Ryu is deadly at close range. Ryu has an exceptionally long kara throw, so work to stay within its range. The kara throw range is from just inside two + + LR's distance, close MK's distance. Some good throw setups are:

+ + LR, throw.
+ + LR (x2), throw.
+ + LR throw.
Close MK throw.
+ + LR, whiffed LR throw.

When opponents expect throwers, that leaves them open to counter hits. For example, + + LR, jump out, + + LR (x2) → Shinkuu Hadouken; + + LR, whiffed LR, + + LR (x2) → Shinkuu Hadouken; LR, whiffed jump out, + + LR (x2) → Shinkuu Hadouken. Whiffed LR, + + LR (x2) → Shinkuu Hadouken; LR, whiffed jump out, + + LR (x2) → Shinkuu Hadouken.

**Wakeup Game**

With super art and H, Ryu has both high and low options to verify into a super art. This is important in throwing patterns. Salvatore Wari is fast and does a lot of damage, ideal for any encounter. Super art and H both can be blocked off, so carefully hit up with a LR or LR to parry. Getting in close is the hard part, but staying close is the key to success with Ryu.

**Setups**

- Ranges setups for UDH → super art
- Against small and medium-size characters:
  - [4 + LR, + MP], UDH → Shinkuu Hadouken
  - [Close MK, 1X], UDH → Shinkuu Hadouken
- Against wide characters:
  - [4 + LR (x3)], UDH → Shinkuu Hadouken
  - [Close MP, + MP], UDH → Shinkuu Hadouken
  - Against Orca:
    - No setup required. UDH → Shinkuu Hadouken works at close distance on Orca 3.

**Resets**

- Reset 1: LR as anti-air, LR, LR, LR, LR, LR, LR before the opponent hits the ground. The LR causes a flip recovery and landing. Because of this, it is possible to use a super at the moment they fully recover in the air. Their other option is to attempt to parry. After doing this a few times, mix it up and dash forward and + + LR (x2) → super art instead. This works if people are expecting the reset and attempt to parry. They must input the parry command to close the ground that they will not have time to react and block low in time.

- Reset 2: After an EX Joudan Sotou Sena combo, instead of finishing with a Sotou Sena (HP), dash up and LR, then reset at Shinkuu Hadouken for more damage. Opponents have no choice but to parry. If they do, you recover while they are still parrying, so you can continue to attack them using the Shinkuu Hadouken to mess up their parry timing.

- Reset 3: If a mid-air jumping kick. By hitting air to air so that Ryu lands first, juggle with Shinkuu Hadouken. With two full super meters, juggle again with Shinkuu Hadouken.

**PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS**

If you're fishing for damage, and + + LR (x2) is blocked, a good pattern is to either walk up and LR, throw a LR with + + LR (x2) again, or let the opponent go to neutral, then hit + + MK. If they hit a button to try to stop what they think is a throw, and it's a low attack, you parry the attack, + + MK, then you can cancel + + MK into a super art or special attack on reaction to the parry. If they don't press anything at all, + + MK comes out to push them away. The key is to avoid canceling into a super if you don't visually see the parry happen.

**Ground Cross Ups**

Ryu can cross up the following characters in any corner:
- Twelve, Alex, Dudley, Necro, Hugo, Urien
Ryu can cross up Erika only in his corner.

**Favorable Match Up: Dudley**

This is a good match up for Ryu mainly because of one move: H. Ryu can zone Dudley and keep him away with this move all day. It covers ground and air and beats most of Dudley's normals. Dudley has a wide-dragging hit box, so this move easily hits Dudley when he goes low. Dudley has a low jump, so it is hard for him to get over. Dudley must resort to parries to successfully jump in. Use this to your advantage by mixing up the timing of attacks to prevent Dudley from parrying. Add HP and execute the combo to mix it up further.

With Dudley into the corner, use mix ups off of throws to keep opponents confused about what to do. It's possible for Rudy to cross up Dudley off of a back throw if Dudley quick-reverses. Do this enough times and Dudley will probably stop quick reversing. If he doesn't, quick-reversal a neutral throw in the corner, combo on the ground Shin-Soryuu Ken.

**6 Hits**

**Total Damage:** 88
**Corner Only (VS. Dudley)**

Neutral throw (just as Ryu recovers) does a Shin-Soryuu Ken, if timed correctly it hits while Dudley is on the ground. Juggle with a Joudan Sotou Sena (HP) after the Shin-Soryuu Ken finishes.

The timing to hit Dudley off the ground with the super art is extremely infallible. If you miss the off the ground hit Ryu flies into the air and is completely open when Dudley gets up from the throw.

**Unfavorable Match Up: Chun-Li**

Ryu is most effective from close range, but Chun-Li can out range and out footsie Ryu to the point that he can't get in on the ground. Chun-Li's low forward keeps Ryu away. When Chun-Li doesn't have super meter, they use Yuki's EX Hadouken to score a knockdown and get close. As seen above, Chun-Li has a stacked super meter, her ability to super art through Hadouken renders this strategy useless.

Ryu's only option to get in is to jump. Late jumping HP often works against a defensive Chun-Li, but an active Chun-Li knows to stop any jump in attempts with a counter air throw, anti-air, or by walking under Ryu. For Ryu to win this match, start the match off strong, attacking while Chun-Li doesn't have any super meter. Once she does, she has a meter, be patient, and try to jump in safely.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

HP has okay range, a fast start up, and good recovery. A poke from close range.

MK moves Sean forward, and beats low pokes cleanly while keeping Sean close.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MP has frame advantage off of it, so it is good for tick throw setups and other mix ups.

For example, after a blocked MP, hesitate, then walk up and use MP again (Ctrl + HK (x2)).

Close HK is a mid-level attack with a large amount of frame advantage if blocked. Good for verifying and linking into Hyper Tornado, or Hadou-Burst when close enough.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

Sean Pack

Slow two hit overhead attack with heavy recovery time. Hit or blocked, many characters can retaliate with a fast super. However, if they don’t have any stocked super meter, use this move at point blank range in mix-ups games. Use HP as cover before an attack pattern, HP → Sean Pack or HP → Sean Tackle, then + + HK (x2) or throw for a three way mix up.

Rolling Saber

 Goes over many mid level attacks to score a hit. Extremely unsafe however, and whiffs against most crouching characters and low attacks.
CROUCHING

$ + + LK$ has many uses. It is a quick poke that can be used for tick throw setups and mind games. After a blocked $ + + LK$, you have many options: throw, parry, and $ + + LK (x2)$ follow up, dash back and punish a reaction and so on. It chains into itself, so you can combo $ + + LK (x2)$ into any super art.

$ + + MK$ is Sean's best poke for mid range distance fighting. Combo into Hadou-Burst or Hyper Tornado from long range to punish whiffs or to apply pressure. Up close it can be countered by a few super arts because of its blocked frame disadvantage.

JUMPING

Jumping straight up $LP$, $MP$ and $UK$ add one frame to the start up times of these attacks compared to jumping forward or backward.

Use jumping $HP$ to get in safely. If opponents block, you have significant frame advantage to setup a throw or some mix-up into a super art.

THROWS

$LP + UK$ Seal Throw

$LP + LK$ Tomoe Throw
**SUPER ARTS**

**SUPER ART I**

Hadou-Burst is a one hit fireball. With three stocks of super meter and a short bar, it is ideal in any combo opportunity in tandem with EX moves. Hadou-Burst combos from $+\text{LX} (x2)$ and close HK Link, giving Sean high and low options. Hadou-Burst also combos nicely off of $+\text{MK}$ from all ranges. $+\text{HK} \rightarrow$ Hadou-Burst is Sean's only threatening attack from long distances. Use it to zone out characters and punish whiffs.

The downside to Hadou-Burst is its long recovery. Hadou-Burst sends enemies flying across the screen while Sean is stuck in his projectile stance. He must quickly dash across the screen to regain a position near opponents.

**Recommended Super Art: Hadou-Burst**

Hadou-Burst is the best super to give Sean a fighting chance. The bar is short enough so he should always have at least one super stocked and ready to go. The ability to do EX Dragon Smashes without worry helps Sean get out of corners and turn the momentum in his favor. With Hadou-Burst, you can turn any opening into an opportunity to connect with a combo into super.

**COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW**

**2 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 30**

Close MP $\Rightarrow$ Dragon Smash

Damaging combo used for punishment situations. Knocks down.

**5 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 41**

Close HK $\Rightarrow$ EX Tornado

Heavy damage nen super combo. Good in punishment situations.

**3 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 36**

$+\text{LX}, +\text{LX} \rightarrow$ Hadou-Burst

Flexible, verifiable way to land a Hadou-Burst. If $+\text{LX} (x2)$ is blocked, Sean remains close and has a +1 frame advantage. Walk up $+\text{LX} (x2) \rightarrow$ Hadou-Burst, walk up throw, low parry option select $+\text{MK} \rightarrow$ Hyper Tornado, or walk back a step universal overhead linked into Hyper Tornado are all good patterns in this situation. Knocks down.

**14 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 65**

$+\text{LK}, +\text{LX} \rightarrow$ Hyper Tornado

Flexible, verifiable way to land a Hyper Tornado. If $+\text{LK} (x2)$ is blocked, Sean remains close and has a +1 frame advantage. Walk up $+\text{LK} (x2) \rightarrow$ Hyper Tornado, walk up throw, low parry option select $+\text{MK} \rightarrow$ Hyper Tornado, or walk back a step universal overhead linked into Hyper Tornado are all good patterns in this situation. Knocks down.

**15 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 55**

$+\text{LK} (x2) \rightarrow$ Shoryu-Cannon

Flexible, verifiable way to land a Shoryu-Cannon. Knocks down.

**3 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 52**

Close MP $\Rightarrow$ Dragon Smash (HP) $\Rightarrow$ Hadou-Burst

High damage combo using Hadou-Burst, good for punishment situations. Knocks down.

**13 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 73**

Close HK linked into Hyper Tornado.

Flexible way to land a Hyper Tornado. Heavy damage. Knocks down.

**TARGET CHAIN**

CLOSE MP $\Rightarrow$ HK

Sean's only safe combo without a stocked super meter. Not so good damage off of a mid level attack. Safe in most situations, the roundhouse whiffs against Yun and Yang when they are crouching.

Hyper Tornado only stocks one super meter, but it does the most damage of any of Sean's super arts. It has the same combo possibilities as Hadou-Burst. With Hyper Tornado stocked and ready to go, Sean is a threat from far mid to long ranges. Punish any poke or rush down attempt with $+\text{MK} \rightarrow$ Hyper Tornado.

Only having one stock of super meter for Hyper Tornado is a big disadvantage. After landing it, it takes a long time to refill his meter to use it again. During that time, Sean does not have any high damaging combos off of pokes to keep opponents from rushing in on him.
WAKEUP GAME

With all three super arts, Sean has both high and low options to vary combo into a super art, which is important to thwart a parry attempt. Sean’s target combo overhead is good every once in a while if opponents always block low on wake up. All three super arts can be used in a combo behind of a nearby UOH on wake up.

Sean has many of the shots fake out maneuvers used to trick opponents on wake up. For example, whiff LP and LR as they are getting up, then switch it up and either throw, or + + HK (x2) and look for a bit before doing a super art. A good mix-up is to throw with + + HK, making it look like a throw setup, then use close HK and link into Hyper Tornado if hits. With Hadou Burst, you must have quicker reflexes and cancel it on reaction if an opponent attempts anything. Tekk with + + HK, then dash back and use + + MK, then cancel it into a super art if you see a move.

A neat little trick that is sure to work at least once after a throw is a Rolling Sabot ever grounded opponents as soon as you throw them, and they don’t quick recover. You cross them up just as they get up. Catch them while they are blocking the wrong way.

When Sean is the one knocked down, other than blocking or parrying, his only real safe wake up move is an EX Dragon Smack. After getting up, if an opponent is doing any tick throws or hesitation moves, use + + LP, + + HK, then EX Dragon Smack.  Rush into Hadou Burst or Hyper Tornado.

SETUPS

Ranges setups for UOH → super art

Against small characters:
(Circle MP, MK) UOH → Hadou Burst, Hyper Tornado

Against medium sized characters:
(Circle HP, UOH) → Hadou Burst, Hyper Tornado

Against wide characters:
(+ + HK, close HK) UOH → Hadou Burst, Hyper Tornado

Against Oga:
No setup is required. UOH → Hadou Burst, Hyper Tornado works at close distance on0 crouching Oga.

RESETS

Reset 1: If you manage to land a Rolling Sabot, immediately throw a Hadou Burst to hit opponents in their air recovery before they land. Although he is wary about using this often because one parry nullifies this trick.

Reset 2: After any air-to-air jumping HK or MK, if Sean lands before an opponent does, Hadou Burst the air recovery for an extra hit for decent damage. Although if done from close range and they parry, Sean is not safe.

PARRY SET UPS AND TACTICS

Sean can do the typical shot parry setups such as + + HK (x2) and option select down if blocked. He also can be tricky with close HK. He has significant frame advantage after the move. If it hits, link into a super art, if it is blocked, hesitates and bait a low poke, and parry down. From the range Sean is at after a blocked HK, the best moves to hit Sean are low pokes, as an option parry in this situation is generally without much risk.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Sean can cross up the following characters in any corner:

Twelve, Alex, Dudley, Necro, Hugo, Urien.

Sean can cross up Elena only in his own corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: REMY

Sean is one of the underdog characters of Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike, but he can hold his own against Remy. Sean’s + + MK and + + HK give Remy problems. Remy can’t brainlessly throw out Light of Virtue at Sean. Hadou Burst or Hyper Tornado through them if possible (it requires a quick reaction). Rolling Sabot gives the low Light of Virtue, and Sean Tackle early, or roll under the High Light of Virtue. At close ranges, punish Remy’s low forward with Hadou Burst or Shoryuken regardless if the move is blocked or hit. Remy’s low roundhouse is also punishable. Take advantage of these weaknesses to knock Remy down and stay on him.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: NECRO

Sean has a hard time dealing with Necro’s MP. This move out ranges all of Sean’s ground pokes and hits him even when he is crouching. Sean cannot cut Necro with + + MK like he can other characters because Necro’s MP always beats it. Furthermore, Necro can punish any whiffed hits with it. Expect a tough time getting in close. Sean Tackle is unavailable for the same reason. Necro’s HP stops Sean from advancing. The air isn’t any easier for Sean because Necro has too many safe anti-air options. Sean’s super jump is not as good as the other characters for landing a safe cross up.

For Sean to win this match, reset to parrying. On the ground, parry Necro’s MP from max range. If you successfully parry his attack, use + + MK → super art, or + + HK if you don’t have enough super meter. Once you knock him down, dash close or go for a cross up, and stay near him. If you choose to try jumping, an early jumping HK will hit his near perfect low HK anti-air. If Necro properly mixes up his anti-airstrike, expect trouble. Parrying is not much help if Necro rolls an MP. Even after a parry, Necro recovers quickly enough to block or even parry attacks.
**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**
HP: Decent anti-air. Covers a lot of area at a good angle. Hard to parry.

MK: Upward kick that moves Twelve forward slightly. Super jump cancelable, meaning after doing it you can cancel it directly into a jump and then an air dash to pin your opponent down and start another attack. This is a must to help keep Twelve airborne after offensive patterns that start on the ground.

HK: Incredible range. OK for hitting whiffed attacks with bad recovery from a distance. Very hard for a character to make this attack whiff at all. However, this attack has a slow start up and recovery.

**STANDING CLOSE**

**COSTUMES**

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

An upward kick that's cancelable. If they parry it, you can cancel into a A.X.E. (LP) to give them more to parry on the way down.

**While jumping**

Kokkue: Flying air dash. Twelve's game revolves around his air dash, which gives him the ability to be able to fly in and out of attack range at will. When combined with Twelve's incredible jumping attacks like jump HP and HK, Twelve can control a considerable amount of screen space at will. Use forward air dash to apply constant pressure with jump HP and HK. When close, you can whiff his air dash completely by doing a jump HK while the air dash is close to the ground, which whiffs then when you land either throw or + + UJ → A.X.E. to make blocking and parrying difficult.
**SPECIAL MOVES**

**CROUCHING**

+ + MK: Overall decent safe poke. Comes out fast and has decent range. Good for punishing whiffed normals.

+ + HK: Good range for a sweep. Hard to make it whiff in time frames. Will hit characters trying to walk backwards out of range if they are too close. This attack must be done from maximum range to keep it from being punished if blocked.

**JUMPING**

Strange projectile attack that comes up from the ground at varying distances. Button strength determines where needles come up from. The EX version of this move comes out slightly faster, recovers slightly faster, and puts your opponent into a juggle state. Although not extremely useful when your opponent is weak, it's actually possible to do a N.D.L. combo to medley the tail end of the needle hits and it's possible to get enough frame advantage after it to link a + + HK. This can be helpful for point blank mix-ups situations, allowing twelve to attack or tick throw behind a small frame advantage. The positioning for this is difficult, which is about directly next to them on wake up with enough time to do a N.D.L. (LP) very early. This move is also vulnerable to quick recoveries, which ruin the setup altogether. Easiest to set up after a successful X.N.D.L. combo, which they can't quick recover from.

**THROWS**

Dive attack. Button strength determines the angle of the dive. Not very useful, although it can have a bit of a surprise factor to it. The EX version is extremely fast and knock-downs for going over projectiles and punishing a whiffed attack while your jumping.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

+ + P
X.N.D.L.

Super art I equips Twelve with 2 stacks of meter to do a super art version of his N.D.L. projectile. X.N.D.L. teleports the length of the screen, although it does less damage the further it travels. You can cancel it with 4 + LX x 2 → X.N.D.L., 4 + LH → A.E.E., (UP) → X.N.D.L. and by super jump canceling stand close MK → X.N.D.L. X.N.D.L. works great as anti-air, although sometimes it is only one parry, so use with caution. This is not a good super to miss with, because the recovery is terrible. On a positive note, Twelve has a lot of meter to use for his decent EX moves.

SUPER ART II

While jumping, 4 → 4 + K
X.F.L.A.T.

X.F.L.A.T. must be done from the air. Twelve does a repeating, quicker version of his D.R.A. move. It can hit an airborne opponent, although the damage is terrible. The only way to hit confirm this from the ground is to super jump cancel close stand forward kick and cancel into super immediately when in the air.

X.F.L.A.T. can OTG combo Hugo after Twelve's neutral throw if Hugo doesn't quick recover.

SUPER ART III

+ + P
X.C.O.P.Y.

When Twelve activates X.C.O.P.Y., he morphs into his opponent for a limited amount of time. All of the morphed character's moves do 25% more damage than normal. Twelve also gains a 20% defensive boost as well. However, Twelve does not have access to their EX moves or super arts. This is the reason not to use X.C.O.P.Y. Many characters are very dependent on their supers and EX moves. Although, it can be argued that almost any character has better offensive options than Twelve, so morphing actually helps Twelve in this way. When the timer runs out, Twelve morphs back into his original form. During his retransformation period, he takes an extremely high amount of damage if hit. Akuma for instance, can kill Twelve during this time with one move.

Recommended Super Art: X.N.D.L.

None of Twelve's super arts stand out as being terribly good. X.C.O.P.Y. can be OK against certain opponents. X.N.D.L. is Twelve's only super that actually helps him out in a reasonable way. X.N.D.L. can be comboed into for decent damage, considering Twelve doesn't really have very many combos to begin with. Twelve will probably get the most use out of his two stacks of meter by using it for EX moves. EX N.D.L. and EX D.R.A. are both good, and generally safe moves. Use both of those moves to help score a knock down. Then, get in close and score a hit, and try to verify a combo into X.N.D.L.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 13
4 + LX → A.E.E.

Twelve's only low hitting non super art combo.

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 22
CORNER ONLY
EX N.D.L. from sweep-distance away, juggle with HK

Position specific juggle off of EX N.D.L.

8 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 39
4 + LX → A.E.E. → X.N.D.L.

Twelve's only low hitting super art combo

19 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 69
MK SUPER JUMP CANCELED INTO VERY EARLY X.F.L.A.T.

Twelve's only option for comboing X.F.L.A.T. High Damage. Extremely difficult to do, not recommended.
STRATEGY

S.A.A.

Twelve can only really do two things: poke and throw. Outside of a super art, he has virtually zero combo potential. Because of this, Twelve has no real way to punish anything significantly. This is really bad for Twelve, because opponents will have no fear of doing random Shouryukens, super, or anything else that can hit for big damage and knock Twelve out of the air. What would normally be a big risk maneuver is actually in your interest against Twelve. His lack of punishment ability tips the risk/reward ratio in the favor of high risk payoffs. Twelve is likely to be hit by random anti-airs and supers all the time, and there is not a whole lot Twelve can do about it.

Since Twelve can do nothing more than poke and throw, he doesn’t have a very good close up game. Add to this the fact that his only verifiable ways to combo into super can both beparried low, why would he want to get close. When Twelve is on the ground, low forward is his best poke. Use it often. Against taller characters, use LP a lot to keep them grounded.

Twelve can take advantage of his air dash flight capabilities to form some sort of offensive game. Twelve’s maneuverability is his strong point. He can fly in, poke or throw, do a little damage, then fly away, do a random N.D.L., fly back in, poke or throw, get any piece of damage he can, fly away, and repeat. Essentially, you want to fly around back and forth being annoying and scoring little bits of damage here and there. That is the best you can hope for.

There are some tricks Twelve can utilize to help him score those little bits. Twelve can air dash really low to the ground by inputting the first command of the air dash as you jump. From the ground, tap →, →, and as soon as Twelve gets in the air he will begin to fly. From this low height, you can cancel the dash into an air HK that will bring Twelve back to the ground really quickly. It is like performing a quick low jump. You can use this travel across the screen really quick at a very low altitude. Use the speed of this trick to get in close and either throw immediately, or take advantage of the fact that they are probably still blocking high and do + LK → A.X.E. (LP) → X.N.D.L. This is one of the few good ways to land that combo.

If you are air dashing toward an opponent from far away, cancel into jumping HP to hit them at a distance. HP covers a lot of a distance and can keep opponents away. Land and then air dash back. If you do the low air dash trick to dash back, after you land immediately EX N.D.L. This will hit many characters who try to dash up and follow Twelve. Another good option when you land from an air dash is to HK. If you are near the opponent and they jump, use an HP them as they ascend. If you air dash in from medium range, cancel into jumping LP. The LP hits from high up and usually gives Twelve frame advantage when he lands. Use this opportunity to throw. If your opponent jumps while you are air dashing, cancel into jumping HP. This poke comes out fast and has great range.

At times when you air dash in pretty close, hit them with jumping HK, and when you land, do close stand forward kick and super jump cancel back into the air. From there you have many options. A tricky maneuver is to super jump cancel and jump backwards, then air dash forward again and cancel into HK immediately. The HK will whiff and you will land right back next to them really quickly. Use this opportunity to quickly throw, or do + LK → A.X.E. (LP) → X.N.D.L. This works really well against a cornered opponent.

Twelve’s HP is great anti-air. You can hit opponents on the way up, at the height of their jump, or as they are coming down. Mix it up to discourage parries. Another good way to mess with parry attempts is to use LP as anti-air. If they parry, cancel into EX N.D.L. The parry timing for this is tricky, and if hit, you can juggle with HK. Twelve’s safest anti-air is to walk under his opponent’s and throw. His walking animation is so slow to the ground that he almost never gets hit by cross ups. You can also use his walk to go under most projectiles.

WAKE UP GAME

If you score a knockdown, it is usually from a throw or EX N.D.L., so they will be sent flying across the screen. This is a good setup for a cross up. Super jump up and air dash towards them. Cancel into jumping HK to cross them up as they get up. Land and do + LK → A.X.E. (LP) → X.N.D.L.

When Twelve is the one getting up, his options are rather limited. + LP → A.X.E. (LP) comes out fast and pushes them away a bit. But if it is blocked, you’re in trouble. Twelve doesn’t have any high priority moves to deal with this type of situation. Try not to get knocked down and cornered. If you do, you might have to resort to parrying.

SETUPS

Ranges setups for UOH → super art

Against small and medium sized characters:
(+ LK, + LK) UOH → X.N.D.L.

RESETS

Reset 1: In the corner if you hit your opponent with an EX N.D.L., juggle them with LP to reset them, then UOH. You can set up the distance perfectly to link X.N.D.L. after the UOH.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

When Twelve is air dashing in, he often does jump LP, lands, and throws. Before throwing, try to go forward. This way, if they tried to poke you with a mid level attack, you will parry and then throw them. If they did nothing, you will throw them as well. This is a good option select tactic to help Twelve when he is close.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Twelve can cross up Hugo in any corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI

Chun-Li is one of the strongest characters in the game; one hit can lead to over 50% damage. Twelve is one of the weakest characters in the game, even his biggest combo only does around 35% damage, and it is hard to actualize. So how does Twelve beat Chun-Li from the air? Twelve’s unique (an arguably bad) style of poke and run away tactic actually are effective against Chun-Li. Twelve can attack Chun-Li repeatedly from the air because of her lack of any anti-air moves. And when Twelve is running away and flying across the screen, it is very hard for Chun-Li to catch him. The more time Twelve spends in the air, the less chance there is that he will ever get hit by Chun-Li’s deadly low forward → Shouryukken.
**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**
HP goes over some low attacks at the right range.

HK is a slow overhead kick that moves Urien's body back slightly. Can be used to avoid and punish throws at short range.

**CROUCHING**
- + HP as anti-air. Also Juggle for combos and big damage. Terrible recovery however, very unsafe if blocked. Use only when it's guaranteed.
- + MK has good range, speed, and recovery. OK whiff punisher. Overall best poke in general.
- + HK is a swing with amazing range. It can punish whiffed moves if it is done early.

**THROWS**
LP + LK Destroy Claw
MP + LK + LK Spartan Bomb

**JUMPING**
Jumping HK is an overall great jump in. Good damage, great range, average priority.

**SPECIAL NORMALS**
- + MP Quarrel Punch
  START UP 9 3
  Can be used as anti-air from jump attacks. Use it at the end of juggle to start a reset setup.

- + HP Terrible Smash
  START UP 14 -6
  Great overhead. Very fast. Extremely useful to land hits that lead to large combos while they are in black star with an Aegis Reflector on top of them.

- + MK Quarrel Kick
  START UP 16 -2
  Lunge with high range. Moves Urien very far forward while attacking. Use during fast games because it's hard for your opponent to make this attack whiff. Also important for Aegis Reflector unblockable setups.

**COSTUMES**

![Urien Costumes](image-url)
COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 20
* + LP, * + LP → Dangerous Headbutt (LP)
Unison's only safe and verifiable combo without a super. Whiffs on
characters unless they custom jump. Only do it if they are
Homing not all that useful. Knocks down.

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 26
* + LP, * + LP → EX Chariot Tackle
Verifiable. Not so great damage, but it is safe.

7 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 56
EX Chariot Tackle linked into an immediate Tyrant Slaughter
Ok combo if you happen to hit with a random EX Chariot Tackle

7 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 62
* + LP, * + LP → Tyrant Slaughter
Flexible and verifiable. Ok damage. Knocks down.

10 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 61
* + HP for 2 hits, immediately
juggle with an EX Dangerous Headbutt, then
juggle with a early Chariot Tackle (HK) → Jupiter Thunder

Easy way to land Jupiter Thunder mid screen in punishment
situations or as anti-air. Knocks down.

15 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 85
* + HP for 1 hit → Chariot Tackle (HK) → Aegis Reflecter
immediately do a Chariot Tackle (HK) when Unison
releases, then while they are still baring hit
Aegis Reflecter link a * + HP
juggle with an early Chariot Tackle (MK),
juggle against an immediate Metallic Sphere (MP),
juggle again with a Chariot Tackle (MK),
then finally juggle with a early HP.
Complicated Aegis Reflecter combo. Does massive damage.
Only works against Chun Li, Heero, Q, Elena, Makoto, and
Yuri. Knocks down, allowing you to start an Aegis Reflecter
unblockable pattern again.

11 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 76
MUST BE DONE MID
SCREEN OR CLOSE TO A CORNER
* + HP for 2 hits, juggles with
and early Chariot Tackle (MK),
when able, juggle with an early
EX Chariot Tackle, when Unison
releases immediately juggle with a
Chariot Tackle (HK)

Damaging anti-air option. Also good in punishment situations.
Knocks down.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

Tyrant Punish

Union does 5 consecutive Chariot Tackles for good damage. A very basic super. Union can cancel it easily from his LP MP target chain, + + LP x2, as well as from any Chariot Tackle. Use Chariot Tackles to attack from long distances and punch whiffs, and cancel into Tyrant Punish if one connects. Union can also link into Tyrant Punish after an EX Chariot Rush or Jumping HK. Jumping HK has a long reach and can hit from almost any angle and still have time to link the super when he lands.

With 2 stacks of super meter, Union is free to use EX moves for his big damage juggles. Tyrant Punish gives Union big combo opportunities that his other super arts can't supply. An all-around decent super.

SUPER ART II

Jupiter Thunder

Union charges up to throw a giant projectile towards his opponent. It does good damage and has combo possibilities. It can be used to finish off many of Union's long juggle combos. It does a lot of stun damage. Union can easily stun Rainy or Akuma with Jupiter Thunder at the end of a juggle. Jupiter Thunder may be the superior art of choice against Akuma because of his ability to teleport out of Aegis Reflector setups.

SUPER ART III

Aegis Reflector

Union sends out a wall of energy that can hit up to 6 times and reflect projectiles. The button press determines how far the reflector initially travels. After that, it has a bouncing factor, moving either forward or backwards from its initial position towards the opponent. Union can also press two punch buttons for a variation of the reflector that comes out almost instantly right in front of him, although higher than the normal reflectors. With this variation's frame start, Union can combo into this reflector after a UOH or after his neutral throw on some characters, and even after + + LP x2 in the corner.

Aegis Reflector is a very complicated super. It doesn't do very much damage by itself, but it has the potential to be used in an almost unlimited number of ways to produce high damage combos, unblockable and ambiguous setups, and big damage off of overhead and low attacks. Union can even use Aegis Reflector for the purpose of canceling his special moves to recover faster so he can add on a few more hits to the end of a juggle.

The basic use of Aegis Reflector is to combo it into and allow the reflector to do some damage before starting a juggles with + + HP. This can be easily done in the corner after a Chariot Tackle. Cancel into a Aegis Reflector (LP), then simply launch them with + + HP after the last hit of the reflector. In mid-screen, if you can hit them into the reflector behind them, the reflector will bounce them back towards you. Continue to keep hitting them in to the reflector until Aegis Reflector runs out, then launch them with + + HP and continue to combo them.

It usually is difficult for Union to connect with + + HP or a Chariot Tackle in order to combo into Aegis Reflector directly. Union usually has to resort to trying to do damage with Aegis Reflector indirectly. Chariot Tackle into your opponent, and even if they block, activate an Aegis Reflector. At this point, you can either do a low move, an overhead attack, or try to throw them. Hit them with any of these, and they will bounce into the Aegis Reflector. You may then possibly have the ability to hit them again while they are caught in the Aegis Reflector. This is especially useful in the corner. After an overhead or low attack, Union has enough time to recover from his move and launch his opponent with + + HP before the Aegis Reflector runs out. An overhead or low attack can lead to a big juggle for a lot of damage.

Aegis Reflector can be used to set up an unblockable scenario for Union's hit. Hit your opponent from the front while Aegis Reflector hits them from behind. If the hit boxes of the two moves overlap, then it creates a situation where your opponent cannot block. This makes Aegis Reflector extremely lethal. The only way to escape from an unblockable setup is to pary correctly, or execute a move with enough invulnerability to move out of the way of it. After landing an unblockable hit into Aegis Reflector, Union usually has enough time to launch his opponent with + + HP to continue with an air juggle for a ton of damage.

Recommended Super Art:
Aegis Reflector

All of Union's super arts can lead to big damage if he has clean openings, but only Aegis Reflector can put immense pressure on opponents when they are blocking and lead to big damage without instantly landing the super. With the addition of unblockable, and high/low mixup setups, Aegis Reflector is clearly Union's most useful super art. It can be used in almost any situation to inflict some damage on your opponent.

TARGET COMBOS

LP → MP

Vertical way to land a Tyrant Slaughter. Whiffs against most crouching characters though. Not very useful.

QUARREL PUNCH → HP

First hit whiffs against crouching characters, so it has limited usefulness.

STRATEGY

Elbow

Union has the potential to do a ton of damage and a lot of stun if he can land one of his juggle combos. The problem is that it's hard to land his juggles straight up. + + HP comes out slow, so it's only useful for punishment situations. Union can't rely on + + HP to get his damage. He has to use his Aegis Reflector to create openings to knock away any opponent's life bar and possibly trick them and land a juggle and possibly set up an unblockable Aegis Reflector. Union is at such an advantage when he activates Aegis Reflector. The opponent usually can't attack while Union is pressuring with Aegis Reflector. So Union wants to fight with an Aegis Reflector on his opponent whenever possible.

Union should play defensively when he doesn't have meter. He doesn't have a lot of high damaging offensive options that are safe. His Chariot Tackle is not safe if blocked, so it's hard to get in. It's better to stay back and charge your super meter. Whiff a lot of MPs to build your meter, and try to keep your opponent away from you as best you can. Poke with + + AIK and keep charging your meter with MPs.

When you have enough meter for an Aegis Reflector, it is now safe to rush in and attack. Hit them with a Chariot Tackle to get in and cancel into Aegis Reflector. Canceling into this move gives Union frame advantage when he recovers so it is safe to Chariot Tackle at any time if you have meter. If they block the Chariot Tackle, you have a lot of mixups to try to land some damage. The basic options are to either do an overhead attack, hit them with, or throw and bounce them into the Aegis Reflector to set up a juggle. At mid-screen the damage you can get off of a blocked Aegis Reflector setup is ok, but ideally you want to get them into the corner first. If they block and you activate a Aegis Reflector (LP) in the corner, any hit connect with will allow you to launch them with + + HP before the Aegis Reflector runs out. You can land a huge juggle and possibly setup up an unblockable Aegis Reflector setup if you have enough meter. If your opponent blocks the Aegis Reflector and all of your mixups, simply dash back and start charging your meter again with Mps. Union is a better character with an Aegis Reflector on screen to help him out. There is no reason to put yourself at risk when you can just run away for a little bit until you can activate it again.

+ + HP is good as anti-air and sets Union up for his big juggle combos and unblockable setups. It is a bit slow, so it tends to beat out early jump attacks. Jumping back HK is another really good anti-air tactic.

WAKEUP GAME

Union has many tricks he can do if he lands a knockdown while Aegis Reflector is out. Union's dash is really good, and can dash through a lot of characters if they quickly recover. He can use this to set up unblockable Aegis Reflector situations or to just continue his opponents and hit them into it while they aren't blocking. Union can also take advantage of charge partitioning to dash up quickly and do a Dangerous Headbutt over their fallen body to hit them from behind into the Aegis Reflector.

After knocking them down in the corner, there is no need to wait until they get up and Chariot Rush → Aegis Reflector. They could potentially
PASS YOUR THIS. JUST ACTIVATE AN AGIES REFLCTOR (LP) OVER THEIR TAIL OR ABILITY AND LET THEM WATCH UP RIGHT INTO IT. TRY TO HIT THEM WITH AN OVERHAND OR LOW ATTACK AND THEN BASH THEM WITH +1 HP IF IT HITS. IF URBAN DOESN'T HAVE ENOUGH METER FOR AN AGIES REFLECTOR, HE ISN'T GOING TO BE THAT MUCH OF A THREAT TO A WALKING OPponent, SO URBAN IS AS RISK TO WALKING MOVES. MID-Screen JUMP HITS ARE GOOD AND FAIRLY SOFA BECAUSE OF ITS LONG RANGE. URBAN JUST NEEDS TO ANNOY HIS OPPONENT AND KEEP THEM AWAY FOR A LITTLE BIT UNTIL HE HAS HIS METER AGAIN, THEN HE CAN CHARGE IN AND ACTIVATE AN AGIES REFLECTOR.

WHEN URBAN IS THE ONE GETTING UP, HE HAS A NICE WALKUP MOVE IN HIS DANGEROUS HEADBUTT. THE LP VERSION COMES OUT FAST AND IS GENERALLY SAFE. IF IT MISSES COMPLETELY, URBAN IS STILL VULNERABLE. +1 HP IS ALSO A PRETTY GOOD GIVE UP CLOSE. +4 LP > DANGEROUS HEADBUTT (LP) IS A FAIRLY SAFE OPTION TO DO AS WELL AS TRY TO KNOCK SOMEONE AWAY FROM CLOSE RANGE.

SETUPS:
ADVANCED SETUPS:

UNBLOCKABLE AGIES REFLCTOR SETUPS

SETUP 1: AFTER A THROW, IMMEDIATELY ACTIVATE A AGIES REFLECTOR (LP). DURING THE SUPER FREEZE DURATION, DO A DANGEROUS HEADBUTT (HP) AS SOON AS THE ACTION RESUMES TO GO OVER YOUR OPponentS BODY. AS SOON AS THEY GET UP, HIT THEM WITH A QUARRY KICK TO PUSH THEM INTO THE AGIES REFLECTOR. THE KICK OVERLAPS THE AGIES REFLECTOR AND WILL BE UNBLOCKABLE. AS SOON AS YOU REACTIVATE, LAUNCH THEM WITH A +4 HP. THIS IS A VERY GOOD SETUP. YOUR OPPONENT CAN ESCAPE BY QUICK REVERSING THE INITIAL THREAT.

SETUP 2: CONnect WITH A +4 HP AND JUGGLE WITH A CHARIOT Tackle (UK). Cast into a AGIES REFLECTOR (HP) AND charge during the super freeze. IMMEDIATELY CHARIOT Tackle (UK) TO JUGGLE, CHARGE DURING THE CHARIOT Tackle, HESITATE FOR A SECOND, THEN VIOLENCE KNEE DROP (UK) TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE OF YOUR OPPONENT. DASH UP TWICE TO PUSH YOUR OPPONENT TOWARDS THE REFLECTOR WHILE THEY ARE ON THE GROUND. IMMEDIATELY HIT THEM WITH A QUARRY KICK TO PUSH THEM INTO THE AGIES REFLECTOR AND CAUSE AN UNBLOCKABLE SITUATION. HIT THEM WITH A +4 HP AND JUGGLE. IF YOU HAVE ENOUGH METER AND ARE STILL POSITIONED MIDDLE SCREEN YOU CAN REPEAT THE SETUP FOR ANOTHER UNBLOCKABLE AGIES REFLECTOR COMBO. THIS SETUP IS REALLY GOOD BECAUSE WHEN THE SECOND CHARIOT TACKLE HITS, IT PushES YOUR OPPONENT INTO THE AGIES REFLECTOR AS THE LAST JUGGLE HITS, THEREBY DELAYING THEM TO QUICK RECOVER AND ESCAPE THIS SETUP. THE DURATION AND SPACING VARY SLIGHTLY ON THE CHARACTERS THIS SETUP WORKS ON.

SETUP 3: IN THE CORNER, JUGGLE WITH A CHARIOT Tackle AND CANCEL INTO AGIES REFLECTOR (LP). WALK BACKWARDS AND CHARGE, THEN DO A CHARIOT Tackle (UK) TO MOVE YOUR OPPONENT BACK INTO THE CORNER WITHOUT HITTING THEM. CHARGE DURING THE CHARIOT Tackle. DO A VIOLENCE KNEE DROP (UK) TO HIT YOUR OPPONENT RIGHT AS THEY WEAKEN. THIS WILL CAUSE AN UNBLOCKABLE SITUATION AND THEY WILL GET HIT BY THE AGIES REFLECTOR. LAND AND LAUNCH THEM WITH A +4 HP. REPEAT FROM THE START IF YOU HAVE ENOUGH METER. YOU CAN DO MULTIPLE CHARIOT TACKLES TO INCREASE THE DAMAGE. YOU CAN SET THIS UP WITH A +4 HP OR ANTI-AIR METALLIC SPHERE OR ANY OTHER MOVE THAT JUGGLES THEM. ANOTHER GOOD WAY TO SET THIS UP IS AFTER A BLOCKED AGIES REFLECTOR IN THE CORNER. TRY TO HIT THEM WITH EITHER A UOH OR LOW ATTACK, THEN +4 + HP TO JUGGLE AND BEGIN THE SETUP FROM THERE.

ADVANCED TACTIC 1:
OVERLAPPING CHARGE TIMES

URBAN DOES A LOT OF DAMAGE OFF HIS JUGGLE COMBO. IN THE CORNER HE CAN JUGGLE WITH UP TO 4 CHARIOT TACKLES IN MOST SITUATIONS. THE TIMING IS REALLY CRUCIAL TO GET A CHARIOT Tackle. YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF SOME HELP BY OVERLAPPING THEIR CHARGE TIMES. THE IDEA IS SIMPLE: START CHARGING FOR THE NEXT CHARIOT Tackle BEFORE YOU EVEN EXECUTE THE FIRST ONE. CHARGE BACK FOR THE FIRST CHARIOT Tackle, AND ONCE YOU HAVE A CHARGE, PRESS TOWARDS, THEN BACK AND PRESS KICK. THE 3RD STRIKE GAME ENGINE GIVES YOU A LOT OF FREEDOM TO COORDINATE YOUR MOTIONS AND BUTTON PRESSING, SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO PESS THE KICK BUTTON EXACTLY WHEN YOU PESS FORWARD. WITH THIS METHOD, WHEN YOU PRESS KICK AFTER PESSING BACK, YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED CHARGING FOR THE NEXT CHARIOT Tackle. THIS SHOULD GIVE YOU SUFFICIENT TIME TO FULL CHARGE FOR YOUR NEXT CHARIOT Tackle SO YOU CAN KEEP THE JUGGLE GOING. DO THIS FOR ALL YOUR CHARGES TO CUT DOWN ON THE CHARGE TIME.

ADVANCED TACTIC 2:
CHARGE PARTITIONING

URBAN HAS MANY CHARGE MOVES THAT CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CHARGE PARTITIONING. THE IDEA IS SIMPLE: SPLIT UP THE CHARGE TIME OF A CHARGE MOVE INTO PIECES. IN BETWEEN THE CHARGES YOU HAVE FREE TO MOVE AROUND OR DO MOVES. JUST MAKE SURE YOU DON'T WAIT TOO LONG BEFORE CONTINUING THE CHARGE. AS LONG AS YOU HAVEN'T FULLY CHARGED, YOU CAN KEEP PARTITIONING THE CHARGE.

URBAN CAN SET UP A LOT OF UNBLOCKABLE AGIES REFLECTOR SETUPS WITH THE USE OF CHARGE PARTITIONING. OFTEN TIMES URBAN WILL LOAD UP HIS OPPONENT DOWN WHILE AGIES REFLECTOR IS OUT. HE NEEDS TO GET ON THE OTHER SIDE OF HIS OPPONENT SO HE CAN HIT HIM INTO AGIES REFLECTOR FROM THE BACK. USUALLY THE EASIEST WAY FOR URBAN TO MOVE IS BY DASHING. WITH CHARGE PARTITIONING, URBAN CAN CHARGE A LITTLE BIT, THEN DASH AND COMPLETE THE CHARGE DURING THE DASH AS THE TIME YOU GET NEXT TO HIS OPPONENT HE CAN QUICKLY DANGEROUS HEADBUTT OVER THEIR BODY AND THEN SET UP HIS OPPONENT INTO AN UNBLOCKABLE SETUP.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

WHEN URBAN DOES A WALKUP MOVE IN DANGEROUS HEADBUTT, IT MIGHT WHIFF ON SOME COACHING CHARACTERS. THE MOVES COME OUT FAST AND IS HARD TO REACT TO. A DASH DOWN IN THIS SITUATION MIGHT JUST CAUSCA AN OPPONENT'S ATTEMPT TO PUNCH YOUR WHIFF. THIS COULD BE THE OPENING URBAN NEEDS TO LAND HIS DEADLY +4 HP AND START A JUGGLE COMBO OR UNBLOCKABLE AGIES SETUP.

GROUND CROSS UPS

URBAN CAN CROSS UP FEELIE, HUGO, AND NEREO IN ANY CORNER.

URBAN CAN CROSS UP YUN, YANG, DONKEY KONG, AND MID SCREEN AFTER A JUGGLE THAT ENDS WITH A DANGEROUS HEADBUTT.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: HUGO

HUGO IS REALLY TALL. URBAN CAN USE THIS TO HIS ADVANTAGE AND REALLY ANNOY AND FRUSTRATE HUGO WITH HIGH METALLIC SPHERES. HUGO CAN'T WALK UNDER URBAN. URBAN CAN KEEP HUGO AWAY FOR A LONG TIME AND BUILD UP HIS METER AT THE SAME TIME. KEEP HIM AWAY WITH METALLIC SPHERES AND ONLY ATTACK WHEN YOU HAVE METER. CHARGE IN AND ACTIVATE AGIES REFLECTOR AND GET AS MUCH DAMAGE AS YOU CAN. AFTER THAT, DASH BACK, THROW SOME MORE HIGH METALLIC SPHERES, AND BUILD YOUR METER UP AGAIN. URBAN SHOULD HAVE AN EASY TIME KEEPING HUGO AWAY. ONLY GET CLOSE TO HIM WHEN YOU ARE READY TO ACTIVATE AGIES REFLECTOR. PLAY IT SAFE AGAINST HUGO, AND A VICTORY SHOULD BE EASILY WITHIN YOUR REACH.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN

URBAN WANTS TO KEEP CHARACTERS AWAY FROM HIM BECAUSE HE HAS A METER FOR AGIES REFLECTOR. URBAN WILL HAVE A HARD TIME TRYING TO KEEP KEN AWAY. URBAN CANNOT USE HIS +4 MK AT ALL AGAINST KEN. KEN'S COUNTERING MK WILL ALWAYS LAND URBAN'S. KEN CAN BLOCK SPOURS FROM A SAFE RANGE FROM HIS LOW FORWARD AND CONNECT WITH SHUGO JABU JABU ANYWAY. KEN ALSO HAS A GREAT SUPER JUMP CROSS UP WITH HIS JUMPING FORWARD AND EX AIR HURRICANE KICK. URBAN JUST HAS TO DEAL WITH THE FACT THAT KEN IS GOING TO GET CLOSE AND TRY TO PREVENT HIM FROM CHARGING HIS METER.

FOR URBAN TO WIN, HE HAS TO PLAY SMART. DON'T EVER USE HIS +4 MK FIRST. IF YOU SEE KEN STICK OUT HIS TWO FINGERS, THEN IT'S OK TO USE HIS +4 MK HERE. IF YOU WANT TO STICK OUT POKES TO TRY TO KEEP KEN AWAY, STICK TO STANDING MK. THIS WILL DO A GOOD JOB OF STOPS KEN FROM MINDLESSLY COMING WITH LOW MK. WHEN KEN CROSSES YOU, JUST BLOCK AND WAIT IT OUT. IF HE DOES ANYTHING OTHER THAN HIS HP, HP CHAIN OR +4 LX X2 IMMEDIATELY, THEN HE IS PROBABLY GOING FOR SOME SORT OF KICK SET UP. TRY TO DANGEROUS HEADBUT (LP) BETWEEN HITS AND KNOCK HIM DOWN. GET YOUR METER, AND ACTIVATE AGIES REFLECTOR, AND JUST PLAY URBAN'S GAME. THIS MATCH WILL BE TOUGHER THAN MOST, BUT IF URBAN CAN KEEP GETTING METER FOR AGIES REFLECTOR, HE WILL CHIP AWAY AT KEN'S LIFE BAR BY BIT.
**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**

HP has good range and deals decent damage. Use it to beat anticipated attacks early at close range.

MK is an upward kick that covers quite a bit of area. Good against high attacks and jumps at a close range. Hits most crouching characters.

HK has ridiculous range, usually greater than any opponent's best poke range, and still hits most crouching opponents. Also good against anticipated jumps from further away, must be done early in this case, however.

**STANDING CLOSE**

Close MP is Yang's best close mid-level attack. It has a decent amount of frame advantage over it, allowing Yang to burst out combo with LK → EX Tourou Zen. If MP is blocked, walk up Zampou Tenjin, 4 + LK (x2) → EX Tourou Zen, or universal overhead linked into LK → EX Tourou Zen are all good patterns in this situation.

Close MK is a super jump cancellable kick that launches. Use it as an anti-air or if you're afraid of mid-level attacks.

**COSTUMES**

**SPECIAL NORMALS**

- **Sempu Kyaku**

  START UP 19

  A fairly fast command overhead with great range. Can be done from rather unexpected ranges for possible damage.

- **Raijeki Shuu**

  START UP 6

  A diving kick with a steep angle. Button strength controls Yang's angle of descent. Yang's game revolves around this attack. Use it to get close quickly after a successful knock down. It can be used in an offensive manner to close and stay on top of opponents. Depending on how close this move is done and how high up the move is blocked, the Raijeki Shuu can carry varying frame advantages or disadvantages. It's important to learn to pick the right kick strength so that this move hits late. Also, because of the varying angles, it's possible to use Raijeki Shuu to set up high/low/throw guessing games by whiffing a Raijeki Shuu, luring, throwing, or going straight into 4 + LK (x2), or not whiffing it at all, making it hit extremely deep, which hits high. If a deep Raijeki Shuu is blocked, Yang has a slight frame advantage to work with to start a mix-up game.
CROUCHING

+ + LK (x2) is the opening to Yang's most useful combos. + + LK (x2) ➔ EX Tourou Zen. It is also one of the only safe ways to land super arts off of a low attack. Use it for set ups and guessing games like + + LK, HP, HP, + + + HP chain.

+ + MK is Yang's only decent low poke. Although slow, use + + MK ➔ EX Tourou Zen to punish whiffs if done early. Also useful as an anti-air because Yang's crouching hit box is so low.

+ + HK is a sweep that moves Yang forward. Good for punishing whiffed attacks.

JUMPING

+ + LP Jumping Jab

START UP 3

[Image]

+ + LK Jumping Short

START UP 4 [Image]

[Image]

+ + HK Jumping Roundhouse

START UP 8

[Image]

+ + HP Jumping Fierce

START UP 5

[Image]

THROWS

LP → LK Hiza Geri

[Image]

LP + LK Yushon Shin

[Image]

LP + LK Monkey Flip

[Image]

SPECIAL MOVES

1 ➔ + IP (up to 3 times; 5 for EX) tourou zen

[Image]

2 ➔ + K Sankyoutai

[Image]

4 ➔ + K Kallou

[Image]

6 ➔ + P Byakko Sashoude

[Image]

8 ➔ + K Zanpa Tenshin

[Image]

8 ➔ + L K

[Image]

Bottom strength determines how far the roll travels before the kick segment. MK, HK, and EX versions are a puzzle set ups. Other MK or HK, use Tenchin-Sankyoutai, or MP, or LP. Use it to go under projectiles or close range combo. EX version travels further and faster while doing more damage.

Yang's most important special attack at close ranges. Does good damage and knocks down. Each segment of the attack can be delayed slightly, meaning it's possible for Tourou Zen to follow ups like after the previous Tourou Zen slack. This is good for tricking opponents into thinking you're going to retreat, stepping at the last second, allowing you to reactivate when opponents strike, thinking you're at a disadvantage. Because of the multiple hits, it's possible to verify hits after + + MK ➔ Tourou Zen (LP) for 1 hit. The last hit of the LP version also has a slight frame advantage after it, allowing Yang to stop at the first slack and mix up with walk up throws. Because of the EX version's increased speed, it comes off + + LK (x2), providing a flexibile combo. The EX version is also a good whiff punisher. This attack alone makes Yang deadly at close ranges, an important move to his arsenal.

Kallou travels varying distances depending on the button strength used. Although heavily open to attack on start up and recovery, this move is important when used to combine with Tourou Zen, as both the normal and EX versions of Tourou Zen knock opponents fairly away. Use MK or LK Kallou to close distances and start another offensive pattern.

Pressing two punches instead of one "fuses" the attack, cancelling just before the punch. Very slow start up, but extremely good priority because of its large hit box. Use from far away in anticipation against a jump in or an attack with range. Failing this move is useful in wake up or close range situations to bait a high parry, allowing you to land a + + MK ➔ Tourou Zen or walk up throw.

Command grinds that switches sides with opponents, and leaves them open for a combo, specifically + + MK ➔ Tourou Zen (HP/EX). This move can lead to major damage off of a throw. Has slightly more range than a normal throw.
**SUPER ARTS**

**SUPER ART 1**

Raishin-Mahaken

Raishin-Mahaken is Yang's most damaging super art. It comes easily off of 4+ MK, making it ideal for punishing whiffs. It provides a mid-range poke that can lead to big damage. Raishin-Mahaken is the only non-projectile super art in the game with frame advantage if blocked. This allows Yang the freedom to be somewhat random with it if he chooses. As long as it makes contact, Yang cannot be hit back. Throwing out this super art randomly from time to time can make up for its limited combo ability. If opponents fear that Yang might use a super art on them at any moment, they might be more hesitant to throw out random pokes, or pressure Yang on wake up. Use this to your advantage to be more offensive and land more throws.

Raishin-Mahaken only stocks one super meter, and the bar is very long. Be conservative with EX moves if you plan to have enough meter to land this move.

**COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW**

**4 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 26**

- 4+ MX → Tourou Zan (LP)

Flexible low combo. The first slash of the Tourou Zan (LP) has a slight frame advantage after it. Verify a hit off of 4+ MX → Tourou Zan. If it hits, finish the Tourou Zan command and combo the other two slashes. If it doesn't hit, either hesitate the follow-up slashes to make it look like you're stopping the attack, then either execute delayed follow-ups or stop after the first slash, then either walk up throw or 4+ MK → Tourou Zan (MP).

**7 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 35**

- 4+ LX (x2) → EK Tourou Zan

Flexible, versatile combo of a mid-level attack. Does good damage, knocks down.

**4 HITS TOTAL DAMAGE: 31**

EX Sankouji, juggle with early close MP

Good for going under projectiles. It's possible to cancel MP into a Kachou (LK) to teleport right directly next to opponents as they are flipping out of LP, putting Yang into prime position to attack. 4+ LX (x2) → EK Tourou Zan or Zanpou Sankouji linked into 4+ MK → Tourou Zan are good in this situation.

**2 HITS**

**TOTAL DAMAGE: 37**

**CORNER ONLY**

Byakko Sankouji, juggle with an early HP

Simple high damage corner juggle. Not very useful, but the only decent option if Byakko Sankouji happens to hit while an opponent is cornered.

**SUPER ART 2**

Tenshin-Senkyutai

Yang stocks up two super meter for Tenshin-Senkyutai. It combo nicely in a variety of situations because its homing properties. Yang rolls variable distances based on the location of opponents. It is good for rolling under projectiles from mid-screen. Tenshin-Senkyutai easily combos behind MP, H++, H+ target chain, as well as 4+ MX → Tenshin-Senkyutai, 4+ LX (x2) → Tenshin-Senkyutai, and links off of 4+ MP.

Work to manage super meter to allow an assortment of EX moves along with Tenshin-Senkyutai. Selecting this super art could be used solely for the purpose of starting meter for EX moves.

**SUPER ART 3**

Seiei-Enbu

Yang gains two shadows that mimic his moves with a slight delay. This allows Yang to recover while his shadows attacking, allowing links to other attacks, meaning the combo can continue for the duration of Seiei-Enbu. As the Seiei-Enbu time runs out, it's possible to link one more combo that extends after the super art runs out.

Seiei-Enbu cannot be comboed into, so there are no guaranteed setups to land a Seiei-Enbu combo. The best way to use Seiei-Enbu is to activate it after scoring a knockdown. As opponents get up, mix up overhead, low, and cross up attacks to find an opening. Once you land that first hit, continue to combo until the super meter runs out. You must combo many Tourou Zans in order to keep Yang moving forward to stay in range. The inability to combo Seiei-Enbu is its biggest limitation. If an opponent is able to react to all of the overhead attacks and cross ups, and blocks everything else low, Yang will not be able to initiate a combo. Yang's only other option is to grab them with Zanpou Tenshin in order to start the custom combo.

If you're able to land a cross up Raikou Shou while in Seiei-Enbu, go into a high/low pattern to make it difficult for opponents to block. After the Raikou Shou, land and use 4+ MK, 4+ H+. Yang hits them with 4+ H+ while his shadow is still hitting with a Raikou Shou up high. If you are able to knock down with 4+ H+, Yang is in perfect position to super jump and cross up Raikou Shou again and repeat the sequence. Each knockdown resets the damage, so the damage potential of this confusion pattern is very high.

**TARGET COMBOS**

**LK → MK → HK**

Quick three hit chain that does minor damage. It is easy and completely safe if blocked.

**HP → MP → 4+ HP**

Three hit chain with a super art cancellable last hit. Decent range and damage. Good way to land a Tenshin-Senkyutai off of a mid-level hit.

**JUMPING MK → 4+ MK**

Two hit air chain ending with Yang's Raikou Shou. This combo helps versus opponents that anti-air parry often.
STRATEGY

Toukou Kousha

Yang does not need to rely on Raigeki Shuu to get in as much as Yuu. Take advantage of his dive against characters that can't stop his rush, but don't take unnecessary risks against characters that can punish him for it. Yang has the ability to advance in a cautious and safe manner with EX Tourou Zen. However, if the Yang player is willing to take risks, and it is + MK range, cancel + MK in Kishou to teleport next to your opponent. If you are lucky you can surprise your opponent by teleporting behind them. But use this sparingly and with caution because Yang is highly vulnerable during Teleport.

Yang has an interesting and effective anti air in his + MK. Yang crashes really low and extends his leg forward as he kicks. Many characters have a hard time hitting Yang from the air when he is in his + MK animation. Simply walk back a bit and + MK jump in attempts right as they hit the ground. Cancel into Tourou Zen to combo them back from where they came.

WAKEUP GAME

Yang can continue to pressure opponents on wake up just like he normally can when he is close by. But after a knockdown, Yang has enough time to start up a Kokushou. Mix it up by doing the fakeverse, then jump low and proceed to do Tourou Zen, or walk up and throw, or hit them with his overhead.

Yang can do a similar trick with Raigeki Shuu that can immediately on a waking up opponent after a knock down. Jump over their head just as they are getting up, and Raigeki Shuu (LK) on top of them. Wait until Yang is past their center point before using it. At this point, Yang is considered on the other side of them, so in order to Raigeki Shuu, you have to input the command for the Raigeki Shuu as if you were originally jumping from the other direction. What will happen is Yang will Raigeki Shuu straight down on top of them and hit them in the back of their body. It looks like Yang is going to land on the side of the direction he was jumping towards, but instead he will pop back up in front of the last moment and land back on the side from which he came. It happens very fast and very confusing for the waking up opponent to block correctly.

Yang is much better equipped to deal with being in a wake up situation than his brother. If Yang has Rush Minimumpack, that is free on wake up, use it at will. Tembin-Senkyclash is more of a risk because your opponent can dash up and hit you on the way down if they blocked. A safer option is to wait it out and look for any opening to strike. Yang has a lot of fast normals he can rely on to get himself out of a wake up pressure situation. + LP and LP both come out in 2 frames, and can be canceled into EX Tourou Zen to get a pressuring option off of you. His punish target combo is also very helpful to get out of wake up situations when they use it.

SETUPS

Ranges setups for UODH → super

Against medium sized characters:
(Zenpou Tenchin), UODH + LK → Tenchin-Senkyclash
(+ MP, + BK) LK → Tenchin-Senkyclash

Against wide characters:
(Zenpou Tenchin), UODH → Tenchin-Senkyclash

Against Oro:
No setup is required. UODH → Tenchin-Senkyclash works at close distance on crouching Oro.

RESETS

Reset 1: It's possible to reset the damage of Saiin-Emu every time a new combo starts. Use a cross up pattern that hits high and low at the same time, making it difficult to block. After a knock down (ready to set up in the corner), activate Saiin-Emu, jumping MK and Raigeki Shuu (HR) to cross up, land and + MK, then HR. After + HR knocks down, super jump forward and begin the sequence again with another Raigeki Shuu (HR). Repeat until super meter runs out. You can end the last sequence with a Zenpou Tenchin to get extra hits after Saiin-Emu runs out.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

Yang is generally safe after a blocked Tourou Zen (LP). However, a lot of opponents will try to attack Yang before he can do another + MK → Tourou Zen. This is a great chance to try to perry their incoming attack and make sure they can use + MK → Tourou Zen.

Another blocked sequence that leads to a counter attack after a + MK (ST). Try to perry your opponent's attack down and counter with + MK → Tourou Zen.

GROUND CROSS UPS

Yang can cross up 100% on the edge.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI

Yang can cross Chun-Li all sorts of problems. You can assault Chun-Li from the air with Raigeki Shuu. Chun-Li doesn't have any solid anti air moves, so Yang only needs to be careful of punishes and an occasional stand roundhouse. Mix up the Raigeki Shuu, sometimes whiffing a Raigeki Shuu (LK) to front of her face. Yang should have no trouble getting in on Chun-Li.

He can also fight at a distance against Chun-Li, using her own fighting style against her. Try to stay just out side of her + MK range. If you see her poke, try to counter with an reaction with EX Tourou Zen. Yang punches pretty low down, so if you can bust out a standing HP, you can + MK → Tourou Zen underneath it. Yang's LP is another good poke to use when approaching Chun-Li. Cancel into EX Tourou Zen to be safe.

If Yang is able to land Chun-Li into the corner with a close standing MK, he can juggle her with all 3 hits of his Tourou Zen (HP). For an even fresher combo, combine with a Kokushou in the corner, then proceed immediately juggle with Tourou Zen (HP) dash → LP dash follow up very quickly, wait, HP Slash → LP dash follow up again, then juggle with one LP slash, then hit HP.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN

Yang doesn't have very many safe offensive options against Ken. Using Raigeki Shuu leaves Yang wide open to anti air Shirayukihime, jumping attacks, and random EX Tsubakushi Sanjuu Kyuusaku. Yang's ground game is not any safer. Ken already out distances Yang with his + MK. But it is KEN's super at 3 hits that shocks Yang down. Yang can not advance on Ken with his Tourou Zen because Ken can punish the recovery of the MP, HP, and EX versions. It is really hard for Yang to ever get close to Ken.

For Yang to win this match up, he has to rely on his poke more than ever. Be patient and try to counter the recovery of one of Ken's + MKs with an EX Tourou Zen. If you can score a knock down, Yang has a chance to get in close and mix it up with throws and + MK → short Tourou Zen. But once Yang gets pushed away again, it will be hard to get back in.
NORMAL MOVES

STANDING

HP is a decent poke with good range. From the right range, it beats low attacks clean.

MK travels upward and covers a significant area. Good against anticipated jumps at a close range. This move crouches characters and is usually safe if blocked.

Use HK to anticipate a whiffed or whiffed hit outside of an opponent's max poke range. The slow start up can also build an attack. If this move hits, it knocks down, but has terrible recovery.

STANDING CLOSE

Close MP can use a hit mid-level attack. It has a decent amount of frame advantage after, allowing you to verify and combo after with LK ⇒ Zeshou Houho (LP). If MP is blocked, it can set up Zepou Temari, + LK (x2) ⇒ Zeshou Houho (LP).

Close MK launches and is super jump cancelable. Can be used as anti-air or a safe mid-level attack on wake up. Whether it hits or not, it's possible to cancel the attack after it connects into a super jump, allowing juggles after it, or if blocked, follow up the failed attack into a Raigeki Shuu pattern.

COSTUMES

SPECIAL NORMALS

- HP

Command attack that moves Yun far forward with a Kabuki dash. Very good range, slow start up. Has the added bonus of being able to beat jumping cross up attempts because of the hit box behind Yun. Very heavy attack, heavy recovery, vulnerable to jumps. Use with caution.

- MK

START UP 19

Fairly good speed for an overhead with good range. Can be done from rather unexpected ranges.

- HK

START UP 6

While jumping, + K

START UP 17

Dokai

Raigeki Shuu

Button strength controls the angle Yun dives at. Yun's game revolves around this attack. Use to get close quickly after a successful knock down. Can be used in an offensive manner to get close and stay on top of opponents. Depending on how close this move is done, and how high up the move is blocked, the Raigeki Shuu carries varying frame advantages/disadvantages. It's important to learn to pick the right kick strength from different distances so that this move always hits. Also, because of the varying angles, use Raigeki Shuu to set up high/low/three guessing games by simply whiffing a Raigeki Shuu, landing, throwing.
CROUCHING
+ + LK (x2) is one of Yun's only safe options to land super arts off of a low attack. Use it for set-ups and guessing games, like + + LK, command throw, or + + LK, MP, HP, + + HP chain.
+ + MK is Yun's only decent low poke. Although somewhat slow, + + MK → EX Tetsuzenkou or Sunsa-Rangenki can be used to punish whiffs if done early.

JUMPING
The MP, HP, and EX versions of this attack are a juggle set-up. Button strength determines how far the move travels. Can be used to travel under fireballs in a limited manner. The LP version is especially useful in combos with super arts. The EX version gets a huge increase in distance and speed. Good for punishing whiffed attacks from far away and going under projectiles. Safe from most everything but a handful of super arts if blocked.

THROWS
Command grab that switches sides with opponents and leaves them open for a combo. Incredibly useful as it can lead to major damage off of a throw. Has slightly more range than a normal throw.

Special Moves
Zeshou Houke
Kobokushiki
Tetsuzenkou
Nishou Kyakka
Zampos Tekshin
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART I

You-Hou

You-Hou is only three hits, but those hits do an incredible amount of damage. The last hit sets up a juggle state to continue a combo. A basic finish is Tetsuzenkou (AP), Zeshou Houou (LP). You-Hou conveniently combos off both of Yun's LP/LK, MP and HP. + + HP target chain.

It's also possible to juggle an opponent with You-Hou after Yun's neutral throw before they hit the ground. You-Hou has a solid window of invulnerability at startup. Use it to blow through certain attacks, or as a solid anti-air. You-Hou is so strong that it has 100% combo possibilities on Akuma and on a morphing X.0.0.P.Y. Twelve.

You-Hou's main flaw is the length of the bar. It takes a fairly long time to build up enough super meter to use You-Hou. When Yun doesn't have any super meter, he cannot do any damaging combos. At those times, he's not intimidating enough to discourage wake up moves and random attacks because of the low risk/reward ratio.

Recommended Super Art: Genei-Jin

Genei-Jin is so good that there is no need to ever pick You-Hou or Sourai-Rengeki. The damage potential is great and the super meter is short. Expect to refill super meter in no time after a Genei-Jin combo. Genei-Jin is deadly when comboed, and always scary whenever and wherever activated.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

2 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 20
+ + LK, + + LK → Zeshou Houou (LP)

4 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 25
Close LP → LK → MP → Zeshou Houou (HP)

5 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 28
Close MP linked into a far LK → Zeshou Houou (LP)

3 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 22
Zensou Tenbin linked into + + MP → Zeshou Houou (MP)

8 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 36
Zensou Tenbin linked into + + MP → Sourai-Rengeki

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 52
Zensou Tenbin linked straight into You-Hou, where able, immediately juggle with Tetsuzenkou (MP), when you recover juggle again with a Zeshou Houou (MP)

6 HITS
TOTAL DAMAGE: 40
Close LP → LK → MP → Ex Tetsuzenkou, juggle with an early Zeshou Houou (LP)

SUPER ART II

Sourai-Rengeki

Sourai-Rengeki is the perfect super art for a rush down style Yun player. Sourai-Rengeki provides three medium sized super meters, which frees up the use of EX moves without worrying about super meter management. Sourai-Rengeki combines veritably off of Yun's LP/LK, MP target chain, as well as + + LK (+2). Use + + MK → Sourai-Rengeki to punch whiffed pokes or throw attempts, as well as stopping dashes. Buffer super art motions into the move when out of range for an automatic super art if it hits something. When Sourai-Rengeki connects, it knocks down and sets up a cross up Jago/Shu opportunity on wake up. Constantly keep on the pressure with Sourai-Rengeki, landing super art after super art or super meter permits.

The only downside to this super art is that it is geared towards an aggressive style of play. Against certain characters, especially Ken, Yun is prone to get hit by random jumping attacks and anti-air.

SUPER ART III

Genei-Jin

Genei-Jin is arguably the best super art in the game. It has the shortest super meter and has the highest damage potential of any super art. With Genie-Jin activated, any hit can lead to a juggle state and a big combo. There are many ways to combo into Genei-Jin. The most often used setup is to activate after canceling a LP/LK, MP target chain and linking Genei-Jin hits afterwards. When juggling opponents, after the Genei-Jin timer runs out it's possible to continue to juggle a few more times for added hits of extra damage. Yun also starts to build up super meter with those last few hits. An average full Genei-Jin combo can replenish around 15%-20% of the super meter.

TARGET COMBOS

JUMPING LP → HP
Decent two hit jumping attack versus players who
anti-air parry often. Can be used in juggles.

+ + MP → + + HP
Not to good, safe three hit chain. Does mediocre damage, but able to be parried high or low.

+ + HK → HK
Two hit chain starting off a sweep. Decent damage. Second hit has terrible recovery however.

MP → HP → + + HP
Third hit knocks down. Decent range and damage. Good way to land a You-Hou off of a mid-level hit. Verifiable through the first two hits. Slight frame advantage after the second hit.

CLOSE LP → LK → MP
Flexible three hit chain with a cancellable last hit. Yun's main opening for combos. The last hit of the chain carries a small disadvantage that is punishable with a fast super art or Ken's Shoryuken (LP). However the chain is perfectly verifiable off of the first two hits, so you never need to chain into the third hit if it's blocked.
ADVANCED GENEI-JIN TACTICS

While Genei-Jin is absolutely lethal at point blank range, it also has the effect of allowing Yun the ability to get in on characters from a full screen away. For example, a character can counter all of Yun's rush-down attacks and keep him away from landing combo. If Yun activates Genei-Jin however, Yun has the advantage now because if Yun lands any hit, it can lead to a high damage juggle. All of Yun's moves are super fast and have super priority during Genei-Jin. If Yun can't get in on a certain character, all he needs to do is activate Genei-Jin from a safe distance away, then he can start his offensive rush down for free. If the opponent is unable to block or attack, they will most likely get hit by Yun's high priority Genei-Jin moves. With Genei-Jin activated, Yun has the ability to control all the space around him for the few seconds it lasts. This should be enough to get close to the opponent and score some damage as well as a knock down. Then Yun can safely extend an offensive strike as the aggressor in a wide situation. If Yun finds itself in trouble and loses his momentum, he can simply wait until he revives his move and can activates Genei-Jin again before he tries to attack again.

Another way to score damage during Genei-Jin when the opponent is blocking is to go for lots of hit kick overhead attacks. Yun's overhead comes out fast and does good damage. You can "hide" the overhead by doing a normal move first and canceling into the juggle. After you have trained them to look for overheads, you can start to mix it up with low attacks into either Dakon or a Koishiki. If they anticipated plenty and high knocking overhead was coming, you will knock them over and initiate a Genei-Jin juggle combo opportunity.

WAKEUP GAME

When Yun knocks someone down, he has a huge bag of tricks he can rely on to continue to score damage and apply pressure. His Raigaku Shuu is his most useful weapon. In the corner, you can cross up nearly every character with a properly timed Raigaku Shuu on wake up. If the cross ups hits, follow up with a combo. If they block, Yun has many options. Since Yun is in the corner at this point, he can Zensou Tenshin and flip over them, and combo them into the corner and repeat the whole process. Yun can also rack out into Zensou Tenshin to make it up. Stand jab, + LK, and + MK are good kick throw setups. Another option is to immediately do stardown forward after a blocked Raigaku Shuu. You can super jump cancel the MK and Raigaku Shuu them again.

When Yun is in the corner knocked down, he has four options to get a character off of him. His only decent move in this situation is on EX Kusarigama (S0). But it is very vulnerable if they miss. It will lead to miss if the opponent is approaching. A better option is to wait it out and block and look for a safe opportunity to attack. If you see your opponent stand up to either throw or gain position, immediately + LK → Sosou Habaku. Other than these options, Yun isn’t the best character at dealing with being cornered.

SETUPS

Ranges setups for UDH → super

Against medium sized characters: (Zensou Tenshin), UDH, + MK → Sosou-Rengeki

Against wide characters: (Zensou Tenshin), UDH, + MP → Sosou-Rengeki

Against Oro:

No setup is required. UDH → Yau Rou or Sosou-Rengeki works at close distances on crouching Oro. You can even do UDH → jab, short, strong target chain → Genei-Jin on crouching Oro.

RESETS

Reset 1: If Yun is able to catch an air borne opponent with a jumping MK, and lands before they do, he can activate Genei-Jin before they land and Zensou Tenshin to juggles them before they hit the ground. They are now in a juggle state for Yun to continue combos. The opponent can parry the Zensou if they anticipate it, but it is 3 hits and comes out fast, so it is difficult to see and do.

Reset 2: During a mid to full screen Genei-Jin combo, Yun can reset the juggle, causing the opponent to flip back and recover. Yun can then hit them before they land on the ground to start a new Genei-Jin juggle state. You will know if you are successful if the combo counter resets back at 0 hits. The reason you would want to reset the combo is because scaling of the superior meter is also reset. When Genei-Jin ends, Yun can lend a few extra normal juggle hits before the opponent hits the ground. Those hits give Yun back some of his superior meter. The amount of meter he gets per hit is dependent on how many total hits the combo was. Retriggering the superior meter has telling similar to damage scaling. But in a reset combo, all of this is reset as well. So each hit after the reset gives back a turn of meter because the combo is starting over and is only a few hits at that point.

PARRY SETUPS AND TACTICS

If you activate Genei-Jin while the opponent is blocking, do some overhands and then hesitate. Make it look like there is an opening in your pressure tactics to bait them to hit you. Most opponents will do a low move to try to hit Yun during or after an overhead. This is when you down parry. If they stick out a low poke, you can than UDH → Dakon to launch them into the corner and initiate a juggles combo. If they do nothing and continue to block, simply continue on with your barrage of Genie-Jin attacks.

GROUND CROSS UPS

You can cross up Tsubasa, Aiai, Daidai, Hecie, Hugo, Eikan, Chou-I, and Oro in any corner.

You can cross up Ikuko, Yun, and Yang only in his own corner.

FAVORABLE MATCH UP: CHUN-LI

Chun-Li controls the ground, but Yun doesn’t primarily attack from the ground. If Yun can successfully attack Chun-Li from the air because she doesn’t have any solid air-counter moves. Use Raigaku Shuu on her. Be careful about Raigaku Shuu being paralyzed, but whiffed Raigaku Shuu (L) can overcome this. Even if Chun-Li successfully stops Raigaku Shuu, Yun always has the option to run away and build superior meter.

Avoiding Raigaku Shuu paralyzed or countered to be able to handle Chun-Li without many problems. One thing to be careful is Chun-Li’s "low jab." It’s the quickest normal move in the game and beats out many Yun’s attacks in Genie-Jin. Option down parry during blocked Genie-Jin sequences to neutralize this threat and land big combo on Chun-Li.

UNFAVORABLE MATCH UP: KEN

Ken is the reason Yun needs the run away strategy in his bag of tricks. Yun has a hard time attacking Ken without Genie-Jin activated. Ken’s Shoryuken (HP) covers plenty of ground, perfect for punishing whiffed Raigaku Shuu (L). Yun must be careful every time he jumps. Ken’s jumping HP and MK consistently stop Yun from jumping in and Raigaku Shuu attempts. Also, since Yun spends so much time in the air, he is at risk for random jump EX hurricanes kicks. Getting on the ground is not easy. Ken keeps Yun away with low MK.

For Yun to win this match, he must run away. Only attack when it is safe, meaning with Genie-Jin activated. Keeping Ken away long enough to build up superior meter is an easy task. Play carefully with patience, waiting for the right time to attack.
**Gill**

**NORMAL MOVES**

**STANDING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Start Up</th>
<th>JAB</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Costumes**

**SPECIALNormals**

- **Palm Upper**
  - 6
- **Step Kick**
  - 12
SPECIAL MOVES

CROUCHING

A 2 hit projectile with fire elemental properties launches from Gill's side. Button strength used determines the angle of the projectile.

JUMPING

(Fire elemental from left side, Ice elemental from right side.)

Cyber Lariat hits at two different points in the move, which cause different effects. Hitting early in the move knocks down. Hitting later in the move knocks down opponents in the air and causes a juggle state. It can also hit for twice if positioned right. Cyber Lariat can be done multiple times to continue to juggle an airborne opponent.

THROWS

Gill jumps and tracks opponents to land on them with a devastating Knee drop.
SUPER ARTS

SUPER ART AVAILABILITY

Gill never needs to choose a super art; he always has access to all three.

SUPER ART

Meteor Strike

Gill summons a meteor shower from the heavens. If any meteor hits, it initiates a juggle state and allows the meteors that follow to combo for big damage. Gill is vulnerable during this super art.
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SUPER ART

Seraphic Wing

The ultimate super art because Gill is completely invulnerable. Seraphic Wing cannot be parried. It does massive damage on hit, and even chip damage consumes around 25% of a lifebar.

SUPER ART MAX

Super meter at MAX when Gill is KO'd

Resurrection

If Gill loses all of his lifebar, but has a full super meter, his Resurrection super art activates automatically to revive Gill and restore his health. It takes a few seconds for Gill to fully regain all of his health. He can be hit out of Resurrection before he gains all of his health back. However, he pushes opponents away with an invisible force that helps protect him while he recovers. After Resurrection, Gill cannot gain any more super meter for the rest of the round.

TARGET COMBOS

LP → MP

Whiffs against crushing characters. No real use.

4 + LK → 4 + MK

Fast and flexible. You can tag on another 4 + MK at the beginning for more damage. Very safe too.

4 + LK → PALM UPPER

Does not combo. Second hit is cancelable. Ok for guessing games; mix up 4 + LK, walk up and throw 4 + LK → Palm Upper → Fierce Cyber Larret.

COMBOS YOU NEED TO KNOW

3 HITS

4 + LK, 4 + LK → 4 + MK

Easy low combo. Terrible damage but it's flexible and very safe.

6 HITS

4 + HP (2 hits), juggle with an early Psycho Headbut (HP), when Gill lands, juggle with another 4 + HP (1 hit), juggle again with a late Cyber Larret (HP)

Basic extended juggle. Can be used as anti-air or for punishment situations. Knocks down.

16-18 HITS

MIDSCREEN ONLY

Jump in with a semi early HK, land, link 4 + HP (2 hits), immediately juggle with a Psycho Headbut (HP), juggle again with an early HP, when Gill recovers, immediately juggle with an early Meteor Strike; when Gill recovers, juggle again with 4 + HP (2 hits), juggle again with a Psycho Headbut (LP), and finally juggle with Psycho Larret (HP)

Massive damage. Usually dizzies most characters. The Meteor Strike juggles rather inconsistently, Knocks down.

8 HITS

CORNER ONLY

Jump in with a semi early HK, land and link 4 + HP (2 hits), juggle immediately with an early HP, juggle again with an immediate Cyber Larret (LP), when Gill recovers, juggle with HP, then walk up and juggle again with a third HP

Instant dizzy combo. Very difficult against some characters like the Sheikas. The Cyber Larret else misses one hit on same characters, though it doesn't affect the combo much. Knocks down.

STRATEGY

Elbow

In the age of the Gods, Gill rules over all. In Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike, Gill rules over the 19 normal characters as their supreme end boss. Gill is much more powerful than the normal cast of characters. He was not selectable in the arcade, however he is available as a secret character on the console version as a bonus feature. With all his high priority attacks, huge damage off of ridiculous juggle combos, and 3 devastating super arts, most characters do not stand a chance against him.

Gill's body is split down the center to separate his two elemental abilities. His right side harnesses the element of ice. Depending on which direction Gill is facing, many of his normal and special attacks will change based on what part of his body the move originates from. The move will either have the properties of fire, or ice.
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Androids Shed No Tears.

Tokyo 2049. Three lifelike androids were once just animated puppets in an underground laboratory. Now, they have been given independence, affecting space and time. Having gone through weapons training, these three futuristic rebels must battle hordes of underground mutants. The battle for the future has just begun.
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INTRODUCING THE N-IMATION™ LENTICULAR HOLOGRAM
BradyGAMES published its first strategy guide in November of 1993, and every year since then, we've made great efforts to give you the best guides possible. Now celebrating our 10th anniversary, we'd like to take this opportunity to say a few things and extend a special invitation to you—our readers.

First of all, THANK YOU! Whether you're a long-time customer, or this is your first BradyGAMES guide, we appreciate your support. We hope that our guides have enhanced your overall experience when playing games. These days, completing a game isn't just about how quickly you finish. It's about uncovering absolutely everything a game has to offer: side quests, mini-games, secret characters, and multiple endings just to name a few. That's what the TAKE YOUR GAME FURTHER® banner at the top of our guides is all about.

Many games deserve more than just a standard strategy guide, and we recognize that. Our guides are produced with the highest quality standards and are tailored specifically for the games they cover. With the introduction of our Signature Series and Limited Edition guides, we raised the bar even higher.

Now for the "invitation" part. Although we constantly challenge ourselves to improve our guides, we'd like your help too. You're formally invited to tell us what you think about our guides. Like something we do? Let us know. Think something we've done is totally lame? Please let us know. We want your feedback no matter if it's good, bad, or just plain ugly. You can write or e-mail us at the addresses below, and we will read what you send. Your opinions are important to us, and may influence the direction for our guides in the future.

Write to:
BradyGAMES
800 E. 96th Street, 3rd Floor
Indianapolis, IN 46240

Send e-mail to:
feedback@bradygames.com

For now, we hope you enjoy this guide. Thanks again for choosing BradyGAMES.
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HYPER STREET FIGHTER™ II: THE ANNIVERSARY EDITION

JOEY CUPELLA - STRATEGY AND COMBOS

Thanks to:
Alex Valle - Ryu/ Ken, Mike Watson - Balrog/Ken, David Stina - Dhalsim/M. Bison/Vega, Chris Li - E. Honda/ Dejy/Sagat, Mike Creque - Gu/Fey Long, Derek Daniels - Zangief/Balrog, Seth Killian - Chun Li/Blanko, David Wright - Z. Hawk, Arturo Mahloam - Guile, and John Choi - Sagat.

Special thanks to Alex Valle, John Choi, Mike Watson, Seth Kilian, Derek Daniels, Tom Cannon, Tony Cannon, David Stina for being members of team Old School, and for keeping the Street Fighter community alive. Thanks to Shoryuken.com for being the best Street Fighter website out there and for letting me be a part of it. Finally, thanks to Southern Hills Golf Club (now defunct) for creating the best competition in the country.

CHRIS HAUSERMANN - MOVE LISTS AND SCREENSHOTS

I want to thank my lovely wife Sara for all of her help and support. Marco Amihiani, Rob Dacapo, Bob Weid, and all of my friends who played videogames with me back in the day. Dave Blue for his music influences and his competitive nature. My Japanese friends Toshi Kaneko, Mr. Kan, Mr. Wado, and Shinya Kino for their friendship and countless rounds of fighting games. Special thanks to Ieki and everyone at CAPCOM for their continued support.

STREET FIGHTER™ III 3RD STRIKE: FIGHT FOR THE FUTURE

ADAM DEATS - STRATEGY AND COMBOS

I want to thank Forrest Glenn Pack for his help with the glossary and other technical matters. I also want to thank the Texas Street Fighter community for keeping the competition alive for as long as they have.

MARK ROGOWSKI - STRATEGY AND COMBOS

I want to thank Heinz Chang for inspiring me to always improve my game, and to all the Austin 3rd Strike players for keeping the competitive spirit alive.

KEN SCHMIDT - MOVE LISTS AND SCREENSHOTS

I want to thank the little arcade next to the pizza place near Indiana University where I first encountered Street Fighter II and its amazing ability to consume quarters. Thanks to my brother, Rick, for helping me feed quarters into that machine and keeping my interest in Street Fighter II and its sequels for many years.
FOR 15 YEARS STREET FIGHTER™ II HAS BEEN A DOMINANT FORCE IN FIGHTING GAMES, AND NOW THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION HAS ARRIVED.

LET OUR TOURNAMENT PROS TEACH YOU ALL OF THE EXPERT STRATEGY YOU NEED TO MASTER ANY CHARACTER IN HYPER STREET FIGHTER™ II: THE ANNIVERSARY EDITION OR STREET FIGHTER™ III 3RD STRIKE: FIGHT FOR THE FUTURE.

- Tournament Combos Give You the Edge in Every Match!
- Detailed Descriptions of Each Characters' Moves and Special Abilities!
- Best Case Scenario Match-ups for Every Character!
- Advanced Techniques and Strategy!
- Anniversary Art Gallery!

Detailed Analysis of Every Characters' Moves, Special Moves, and Super Arts!

Devastating Tournament Combos to Crush Your Opponents!

Frame Data for Every Street Fighter™ III 3RD STRIKE: Fight for the Future Character!

Advanced Tips and Tactics from the Pros!

STREET FIGHTER™ III 3RD STRIKE SOUNDTRACK INCLUDED!

FOR SALE IN USA AND CANADA ONLY